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To ,he n1enlory o.l my .father, Vasily Makolkin)))

Thus, even the ancient thinkers tried connecting the name \"hero\" with the emotion-

al state \"love
Y

', swnmarizing the traditional psychological impact of a name upon indi-
viduals and entire groups. Their, a somewhat naive semantics registers the semiotic

effect of the name \"hero\" which is usually associated with communal worshipping,

ideal behavior and the ultimate heroic goal. For the ancient philosophers, \"hero\" was a

name that carried clear and
powerful etymological exegesis in itself; \"hero\" was a sign

of an exceptional status:)

Hero = Eros + God)

The name was a sign of a
special

social role. An individual who was named \"hero\"

was naturally loved and revered like a god. Since gods were immortal and eternally

loved, anybody ultimately
named a \"hero\" was worthy of eternal remembrance and

reverence. The ancient Greeks acknowledged the semi-human and semi-legendary

qualities of their heroes and dem
ystified

the very process of naming. At various times

different people deserved the name \"hero\". If initially it was a warrior, or a ruler, later

it became a
philosopher,

an artist or a musician. In PIato's time the \"race of orators

and
sophists\"

were already named \"heroes\" (57). Montaigne would later expose the

falsehood of names and denounce onomastic mythology. For him, a name was a mere

arbitrary sign. \"Is it Peter or William? And what is that but a word for all mouths? or

three or four dashes of a pen (316).\"17 He mocked the onomastic obsession of his

countrymen, as well as their custom of giving names by using the name of one's

\"Towne, Mannor, Hamlet or Lordship\". Nonetheless, despite his attitude to names,

Montaigne acknowledged the mystic power of a heroic name and recognized its ono-

mastic tyranny, even long after the death of the hero whose name is not only remem-

bered, but still may have the most
powerful impact upon the living:

18)

Those that survive are tickled with the pleasure of these words,

and by them solicited with jealousie and desire, do presently

without consideration transmit by fantasie this their proper

motion of revenge unto the deceased (317).)

The French philosopher ends his essay on names by quoting Juvenal and
implicitly

acknowledging
the \"desire for a heroic name, and the overpowerful thirst to be

praised\". Montaigne agrees with the ancient poet that heroic names do indeed possess

mysterious power to alter human behavior.)))
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Preface)

The main focus of this project, when it was undertaken in 1987. was on name as sign

and hero as an icon.
Although

the study was in the area of social semiotics it then

seemed of little relevance to the popular production of signs.

Since the completion of the work in 1988, dramatic changes have occurred in the

world, particularly in Eastern Europe. Through
them one may observe the unpre-

dictable power of signs and
symbols

and their profound impact on the collective psy-

che. Masses of people are involved in the destruction of the old icons and the forma-

tion of the new ones. The old are swept away by the diabolic power of the name-signs
and their magic. Politicians and economists, historians and social anaJysts will have to

detennine later the extent of meaning in this not purely onomastic development.
Here our semiotic lenses are focussed on the role of the symbolic, on the power of

the name-sign, and on the display of its semiotic constant. In this respect all recent

events may be viewed as a semiotic parade where
signs

manifest their semiotic power

and stability. To pamphrase Paul Bouissac, if historians are interested in variables,

semioticians, as much as anthropologists \"are concerned with constants\" (Bouissac,

1976: 152).

The worship of heroes. their names and their biographies are such \"constants.\" uni-

versal signs manifesting similar semiotic
qualities regardless

of geography, history,

politics or desired myth.

Therefore, the study of a
particular

Ukrainian sign, Taras Shevchenko (1814-1861),

is as meaningful as any other in the \"Empire of signs\", using Roland Barthes' expres-

sion. Shevchenko, the subject of this study, is a sign of high semiotic intensity by

which we may reexamine the W1derestimated power of the heroic and symbolic.

Another semiotic constant is the paradoxical genre
of biography, the W1iversally

loved and hated. Biography is present in all ttaditions, known to all readers, used and

abused equal I
y by heroes and victims, but as a fonn of discourse and its constant it

remains unexplored. The biographical imperative of most discursive efforts poses

numerous questions. We have attempted to address some of them by applying some of

the familiar signs and symbols to the no less familiar
genre.)

Toronto, Ontario, 1991

A. Makolkin)))
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Chapter One)

Introducing a name-sign)

Signs are things which stand for other

things, or to add a different dimension to

the matter, anything that can be made to

stand for something.)

Arthur Asa Berger,

Signs in
Contemporary

Culture.)

1. 1. Sbevchenko as a Ukrainian Sign)

Much as Shakespeare is the symbol of English culture, and Moliere is recognized as

the French sign and Dante as Italian\037 Shevchenko is the Ukrninian sign. He is the sym-
bol of Ukrainian national cohesiveness that binds together all Ukrninians, as well as

introducing them to all non-Ukrninians. 'Shevchenko' is the name-metaphor which

encodes the entire history of the nation for all Ukrninians in past, present and future. It

also means the Ukraine, Ukrainians and as the name abbreviates, simplifies and

reduces the notion of Ukrnine and Ukrainian culture to a single sign.

Clarence Manning believes that in
\"every

land and every literature there is an

author who is the outstanding incarnation of the national genius\".
1 This one man, cho-

sen by the people, is entrusted witb the mission of elevating his nation among other

nations or becoming a national sign.
In the case of the Ukrainian nation, such a man is

Taras Shevchenko who became a national symbol.

George Grabowicz views Shevchenko not only as a national poet-symbol, but as a

myth-maker as well, and the inspiration for collective myth-making of which only a

national]X>ct is capable:
2)

The impact of Taras Shevchenko on modem Ukrainian con-

sciousness can
hardly

be overstated: he is Bard and Prophet, the

inspired voice of his people. and the spiritual father of the reborn

Ukrainian nation (1).)))
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It is not just Shevchenko's poetry, but also his popularity and especially the myth

around his name that attracts the community. The deeds of the hero are long forgotten

but his name is remembered. It means various
things

to various Ukrainians and non-

Ukrainians. Christians want to see Shevchenko as another prophet, another Christ or a

model Christian. The dreamers of an independent Ukrainian state saw Shevchenko as

a fighter for a free and independent Ukraine, Marxists regarded him as an ally, a revo-

lutionary, and a
representative

of the oppressed. The JX>et's name acquired different

meanings in the process of the evolution of the name-metaphor.

George Luckyj summarizes this thought: 3)

He has been acclaimed as a prophet of national liberation, a

rebel in the cause of social justice, a peasant seeker for God's

truth, an atheist, and many other things, so that often his
signifi-

cance as a poet has been lost in the ideological struggle about

him (X))

In pre-1917 Russia Shevchenko was a symbol of a \"naturnl genius\", a raw peasant

talent, and a Russian cultural prod uct. After 1917 and the fonnation of the Ukrainian

Socialist Republic, the Soviet critics adjusted S hevchenko's name and works to the

propagandistic needs of the new utopian state. Leonid Novychenko gives a portrait-

cliche which exemplifies the popular cultural stereotype that is associated with

Shevchenko's name in Soviet critical literature: 4)

The national poet of the Ukraine, a revolutionary fighter and

thinker, he was an associate and friend of many leading figures
in the country's liberation movement. Through his voice the

Ukrainian people began to speak, for in the rich Ukrainian lan-

guage Shevchenko was able to reflect his people's character, his-

tory, traditions, and aspirations for the future(8).)

Leonid Pliushch, a fonner Soviet citizen and a Ukrainian cultural
figure

in exile,

provides a critical view of the established Soviet stereotype around Shevchenko's
name:

5)

In
contemporary Soviet scholarship Shevchenko is portrayed

'simply' as an atheist, a
revolutionary democrat, an internation-)))



Shevchenko as a Ukrainian sign 3)

alist Russophile. Whatever does not fit into this scheme is either

passed over in silence, interpreted,
or falsified 'in the Party spir-

it,' indulgently overlooked as error deriving from the lack of

education which he, a peasant, received or from his romantic

idealization of the Ukrainian past, errors, which, as it were, his

nationalist friends inspired and his Russian friends of the rev 01u-

tionary democratic persuasion helped him to overcome (454-5).)

As the onomastic anti-thesis Western scholars created other names around

Shevchenko, the Ukrainian national poet. The names \"atheist\" and
\"revolutionary

democrat\" were discarded, \"Russophile\" was vehemently denounced; the naming pro-
cess continued and still is going on. The critic Bohdan Rubchak describes the intensity
of this naming process and the popularity Shevchenko's name has acquired: 6)

There is hardly another poet in world literature with more monu-
ments to his honor

(in every major city of the Ukraine, in

Moscow, Leningrad, Paris, Rome, Washington, Cleveland,
Winnipeg, Toronto, Buenos Aires, two in the State of New York,
or with more towns, streets, city squares, schools, and museums

named after him
(4).)

Rubchak illustrates how the name of a national hero has to be reintroduced periodi-

cally in order to be saved from oblivion. To stay popular a name must be constantly

recalled. Each street or town in Shevchenko's name is another reminder of the hero'5

name, as well of the onomastic anxiety of the group who fears that it may be forgotten

otherwise. With the ever
increasing

distance from the poet's lifetime (1814-61),

Shevchenko's name has to be constantly reintroduced to each new generation of

Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians. Each new generation has to be re-acquainted with the

national hero. Mere naming after the poet intensifies his popularity, but is semiotically

less effective than a heroic biography or
panegyric

which becomes increasingly help-

ful in remembering not only the heroic name, but also the hero himself. If naming a

street or a city after a hero reminds us of a person, the heroic biography of an individ-

ual explains why he is to be remembered. Thus, maintaining the name-symbol in the

collective memory of a group becomes the function of any heroic
biography.

The heroic biography of a poet-national symbol, which re-introduces the name-

icon by redescribing
his life and work in every new biographical text, is a cultural)))
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institution in itself worthy of an independent examination. The purpose of the present

study lies only in analyzing the problem
of the name..symbol in the course of rewriting

the heroic biography of a major national poet. Shevchenko's status as a national

Ukrainian
poet\037

his enonnous popularity and cultural significance, makes him a classi-

cal national hero and his name a classical example of a name-symool, name-sign and

heroic icon.

S hevchenko, the Ukrainian national writer, became a special field of
literary

criti-

cism, a separate branch called Shevchenkoniana. Shevchenko, the biographical sub-

ject, contributed to an entire new epoch in the history of Ukrainian biography and

added another chapter to the general history of heroic biography. He entered the pan-

theon of national heroes next to other heroes and saints. His name would never have

become a common metaphor and part of a special shared code without the deliberate

technique of transfonning the real concrete name of a real historical
figure

into a

name-symbol. Thus, the theme of the present study is the close analysis of the nam-

ing technique or the phenomenon of onomopoesis in heroic
biography.

The central

and pennanent motif of the ongoing biographical discourse about Shevchenko is the

name of the hero-poet and his role for national unity. In creating the
name-metaphor,

authors, throughout more than a century of rewriting the poet '8 life, anticipated the

collective desire of the national group and prevalent group mythologies. There is a

nearly organic unity between the myth, mythical power and the heroic name. The

national myth nourishes the onomopoesis while persistent naming of the hero supports

and reinforces group feelings a}x)ut him. However, the name of a hero has to undergo a

process of gradual semantic intensification in order to erect the name-monument.

What are the means of this
gradual onomopoesis and how is this name-icon created?

These are the main theoretical questions of this smdy. To answer these questions the

present author has established a diachronicaI field of observation following the progres-

sion of Shevchenko's name in the earlier biographies written immediately after his

death, and up to the most recent reinterpretations of the poet's life and work. Rewriting
the subject's life for nearly two centuries, biographers had to repeat not only the same

biographical plot from the moment of birth to death t but also to follow the same pro-

gression of a name from an ordinary one to the heroic name-sym bol. 7 The space
between the name \"Tarns Shevchenko\" and the name-sign \"Shevchenko - Ukrainian

Shakespeare\" has proven to be filled with a large variety of onomastic choices.

Considering the role of the subject as a poet and national Ukrainian hero, it would
have been an unrealistic task to examine the entire biographical legacy about

Shevchenko. Nonetheless, the
biographical diachrony from V. Maslov (1874) to L.)))



Shevchenko as a Ukrainian sign 5)

Novychenko (1983) is filled with nwnerous elaborate onomastic structures which all

sufficiently explain how onomopoetic language functions and how the name of a man

is transfOIDled into a name-icon. 8 The name has to pass a certain test in heroic accla-

mation to be unconditionally accepted as iconic; it must undergo several
stages prior

to its fmal heroic transfol111ation. Initially, when the name of a hero is introduced as an

emulative model, a biographer has to convince his readers of the subjecCs heroic

worth. The strategy is always the same, that is, the onomopoesis or name-construction

has a constant specific quality. It gradually intensifies the name: the sign acquires its

gradual semiotic strength, gradually achieving the highest degree of semiotic expres-
sion

through
an elaborately arranged process. A biographer builds gradually the ono-

mastic
pyramid

as the monument to his hero. All these verbal monuments created at
various times by different biographers do preserve their particular visions of the heroic

subject while
sharing

numerous common discursive features.

For instance, a non-Ukrainian author perceives a Ukrainian national hero in a

slightly different fashion: Emile Durand (1876), William Morfill (1880), Alfred

Jensen (1916) Lauro Mainardi (1933) and Clarence Manning (1945). Some of them,

contributing mere biographical sketches, nonetheless mediate the view of the

\"Other\".9 The heroic pathos of a panegyric written from the \"outside\" differs in inten-

sity and quality from a heroic
portrayal

written from \"inside\" the group, that is by a

Ukrainian biographer writing about a Ukrainian national hero. An extreme panegyric

may be expected only from a fellow compatriot sharing the same cultural heritage.

Nonetheless, the panegyric of the \"Other\" equally contributes to the construction of

the onomastic pyramid or monument to the hero.

The time span (1874-1983) between all these various biographies pennits one to

capture various points of view and different popular beliefs which influenced the

establishing of the name-symbol. His name was repeated in English, French, Gennan,
Russian and Italian versions of his life-story. It was being methodically drilled into the

collective memory of various national groups for nearly two centuries. The coIpus of

selected texts permits the reader to follow the progression of the heroic name-icon in

the time and cultural space of the 19th and 20th centuries. Thus, biographies by M.

Chaly (1882), V. Maslov (1874), O. Ohonovs'ky (1889) contrast with the later

redescriptions of Shevchenko's life undertaken by V. Kranikhfeld (1914), and D.

Doroshenko (1936).10 Natalia Kholodna's version of the same heroic life (1955) rep-

resents an original feminine vision of the poet -symbol, as well as summarizing some

popular attitudes towards the national hero-poet.
II Her biography complements \037

Zaitsev's (1955), also written outside the Ukraine, but differs in style and
degree

of)))
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praise.1

2
Biographies by Maxim Ryl's'kyi and Alexander Deutch (1964) and L.

Novychenko (1983) exemplify
the tteaUllent of the Ukrainian national hero in the

Soviet period. 13
Konstantin Paustovsky.s biographical attempt dating back to 1938

represents a
very sophisticated

narration in Aesopian language, and is the best artistic

production despite
ruthless censorship and persecutions during the Stalin era. 14 The

biographical texts analyzed
do not claim to be the complete corpus of Shevchenko's

biographies. Neither does this author intend to evaluate their historical merits.

Selected in diachronical fashion, from 1874 till 1983, they merely serve as discursive

data for the examination of onomopoesis in biography.)

1. 2. Names, heroes and onomastic
mythology)

Names and the process of naming have mystified people from time immemorial.

People were always puzzled or frightened by various names. The ancient Greek

philosophers recognized
the semiotic power of names and, even then, already viewed

them as cognitive tools in mastering reaJjty and obtaining further knowledge. Through
Plato modem readers may find that Socrates presumably regarded a name \"as an instru-

ment of teaching and of separating reality, as a shuttle is an instrument of separating the

web\" (23).15 It becomes obvious that even ancient thinkers agreed on the ubiquity of

onomastic power. They recognized
names as phenomena important both to Greeks and

other nations. In Plato's
Crarylus

Socrates is quoted as having said that there is a kind

of inherent correcbless in names, which is the same for all men, 'both Greeks and bar-

barians' (7).16 By \"inherent correctness\" he may have meant the power of names to

distinguish objects, people and ideas, as well as to measure and compare them with one

another, and to provoke certain emotional states.

Socrates, for example, was fascinated by the collective traditional admiration of

heroes and tried to uncover the etymology of the name uhero\". He traced it to the orig-

inal \"love\" (ems), giving the following semantic explanation to
Hel111ogenes:)

Why, they were aU born because a god fell in love with mortal

woman, or a mortal man with a goddess. Now if you consider

the word \"hero\" also in the old Attic pronunciation, you will
understand better; for that will show you that it has been only

slightly altered from the name of love (Eros), the source from

which the heroes
spring;

to make a name for them
(57).)))



.Names, heroes and onomastic mythology 7)

Thus, even the ancient thinkers tried connecting the name \"hero\" with the emotion-

al state \"love
Y

', swnmarizing the traditional psychological impact of a name upon indi-
viduals and entire groups. Their, a somewhat naive semantics registers the semiotic

effect of the name \"hero\" which is usually associated with communal worshipping,

ideal behavior and the ultimate heroic goal. For the ancient philosophers, \"hero\" was a

name that carried clear and
powerful etymological exegesis in itself; \"hero\" was a sign

of an exceptional status:)

Hero = Eros + God)

The name was a sign of a
special

social role. An individual who was named \"hero\"

was naturally loved and revered like a god. Since gods were immortal and eternally

loved, anybody ultimately
named a \"hero\" was worthy of eternal remembrance and

reverence. The ancient Greeks acknowledged the semi-human and semi-legendary

qualities of their heroes and dem
ystified

the very process of naming. At various times

different people deserved the name \"hero\". If initially it was a warrior, or a ruler, later

it became a
philosopher,

an artist or a musician. In PIato's time the \"race of orators

and
sophists\"

were already named \"heroes\" (57). Montaigne would later expose the

falsehood of names and denounce onomastic mythology. For him, a name was a mere

arbitrary sign. \"Is it Peter or William? And what is that but a word for all mouths? or

three or four dashes of a pen (316).\"17 He mocked the onomastic obsession of his

countrymen, as well as their custom of giving names by using the name of one's

\"Towne, Mannor, Hamlet or Lordship\". Nonetheless, despite his attitude to names,

Montaigne acknowledged the mystic power of a heroic name and recognized its ono-

mastic tyranny, even long after the death of the hero whose name is not only remem-

bered, but still may have the most
powerful impact upon the living:

18)

Those that survive are tickled with the pleasure of these words,

and by them solicited with jealousie and desire, do presently

without consideration transmit by fantasie this their proper

motion of revenge unto the deceased (317).)

The French philosopher ends his essay on names by quoting Juvenal and
implicitly

acknowledging
the \"desire for a heroic name, and the overpowerful thirst to be

praised\". Montaigne agrees with the ancient poet that heroic names do indeed possess

mysterious power to alter human behavior.)))
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John Stuart Mill was very skeptical about the power of names. He
regarded

them

as discursive auxiliaries or markers that help the speaker to
distinguish

individuals:
19)

When we name a child by the name Paul, or a
dog by the name

Caesar, these names are simply marks used to enable those indi-

viduals to be made subjects of discourse (3).)

Mill overlooked the possibility of onomastic subversion in the very name uCaesar\". In

the case of a dog, there could have been a defmite ironic statement made by the own-

ers whose pet, perhaps,
shares some qualities of the deceased Roman Emperor. If the

animal's
intelligence

was to be emphasized then the name uCaesar\" could be regarded
as a heroic pet's name. On the other hand, the act of naming could become a carniva-

lesque gesture of giving the opposite name to the unintelligent dog. In any case, Mill

fails to notice the metaphoric quality of a name which has more than a purely fW1C-

tional role of a signal. In other instances, Mill contradicts his own theory of names and

admits that names are not
pure

communicative signals, but they also caITy the atti-

tudes of the
name-giver.

Much like his predecessors, Mill records the other function of

a name. Names are more than signals, fonns of addressing a person or designating a

place; they may carry many other associations. Mill comes to understand that various

circumstances require different names. For instance, a man could be named

\"Sophroniscus\" and could be called by other names, such as \"a man, a Greek, an

Athenian, a sculptor, an old man, an honest man, a brave man\" (38). Consequently,

Mill comes to the conclusion that a name may express the belief and attitude of one or

many individuals and thus be connotative and denotative as well. Mill's theory of
names

largely
echoes Thomas Hobbes's ideas expressed in Leviathan, but is more

advanced than Hobbes's onomastic theory which fails to acknowledge the onomastic

context. 20)

For names are not intended only to make the hearer conceive
what we conceive,but also to inform him what we believe

(24)\037)

Twentieth-centW)' scholars would later drnw attention to the onomastic context and

power
of a name. Otto Jespersen and John Carroll revived the ancient concept of ono-

mastic power and pointed out the drawbacks of Mill's and Hobbes's
argum,ents6

21

Arguing with Locke and Hobbes, the two linguists maintain that names are to be treat-

ed beyond their isolated dictionary designation. They indicate that even place names)))
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can be metaphorical, for instance, Rome: Rome in Italy, and Rome in North America.

Jespersen pays attention to the manner of using names, the reaction to a name. The

most convincing argwnent against Hobbes' simplified onomastics is found when

Jespersen presents
the phenomenon of a proper name being transfonned into a com-

mon name or onomastic metamorphosis. Quoting
Oscar Wilde, he writes that:

\"Every great man nowadays has his
disciples,

and it is always Judas who writes the

biography,\" aiming at a \"transition to speaking of a Judas\" (66).22 This example illus-

trates the transfonnation of a proper name - marker into a common name-symbol

which derives its origins from the Biblical plo\037 but owes its onomastic progression to

the collective
experience

which causes the name to evolve further.

Francois Rigolot reports that the
stability

of a proper name is a rather recent phe-

nomenon, dating back to the civic and religious laws of the 16th century.23 He indi-

cates that prior to that period even proper names were
subj\037t

to changes, names were

unstable and dependent upon numerous social factors. He
regards

names as indicators

of the social vicissitudes. For instance, the phenomenon of the elevation of so-called

humble names was intertwined with societal changes, or the onomastic shift could

record a historically significant transformation. He regards names as indicators of

changing
beliefs and fmnly believes in their ideological deconstructive power: 24)

L' onomastique se presente comme deconstruction ideo1ogique

dans la mesure ou elle pennet de mettre en relief un renverse-

ment des valeurs tenues (93).)

[Onomastics appears similar to ideological deconstruction in

terms of emphasizing the debunking of cherished values.])

All in all, the onomastic authorities suggest taking into account the social
implications

of a given proper name and examining the process of naming and renaming, since

name, hero and myth may exert such enonnous power in any culture and at any time.)

1. 3. Freudian onomastic mythology)

Freud, with his peculiar fascination with pathology, paid
attention to a less common

attitude regarding names. 25 He focussed on
forgetting

rather than remembering proper

names. The inability to recall a proper name was viewed by
him as a sign of mental)))
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distress, a physical illness or a manifestation of neurosis. Freud distinguished forget-

fulness brought on by fatigue or distraction from the intentional blocking of certain

proper names. Occasionally this onomastic amnesia would be partial or a mere
slip

of the tongue, and, describing it not without a sense of humor, Freud would bring in a

literary example:
26)

Lichtenberg writes in his witty and satirical Notes, \"He always

read
'Agamemnon\037

for \"angenommen\" (verb meaning to take

for grnnted), so deeply versed was he in Homer (37).)

Aside from ignorance, Freud would explain the phenomenon of forgetting a name as

an intentional action:
27)

If anyone forgets an otherwise familiar proper name and has dif-

ficulty retaining it in his memory
- even with an effort - it is not

hard to guess that he has something against the owner of the

name and does not like to think of him (48).)

The intentional forgetting of proper names was attributed to an aversion on the part

of memory against recalling the pain if it were recalled (67).

This attempt to block unpleasant memories and associations was perceived as a

defence mechanism; a protective \"flight of the mind towards avoidance of pain\". And

ultimately, Freud connected some cases of
forgetting

names or onomastic amnesia

with \"the chain of associations of a more intimate nature\"(67).28 He also dealt with

name distortion which he regarded as a fonn ofpsychologica1 abuse (40).29

It remains a paradoxical fact that Freud, whose own name became legendary and

will, perhaps, always be remembered, never devoted any attention to a much more

prevalent state of common attachment to certain names. The onomastic neurosis or

obsession with some heroic names was never explained by
the modem \"god of psy-

chology and psychiatry\". People, in fact, would prefer rather to remember than forget

ruunes. By the end of the 20th century, all that we now call culture may be symbolical-
ly represented by a series of names which embody \037 science, politics, music, litera-
ture or philosophy: Pythagoras and Sappho, Socrates and Homer, Plato and Aristotle,
Christ and Confucius, Dante and Shakespeare, Darwin and Marx, Napoleon and Peter
the Great, Columbus and Freud. The collective human memory attempts to store all
this multitude of heroic names, each day adding more and more new names to the)))
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endless list of names to be remembered.)

1. 4. Names as graphic signs)

Throughout history, names established themselves as an
auxiliary code when they

began to function as additional transcribers of the natural language. All that naturnl

language expresses through the complexity of grammar, syntax, and extensive discur-

sive means, the names-signs, or the onomastic code, reduce to simple, clear and

graphic signals which effortlessly and most effectively translate reality. Names have
become

passwords
to other words, speciaJ bridges connecting multitudes of linguistic

structures. London and Thames, Paris and Seine, Moscow and Kremlin, Rome and

Vatican immediately introduce the variety of cultures, places, histories and people in

the most economical and graphic way. They summarize geographical, economic,
political

and historical reality to a large segment of Europeans and non-Europeans.
They symbolize

the Western World.

As the Eiffel Tower is a universal symbol of Paris, a \"strictly Parisian statement\"

\"Shakespeare\" is a symbol of English cultme (Barthes, 1982:34).30It signifies exactly

in the same way as Dante or Confucius, Alexander of Macedon or
Napoleon,

Homer

or Omar Khayyam, Hammurabi or Christ. All of these names stand for much larger

worlds which could eventually become less familiar than the names
describing

them.

With the flow of time, names acquire even more semiotic
significance

since they pro-

vide continuity in time and space. Even without having read Shakespeare, anylxxly in

any country will always perceive his name as a
sign

of English culture. Dante will be

always associated with Italy. Plato and Aristotle will
always represent Greece.

Pyramids and the Great Wall, the Kremlin and the Vatican possess exactly the same

semiotic power to signal reality. Names of places and famous people or heroes belong

to the graphic or \"major signs\" which are universally understood. They are signs

which stand for more complex worlds that are
simplified

and made familiar through

the effective onomastic code.

Along with place-names the names of people possess the same onomastic effec-

tiveness or semiotic valence. Much like place-names the names of famous. people

may be divided into two major groups: names or limited cir,culation, and names of

universal circulation. Names of limited circulation are those remembered
by

the

educated elite, the property of so-called high culture, while names of universal circu-

lation may be regarded as the common property of high and popular culture. If names)))
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of Agamemnon or Sappho, Virgil or Juvenal, Copernicus
or Chaucer, Sofia

Kovalewsky or Pasteur, Adam Smith or Mendeleev are well-known to historians of

literature and science, they are not the most familiar signs for large masses of peo-

ple}1 In fact, major brand names of consumer goods are more familiar in popular cul-

ture. Thanks to mass advertising and mass media, Coca-Cola or MaxwellHouse,Ford

or Hershey, Chanel or Levi, Macdonald or Kodak nowadays signify more than the

cultural icons of the past, and are universal graphic signs as opposed to the names of

16th or 19th century writers or scientists.

Nonetheless, the names of the producers of national culture or national heroes have

remained the universal signs or h.igh semiotic power. An the icons of national cw-

tures have ousted most of new names. All signs that carry national
specificity\" mythol-

ogy and uniqueness happen to be the most iconic signs. They possess extreme semi-
otic power as the most visible and familiar signals of reality. Some national symbols
never leave national boundaries, remaining locked inside geographical national fron-

tiers while others transgress them, becoming universal graphic signs. Such are

Shakespeare and Moliere, Cervantes and Dante, Garcia Lorca and Dostoevsky,

Mickiewicz and Ibsen, Tolstoy and Shevchenko along with numerous other names of

national heroes-writers who are associated with a particular nation, language and tra-

dition, and who became their singular symbols, their national signs. Names of writers

and poets are relatively recent signs which established themselves in the universal

uempire
of signs\". They appeared only after the formation of national liternry lan-

guages and literatures, that is, after the writers and poets had become the national
heroes.)))



Chapter Two)

Name and heroic meaning)

A hero ventures forth from the world of

the commonplace into a region of super-
natural wonder: fabulous forces are there

encountered and a decisive victory is won;
the hero comes back from this mysterious

adventure with the power to bestow boons

on his fel10w man.)

Joseph Campbell,

The Hero With a Thousand F aces. l)

2. 1. Heroes and heroic need)

The history of various cultures in different pericxts has convincingly demonstrated that

there is a \"persistent attempt to establish heroism\".2 Numerous thinkers throughout

history already acknowledged this persistent need of the heroic, and Freud summa-

rized in this century what had been already known. \"We know that in the mass of

mankind there is a powerful need for an authority who can be admired\" (109).3

And they had been always found, the individuals worthy of praise, emulation and

worship. Zeus and Apollo, Heracles and Dionysos, Prometheus and Moses,

Cuchulainn and Sigurd, Robin Hood and Ilia Muromets, Christ and Buddha, remind

us about the highly elaborate and deeply-rooted ritual of hero-worshipping which has

been recorded in numerous legends, fairy tales, myths.
4 The epitome of hero-worship

one may find in the most popular heroic record, the Bible which contains the most

miraculous accounts of heroic deeds and presents its ultimate hero, the Creator. Our

present existence, in its primitive and civilized Conn, is now unthinkable without

heroes and hero-worship.

Heroes are born and die, heroic name. symbols appear
and disappear, but the pow-

erf ul need for the heroic remains. Human
imagination

and the most imaginative and

creative reality never stop the incessant search for new heroes and new heroic names.)))
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Their stock seems to be inexhaustible. Bill Butler characterizes this eternal process in

his The Myth fJf the Hero, stating that: \"The Hero is an
archetype figme a paradigm

who bears the possibilities of life, courage, love--the commonplaces, the indefinable,

which themselves define our human lives\" (6).5 According to the author, the \"hero is

generated by the needs of ordinary mortals\", who wish to
stage

the glorious passage

through life and death and rehearse the end. It is not so much the fact of dying that

frightens all humans but the circwnstances of death and the ultimate fate of one's

name after death. \037'Being forgotten canies the significance of abandonment\" writes

Jeffrey Anderson, while remembrance satisfies one's longing for immortality and eter-

nity.6
A name remembered is a comfort to a human being who has to face one's own

and everyone's inevitable mortality.

The glorified and remembered names of dead heroes represent a possible happy

end. Remembering the names of heroes after their deaths recreates the scene of living

after death in the most desirable fashion. A name remembered is a monument to the

deceased, and expresses the secret human desire not to be forgotten and a universal

dream of immortality.? After all, \"to be born obscure and die famous has been
described as the acme of human felicity\", says Waldo Dunn, the historian of English

biography (223).
8 The fame and glory of the

\"Other\",
in the heroic name-symbol sat-

isfies this universal desire to be remembered or to live after death in the collective

memory of others. Each member of the hero-worshipping community may not only

wibless the glorious life of a hero and honor his name after death, but also be encour-

aged to emulate heroic behavior as an escape from anonymity and oblivion. The eter-

nal search for heroic names, heroic models and examples of heroic passage tluuugh

life is reflected in the ongoing biographical discourse about various heroic
subjects.

Biographies sustained in a highly panegyrical tone have always been used to drill

heroic names into collective memory.)

2.2. Heroic biography, panegyric and heroes)

At various stages of ci vilization and in various cultural traditions there were different

criteria for measuring the heroic; different standards of beauty, courage and wisdom
were

applied to heroes in ancient and modem times. However, the same heroic fea-

tures remained as prerequisites for praise and admiration. A portrait of an ancient

philosopher may not be very different from a panegyric to a modem
political leader.

Irrespective of the changing nonns of heroic behavior, the genre of heroic
biography)))
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is one of the main modem fonns of hero-worship. Repeating the name of a hero

through a heroic biography has proven to be the most effective method of remember-

ing the name of a hero. Western heroic
biography originating

in the Greek panegyrics

and Roman laudatio funebris has a long tradition of immortalizing warriors, senators,

philosophers and tyrants and is merely a Western version of heroic biography or.pane-

gyric proper.
9 Tune passes, empires and

emperors
fall into decay, heroes are born and

die, but the indesbUctible panegyric rises again and again to fulfill the innate desire to

praise and admire the \"Other\".

The \"Othern could be a person in power, representing either the state or church or

simply an artist, a writer, a composer or a dancer. Panegyric, or heroic biography, is a

manifestation of the inherent desire to love the \"Other\", as well as to learn and admire;

thus, it is one of the basic forms of acquiring knowledge about the world. Panegyric is

the familiar, the point of departure in the journey of Being and the positive analysis of

the existential universe. Panegyric is the method of catharsis and rejuvenation belong-

ing to times long past, a common and sharable universal sign. It is as eternal as our

naive dreaming about the perfect world and ideal hwnan being.

This genre is the ancient way of poeticizing our
presence

in the world, a genre that

removes the tragedy of the End, stressing
the Graph-discourse and moving the fragile

body-Bios-to the background. It is a verbal monument, and a name-metaphor serves

as its basic discursive construction material. Both groups and individuals created,

enjoyed and depended upon panegyrics. Babylonian and Egyptian kings, Greek and

Roman rulers, Russian tsars and Chinese emperors all favored and encouraged bio-

graphical writing. The
popularity

and attractiveness of this ancient genre was discov-

ered long ago, and
society

has resorted and will at ways resort to panegyric as a
part

of

life and human nature.)

Dennis Twitchett reports that in China: 10)

the biography would serve as a model to be emulated suggesting

to
posterity

courses of action likely to lead to success and appro-

bation or less commonly as minatory examples illustrating

eITors to be avoided (29).)

Only very privileged individuals would be considered worthy of a heroic biography

there. Chinese biographers, much like many others, were the devoted servants of the

State.)))
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Patricia Cox, studying Graeco-Roman biography, pointed out the propagandistic

features of this tradition as well: \"S,uetonius biographies are good examples
of a

major dynamic operative in biographical writing: the molding of man's character to a

pre-conceived moder' (15).11 Arnalda Momiligliano, the well-known authority on

Gmero-Roman
biography,

demonsttates the role of praise and how panegyric assisted

Roman rulers in establishing their power.
12

Boris Uspensky notes that the Russian

tsar, Peter the Great, often edited biographies and insisted on the motif that monarchs

are \037Gods' and 'Christs' (10).13 Michael Rewa concludes that \"the world of biography
rests upon the ancient shoulders of one such-Panegyric...\"(XI).14

There is a consensus among the critics of biographical genre that Christianity

brought new heroic standards to
panegyric, transfonning the lively ancient gods and

heroes into saints and martyrs. The cult of worshipping Life on Earth was replaced by

the concept of martyrdom, self-denial and impatient waiting
for life after death.

Nonetheless, hero as a familiar sign remained, simp!y acquiring new heroic features.

Modem panegyrics were slightly undermined by Freudian concepts, the
\"god\"

of

psychoanalysis encouraged examination of the most private sides of subjects' lives

and contributed to the modem debunking portrayals of heroes. 15 ContemIX>rary psy-

chobiography presents
old and new heroes in a somewhat embarrassing light, uncov-

ering most intimate details and demythologizing well-known figures; sexuality, no

longer a taboo topic, became a hero-debunking device and a discursive phenomenon

aimed at destroying panegyric and lowering the heroic status of the admired figures
while uncovering their

private
lives.

Christianity and psychoanalysis happen to be the dominant beliefs which are

responsible
for the remarkable shift in the developmental history of panegyric. If

Christianity gave new life to panegyric and a new form of praise, hagiography,
Freudian theories undennined this ancient genre causing hagiography to be trans-

fonned and take the shape and form of an anti -heroic psychobiography. The names of

Christian heroes, such as
martyrs

and saints, were added to the heroic pantheon of tra-
ditional

heroes-warriors\037 rulers, scientists, philosophers and artists. Documenting
this remarkable shift, John Garraty wrote: 16)

As the Church rose in power, extending its influence all over

Europe, the habit of writing Saints' lives became fmnly estab-

lished. Before the ninth century the lWes were written in Greek

or Latin and were read
chiefly by members of the clergy, who

passed them on to the faithful in the form of sennons (545).)))
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Hagiography shaped the minds of the clergy who then, in turn, influenced believers

and non-believers. It promoted the new faith and served as the supportive structure

between Church and State. The \"darkness of hagiography\" lasted for more than ten

centuries in Western and, even longer, in Eastern Europe.

Late adoption of Christianity in Kievan Rus affected Russian and Ukrainian heroic

biography which endured a much
stronger impact of hagiography.I? Even political

figures were frequently praised like religious idols, hagiography being used to glorify

the pillars of State and Church. Much like the Western lives of saints, Zhitiia (Lives)

had a profound impact upon Russian and Ukrainian biographical writing. Their

hagiography was the main literary fonn and the sole channel of artistic expression

until the 16th-17th centuries and the traces of old Russian
hagiography

remained even

in modem panegyrics.

Thus, heroic biography is a popular genre which not only worships heroes, but

popularizes dominant beliefs generated in society. Heroes are praised in the light of

prevalent societal views; or heroic discourse \"passes through the mass censorship of

the community\", and produces popular beliefs and popular myths. Heroic biography is

a genre-constant, a
discourse-phenomenon

and a universal cultural sign. It estab-

lishes some emotional stability within the hero-worshipping community and offers

support to the group. The dominant societal beliefs change as societies impose new

regulatory mechanisms upon the community while the genre of heroic biography

offers a familiar code., a recognizable sign and establishes order and stability.

Biographers serve as \"custodians of heroic reputation\".

Since heroic
biography

is a popular genre it is directed at the largest reading audi..

ence or the so-called zero-degree biographee who may be defined as the least edu-

cated reader.
1 g Such a reader operates with the most primitive semiotic symbols gen-

erated by mass culture. His knowledge is in the realm of the simple and familiar; he is

the most sincere admirer of the hero mainly because the hero is a member of the same

group. \"Voltaire is great because he is French. I am French, therefore I am great as

well.\" Such is the logic of the vast majority of popular readers or zero-degree

biographees. The national bond between the subject, biographer and biographee is

particularly significant in a heroic biography which is
primarily

a panegyric to the

national hero of a given group. The leaders of the State and Church were always

aware of the power and qualities
of a heroic biography and have successfully exploit-

ed and still continue to use this popular genre in their own interests.

The recreated life of a hero not only saves the name and hero from oblivion, but it

promotes dominant beliefs, be they religious, secular, political or other. The name of a)))
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hero is not merely a reminder of the dead hero, it also reveals the attitudes of the

name-giver-biographer.
A biographer who is a part of his own national group and a

given society anticipates the desires of the group and often fulfills the demands

imposed by the State. He is seldom free in constructing a heroic name-metaphor.

This biographical onomopoesis
is a manifestation of the collective preference,

since the group and its prevalent beliefs dictate the desired names to a biographer.

Here one has to
distinguish

the two major discursive layers: the official ethos and the

popular infonnal
point

of view. The socio-political climate adds extra-discursive

dimensions and sharpens the wit of a
biographer

who has to reconcile the official

State views and the popular perception
of hislher subject.

Characterizing mass culture, Janice Radway wrote the following: 19)

By successfully denying both process and change, popular liter-

ature establishes itself as a highly conselVative form if, by con-

servative we mean the tendency to reassert the naturalness of

accepted modes of behavior and
patterns

of beliefs (423).)

Being a popular genre, a part of mass culture, heroic biography is a conservative

form. It appeals to the largest part of the community through its most common and

sharable sign-hero, who is simultaneously \"above the group,'\" as Northrop Frye

believes, and is equal to each and
every memrer, as the biographer intends. 20

Despite

the status of the hero, his admirers may still identify with him/her since the hero and
his worshippers share familiar stages of Bios-birth, growth, youth, maturity, disease,
and

finally,
death. No matter how superior a hero may be, he/she is still mortal and

human and this makes the subject of any heroic
biography

familiar and brings him

closer to the reader-biographee. Bios or biological reality
lowers the heroic status of

the subject.

The plot of any heroic
biography

is in essence the diagram of the process of elevat-

ing a name from a \"common proper name\" to the ultimate name-metaphor, name-

icon. Any biographer starts with birth and an ordinary name given to the biographical

subject at birth and follows the progression of the name or the onomastic metamor-

phosis in the process of its heroic passage through life. The distance between the
hero's birth and his death is basically a map of this onomastic progression from a

common \"pro\037r name\" to the name-allegory. The symbolic baptism of the subject or

giving him a heroic name is the purpose of any heroic
biography.

The last name or

family name of the subject whose life is redescribed in numerous heroic biographies)))
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eventuall y is a name-icon. This gradual transition of a proper name to a name-symbol
is the onomastic

progression
that is followed by all biographers and that possesses

some internal rhythm. Panegyric and
fairy

tale are synonymous on the level of the

plot, since the passage of a victorious folk-hero is easily recognizable in any heroic

biography whose
PllfJXJse

is to immortalize the hero.

The voice of the biographer, name-giver, reaches its crescendo after the subject's

death which is the moment of the naming climax or the nominal apogee. The death of

the hero celebrates the beginning of something new: the legendary presence of the

name-symbol after his actual death. This moment is also a significant period in the
life of any biographer who builds the monument to himself in the process of

erecting

the monument to the hero. It is through the name of the HOther

U

that a biographer (or

any writer for that matter) immortalizes himself.

Occasionally the name of the hero is a sheer pretext for initiating a discourse about

the \"I\" and protecting the unknown and vu1nerable biographer from the censor. The

glorious
name of the hero helps to evade the watchful censor and functions as a dis-

cursive shield, a phenomenon well-known in countries with oppressive regimes and

vigilant censorship. A heroic biography may, thus, simultaneously contain a genuine

glorification of a hero, or act as a false sign with the intention of providing an other-

wise impossible secret podiwn for a biographer. The Soviet heroic biography of the

Stalin era is the most illustrative example of such discursive usage, when a ttaditional

genre is used for a non-traditional purpose. Panegyric written in Aesopian language

has proven to be the genre-savior which helped so many artists to swvive. The seduc-

tive power of praise seems to be so overwhelming that even tyrants may be deceived

and defeated by it Some heroic names never fade out of collective memory and never

submit to the law of the genre which constantly seeks new heroic names and tends to

debunk old heroes. Such heroic names never lose their heroic pathos; on the contrary

each mention of the name gains its panegyrical force. Is it the name which is needed

or the
panegyric

itself?)

2. 3. Heroic biography, concept of a national hero)

Despite the impact
of dominant mythology at any given time upon the onomopoesis

in heroic biography, the nationalist concept always remains the most prevalent factor

in all versions of panegyric. The name of the hero completes the onomastic circle:

glory to the hero-glory to the nation-glory to the national hero. The distance from)))
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the subject escalates the heroic pathos of panegyric, the image of the national hero

becoming more and more god-like.

National heroes subvert the systems of social hierarchy, W)iting peasants and aris-

tocrats into one Whole-Nation. Throughout history national
feelings

have proven to be

among the most deep-seated sentiments. Nikolay Berdiaev describes this ancient

experience: \"The fact that I am a Russian is much
deeper

than the fact that I am a

noble man\" (139).21 Many scholars liken nationalism to religion, seeing some com-

mon features between the expression of faith and the collective ethos of the group.
22

Rosalind Mitchison presents her view on nationalism as \"a phenomenon that can cer-

tainly be a substitute religion rising up in a society as the hold of religion upon it

declines.\" (6)24 Hans Kohn shares her view and sees a direct transition from heroism

to nationalism and defines nationalism as \"theol ogy u.24

If hagiography intrcxIuced the new societal mythology and new heroic models

deriving
from Christianity, the mission of heroic biography in times of rising national-

ism became the promotion of national unity. Neo-hagiography replaced hagiography

when the needs and demands of the Church were outweighed by the requirements of

the national state. Hagiography used to unite all believers under a single Christian

wnbrella while neo-hagiography began to establish a bond between all members of a

single national group. Much as saints were the heroic models in times of rising

Christianity, national heroes began to serve as models of collective behavior. The

heroic biography in its neo-hagiographic stage
was again serving the needs of those in

power.

The heroic lives of individuals chosen to be heroes served as \"signs systems con-

trolling group behavior\".25 National pride and hero-worshipping are interdependent

The achievements of other members of the group compensate for the individual fail-

ures of the rest of the nationa1 group, which is comforted by the sense of belonging to
the \"Other\" who is simultaneously a part of the col1ective \"1\". The unattainable goals

and dreams of individual group members are realized in the achievements of national

heroes who simultaneously symbolize the \"Victorious Other\" and victorious \"I\", the

desired but frequently impossible success (Gerard, 1965: 87).26 For instance, a Greek

in modem times, regardless of his/her individual place in modem Greek society may

be consoled by the fact that he/she represents the nation that owns collectively such

heroes as Greek gods, Homer, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. Each nation zealously

guards its heroic national pantheon. Dante is not only a creator of verbal art, but also

the Italian national icon or a commonly owned cultural property.

Carlyle, analyzing the role of new heroes-poets for the nation, atuibuted more)))
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power to Dante than to the Russian tsar. He proclaimed Dante and
Shakespeare

the

\"saints of poetry\037' who speak to people of all classes, ages and times. 27

Carlyle explic-

itly suggested that poets are the producers of the common national culture shaping it

through the common national language. Carlyle stands in the history of ideas as the

worshipper of the Word, Language and Poet. The Victorian thinker could anticipate

the time when Dante would become the Italian national icon, much as Shakespeare,

Milton, Pushkin, Mickiewicz or Shevchenko would become the nationaJ saint') for the

English, Russian, Polish and Ukrainian people respectively.
The Victorian Romantic philosopher summarized the social function of this new

hero-}XJetwho is able to articulate, foresee and create new collective myths, icons, and

goals and redefme the group as a Whole. Much like Christianity, the new religion
intended to unite the members of the same group. Acknowledging that \"society is
founded on Hero-worship\", he merely proposes to ttansfer this eternal desire to wor-

ship to different heroes, new saints-poets.

Carlyle's monumental work recorded the climate and spirit of his time. It was the

age of the rising cult of the Poet, intense creativity in nwnerous fields, and rising
nationalism. It was also the turning point in the development of the biographical

genre. The new age supplied biographers with numerous biographical subjects, new

saints-JXJets. Neo-hagiography or idealization of these new saints was inspired by the

Romantics who started the new heroic age which was characterized by \"insisting on

the uniqueness and eccentricity of genius, the difference of poets from other people\"

as Laurence
Lipking

sees it (Intr).28 Having proclaimed poets as \"universal figures\".

and having elevated them to the level of divinity, the nineteenth-century thinkers

worked out the philosophical ground
of later nationalism and redefined lhe heroic role

of men of letters as new social actants ,29 new heroic subjects. The power of the word

and verbal art had been rediscovered by the new European nations in the 19th
century

when the national groups recogn ized literature as one of lhe best fOnTIS of expressing

collective creativity. The desire of each nation was to create a unique collective \"1\",

through common traditions, heritage, shared symbolism and mythology.

Every national language provides
the illusion of the col1ective unique \"I\" that is

indeed so different from the \"Other.\" Verbal art or belles-lettres helps each group to

build this coUcctive \"I\" which distinguishes it from other groups, their literatures, and

respective collective \"Other\" .30 Literary figures shape this common national identity,

and each group rewards them for their heroic deeds with remembrance. The group

acquires the awareness of this common cu1tural heritage through reading the actual lit-

erary works and the heroic biographies of their authors.)))
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With the fonnabon of national literatures and gradual societal recognition of writ-

ers' social worth, heroic biography
not onI y obtained new biographical subjects -

poets and writers - but also became a national institution. New heroes, new saints

boosted the national consciousness, flattered the collective national ego of groups and

cultivated a new religion: nationalism, which became
strongly dependent upon heroic

biography. National groups searching for their identities and status among other

nations encouraged the ancient genre of heroic biography. National poets and writers

of Europe entered the pantheon of saints, becoming an integral part of the collective

culbIrallegacy, the collective HI\" of humanity, as well as the signs of each
particular

cultural entity. These new heroes could appear because nationalistic sentiments

reached the intensity of a new religion. The 19th century was the age of nationalism
for many European nations, as John Morley summarized it 31)

Two deep principles, sentiments, aspirations, call them what we

will, awoke the huge uprisings that shook Europe in 1848-the

principle of Liberty, the sentiment of nationality (vol. 1, 389).)

The national conflicts of the twentieth century have proven to be no less serious, and
national heroes have not lost their significance. These sentiments continue to permeate

every sphere
of human creativity, enhancing the role of heroic biography which

acti
vely participates in the shaping of a nation. This genre confmns and reinforces the

most desired emotions, ideals and popular myths, and creates unifonn impressions.
Defining

the role of biogmphy, James Stanfield wrote: 32)

There are in every country, a certain number of objects, that edu-
cation offers equally to all: and it is the unifonn impression of
those objects that produces in the inhabitants that resemblance

of ideas and sentiments to which we give the name of the spirit

and character of a nation
(283).)

A heroic biography of a nationaJ hero, thus, actively participates in building the \"char-

acter of a nation\". Names of national writers remembered through their biographies,
contribute to the common shared mythology whose importance may outweigh the role
of common cultural heritage. The need for a myth is satisfied by the popular account
of the IX>et's life when a poet appears simultaneously as a mythmaker and an

inspira-

tion for a myth. In course of time and with distance from the actual lifetime of a)))
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national poet, this heroic personality may become more \"important as a myth than he

really was\".33 This observation by Bertrand Russell about the destiny of Byron's
name made by may be equally applied to any other national hero. It is certainly true in

the case of Taras Shevchenko, the Ukrainian national
poet

whose name in itself has

also become a myth. How did
biographers

contribute to this myth? We shall foUaw

the treaunent of this name in diachrany, in the course of a century of rewriting

Shevchenko's heroic life by various biographers, and thus observe the making of a

cultural icon.)))
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ically, politically and mythically,2 Ohonovs'kyi symbolically unites the two parts of

one nation semioticaIly appealing to their collective memory and the signs of the com-

mon historical past:
3)

I{OJ1MCb OXOpOH.RJla YKpa\"iHa nOJlhlQY W

MOC}{BY O\037 HanHB\037OB IU1HOH TaTapBbl_ KOJ1J1Cb

6YJ1a OHa 3a6opoJIOM CBo60,IJ.bI npOTHB nOMeCTY1

HeOOJle,_ Ta OT, 3 BOJle Mory1.JJ.1X cycell.oB

nOnaJlaCb B HeBOJIIO-HeBOJIIO. /442-3/)

[Once Ukraine used to defend Poland and Moscow against

semi-barbaric Tartars - once she used to be the symbol of free-

dom against oppressors, -but got caught into slavery by the will

of her
powerful neighbors].)

\"Ukraine\" symbolizes the common past of the Rusyns and Little Russians; like-

wise, \"the sign\" Rusyn-Ukrainian is used to infonn biographees about the biogra-

pher's national point of view. The common name-signal appears immediately after the

subject's name Taras Shevchenko, and becomes helpful as the semiotic device

employed to sustain this original onomopoesis:)

Rusyns)

Group)

Little Russians)

Hero

Icon

Shevchenko

Ukraine)

Figure 7.)

Readers who may be unwilling to accept the hero as theirs are symbolically educat-
ed aoout their common national past \"Moscow\", \"Poland\", \"Tartars\" t and \"slavery

versus freedom\" stand for this shared historical experience of the inhabitants of the)))

the onomastic map that permits his readers to con-

struct the name-symbol.

When the biographer is outside the national group, he may be quite uninhibited in

his onomastic choices. Durand, who wrote about the Ukrainian poet in France, exem-

plifies a biographer who is free to name his hero. Paradoxically, the French
biogra-

phy is one of the very first panegyrics to the Ukrainian national poet. In his narration,
Durand mostly relies on the power of the heroic metaphors applied directly to the

subject. He proceeds from a place-symbol \"Dnieper\" to the name-symbol
\"Shevchenko\" .

When the biographer departs from the classical panegyric, the role of the onomas-
tic progression increases. For instance, Chalyi's general plot movement is heroic, and

yet,
some onomastic digressions signify a defmite anti-heroic feature of his discourse.

The name
\"worshipper

of Bacchus\" is placed next to the implied name \"a poet, a spe-

cial being\". These conflicting names of the subject are indicative of the yet uncertain

discursive mode.

Every biogrnpher, recreating a life, has to
repeat

the same plot: the passage of the

subject from the ordinary into the world of the extraordinary, from oblivion to recog-
nition. He has to

stage the transition of a name into a name-sign. A biographer retells

the same unchangeable story from the birth of a human being to the death of a hero

whose name is worthy of remembrance. The transition from the non-heroic onomastic)))
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Onomastic progression)

It is hardly possible to exaggerate let alone

assimilate the mass of words critical and

schoJarly, polemical and panegyrical, ideo-

logical and propagandistic, that has been

devoted to his person and to his work.)

George Grabowicz,

The Poet as Myth-Maker.)

3. 1. From a proper name to a name-symbol)

As suggested previously, the purpose of a heroic
biography essentially lies in remem-

bering the name of a hero or
creating

a name-sign. In repeatedly praising the hero a

biographer helps the Reader to remember his name. A biography, may thus serve as a
collective

memory
and a reinforcing device. The art of naming the heroic subject

became
particularly important

in the case of the poet-myth-maker Taras Shevchenko.

Shevchenko's name was fIfSt introduced soon after his death in 1864 and since thai

time was
repeatedly

mentioned in nwnerous biographies written in various languages.

The question as to which was the frrst heroic account of the poet's life may in fact be

considered a research goal
in itself. There is no agreement among Shevchcnko schol-

ars concerning which
biography

was the frrsl
1

According to Valeria Smilians'ka it is

the work
by

Guido Battalia which appeared in Polish in 1865. 2 Prof. Goorge Luckyj

considers Sava Chalyi's work the first. 3 It appeared in Russia ostensibly by 1882,

eight years after V.P. Maslov had already written his account of Shevchenko'5 life.

Thus, we shall make Maslov's biography the starting point of the present study
since

his is the rust known biography that appeared in Russian.

What is
striking

about this early story of Shevchenko's life is that Maslov does not

begin it with the subject's birth. The biographer deviates from the traditional bio-

graphical beginning -
birth of a subject

- and, instead, he begins with a description of

an important historical event, the abolition of serfdom in Russia. The
subjecCs

date of)))
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birth is replaced with the date of the new law, February 19, 1861. Consequently, the

actual biographical plot is delayed, along with the poet's name. This atypical begin-

ning fIrSt relates the story of 23 million serfs who had been liberated as a result of the

new Russian law. Is this a story of the Russian Empire or the heroic story of the poet,

a fonner serf?

Immediately instead of the traditional story of birth, the readers are presented with

a picture of the socio-political environment in 19th century Russia and an apology for

the poet's \"low origins\". The poct's heroic life is particularly highly praised because

the subject is a fonner serf (His identity, however, is still unknown to the readers). He

is an abstract individual who has to overcome extreme obstacles on his heroic path.
Maslov maintains that such outstanding personalities are particularly worthy of praise

because
they

devote their entire lives to the \"service of the people\". Without mention-

ing the name of the heroic subject, the author explains that these anonymous heroic

figures
\"constitute the pride and glory of a nation\". The nation deserves a

laudatory

introduction as it has produced a national genius. Without naming the national hero,

the author has prepared his readers to accept the hero's name. This
preliminary pane-

gyric to the nation is an elaborate discursive strategy. Firs\037 the biographer praises the

group that owns the national hero and then he turns to the hero himself. Maslov is evi-

dently uncomfortable with the subject's social origins. He is even reluctant to use the
word \"serf' excessively, and he frequently leaves the readers guessing what is actually
meant

by
it:

4)

HY}KHhl 6hIJ111 CBepxb eCTeCTBCHHble YCJ1JlJ1R

OC06CHHO CQaCTJ1HBble YCJ10BHR ,JJJ1H TOro,

tlT06hI qeJlOBCK Ha3BaHHoH cpe)J,hJ, npeOllOJ1eB
B C e n pen .H T C T B J.1 .R , B hI 6 11 11 C H II a

caMoCTORTeJ1bHY\037 ,JJopory. /4/)

[Extreme efforts and particularly fortunate circumstances were

required
so that a man from the mentioned environment could

overcome all the obstacles and having struggled through, found

this independent path])

\"Serfdom\" is disguised as an \"unfortunate circumstance\" or an \"obstacle\" standing in
the subject's pathway

to heroism. Having flattered the group with the possibility of

owning the hero and having prepared the readers to accept the subject - a fonner serf,)))
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the biographer dares to utter his name: 5)

I{ q 11 C 11 Y T a K 11 X JJ. a p 0 B M T hI X
....

1111 q 11 0 C T e 11, R hJ ill C It 1111-1 X 113 Hap 0 D. a l1

pa3BHBWI1XCJI caMo6b1THO, npHHa,IJ,Jle}f{I1T T.r.

WC8tJeHKO, LJ;80t1:HOH Ta11aHT HOToporo, Hal{
n03Ta J1 }J{1180nHCl\037a, COCTaBJlHeT rOpD,OCTb He

TOJlb]{O MaJlopocCI1I1, HO l1 Bcero PYCCKoro

HapOJI.a. /4/)

[. . . T.G. Shevchenko, whose dual talent, as a poet and painter,
constitutes pride not only for Little Russia [Ukraine], but for all

Russian people as well; he belongs to talented personalities of

common origin wtJ.o developed in an original way.])

Maslov develops his naming strategy rather carefully, proceeding from an implied
name that has to be deduced from the text to the actual proper name. First, the subject

is referred to simply as a \"talented personality\", a man from a \"mentioned environ-

ment,\" that is former serf; later, he is actually named. The word \"dual\" next to the

proper name \"Shevchenko\" carries a double meaning. While
implying

his artistic

duality as a poet and painter, it also simultaneously refers to his double ethnic origin;

for the hero represents the two Slavic nations, Russia and Little Russia. 6 The double

meaning of the sign is disclosed in two directions:)

Hero)

two occupations

poet and painter dual talent

free man and serf)

two nations

Russian and Little Russian

(Ukrainian))

The biographer adjusts the Ukrainian subject to the ethos of the Russian Empire,

thus making him more acceptable. He evokes sympathy for the individual of humble

origins who had to overcome numerous obstacles on the way to recognition. The

biographer has to be apologetic not only for the subject's humble social origin, but

must also justify the language that the poet uses. While the poet's life was being writ-

ten, the Ukrainian language had no status within the Russian Empire, being regarded

as a crude dialect used by the peasants in Little Russia, i.e. Southern Russia. By prais-)))
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ing the poet who wrote in the unofficial and fonnally forbidden
\"

peasan ts' tongue\",

Mas]ov puts himself in a very precarious position. Since the poet's tongue has no

legitimate status within the State, the biographer
has to apologize for the Little

Russian \"dialect U

Shevchenko uses:
7)

OJ] nMcan Ha CBoeM Hape411J1 nOToMY, qTO

pOll.H an }J{113Hb H n pH pO.IJ.a, 4To6hJ 6bJTh

nOHJlTHhlMW npOCTOMY HapOlI,Y, Tpe6osaJII1

CBol1cTBeHHaro
eMY BblpIDKeHI1R. /15/)

[To be understood by the common people he used to write in his

native dialect since the life of his native countryside and nature

required their appropriate depiction.])

Nonetheless, the biographer's apologetic tone not only makes allowance for the use of

the Little RussUm (Ukrainian) tongue, but it also reveals Maslov's censor-oriented

strategy. When he explains why Shevchenko used this non-officiallanguage, Maslov

himself also tries to evade the censor, for he is aware of the censorial presence. The

biographer, perhaps, sends the following message to the knowledgeable reader: \"How

else could the poet speak to his people for whom the official Russian language was

utterly foreign?\" Communicating to them in their own familiar language, Shevchenko

was presWllably educating the peasant masses and was following the official tsarist

government policy. Therefore, the biographer gives the poet the cleverly designed

implicit name - \"follower of the Russian tsarist policy and educator of the masses,

mediating the Russian cultural heritage in the Little Russian 'dialect' \". There is also

another implicit name which could be sunnised from this intricate onomastic prelude,

Russian hero. Thus, Maslov' s subject, who is presented as a hero in an environment

that is not ready or willing to accept the hero, must be referred to by implicit heroic

names such as: \"taJented
personality\", \"IXJssessor of dual talent\", \"educator of the

masses\", \"follower of government policy\"
and finally\" Russian hero\". This subtle and

indirect naming technique is required in this oppressive censor-conscious environment

when the biographer of the poet-rebel, fonner serf, is also in some discursive danger

himself. In order to outwit the censor and avoid criticism, Maslov devises this tech-

nique of protectively fictionalizing
the Real.

Biographical discourse is notionally non-fictional, but it may extend its narrative

territory at the expense of fictionalizing the Real, be it real facts, or real names of
peo-)))
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pie and places. The device of name delaying is one way of
representing

the biograph-

ical reality in a desirable fashion. Name delaying, as was demonstrated earlier
may be

employed with the help of name-substitutes or implied names. The pronomial pause
or

delay
in naming through substituting a personal pronoun, is another device fre-

quently used by biographers when the heroic name is still in the process of making.
The

personal pronoun \"hen or \"she\" is the traditional way of naming the undesirable
or yet unpopular

hero. Biographers use it extensively when they have to present some
controversial facts or pla:e the biographical subject in an W1expected context They
would rather

speak about a mythical, mysterious or anonymous person instead of the
concrete hero known to their readers. For instance, when Maslov has to report that

Taras Shevchenko is a Ukrainian poet, but also a Russian national hero, he uses this

traditional device of substituting a pronoun for the proper name. By referring
to the

poet as \"he\", the biographer does not have to
repeat

the name with the obviously

Ukrainian ending \"Ko\" that would have sounded non-Russian and striking next to the

title \"Russian hero\".

In addition to his ethnic otherness, the subject is also of peasant origin. Glorifying

the hero-peasant Maslov commits a
prohibitive

discursive act. Peasants in 19th-centu-

ry Europe and the Russian Empire were regarded as semi-barbaric beings. Maslov has

the complicaJ:ed task of elevating the poet, a fonner serf, and glorifying the hero-peas-

ant within the official discursive paradigm. While officially, he is obliged to frown

upon peasants, (or look condescendingly upon them) the biographer also wants to

evoke empathy for the
suffering poet. Maslov has to exercise great caution since the

memories of Shevchenko-the rebel were still fresh. Trying to please official censofS lP

representatives
of a higher social class, and sympathetic readers who remember the

poet and his passionate poetry, the biographer chooses to refer to the poet-peasant as

\"he\". While speaking about Shevchenko's childhood, Maslov pays some tribute to the

popular stereotype and, simultaneously, presents the subject's early past as dramatic:
8)

JIJ0611MbU1 OTQOM H MaTepbJO,oH pac, Hal{ M

Bee .aepeoeHCKl1e MaJlb4MKI1, pellll1TeJlbHO 6e3

BC.HKorO Ha,a30pa 11 nOne4eHI1.H. Hl1KTO He

3a6oTMJ1CH He TOJlbKO 06 ero YMCTBCHHOM \"

HpaBCTBeHHOM pa3BMTH H, HO ,[lame Ii

coxpaHeHMI1 ero
3lI,OpOBbJl

11 *\"3\"\". /7/)))
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[Loved by his father and mother, he was raised, like all countty

boys, without even slight supervision
or care; nobody cared

about him, neither about his mind nor
spirit,

not even about his

health and the preseIVation of his life])

This description actually confirms the stereotypes about peasants' lifestyle, which

must have
pleased

the censors. He paints a picture of a miserable childhood, of a
dirty,

under-fed and semi-abandoned village boy.

On the other hand, Maslov's picture supports
his own concept of a plebeian-genius.

The biographer claims that it is precisely the
cruelty

of life in the countryside that

helped his subject-prodigy to reveal his talents. The
strong

talent survived despite the

harshness of the physical environment. His rich imagination was nourished by the pic-

turesque Ukrainian countryside and folktales told by his loving sister. Maslov pro-

motes the romantic notion of a genius who flourishes in the harsh nabm1l conditions.

The next implied name is
\"genius\"

which is derived from the idea of the oneness of

Nature and Genius. The biographer provides all the necessary key descriptions to help
his readers to deduce another name of his heroic subjecc

9)

MhI e,[Ba JlVl OIllH6eMCR, eCJlI1 cKIDHeM, 4TO

TaJIaHT WeBQeHHa }{ }KI1BOnJ1CI1, a MomeT
6bITh 11 K n03311Jt1, npocHY J1CJI HMeHHO B 3TJ1X

3aca.aax 8 J{YCTax KaJlllHbI.. /12/)

[It would be hardly a mistake to say that Shevchenko's talent for

painting, and perhaps even for poetry, was awakened just there,
in the guelder rose bushes])

The bushes of guelder rose evoke familiar associations of the Ukraine, as well as pos-

sible allusions to a crude genius inspired by a
picturesque

native landscape. The ver-

bal picture of the rose next to the name of the poet has several functions: it creates

visual stimulation, evoking common
experiences

of the native land, mainly reintro-

ducing the hero to the group, and establishes some connection between the name of

the subject and the name of the land. The Ukraine is not mentioned in the passage, but
the sign \"guelder rose\" may lead to the intended place-name \"Ukraine\".

The
significance of the subject's heroic state is reinforced by the name

\"self-taught

genius\". Maslov emphasizes that his \"self-taught\" genius had to overcome additional)))
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obstacles. The subject had to compensate for the lack of systematic education
by mak-

ing extta effort. Much like a fairy tale giant, Maslovts hero, endowed by a mysterious

power, achieves victory. Praising the poet, the biographer covertly sings a panegyric to

the nations that produce such self-taught geniuses: 10)

TonbKO 6\037aroaapn H3YMHTenbHO\037 naMRTM M

npHpO\037HOMY CBeTflOMY YMY, OH
npeo\037oneBan

Bce TPYJJ.HOCTVI, 11 HaYIJHhIe <l>a}{TLI

y I{ Jl a J], bI Ban H C h B e r 0 r 0 110 B e H e

6e3nOpH,IJ,OQII01O MaccolO, a B 113BeCTHOH
......

CJ1CTeMe 11 B CTpOvfllOM nopHllHe, TaK IJTO

WeBqeHHO nOpIDKaJI \"HOraa CBeilYWI1X JHOl{eH
RCH OCTI1JO B3r JlJlLJ,a ]J a M Hor I1e n pe.IlM eTbI,
MeTKOCTJ1}() CB01;fX BhIBO.II.OB. /24/)

[Owing solely to his incredible memory and naturally brilliant

mind, he overcame all obstacles, and he was taking in scientific

facts not as a disorderly mass, but according to a certain system

and proper order; eventually Shevchenko would strike special-

ists with the lucidity of his views on many subjects and the per-
ception of his conclusions])

If a \"peasant's son\" could surprise scholars with his perceptive mind, it could encour-

age other peasants and raise their self-esteem. Writing in the presence of the watchful

censor, Maslov is quick to correct his laudatory passage, saying that Shevchenko

could have become another Byron or Mickiewicz lP except for the lack of formal educa-

tion: 11)

DhITb MomeT 113 HerO BbIllJeJl 6hI CBoero po.aa

Eat1:poH Mfll1 MHUI{eBI1IJ, 11 xy.aomecTBeHHan
j\\eJlTeJlbBOCTh ero 6bllla 6bI eme 60raQe H

nJ10.uOTBopllee. /24/)

[perhaps, he could have become another Byron or Mickiewicz,

and his artistic activity could have been even richer and more

fruj tf ul])))
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Consequently, the \"self-taught genius\" is ranked lower than other luminaries of the

time due to his social origin. And yet, the hero's \"dual gift\" conttibutes to his social

metamorphosis, to his passage from serfdom to freedom and to the ultimate heroic sta-

tus. The prospects of being another Byron or Mickiewicz, that never materialized, are

explained by the \"unfortunate circumstances n, the period of serfdom. This stage in the

subject's life is the main obstacle to his complete heroic ascendancc. The semiotic

strategy may be perceived as follows:)

Shevchenko

Ukrainian Byron

hero

plebeian genius

self-taught poet

national
symbol)

Byron

fighter for freedom

hero

aristocrat

educated }X)et

international
symbol)

In unreceptive heroic conditions Shevchenko, the peasant poet, cannot be directly
named another Byron.

Maslov writes about serfdom only thirteen years after the 1861 refonn.
Describing

peasant life prior to the new law he dares to call it a \"crime\", and speaking about

Shevchenko's return to his native Little Russia (Ukraine) in 1844, the biographer cele-

brates a miraculous event in the poet's life, his liberation in times of slavery. Some

readers in 1874 may not have been
pleased

with such radical views. Not everyone

endorsed the new law. Some
groups may,

in fact, have been hostile to social changes.
Maslov uses the subject's past

and his fonner status as a serf to judge the country's

past
and to criticize old political rules. He transposes the climate of 1874

(the year

when his biography appeared) to 1844 (the year when Shevchenko became a free

man). This is done within a single passage and already there the subject's name under-

goes several onomastic changes:
12

BC8H\"U nOHMeT, KaHHH MbICJlH H qYBCTBa

BOJ1HOBaJlJ.i ){ymy n03Ta,HOr}\\a OB cTynHJI Ha

pO,D;HYIO 3eMJIIO: 12 JIeT TOMY Haaa.a OB

OTnpaBnnnCH B
neTep6ypr

KaH npecTynuHK,

no 3Tany J 6e3BecTHhlM KpenOCTHbIM

IOHolIIei:i,6ea BCHHHX Ha.aemJ:( Ha JIyqmee If

nOQTH C OT1JaHHHeM B cepnQe;Tenepb OB me)))



Chapter Six)

Name, death, aUld temporal anxiety)

Either death is a state of nothingness and

utter unconsciousness, Of, as men say, there

is a change and migration of the soul from

this world to another. . . . Now if death be

of such a nature I say that to die is 10 gain;
for eternity is then only a single night.)

Plato. Apology, 40)

6. 1. Name after death)

Death of a subject is the culminating point in a heroic biography which thrives on

praise like any panegyric. The highest names of praise are
given

to the subject after

the death-bed scene, the climax of the heroic onomastic
progression.

Let us return to

one of the earlier biographies and follow the transfonnation of the death-and-name

theme in the ongoing biographical discourse about Shevchenko.

As was shown carlier, Chaly's subject is a person fu11 of contradictions. He is saint

and playboy, a
prophet

and a worldly creature indu1ging in Lucullian delights. The

biographer emphasizes the complexity of the poet's nature, the wide range of his capa-

bilities, the scope of his emotional experiences. In other words, his subject is nol alien

to anything human. Like any other mortal, he commils heroic deeds, and he sins, loves

and hates his fellowman. Describing the subject's death, ChaIy engages his readers

speculations about its prematurity. Unlike some later biographers who would blame

the tsar, the regime or the poet's excessive industriousness for his premature death,

Chalyi takes a different approach:
I)

WeSQCHHO 6bIJ1 J]JJOTHbJH, cpel(HlIro paCTa

q e 110 Be I{ , Ii pen H a r 0 , n a q T 11 }J{ e JI e 3 H a r 0

3\037OpOBh.H,
1-10 nepeHCCCHHhIe 11M CTpaJJ.aHJ1R,HaK

Q:>113I1IJeCI{f1e Tal{ 11 MOpaJ1bHbIe, a paBHO 11)))
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Subject

1844

1838

12)

Biographer

1873

1861

12)

Twelve years separate the subject from his initial hwnble position, and the same peri-

od of time has an impact on the biographer's
life as well. \"Convict\" is the abandoned

subject's name, and possibly a name feared by the biographer twelve years before.

Surprisingly, the subject who attains the heroic title, fame and freedom does not

acquire happiness. The biographer rhetorically
asks:)

rIocJJe Bcero 3TOrO,QCrO fibl, 1{a3aJJOCh, erne

}KeJIaTb Wes4eHHY? /28/)

[After all this what else could Shevchenko desire?].)

The subject who managed to overcome the stage of obscurity and win societal recog-

nition does not cease La pursue his heroic goals. His heroic passage is not yet complet-
ed. Maslov

explains
to the reader that an ordinary celebrity would have been pleased

with his upward mobility in society, but his subject, a poet, is not an
ordinary

heroic

social phenomenon, and his is a higher calling. The subject of Maslov'5 discourse is

an individual with a special mission who cannot be content with the ordinary and

mundane when his people are oppressed.

The next name that follows is \"champion of the oppressed\". His hero, the coura-

geous individual who had suffered numerous hardships in his own life is gradually led

to another, even more heroic st1lte, \"the national fighter\": 13)

He MaJlO .II.PY3ew QCJIOBe4eCTBa B03MYllI.aJlOCh

KpenOCTlIhIM npaBOM 11 B03CTaBaJ10 npOTJ.1B

Hero, HO HJ.1KTO C TaKI1M I1CKpeHHI1M

OmeCTOQCHl1eM He HanallaJI Ha Hero, HaK

WeB4eHI{O Ha ce6e I1cnblTaOlUl1M TH}I{eJIOe era

6peMH. /28/)))

Mannor, Hamlet or Lordship\". Nonetheless, despite his attitude to names,

Montaigne acknowledged the mystic power of a heroic name and recognized its ono-

mastic tyranny, even long after the death of the hero whose name is not only remem-

bered, but still may have the most
powerful impact upon the living:

18)

Those that survive are tickled with the pleasure of these words,

and by them solicited with jealousie and desire, do presently

without consideration transmit by fantasie this their proper

motion of revenge unto the deceased (317).)

The French philosopher ends his essay on names by quoting Juvenal and
implicitly

acknowledging
the \"desire for a heroic name, and the overpowerful thirst to be

praised\". Montaigne agrees with the ancient poet that heroic names do indeed possess

mysterious power to alter human behavior.)))
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[Many friends of humanity were outraged by serfdom and

rebelled against it, but nobody attacked it so vehemently as

Shevchenko, who had experienced its heavy burden on his own

shoulders])

The name \"friend of
hwnanity,\"

which is one of highest heroic description, is still

more neutral than the name \"Ukrainian national fighter,\" the name that Maslov can

not yet utter in 1874. The more prevalent terms 'Little Russian\" and \"Little Russia\".
were

very
clever substitutions for a separate name of a nation with its own

identity

and language. The name \"Little Russia\" instead of the later \"Ukraine\" implies a part

of Russia, which may explain its popular usage in nineteenth century Russia.

Maslov ttaces the heroic passage of his
subject, using a carefully designed onomas-

tic map, thus saving the discourse from possible censorial measures. The names
u

mar -

tyr\", \"sufferer\" and \"friend of humanity\" refer to safe onomastic representations of a

subject who had been punished by the authorities and may cast a shadow on the
biog-

mpher's own reputation. Maslov makes only acceptable and politically safe references

to the person who had been convicted for seditious views and writings. He writes

within the limits of discursive conditions in Russia of 1874. He is critical of what he is

pennitted to criticize the abolished serfdom; yet, he cannot utter the forbidden word

\"Ukrainian\". Between the lines this name, among many others discussed above, may

be inferred from the cautious biographical discourse. Consequently, his subject gradu-

ally changes
his \"names\", from the humble \"serf' to the highly heroic \"friend of

humanity;\" such is the onomastic design in the earlier Russian versions of

Shevchenko'slife story. The expected name \"the genuine representative of his people\"

is reserved for use after his death, which will be discussed in a later section.)

3. 2. From a place-name to a sacred symbol)

Our daily experience is
replete

with these onomastic exercises when names signal

other names and places associated with some collective experience. This most typical

mental task has been both comically and seriously described by numerous writers.

One may recall Chekhov's story Loshadinaiia jamiliia, (Horse name)14 or Marcel

Proust's A La recherche du temps perdu
15

(Remembrance
of Things Past). For

instance, Proust presenting Prince Von Faffenheim Munsterburg Weinigen also intro-

duces all the possible worlds associated with his name. The name
preserves

the histo-)))
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ry of the Teutonic race, mysterious
Rhenish windows, gildings of the 18th century,

Goethe, wines of the Rhine
valley

with \"sonorous names like epithets which Homer

applies to his heroes\" (264, 11).16If Marcel Proust creates a semi-comical effect

around the Prince's pompous name he is successful because a nominal stereotype is

already extinct. A person's name returns to a familiar place-name and name-national

symbol. The Proustian onomastic map is rather simple as he
operates

with estab-

lished name-signs.

Emile Durand wrote Shevchenko's biography in the last century when the name of

the JX>et was still in process of becoming a sign and thus had more complicated task of

introducing the poet. His subject's name was not a
self-explanatory symbol

either in

Russia or abroad. The French biographer explains to readers the complexity of his

position when he has to write the life story of a national poet whose status has not yet
been established. The nation that Shevchenko represents does not even have an exact

collective name, nor does it posses any dermed historical and geographical place with-

in 19th-century Russia. Emile Durand who had been familiar with Russian
history,

geography and culture was able to in traduce the name of the yet unknown hero in a

proper symoolic way. He plays on the opposition of place-names \"Little Russia\" and

\"Great Russia\" that acquire even more
striking

force in French: I?)

Dans la moitie inferieure de son COUTS, Ie Dnieper traverse un

vast et fertile territoire, jadis independant, que n' eut jamais de

limits bien precises, ni meme one denomination propre, car Ie

nom de Petite-Russie, accepte par se habitants, et celui de Russie

meridionale, prefere par certains historiens russes, rappellant

uniquement sa situation presente a regard du grand empire qui

se rest assimile politiquement depuis environ deux siecles.

(919))

[In the lower half of its course, the Dnieper crosses a vast and
fertile land, formerly free and whose boundaries were never pre-

cise, neither did it really have a name, for the name of Little

Russia, accepted by
its inhabitants, as well as \"Southern

Russia,\" the name preferred by some historians, reflects only its

present state of [X>litical association by the great Russian
Empire

for nearly two centuries.])))
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Durand places \"Ie poete nationa1e\" amidst familiar symbols, such as ill e Dnieper\"

and UPetite-Russie.\" The name \"Little Russia\" or apetile Russie\" is perfectly legiti-

mate; it is a traditional 19th -centwy reference to the Ukraine which had no official

status at that time. This name-reference is a euphemism for the Russian Imperial prop-

erty which probably suited a official Russian censors. While the name \"Dnieper\" is

the symbolic reference to the boundaries of the fonner independent state, this place-

name is also the sacred collective
symbol

which could have been interpreted as the

Ukrainian sign. Perhaps unknowingly, or
fully

aware of its meaning\037 Durand creates a

special association between the name
Dnieper

and the name of the people who pro-

duced the national poet Shevchenko. The Little Russians are presented as the people

living on the banks of Dnieper. He subtly evokes the undesirable historical infonna-

tion which is suppressed by
{(Grande Russie\" (the Russian Empire), and consciously

or unconsciously, appeals to the collective feelings of Little Russians who were not

quite certain of their collective name. Durand presents a nation that is not yet able to

put its collective name on the historical and geographical map, a nation without a defi-

nite name and a
fonnally recognized language. This is what the Western reader learns

about it: 18)

Parle aujourd 'hui par 14 millions d'individus qui ne connaissent

pas d'autre
langue,

ce dialecte est pourtant tombe au rang de

patois. On ne l'enseigne plus
dans les ecoles (919).)

[Spoken today by 14 million people who do not know any other

language, this dialect has fallen everywhere to the rank of a

patois. It is not taught in schools any longer.])

Durand chooses not to name the subject, ule poete national\"; he instead introduces

his people, the fourteen million who speak an unrecognized language that is not

regarded as a legitimate national tongue. He strikes his readers with the paradox that a

group has the right to produce art only in the language of Great Russia. He juxtaposes

the names UPetite..Russie\" and ((Grande Russie/' placing the sign \"14\" between

them, as well as the name \"Gogol\":
19)

Le prosateur dont les ouvrages font Ie plus d' honneur a la

langue, et a la litterature est precisement un Petit-Russien,

l'auteur des ames mortes, Nicolas Gogol (ibid.))))
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[The prose writer, whose works most honored ics language and

literature, is precisely a Little Russian NikoIai Gogol, the author

of The Dead Souls.])

Gogol's name emphasizes the ludicrous situation that forces the nation of fourteen

million prople to assume another identity and
suppress

their collective creativity. It

also stands fOf the official culture of the tlGrande Russie\" .

The name uGogol'\037 may have been more familiar to the Western Reader than

Shevchenko's name. Gogol, a Little Russian (UJrnrinian) by birth became the Russian

cultural symbol due to the Russian Imperial policy. Nonetheless, his name could still

be perceived as the Little Russian sign. Durand is aware of this fact, and he places

Gogol, the sign of Little Russia, as a sort of onomastic
prelude, whereby his readers

are engaged in the name-guessing process. Who is the national
poet

of these mysteri-

ous people in the land of Dnieper? Thus far the initial signs are: \"Dnieper\", \"Petite

Russie\", \"14\", \"Grand Russie\" and \"Gogo]\".

Continuing the onomastic prelude, the author does not yet introduce the name

\"Shevchenko.\" Instead, he
brings

in another name-auxiliary, the name of Bard

Mistral, the poet of Provence. Ulcmine or Little Russia is juxtaposed with Provence.

Durand operates on the principle of the familiar: Provence is a well-known French

sign and Misttal is the symbol of Provence. He thus creates a comparative structure:)

Provence

France

Mistral

regional)

provmce

country
hero)

Little Russia

Great Russia

Shevchenko

regional & national hero)

He also juxtaposes two historical roles, the role of a regional and national writer.

Gogol represents
a writer who achieved his national status through separation from

the region, and from his own native culture. Mistral and Roumanille are the French

name-symbols which assist Durand in eulogizing the uOther\", the national hero of a

small
foreign region, the peasant poet of the masses. However, he differentiates the

popularity
of Shevchenko's name from the fame of the French poets. Durand empha-

sizes that Shevchenko has a different role to play in the history of the region. Already

in 1876, he names the poet as creator of a new historical period in the life of ilia

Petile-Ru'fjsie\":20)))
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Tout les paysant petit-russiens savent par coeur un bon nombre

de ses poisies, et les chantent pele-mete avec ceUes que leurs

peres leur ont transmises, ou
Qu'tux-memes oot recueillis de la

bouche des demiers kobzars (chanteurs ambulans). Le nom du

prete leur est familier; il reptisente pour eux one sorte de resur-

rection des souvenirs du passe(920).)

[All the Little Russian peasan ts knew
by

heart a great nwnber of

his poems, and they used to sing them, along with those which

their fathers had taught them or which they themselves had col-

lected from the last kobzars (travelling singers). The name of the

poet was familiar to them; it represented a kind of resurrected
memories of the past.])

The subject's name is yet to appear.

The delay in naming the subject is a deliberate device which aims to emphasize the

heroic role of the subject. Having compared the French Provence with Little Russia,

Durand unexpectedly raises the Ukrainian poet to the heroic pedestal of the Greek

Homer: 21)

Du moins l'etude d'un phenomene litteraire d'importance

locale, tel que l'apparition du prete petit-russien, nous a-t-eUe

rappele par analogie ce phenomene bien autrement
important

sur lequel on discute encore, l'apparition de l' [[iade et de

r
Odyssee (921).)

[At least the study of a literary phenomenon of local
importance

such as the appearance of the Little Russian poet, has recalled a

similar important phenomenon, about wruch the debate still goes

on, the appearance of The L'lliade and The Odyssey.])

The readers recognize not only the unnamed Homer, but sense presented analogy, the

implied name of the Ukrainian national poet Having indirectly compared Shevchenko

with Homer, the French biographer suggests another name for the Ukrainian poet As

Homer became the collective human cultural property, Shevchenko is
being granted

the same heroic status. Through lhe \"Other\", the forgotten nation of the silent fourteen)))
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million obtains its national pride. Placing Shevchenko next to the author of the Iliade,

Durand elevates the group's identity, sending the following message to French read-

ers: \"Shevchenko is a cultural symbol of Little Russ\037 as much as Homer is a Greek

national
legacy.\" Considering the period during which the discourse is being pro-

duced, it is very significant that Ukrainians are recognized as an independent nation

outside the borders of \"1a Grande-Russie\".

The sacredness of the name is intensified by the descriptions of the constant pil-

grimage to the poet's tomb. Much as the French pay tribute to Voltaire, the inhabitants

of LiuIe Russia honour their national poel Previously only saints and secular saintly

figures enjoyed the unique type of hero-worship accorded to Shevchenko. He stresses

the wide-spread nature and intensity of the collective sentiments towards Shevchenko.

He notes that no French or other modern poet ever received so much attention en

masse: 22)

On aurait grand' peine a trouver dans toute l'histoire modeme

quelque chose d'analogue a cette renaissance litteraire qui

remue les couches les plus profonds d'une nombreuse popula-
tion, et I \037on chercherait vainement ailleurs un poCte a qui la

foule ignorante, presque il1ettree, rende ainsi des honneurs reser-

ves d' ordinaire aux sanctuairies religieux ou au saints (922).)

[It is very difficult to find in the entire history of modem litera-

ture a similar case of literary renaissance when the entire popula-
tion would be stirred, and one may search in vain for another

poet for whom the ignorant, nearly illiterate crowd paid honors

ordinarily befitting the most sacred religious places and sym-

bols.])

Consequen tly, the subject is placed in the highl y heroic semantic context:)

Greek nation

Homer)

Ukrainian nation

Shevchenko)

French nation

Voltaire)

Durand's strategy in naming the Ukrainian national poet by the French biographer
may be

onomastica11y interpreted as:)))
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Shevchenko)

Figure 1 \037)

synonym of Dnieper

antithesis of Gogol

Ukrainian Mistral

Ukrainian Homer

transcul turaI phenomenon

idol of the illitcrale crowd

nationa] saint

sym bol of heroic
past)

Durand attempts to discover the causes of the unique veneration of a Ukrainian

hero that the French do not possess. To him represents Shevchenko a reincarnated fig-

ure of ill'.age heroique et libre\" (heroic and free age). The theme of the heroic past

returns the French biographer to the days of Saint Vladimir. Durand speculates about

the pagan past of the Ukraine and its mysticism intrigues
him. He recognizes the

Ukrainian past as part of European history. Much as does the rest of Europe, the

Ukraine possesses its own heroic cycles and heroes
worthy

of remembrance.. The

French biographer views nationa1life in a light similar to the Darwinian theory of the

struggling species: the national struggle for survival is perceived as a battle of beliefs.

He sees the Ukraine as the embodiment of an evolving independent consciousness

within a triad of beliefs: la Turquie mahometane. La Pologne Catholique et La Russie.

(Muhammadan Turkey, Catholic Poland and Russia) (24). There is an indication of a

unique Ukrainian spiritual consciousness which is different from the beliefs of the

neighboring nation states in Europe.

Finally, the
JX>et

is referred to as ({notre poete\" , (our poet), which may be
interpret-

ed as a rhetorical device or a sign of something else. ({Notre\" may be treated as

\"European
n

at large when the biographer gives the flTst and the last name of the sub-

ject: 23)))
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NoDS bomerons 13cette etude et cette sene de citations, suffIant

pourprouverts que Tarass Chevchenko, s'il n'a pas I'importance

que lui attribuent quelques-uns de ses compatriotes, est nean-

moins assez grand pOOte pour que sa renonunee franchisse les

frontieres de son pays et se repande It traverse l'Europe (944).)

[We shall limit here in this study and this series of quotations,

which suffice to prove that Taras Shevchenko, although he does

not have the importance ascribed to him by some of his compa-

triots, is nonetheless a great enough poet that his reputation

should cross the frontiers of his own land and spread allover

Europe.])

The signs \"notre\" and ((traverse l' Europe\" happen to be synonymous in the above

passage. Having started from the place-name \"Dnieper,\" Durnnd ends the discourse

with the symbolic ((notre Tarass\", (our Taras) including the Ukrainian national poet

into the European \"onomastic collection\" of names-signs. Presenting the name

\"Shevchenko\" to his French readers, the biographer adds another cultural symbol to

the collective memory of the French and all Europeans.

This onomastic progression in this biography, one of the earliest, written by a

non-Ukrainian and outside Shevchenko's native countty, was particularly imJX>rtant to

the subject's nation. The French biographer glorifies
the hero of the \"Other\", the

group which is denied any expression in its own homeland, deprived of its language

and suffering complete cultural oppression. Having created a panegyric to its national

hero, Durand indirectly participated in the national liberation through a heroic repre-

sentation of the national poet, Shevchenko. His
biographical attempt encoW1lged writ-

ers in Shevchenko's native country to pay attention to the poet, his life and work.

While French readers were already familiar with Shevchenko, writers in the Russian

Empire needed more courage and
ingenuity

to mention Shevchenko's name and speak

about his role as a national
symbol.)

3. 3. Onomastic statement)

\037

Two years after Emile Durand's mention of Shevchenko, in 1878 F.M. Piskunov
makes another biographical attempt.

24 The title of his biography The Poet of the)))
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People is a clear statement about Shevchenko and his cultural\037 historic and national

significance. It is remarkable that the Russian biographer of the Ukrainian national

poet introduces Shevchenko's name
through

the voice of the \"Other\"- Disraeli. In his

first chapter of Shevchenko\037s biography\037 Piskunov allows Disraeli to make the initial

general utterance about the role of any national poet Readers are allowed to make a

connection between a national poet and the Ukrainian
poe\037

Shevchenko:
25)

naMHTb 0 HarneM HapoJJ.HoM n03Te IlOJT}I{Ha

6blTb ,il)lH Hac CBJlTbIHei1, LJTMTb 3TY naMJITb
......

CB.R IU eH H hI W JJ.OJ1 r Kam.II..orO, HTO ,ll.O Po}l{l1
T

CBoeJO Hau.J.10HaJlbHOIO qeCTYlIO, CBOJtlM

IJ,OCTOJ1I1CTBOM, CBOJIIM .Q06pbIM J1MeHeM. /3/)

[The memory of our national poet must be sacred to our people;

to honor his
memory

is the sacred duty of everyone who trea-

sures one's national
pride, identity and one's good name].)

Using the voice of the \"Other,\" the biographer, writing in the presence of the cen-

sor\037 covertly names the subject \"sacred\" and
\"

a matter of national pride\". The mes-

sage of the epigraph is, \"honour thy collective name\" when remembering the name of

your national poet The title page itself contains the onomastic map of reading that

guides one
through

the series of heroic titles:)

Shevchenko

poet of the people

sacred name

honourable name

collective property)

The names on the title page are followed by
a long list of individuals to whom the

biography is dedicated: 26)

Kulish,

Lazarevsky,

Belozersky\037

V.. V. Shevchenko,)))
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Vovchok,

Kostomarov,

Anna Barvinok,)

and the list ends with the collective name:)

Kobzar's admirers.)

This Jist contains the series of implied and desiderative names, that is, those that the

national group expects
to see in a heroic biography. Piskunov places his subject's

name among other welJ-known and respected names of cultural celebrities in order to

intensify
the poet's role in the national history of the group. The list of names that his

biography presents may be semiotically read approximately like this:)

subject

hero

poet of the people

other heroes

Kobzar

national symbol
name to be remembered among others)

The onomastic statement is supported by the narratological strategy
in the dis-

course which is arranged as a col1ection of true confessional voices of biographical

choir. 27 To intensify the veracity of given names, Piskunov relies on numerous other

speakers who support his onomastic statements. If Disraeli speaks for the biographer

on the title page, seven of Shevchenko's friends address the
biographees/readers

from

the dedication page, while Kostomarov and Chalyi assist the biographer in initiating
the introduction. Consequently, Piskunov's own voice is on the periphery of the bio-

graphical discourse, and it is the \"Other\" that worships the subject. All these other

names serve as names-auxiliaries which create an onomastic environment around the

name of the subject. Autobiographical statements are perceived as the most reliable

infonnation, and the subjecfs recollections replace the reliable narrator of any other

fictional discourse.28
The fITSt thirteen pages of the biography represent Shevchenko's

autobiographical revelations which are intended to convince the biographees of the)))
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truthfulness of the presented materials and authenticity of the source. The
implied

name that may be deduced from the autobiographical introduction is:

victim of
despotism)

The newly presented name in the series of others is verified
by the next speaker,

Maslov, who compliments the autobiographical unerances of the
subject The new

names added to the onomastic variety are:)

persecuted artist

self-taught poet

voracious reader

sufferer

son of his people
defender of the oppressed

true uMaloross\" (Little Russian))

Maslov'5 panegyric is followed
by

the recollections of:29)

Soshenko

Koslomarov

Turgenev

Polonsky

V.Shevchenko

Lazarevsky)

On the whole, the biographer assigns various naming functions to the other speakers
to avoid the

responsibility
for his own words. A biographer is generally a very vulner-

able
speaker

who may be held responsible for what he writes. When a
subject

is a

seditious poet persecuted in the past, the biographer has to exercise careful self -cen-

sorship to avoid any unfavourable criticism or legal repercussions. Piskunov's ono-

mastic policy is a pan of such protective strategy. After all, it is the HOther\", who

praises the rebellious poet, but not Piskunov. Any direct praise could have been misin-

terpreted by the censors, while the kaleidoscope of names shields the otherwise

exposed biographer.

The names given in the table of contents only partly correspond to the actual

speakers in the text. Behind
Turgenev,

Kostomarov and other more 'reputable' names)))
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there are some obscure names: Tavolga, Juzhakov, Khartakhay, Chuzhbinsky, names

that do not stand for anything else; they are not names-signs familiar to most of the

readers. Later biographers never mention any of these individuals. Did they really

play a very important role in Shevchenko's life or are they some fictitious names

introduced into the text with the sole
purpose

of baffling and misleading the censor?

Whatever the reason may be, they are in the text, serving as an onomastic censoring

device or a protective shield.
Apparently,

recollections of the unknown or less familiar

individuals divert censorial attention from the pronouncements made by the more

prominent literary and social
figures

of the time or from the biographer himself. The

narrative distance between the title page, table of contents and the summary preceding
each chapter amounts to several dozens of pages, making it difficult for the censor and

even the readers biographees to establish any connection between the onomastic state-

ment and the actual names of the speakers. The biographer perhaps relies on the

capacity
of his readers to process and remember only a limited amount of the onomas-

tic data that he skillfully uses to evade the watchful censor. As a result, the

biographees obtain the expected name of the subject or desiderative name\037 \"the

national hero\", which in its reconstructed form,. may be derived
through

numerous

other names. The desiderative name is deduced by the group through
the names-

auxiliaries that helped Piskunov to make his onomastic statement)

3. 4. Contradictory names of the hero)

It is remarkable that M.K.(Sava) Chalyi, who became the classical biographical source

on Shevchenko, starts his biography of the poet in the Piskunov manner by letting the

controversial Victorian, Disraeli, introduce the Ukrainian national poet. After

Disraeli's pronoW1cement, Chalyi explains to his readers the significance of his dis-
course about the poet. Apparently, even in 1882, the biographer had to

justify
his cre-

ative attempt and the chosen biographical subject Cha1yi defends the social worth of

his character, reminding us that the lives of
JX}ets

and writers actually deserve public

attention. He states that, despite the seemingly inconspicuous role of
writing,

this soci-

etal activity is as valuable as military, political or economic functions. Poets are vital

to men. \"The writer is a silent toiler,\" says Chalyi. And, yet, it is the writer who is
enttusted with the spiritual development of society, with its advancement The biogra-
pher suggests that we reconsider the poets' public role and change the social attitude
towards writing, wh ich was not treated as a serious activity and was in those times)))
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often called \"scribbling\". He appeals to the group to change the social perception of

the writers' role: 30)

Ho He napa JIl1 HaM ncpeCTaTb CMOTpeTb Ha
3'T'OT }{JI ac C JI IO.II. eM J{aH H a 6 e3 n OJ] e3H hI x

4neHOB Harnero \037enaBaro nOKoneHl1R:O MMpe

CYll\\eCTByeT He O,IJ.Ha MaTepMaJ1bHan
\037eRTeflbHOCTb,M qeM peme BCTpeqaeTCH

\037e.HTeJ1bHOCTb YMCTBeHHaR, TeM OHa LI.OJ]}J{Ha
6bITb LI)lR Hac Jlopome. /4/)

[Isn't it high time for us to stop treating
this class of people as

useless for our business generation! There is much more to the

world than material-producing activity, and the less frequently
spiritual activity occurs the more it has to become valuable to

us.])

In this rhetorical question, he condemns the dominant beliefs of preindustrial

Russian society in which writers and poets were not valued
highly. Writing was treat-

ed as a socially superfluous activity, not useful in any pragmatic sense to the people.

Without naming the biographical subject, Shevchenko, Chalyi initially defends the

most general name \"poet\". First, he embellishes the name-title \"poet\", and then he

grants to his subject the name of \"the national Ukrainian poet\".

Shevchenko is presented as a poet-phenomenon, the embodiment of the spiritual

strength of the common people. Through another speaker, Kostomarov, ChaIyi
names

his subject \"the chosen man of his people.\" \"People\"
in this case implies not the entire

group, but only the peasants. The cult of a peasant, popular in nineteenth-century

Europe, is used by ChaJyi to create a heroic image of a poet, who ubrought his own

people to the attention of the civilized world\". The biographer's onomastic sttategy

represents a
slight departure

from the canonical biogrnphica1 beginning, in which a

name-metaphor is rust introduced as a common proper name, and gradually reaches

its allegorical climax. Unlike some
biographers, Chalyi proceeds from the class of

names to a specific individual name,or from the general to the particular.

His subject, a fonner serf, is a social and historical phenomenon. The biographer

maintains that the subject's life-story is a partial history of his motherland. Following

the romantic tradition, the poet is given a significant social role to play and has the)))
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mission of putting his people in the historical arena. The idealized image of the poet as

a missionary, which came to Russia through the Western romantics, acquired particu-

lar intensity in the social context of the Russian Empire. The refonn of 1860 that abol-

ished serfdom in Russia was still fresh in the minds of the readers. In 1882, when

Chalyi's biography was published, they still had to be reminded of the positive effect

of the law. Shevchenko's transition from a humble social position to heroic status is

presented in light of the recent social changes and as a certain symbolic picture of the

social macrocosm. Chalyi's hero is a new heroic model; and the guiding principles for

telling the life-story of a poet had not yet been worked out in Russian society at the

time of Shevchenko's death.

Shevchenko's
biographer

trusts his own intuition and sends his messages to the

group that cannot yet provide the discursive canon. Embarking on the biography of a

poet, a new hero, Chalyi chooses to follow the \"Other\", the French critic Sainte-Beuve

whose
biographical

criticism was known and respected in 19th-century Russia. Like

Sainte-Beuve, Chalyi raises the same crucial questions about the life of a poel31

Namely, what were his thoughts on religion? How did he treat women? What was his

lifesty
Ie? Was he rich or poor? His diet? . .Both the French critic and the Russian

biographer anticipated future biographical writing and what later became known as
so-called psychobiography.32

Chalyi was tom between the two streams of biographical writing, the Carlylian and

Sainte-Beuvean theories. H Carlyle's theory of the hero required elevation of the sub-

ject-poet above the group and humanity at large, Sainte-Beuve's biographical princi-

ples were aimed at the ordinary, non-heroic aspect of the hero's life. To consider the

theoretical platfonns of both authors complicated ChaIyi'5 task but widened his dis-

cursive horizons. His biography, which would be later used as a reference biography

and a classical life-story of the poet, contains the most contradictory statements about

him. Numerous visions of the subject, different psychological profIles, various percep-

tions of his social and historical worth, and different patterns of evaluation of his liter-

ary significance-all make Chalyi's work an inexhaustible source for interpreting

Shevchenko, the man and the poet

Ardent nationalists could find
enough material to perpetuate the myth of the

national hero. Socialist and Marxist
biographers would use Chalyi's portrait of

Shevchenko to reinforce the image of the
revolutionary and rebel. Literary critics

would later accuse him of not devoting enough time to Shevchenko's poetry.

Believers in the divine nature of the poet would condemn the biographer for lowering

the saintly posture of the hero. Chalyi's interpretation of Shevchenko's life was one of)))
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the early biographical versions that
encoumged the longlasting biographical discourse

about Shevchenko.

On the one hand, Chalyi promised
to immortalize the people's poet, while on the

other he satisfied natural human curiosity about the uOther.
n

The duality of hwnan

nature and the
duplicity of the genre may account for the multidimensional subject -

the national poet with the complexity of his world and onomastic multitude. Later

biographers, who would
help

to sustain the cult of the national hero and establish the

saintly posture
of Shevchenko, would select only the heroic names and themes. The

\"Other\"
- the man - would be consciously forgotten.

Chalyi had one
significant advantage over other biographers. He was the poefs

personal friend who had profound knowledge of his subject as a private individual. He

knew the private side of his subject which was either forgotten or deliberately omitted

in all later discussions of the poet's life. In his private life, Shevchenko, the national

hero, did not always appear heroic. His worshipping Bacchus, among his other 000-

heroic deeds, was a talx>o topic for the majority of biographers who never dared to

cast a shadow on the poet's reputation. Throughout the century, num,erous narrators of

Shevchenko's life and work portrayed him as a saint, a studious monk and the paragon

of piety. Chalyi's name and his biography of the poet occupies a modest place in the

footnotes of traditional heroic
biographies.

\"The poet of the people\", the national prophet, who falls asleep
in an inebriated

state while awaiting his beloved, is a comical
figure, having nothing in common with

the sexless saint! y creature of most
biographies. Chaly

i incorporates hwnorous digres-

sions into his discourse, using irony next to praise.
In his version, the subject is a

familiar and recognizable individual, with whom the biographees may identify. Chalyi

shocks his readers, accustomed to the heroic portrayal, with the implicit non-heroic

names that were later rejected by
the collective group memory. The biographer forces

his readers to construct new names for the subject, presenting the following:
33)

nOccmaH TeaTp, OH CTapaJ1CH YJIOBI1Tb

n\037YHOBY 3a KYJ1HCaMH, \"0 OHa era nbHHora

ell\\e
60J1bllle 60JlJ1aCb 11 y6eraJla OT Hero ,QO

Tex nop, nOI{a OH He CBaIll1BaJlCH r.ae-II116Y,lJ.b

Ha CBo60,lJ.HhIH ,lJ.MRaH 11 3aCbJTIaJ1. /115/)))
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[Attending the thea1Te, he tried to catch PiWlova behind the cur-

tains, but she was even more scared of him drunk, and was rwming

away from him lllltil he would fall asleep somewhere on a sofa].)

A question arises as to whether it is the subject's hwnble origin that allows the biogra-

pher to exaggerate Shevchenko's state or whether Chalyi simply portrays a poet in his

private ordinary life that is not very different from anyone else's life. At any rate, the

picture given by the nineteenth-century biographer is openJy debunking.
34

An ardent admirer of the theatre and theatrical talent and a worshipper of Bacchus

\"falls asleep drunk behind the curtains\"; this is the onomastic digression that followed

heroic names, such as \"poet-phenomenon\", Hpoet of the people\", and a u

name worthy

to be remembered\". The readers may still remember the individual who is
\"responsi-

b]e for the advancement of society\", the image that is diamenically opposed to the

ironic portrait of \"worshipper of Bacchus\". The heroic titles given to the subject earli-

er are contrasted with a prosaic description of an earthly man. The
strategy

of contrast

is employed by Chalyi repeatedly. In another instance, he combines
irony

and neutral

reporting within the same passage:
35)

Y M hI Ball C 11 0 Ii J.1 M 0 JIM J1 C 11 H a II. BOp e ,

B hI T 11H Y B III 1-1 C 0 6 C T B e H HOp Y
II H 0 11 3

r Jly60QaHllJ ero KOJlOae3J1 Ben,po \"noromei1\"

BOJ{bI. ,ao qaIO BbJnJ1BaJ1 4apO'-IKY H 3aellaJI

nrneHOM _,,60 BOHO 11 CMaqHe 11 3y6bJ rOCTphITh

11 B lliMBOTI1
BbIcJ{pe6a\342\202\254 BC.RKY He4J.iCTh\". /10/)

[He used to wash himself and pray in the yard, taking out with

his own hands a pail of \"blessed water\" from the deepest well.

Before tea he consumed a glass of vodka and took some millet

\"because it is both tasty and sharpens one's teeth, and cleans out

one' s stomach].)

The picture of a praying man is meant to be heroic, denoting propriety and solemnity.

Nevertheless, the first utterance is followed
by

a humorous statement about the same

man consW11ing liquor before noon. The sarcastic implication of the second utternnce

detracts the heroic meaning of the first one. The semiotic strategy of the passage may
be represented in the following manner:)))
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Hero

Christian

Poet .Saint
Millet)

N on-heroic figure

Non-believer

Sinner

Vodka)

The sign \"vodka\" is associated with sinful behaviour, while \"millet\" suggests daily

monastic routine. Early drinking is excused
by

hea1th reasons which is a trite joke of

all sinners. The poet's daily
actions are presented in the following order:)

perfonns morning toilette

prays
drinks vodka

eats simple peasant food

jokes like any other mortal)

The biographees/readers could not fail to recognize either themselves or their

neighbours in . . . \"the poet-phenomenon\". Very frequently Chalyi refers to his subject

as \"Kobzar' who had a
drop

100 much\". Relying on Shevchenko's own diary, the

biographer \"recalls\": 36)

a nO}{Ol1HI1J{ Ha CBOJO 6e.ay, He YMeJ1

OTHa3a ThC.H OT yrOIl.{eH l1H Ii He OT J1J.1QaJ1CJI

B03!lep}J{aHHOCTilo: n ThI LlnJl MeHH He nO!laBaH

ueJ1oi1: 6YTbl JlI{J.1
pOMy/rOBopl1

J1 OH HWffOJlaJO

I1BaHOBI1QY I{ocToMapOBY B 1846 r/, a

OTJlI1Bai1:
nOJIOBMHY .ao .apyroro pa3a, A TO

CKOJ1bHO 6bI TbJ HJ.i D,aJI, 11 Bce BhlnblOr
l
/157/)

[The deceased unfortunately was not known for temperance:

\"Don't put a full bottle of rum on the table\" he used to say to

Nikolay [vanovich Kostomarov in 1846. Keep the second half

till the next time. If not\037 I will fmish as much as you give!\"].)

The biographees have an
0pJXJrtunity

to be present in the past of an Epicurean who

'fully enjoyed life and did not abstain from its temptations. This portrait is in
striking

contrast to the lifeless picture of a saint, or martyr who is a
sttanger

to the earthly plea-)))
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sores of ordinary people. The narrative and semiotic strategy used here is already

familiar to the readers:)

Hero

avoids

earth] y

temptations

saint)

Epicurean

indulges in

food,

drink)

.

smner)

Unlike other writers of heroic biographies, Cha1yi presents a hero who not only per-

fonns noble deeds, but also has interests in daily life; he is a subject with a hwnan

face. His su bject is a gifted outstanding individual who is at the same time no stranger

to mundane earthly pleasures and the banal. The traditional account of heroic deeds in

eulogy is replaced by a sympathetic recollection of his ordinary weaknesses. Chal yi

allowed his subject to appear in a totally unflattering and non-heroic way. Recalling

the events of 1860, when Shevchenko was rejected by the young and beautiful

Lukeria, he described the suffering lover as \"intoxicated to the point of ugliness\".

Unlike later biographers, Chalyi, the subject's contempornry
and close acquaintance,

recreates a much more believable picture than theirs. Instead of the schematic image

of a rejected unfortunate man-saint, the readers obtain a more probable version of this

episode. The biographer does not pity the subject, he instead comments: 37)

OOCJ1e 3Toro, Y}J{e nocneJJ.HerO, nOKYllleHI1.H

Ha meHHTb6y, n03T ClleJlaJICH HeYMOJlHMO JIIOT

..... .....

Ha Bce }l{eHCI{Oe nJ1eMJI .ao CaMOI1 CBoeH

60Jle3HI1. /172/)

[After this, already the last, ['assassination] attempt' [upon] to

marry [marriage], the poet became vehemently enraged with the
entire female tribe until his last illness].)

The stylistic effect of the selected signs is
worthy

of attention. The Russian word

upokushenie
Jr

(assassination attempt) next to the sign \"marriage\" has a rather ironic

meaning, which is lost in translation. The semiotic pair \"ASSASSINATION-MAR-

RIAGE\" detracts from the primary solemn meanings of both linguistic signs. The

implied meaning is that the suitor could have \"killed\" his marriage and it emphasizes)))
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the irony of the situation. The biographer's opinion about Shevchenko's mabimonial

escapades is
clearly negative. Instead of the classical interpretation of the poet's inti-

mate life, Chat yi allows himself to look at it with sarcasm, which is
completely atypi-

caJ for the canonical heroic biography.

According to the canonical view the subject should have appeared as a suffering

lover, pure and saintly. The biographer sacrifices the traditional myth of a poet and,

instead, creates a believable picture of a human
being

who is not without flaws.

Chalyi's portrait is ahead of his time; it does not follow the familiar grammar of the

romantic myth, but is rather a precursor of the later existential myth. Chalyi's poet is

much like the Sartrian L'idiol de la famiUe who poorly reads the \"social text\".38

Chalyi's interpretation
of Shevchenko's life precedes the later 20th-century atypical

biographies of poets. Nonetheless, it occupies a
separate place in the history of

Shevchenko's biographies which are mostly sustained in the traditional heroic mode.

Chalyi's portrait
would be later justified by Freudian concepts and his vision of a poet

as a neurotic who cannot be expected to behave nOmlally.3 9

Instead of Freudian
hysteria, Chalyi, the practicing psychobiographer of the last

century, offers his own psychological profile
of the poet who is expected to do poorly

in all existential tests, such as the family, the community and the state. 40
The biogra-

pher's message to society is: \"Do not expect the poet to marry, to be sober and obedi-

ent.\" He excuses the poet's anti-social behaviour as a part of the general \"poetic\"

modus vivendi. Chalyi's theory of a
poet implied that a sorrowful lonely existence is a

poet's lot. His mythical poet
is bound to seek love, suffer and remain lonely because

of his incorrect choice of a love-object. Shevchenko's biographer claims that all the

unsuccessful matrimonial
attempts

of his subject were a part of his poetic destiny;

loneliness is a natural poetic
condition. These women whom Shevchenko had wrong-

ly chosen would have
\"poisoned

the poet's life\" anyway (165).41

In other respects, the name of a
suffering

stoic is part of the onomastic collection

selected by Cha1yi for his poet. The motif of grief, the reference to the subject as \"suf-

ferer\", and emphasis on his sensitivity consistently reoccur in the discourse.

Describing the poet's exile, Chalyi is particularly successful in connecting the heroic

names. In the empty
Kazakh steppes the exiled poet suffers from the rugged and

depressing physical environment as a punishment for his rebellious behavior.

Apparently, the poet's persecutors and official tyrant.')
had chosen a proper penally for

his seditious poems, to
deprive

the poet of beauty and inspiration. In the era of roman-
.

ricism, even the enemies of the poets shared the romantic myth and would nol deny

the uniqueness of a JXJetic personality.)))
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Speaking about impact of the depressing landscape upon the
poe\037 Chalyi writes

the following:
42)

B cpaBHeHHH
c }KHBO 3aneqaT JIeBillHMHCH B

naMHTM n03Ta xpaCOTaMH YHpaHHCKHX

naneCTHH, npe\037CT3J1a nepe.n:
HJ.iM e\037e B 60JIee

ymacHoM BH,[(e. /78/)

[In comparison with the vivid imprints of the beauties of the

\"Ukrainian Palestines\" in the poet's memory/it/appeared before

of him even more terrifying].)

The image of \"Ukrainian Pales tines\" evokes familiar Biblical allusions. The

Ukrainian poet, likened to a Biblical martyr, suffers in the desert, except that the desert

is not in the Holy Land, but in Kazakhstan. The semiotic
pair

\"Ukraine\" and

\"Palestine\", united in one phrase-metaphor implicit1yelevates the subject's status:)

Ukraine

national prophet

Shevchenko)

Palestine

national prophet

Christ)

Like the ancient hero, Biblical Jesus, Shevchenko, the martyr, not only suffers himself

from being misunderstood and betrayed, but he also carnes the sufferings of those

who inflicted pain upon him: 43)

Hec B r lly611He .aYlllH CBoe co6CTBeHHoe rope,
He oxan 11 He B3JJ.blxaR, n03T He MeHee

MY1IHllCR 11 1JY}f{I1MI1CTpaJ1aJlI1HMI1. /81/)

[Carrying deep
in his heart his own grief, without a moan or

sigh
of complaint the poet was no less tonnented by the suffer-

ings of others than by his own].)

Shevchenko was proclaimed a martyr even in his own lifetime. Relying on

Sernkovsky's letter, Chalyi demonstrates the highly heroic reputation enjoyed by his

subject. In his letter to Shevchenko, dated 1855, the poet's fan writes:
44)))
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oa TbI{Y \037 BeJlI1Hl1 e 11 10 1IJ1 n epell CCJ111 BeJ111Hl1J1

CTpa.aaHI1R. OlJ.HO 113 BeJlI1LJaMWI1X-CTenh
6e3BblXO\037lIaH, J1HKaJl nYCThJHR. IJ nYCThIHC

}1{J1J1 neBeu; AnOKaJlHnCJ1Ca, B nYCThIHe 11 Tb)
Ten epb }}(1;JBeWb,Hall Jle6eIUO\037 /83/)

[Father! Great people endured great sufferings. One of the great-
est-the

hopeless steppe, the wild desert. But this is where the

singer of the Apocalypse dwelled, and now you, our swan, live

in the desert].)

After a brief onomastic
digression, using the names \"worshipper of Bacchus\" and

\"Epicurean\", ChaJyi bestows upon the subject the expected and desired names, such

as \"Father\", \"swan\", \"singer
of the AJXJCalypse\" and \"martyr\".

The biographer reinforces the heroic titles of the poet and supports his cult which

was, apparently, initiated by the subject's friends and contemporaries. The name

\"Father\" bestowed upon Shevchenko by Serakovsky reveals the fact that the poet was

recognized and already highly esteemed in his lifetime. The fairy talc title of a \"swan\"

is a tender name that stands for the mythical purity and beauty\" as well as common

adoration. The reference \"Father\" leads to the sacred name of \"God\" and \"Christ\"

The
key-words \"great sufferer\" and \"singer of the Apocalypse\" support the desidera-

tive \"Father\", as well as recall the Biblical plot and other sacred names. Such elabo-

rate references to the subject, elevate his heroic status and appeal to the patriotic feel-

ings of the group. Like the early Christian martyrs and Hebrew heroes, the Ukrainian

poet is presented as an icon. References to the Biblical text, elevate not only the sub-

ject, but the group as well. Through the name \"national martyr,\" the prototype of

Christ, the group may emulate the collecti ve heroic
past

of another group; the

Ukrainians are placed next to the ancient Hebrews or enter the ancient heroic mythical

universe. Having presented the subject as the \"Ukrainian Christ\", the biographer adds

another layer to the heroic onomastic palette. ChaJyi's hero is not only tbe \"defender

of humanity\", but he is also the \"protector of animals\". His Christian love for anything

alive extends to all living creatures-bird\,") cats, dogs. . . :45)

fYMaHHOCTh
Li

,QeJtlCTBMJ1, B)

3Ta n pOJlBJIJlJIaCh n Ha}K,QOM

KIDJ{.IJ.OM llBI1}KCHHI1. JlacKalOmaR)))
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He}l{HOCTb pacnpOCTpaHJ1JlaCh Y Hero llIDKe Ha

}I{ J.1 BOT H hI X: He pa3 3am M ll\\aJI OH HOT RT 11
......

ll(eHKOB OT 3J10CTHhIX HaMepeHl1H MaJlb'l\"KOB, a

nTJ;lqeJ{, npMBJJ3aHHbIX Ha CBopJ{e, l1Hor.aa

nOKynaJI y \302\243l,ereu VI BhlnYCJ{aJ] Ha BOJ11O.. /57/)

[This hwnaneness was in his every gesture.
His caressing ten-

derness extended even to animals: many a time he
protected

kit-

tens and puppies from the mean boys' intentions, and sometimes

he used to buy caged birds from children and set them free].)

His poet not only cares about nature and loves all living creatures, but he cannot

condemn even the
greatest

sinners. According to the biographer, the subject could

never utter a harsh word about fallen women. \"He was far too humane to do so,\" says

Chalyi. Presented as a genuine saint, his subject is also depicted as a lover of children.

Playing with children is one of his heroic deeds: 46)

Hal16oJ1blllee YJlOBOJ1hCTBHe J{OCTaBJ1J1J1H eMY

J].eTYI, K.oTophle B llepeBHRx 06bl]{HOBeHHO

npOBo.II.RT ueJ1hle J{HH Ha YJ1V1ue. Tapac

rpHrOpheBHiJ He pa3 Call11JlCJ1 I{ HJ.1M B
HpymoH,

pa3CHa3bl BaR CHa3HH J neJ1 JIerCKHe neCeHKl1 J

J{OTOPhIX 3HaJI MHO}J{eCTBo, .ueJ1aH \"\"llI.OJIKH J.1

T.n.. /56/)

[Children were his greatest pleasure. In the villages they usually
spend

their entire days in the street Taras Grigorievich used to

join their circle, tell them stories, sing children's songs - he

knew a great number of them
- and would make whistles for

them, etc.].)

The saintly poet not only plays with children, but he is prepared to care for them

pcnnanently. Chalyi reports
an incident when Shevchenko nearly adopted a lost child.

He found a three-year-old girl near St. Sophia's Cathedral in Kiev and was
ready

to

take the chi1d home, but the mother soon appeared and he \"handed her his

foundling
U

(56). The lost-child episode assists the biographer in pursuing his elaborate)))
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technique of heroic narning\037 as the child symbolizes a weak being who needs to be

protected. The saintly posture of the subject is constructed through the characters

whom the hero protects. The signs are arranged in the
following

manner:

Weak beings < hero)

love

protection

sacrifice)
saint)

Figure 2.

Immediately following this elaborately constructed heroic name, the biographer intto-

duces new scenes which make his readers forget the solemn picture of the Ukrainian

\"singer of the Apocalypse\" and saint. Now the hero
appears

amidst the Lucullian

delights of Ukrainiai1- cuisine, which may be rather W1usual after the serious heroic

eulogy to the poet
47)

..HaUMOHaJlbHhle MallOpOCCJ1MCHl1e 6J1IO.II.a OH

npellnOq\"Ta\037 BceB03MOlliHWM

racTpOHOMHQeCKI1M o6e.aaM: 6op\037
c cyrnoHhIMH

v ....

HapaCHMI1,
co CBeme\" KanYCTOI1 J.1 C

oco6eH H bl MH cneQl1RMJ1, HOTOphlX ceKpeT
....

H3BeCTeH J111111h rOCTenpJtlI1MHhIM X03RI1KaM-

YKpaI1HKaM, nlllOHHan Kama, CBapeHHaJl Ha
'-\" v

paI{OBO}1 yxe C YKponOM, 3aneHaIIHblW

D.HHnpOBbIM J1Hlij J.1 Tapac fpHrOp11eBMQ TaR]]

OT OJlIDHeHCTBa. /56/)

[He preferred national Ukrainian dishes to various gastronomi-

cal versions: borshch with dried carps, fresh cabbage with origi-

nal spices, a secret recipe known only to the hospitable

Ukrainian housekeepers, millet porridge
cooked on crayfish

broth with dill, baked Dnieper bream, and Taras Grigorievich

would melt in his bliss].)

In this \"gastronomic still-life\", the poet is surrounded with tasty Ukrainian dishes, and)))
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this narrative turn serves as a
supportive

structure to the name\"Ukrainian hero\".

Chalyi skillfully uses the most familiar associations from these collective daily experi-

ences to bring the subject closer to the group. Gastronomic images being most famil-

iar are correctly chosen as the most recognizable signs that may generate other collec-

tive emotions. Common
gastronomic experiences are part and parcel of communal

living within the same geogrnphic territory. Expressed in the same linguistic code,

they add to the so-ailled basic collective features of what is generally understood as a

\"nation\". Thus, the name \"national representative\" is constructed gradually and

covertly through the deepest and most basic collective allusions. The biographer

recalls the most pleasant culinary episodes that may lead to
stereotypical images of the

group:)

SUBJECT)

Taras)

Who is Lhe hero?)

name ?

Ukrainian)

Figure 3.)

GROUP)

borsch

Dnieper dream

Ukrainian hostess
Ukrainian recipe

Ukrainian millet

dill)

name ?

Ukrai n ian)

The anti-heroic digression which may seem antithetical to the solemn heroic dis-

course is also within the narratological framework of the heroic biography of the
national hero. At fIrSt glance the portrait of the poet placed amidst spices, vegetables
and traditional Ukrainian dishes may be perceived as satire. However, the poet who
experiences gastronomic ecstasy is brought closer to the group that can

identify
with

the subject and include him into its commun ity. The detailed description of his

favorite gastronomic experiences brings the readerslbiographees closer to the subject.
Instead of self-denial and sacrifice, they find a Rabelaisean thrill, laughter and the)))
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ecstasy of living through the simplest joy of consuming national food and
keeping

the

physical body alive. On the other hand, culinary genre temporarily invades heroic

biography, subverting it from within.

Describing the poet's favorite 'gastrovariety', Chalyi is on the
territory

of the

recipe genre. The word \"melt\" has a double meaning. The
primary meaning establish-

es its connection with culinary discourse, while the secondary one
implies

a metaphor,

so that a joke with a significant humorous effect is created as a result. The poet who

\"melts from bliss\" is a hidden pun. Buner, which also melts and being the
obligatory

sign of any culinary discourse, is here replaced by the unusual sign \"poet\".
The substi-

tution technique used by the author may be graphically expressed
as:)

butter

dishes)

melt

delight)

poet)

The resulting hwnorous ,effect is not malicious laughter, but the sincere joy of shar-

ing common pleasures. A man who
appreciates

the gastronomic variety is less enig-

matic than the remote ascetic symbol and a self-denying saint; this portrait is more

believable, and the names
\"poet\"

and \"Epicurean

u
are more desirable. The biographer

manipulates the possible associations
resulting

from the usage of various names.

Highly heroic name-titles are reinforced
by

the common desiderative names and

onomastic auxiliaries. The anatomy of Chalyi's contradictory
onomastic structme

may be represented as:)

onomastic enclosure: name-icon)

/')
onomastic ex terior: desiderati ve names)

/)
onomastic base: names-auxiliaries)

Figure 4.)

The biographer has the responsible task of developing the name-metaphor in the

desired collective manner and foreseeing future collective desires. He may \"baptize\"

the subject, fulfilling the onomastic preferences of the group, but the group, nonethe-

less, expects some onomastic suggestions from a biographer. The
biographer

effort-)))
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lessly maneuvers between the common knowledge of the
group,

its basic collective

mentality, and the less familiar notions of the group elite. The hero-saint is a desired

name for the subject Th is figure is admired, but may appear somewhat alien to the

majority. Northrop Frye's \"hero above the group\" may be intimidating, while the char-

acter sharing gastronomic pleasures is someone close to the majority, one of the group

or hero \"in\" the group.48 What may have
appeared

as the subversion of the heroic bio.

graphical discourse, in fact, serves as the present and future myth about the national

U1crainian poet, Shevchenko. The seeminglycontradictory
names of the subject:)

worshipper of Bacchus

singer of the Apocalypse
and saint

glutton)

all add to the image of the subject, the national hero who is sometimes pcnnittcd to be

on the same level as the rest of the group.)

3. S. Name clusters and memory markers)

Saul Kripke defines a name not by a single description, but by a cluster or
family

of

notions leading to a name (31).49 Sergii Efremov's approach to names and his use of

their power supports Kripke's idea. Efremov's biography, Apostle of Truth, introduces

the biographees to the onomastic device of clustering. 50 First, the cluster is
brought

to

the anention of the receivers. The basic idea of a name-cluster is that the receiver of

the discourse obtains a number of onomastic signals which
eventually

lead to the

intended name. The cluster usually consists of forceful semiotic signals that precede

the actual proper name. The proper name is then given in its \"last name-only\" version.

The last name without the frrst name and patronymic is also a sign of a well-known
name. A well-known name does not require any onomastic details, such as more com-
mon fIrSt and middle names or Russian and Ukrainian patronymic, such a name has

the status of a familiar name-symbol or possesses symbolic-metaphoric value because
it is recognized on its own. Initially here, the subject is named

by
the heroic cluster

\"Apostle of Truth\", then eventually he is referred to as HShevchenko\". The metaphoric

pair, \"Apostle of Truth\" and \"Shevchenko\",has
prepared

the reader for the highly

heroic discourse.)))
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Further\037 the biographer refers to the subject as \"a fonner serf'. This reference al-

ready states the fIrSt heroic episode in the subject's life, at lca')t one heroic deed\037 A brief

summary of one'5 heroic life may be derived from a set of these three descriptions.
\"Apostle\"

alone introduces the Biblical allusion, while \"truth\" confmns the collective
heroic symbol. Both of them, placed next to the well-known name \"Shevchenko\", rein-
force heroic associations with the name, while the derived name \"fighter for freedom\"
concludes the first onomastic cluster which may be viewed as on the table:)

Apostle

Truth symool

former serf

Shevchenko)

Biblical hero

symool of justice

fighter
for freedom

national hero)

This highly heroic designation is followed by another panegyrical pair,
\"Shev-

chenko\" and \"Moses\". Here, an intense semiotic field is created around the name of the

subject, so that the heroic halo of the name overshadows the actual individual behind it

The chosen nominal strategy corresponds to the plot structure which
\"ungram-

matically\" starts with the death of the hero, as opposed to the more natural beginning,

the subject's birth. Consequently, the biographer does not follow the subject's tradition-

al path of gradual onomastic intensification. The technique is much more
powerful

and

direct, since the biographer does not play the name-guessing game with his readers. On

the eve of the centennial anniversary of the poet's birtb, the readers may have been

more willing tban before to accept a cluster of names. The biographer constructs not

only the name-cluster, but the event-symool: death of the national hero, a technique

which assists the author in reinforcing the heroic
atmosphere

around the name of the

JX>Ct
whose centennial anniversary is about to be celebrated. The death of the subject is

presented along with the fall of serfdom. Such an event-pairing technique next to the

name-clustering device reaches its metaphorical plateau already at the commencement

of the discourse, and adds another implicit name to the vivid cluster:)))
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dying
for the

1iberation
of the)

rShevCh\037nkO

lname-Slgn)

A postle)

Figure 5.

This implicit name is a
logical

continuation of the onomastic unit enclosed by the

sacred name \"Moses\". Simu1taneously\037
with the highly heroic designation of the sub-

ject, the national
group

obtains some heroic characterization as welL If the national

poet is likened to the ancient Hebrew hero, the group naturally acquires his heroic title

as well. The Ukrainians are compared with the Hebrews or the
group

obtains the hero-

ic name through the heroic ascendance of its hero:)

Hero

Heroic group

Heroic prototype

Group prototype

Semiotic result)

Shevchenko

Ukrainians

Moses

Hebrews

Ukrainians = Modem Hebrews)

On those occasions when Efremov refers to his subject-national hero by a personal

pronoun \"he\", the references are always accompanied by personal characteristics. For

instance,)

he -
kind and calm

he - incurably sick

he -
with his trembling hand)

Efremov never uses a single personal pronoun without the
accompanying reinforce-

ment of sympathy or admiration-arousing descriptions. On the other hand, he never

uses the last name \"Shevchenko\" next to such a
description

as \"incurably sick\" or

\"calm\"; those are descriptions of a lesser heroic
intensity. Mter all, a pronoun which is

a name-substitute for a proper name is meant to be reserved for non-heroic situations)))
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when the heroic reputation of the JXJet is not at stakc.

Efremov, like any other producer of popular discourse., controls the
\037rccption

of

the given lex t. He appeals to the established coll\037tive associations within the national

group, anticipates their reactions to certain verbal messages and thus regulates their

response to the heroic biographical discourse. Efrcmoy's task has been facilitated by

the biographical efforts of his predecessors, such as Masloy, Durand, Piskunov,
lakovenko and many others who previously perfonned the initial onomastic exercise

of
reinforcing

the name in the collective memory of the group. They provided the

group with the story, \"the path of the hero\", as well as with the tools for remembering

the name-symbol which, in turn, encouraged the apocryphal stories and legends or

inspired collective creativity around the name-symbol. Myth
of the hero initiated out-

side the group had penetrated the collective consciousness inside it, facilitating the

task of later biographers. Efremov essentially had to summarize the already-known

laudatory names of the recognized and admired hero or to return the desiderative

names of the hero to the name-anxious group. He does not have to follow the gradual

onomastic progression of his predecessors. Efremov may start with the collective

metaphors which are already present and accompanying the heroic name:

\"Shevchenk\037Apostle
of Truth\", \"National prophet\", and \"poet of the people

1tt

.

The biographer combines the act of naming with the act of
name-constructing,

occa-

sionally perfonning what may be seen as the exegesis of a name. Having labelled the

subject the \"Apostle of Truth,\" he employs it again thirty pages later in the discourse.

Efremov explains the meaning of the word \"truth\", which is repeated seven times on

the same page and is sometimes italicized, thereby becoming a verbal reinforcement

signal. To attach the highly heroic name of the \"Apostle of Truth\" to (he subject the

biographer creates a
supportive

semantic field that excludes the possibilily of the name

being forgotten. These
recurring

verbal signals serve as memory markers that help the

reader to remember the name and mark the map of the heroic onomastic
progression:)

Apostle
of Truth (3)

fanner serf (3)

Kobzar (4)

Christ (4)

Moses (5)

martyr (5)

SaInt (5)

Ukrainian bard (9))))
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leader of Ukrainian writers

great hope of freedom lovers

poet of conscious democratism

radical

romantic

rebel

revolutionary)

(9-10)

(9-10)

(15)
(15)
(15)
(19)

(21))

\037

poet in the pantheon of world geniuses

Kobzar

fighter

Apostle of truth)

(33)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(39))

One hwulred years after the poet's birth he is finally acknowledged as a national

poet. Efremov adds that the right-bank Ukraine produced the hero, stressing
that his

subject is a fonner serf from Eastern Ukraine. The
biographer

delineates the frontier

between Eastern and Western UIkraine: 51)

To 6YJ1J1 3H08 me MaJID He D\037HHM JIMQeM JIJOlI.e

3 JIiB06epelliHoi YHpaI1HI1, JJ,e Ha\037ioHaJlbHi

CTOCYHKI1 He Tal{ TH}KKO nOnJIYTaJlHCb,-BiH 6YB

3 npaBoro 60HY ,[tHin pa, lI.e COQillJIbHa 6e30,IJ,HR
Mim naHOM Ta KpinaKOM me rJ11t16rne

.

n03HalJl1J1aCb I lllJ1prne P03CYHYJlaCb Qepe3. . .'---. .
Hal(IOHaJIbHY Ta

p
ell If I 11 HY PI}J{HYfijJO M 1m

naHOM-nOJ1J1KOM HaTOJ1I1HOM i J{pinaHOM-

y}{palH\037eM- npaBOCJ1aBHI1M. /7/)

[Nearly all of those intellectuals were almost identical individu-
als from the left-bank Ukraine, where national relations were not

as complicated. He was from the right-bank of the Dnieper,

where the social gulf between the landlord and serf was deeper

and wider due to national and religious differences between the

Catholic landlord and the Ukrainian Orthodox serf].)))
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Efremov semiotically divides one national group that produced various intellectuals.
He

rightly
or wrongly claims that Shevchenko has a special heroic status among them

as not only a product of Eastern Ukraine, but of Eastern Orthodoxy as well. The

Western Ukraine has been traditionally associated with a presuJllably more progres-
sive

foreign
influence in the cultural and religious domain, and Efremov capitalizes on

prevalent mythical beliefs which may appeal to certain Ukrainian cultural groups

among both the elite and the populace. The myth of the progressive \"0 Lher\" , Slavs

versus the West, has had a traditional popularity among those
groups.

The biographer

uses it for the purpose of transferring the familiar myth to another mythical territory,

the myth of a national genius.
The cult of Shevchcnko which Efremov so painstakingly constructs in his biography

is simultaneously the cult of the Eastern, presumably more backward, but unique

Ukraine. The two systems of religious organizations

- Catholic and Eastern Orthodox -

are juxtaposed in the heroic context. Following Efremov' s implications, it is the Eastern

Orthodoxy that helped Eastern Ukraine to preserve its genuine character and purely

original national talent, unspoiled by
the cOITUpt \"Other.\" The didactic message that

perpetuates the myth of Eastern
spiritual superiority. is indeed purely mythical. As it

happens, his point of view denies the Western Ukraine heroic property rights. Accord-

ing to Efremov, the \"Apostle of Truth\", the \"Ukrainian Moses\" is the property of the

Eastern Ukraine. The
biographer,

like any other producers of popular discourse, returns

the collective myth to its eager collective author and censor, the group en masse.

Numerous cultural anthropologists maintain that myth
52 is structured like lan-

guage; and if language is a collective
product, similarly myth is a collective creation

as well. The most primitive mythical
structure is the belief in national or collective

uniqueness. Historically, rulers, leaders, missionaries, prophets,
national heroes, writ-

ers, and poets had exploited the collective sentiments of
groups

who invariably return

to the same mythical ground. Every group protects its geographical territory, but its

collective mythical heritage is its most sacred collective possession.
The majority of

any group, according to Gustave Le Bon, is oblivious to linguistic and rnythicaJ syn-

onymity, deep universal structure, cultural affinity or collective
cognitive processes.

53

Efremov glosses over any similarity between the Catholic and Orthodox religions,

and between the various parts of the Ukraine as cultural entities. This position is not

new: it repeats the familiar mythical plot developed and sustained by the Le Bonian

\"crowd\" which is convinced of its collective otherness. Both groups cling to the myth

of their uniqueness; the biographer capitalizes on their collective weaknesses and

emotions. Once the hero is recognized, each group competes for the name as the
sym-)))
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bol of collective pride and the supportive mythica1
structure. Efremov's \"Apostle of

Truth\" may well be claimed as Western and Eastern cultural property, and yet the

biographer decides in favor of Eastern Ukraine. Shevchenko is proclaimed the saint of

the right bank, and the geographical territory
of Ukraine is defined through the cultur-

at arbitrary choice of the author of a heroic biography. The biographical myth decides

the geography, politics and
demography

of the imagined national stale.)

3. 6. Recognized name of a hero)

The onomastic metamorphosis is completed when the name is accepted as heroic
by

other nationa1 groups. While Efremov's panegyric to Shevchenko - the \"Apostle of

Truth\"
- has become a monumental sign for the Ukrainian collective memory, similar

names
given

to S hevchenko by other biographers were even more vital for the collec-

tive self-esteem of the group. The name that ttanscends national borders is truly
remembered, boosting the collective ITlOrale of a given group from the outside.

In this respect, Alfred Jensen's biography of the Ukrainian national
JX>et

was a sig-

nificant event in the biographical discourse and in Ukrainian cultural history.54 Once

he, a Swedish biographer, proclaimed Shevchenko the \"Apostle of Justice\", the poet

could henceforth be regarded as a canonized national hero. A group may never be
secure in the heroic status of its chosen icons until the same individuals are glorified

by the \"Other\". Jensen's work, which appeared in German, was
published

in Vienn\037

1916. The magnitude of this cultural event is expressed by
I van Mandiuk who trans-

lated it in to Ukrainian :55)

He YKpaYHcbKJ1H BQeHJ1W

nOBHMH o6pa3 J],illJ1bHOCTI1

\342\202\254H3eH. 1111/)

'-\"

Ll:aB HaM nepllll1l1

UJeBqeHHa\037 UUBe\037)

[It was not a Ukrninian scholar, but the Swede Jensen who has

given us the complete account of Shevchenko's
activity].)

The translator Mandiuk summarizes the collective sentiments over the appearance
of the Swedish version of Shevchenko's life and work. Jensen's work not only put the

name of the Ukrainian poet on the international map, but it touched the deepest national

sentiments of Ukrainians as an oppressed group within the Russian Empire. Jensen)))
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acknowledges in his introduction that his interpretation of Shcvchenko's life is a popu-

lar biography. He follows in the footsteps of Shevchenkots compattiots who had

recentlycelebrnted the centenary of the poeCs birth. He does not claim to have discov-

ered anything new about the Ukrainian poet and complains about the lack of sources at

his disposal. His discourse is an act of
reafflfl11ing

the heroic name of the \"Other
u

.

It is remarkable that the Swedish
biographer,

who does not cite Efremov, also treats

Shevchenko as the symbol of the right-bank Ukraine. The similarity be(ween the

utternnces of the two biographers is
striking.

Jensen writes nearly verbatim: 56

3 n paBo6epe}J{}J{a O,IJ.H aK 1JJ.1l1llJ]I 0 BeJ111 Ke

06H OBJl eH HJI, BJlaCTM 811W 06HOBJ1TeJ1b

y}{ P a'\" II C h K 0 I J1 i T e p aT Y P 11. B Ii
palO , LI. e

Hal\\ioHaJ1bHi Ta cycniJIbHi BiUHOCI1HH 6YJ111
OC06Jll1BO OCTpO 3a3HaQeHi, BI1WlllOB

6e3nOCepe.il.HO 3 HaHHM3woi
BepCTBI1 MOpaJIbHO

. .
1 eKOHOMIQHO TIOHeBOneHoro HaCeJ1eHHR noeT,

RKoro Qine ffil1TTR 6YJlO nJlaMeHHHM
.

npOTeCTOM npOTM BCRI<oro .necnOTI13MY 1

HpinaL\\TBa... Tapac llleB4eHKo. /XIY/)

[The Right Bank, however, produced a great renewal t a powerful

reconstructor of Ukrainian literature. Tarns Shevchenko, a poet

whose entire life was a passionate protest against any despotism
and serfdom appeared in the land marked by particularly acute

national and social relations and represented the lowest stratum

of the morally and economically oppressed population].)

Much like Efremov t he draws opposition between the various parts of Ukraine.

Shevchenko is perceived as a rebel, a national fighter for the oppressed. It is curious

that what would later be labelled as a Soviet or Communist critical cliche, \"the ardent

protest against any despotism
H

t is already a visible feature of the pre-1917 biographical

discourse. Thus, already
in the introduction the subject is given several heroic names:

Poet of the Ukrainian people (V)

Sm\037c\037t 00

symbol of the Ukrainian soul (V)

rejuvenator of Ukrainian literature (XIV)

right-bank cultural property (XIV))))
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peasants
t

son

rebel against despotism)

(XIV)

(XIV))

Only after a series or a cluster of laudatory names, does Jensen introduce the ordinary:

\"Taras Hrygorovych Hrushevs'kyi-Shevchenko\". Shevchenko's father\037s last name

was \"Hrushevs'kyi-Shevchenko\". The frank panegyric preserves the classical heroic

structure: name-title intensifies name-symbol and then ordinary name. Then, there fol-

lows a short onomastic digression to the fllSt name only (Taras) which accompanies
the description of the subject's childhood. However, the biographer quickly switches

to the more common reference \"Shevchenko.\" It is a familiar device used by the

authors of heroic biographies in order to sustain the semiotic effect of the name-title.

Like other heroic biographies in the past, Jensen'5 discourse preserves the onomas-

tic strategy and the plot structure of the heroic tale-fairy tale, legendary story, life of a

saint. His biography is similar to those narrations; the story of childhood is
interrupted

with a prophecy. Unlilce numerous biographers before and after Jensen, he does not
include Shevchenko's father's prophecy.57 In Jensen's version, there is another predic-

tion made by an old
lady. According to the storyt presumably from the poet's diary, the

subject was told that he was to face two roads: \"a narrow and thorny road to

Paradise\", and \"a wide pathway from Paradise\". The \"pathway from Paradise\" sym-
oolizes posthumous glory,

while the \"thorny road\" represents his martyrdom on Earth.

The semiotic
plotting

used in the biography may be graphically expressed as:)

tale

legend)

Hero)
Saint

,

his martydom)

I

his life

I

death)

I

Paradise)

glory)

Figure 6.)))
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Jensen's panegyric arises from the presented apocryphal prophecy, and it eventual-
ly acquires more verbal power when he later writes: 58)

YJ{pa\"iHCbJ{OMY noeToni YCMixaBch illUJl1M paM,

JlJ{ uci1-eniI<ypei1cbl{I1X apTJ1CTiB i OC06J1CTo\"i

BI1f'O.IlI1. A LtG cero palO BeJ1a Mora BY31{a

CTeml{a, .HHa 6YJla nopocJ1a OCTpMM TepH\342\202\254M.

Wcs4eHKo MYCI1B caM 3arwHYTl1 Ha CiM

cTelliui, 11\\0611 M ir nOJia.3aTI1 CBOYM 3eMJIJlHaM

o6iURHY 3eMJlIO\037 \"LUo MaE }l{MTJ.1 6C3CMepTII0 B

n iCHi, MYCI1Tb rJ1HYTH B lliJ.1TTJO.

It

/11/)

[A different fortune smiled at the Ukrainian poet, not the paradise

of Epicurean artists and personal gain. But the road to his
para-

dise was narrow, overgrown with blackthorns; Shevchenko had

to perish on this thorny path to show to his compatriots the prom-

ised land. 'That which is destined to Ii ve eternally, ha.;; to perish

in this life.' 1)

The biographer does not separate the prophecy, using key-words from the story, such as
\"Paradise\" \037 \"Thorny Path\", \"Narrow Road\". Only five pages keep the old lady's
prophecy apart from Jensen's heroic description, and the key-words become the inten-

sifying
semiotic signals that support the main structure-THE SUBJECT IS A MAR-

TYR AND SAINT. The name of a saint is used repeatedly next to the \"poorpoet,\"
and

the theme of suffering is prominent. The signal \"tears\" reoccurs in the discourse now

and then to make the inttoduced names more authentic. On the eve of the hero's death,

another name is given to the subject, \"the mourner of truth and justice.\" The national

poet dies; like the ancient
martyrs,

his death also symbolizes the sacrifice for truth and

justice\037
The name of the hero is the most visible feature of

any biographical discourse,

and its role is vital for a heroic biography, since it is essentially the mode of reference

that differentiates a panegyric from other biographical faoos. The heroic biography in

general, and in its extreme fonn of a
pure panegyric or panegyric simplex in particular,

relies on the power of the name, the onomastic policy, thus becoming the crucial factor

in a heroic
biographical

discourse.

While all the biographers whose naming strategy has been presented here utilize

similar onomastic devices, the degree of reliance upon a particular discursive tech-)))
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nique varies. The extent of the heroic portrayal depends upon the preference given to a

certain nominal feature. When a biographer is not quite confident about the reaction to

his hero, he never
praises

the hero directly and never uses heroic names-titles at the

outset of a
story.

For instance, Maslov, who wrote shortly after the poet's death, at a

time when the group was not ready to receive the frank panegyric to the hero, uses a

very
cautious onomastic policy.

Maslov's strategy is to delay the name-icon. Instead of \"instant naming,\"
he

resorts to the predominant usage of implied names, i.e. names to be deciphered by

the biographees. The field of implied names that have to be deduced by the readers in

the appropriate context is extremely saturated in his discourse. A biographer, who is

not free to \"name\" the subject, \"A Ukrainian national poet\", relies mainly on the

interpretative power of the readers, their ability to recognize, guess and reconstruct

the name of the hero. This
strategy

of delaying the name appears to be characteristic

of all initial biographical attempts
when the heroic status of the subject is not yet

fully established. Instead of naming Shevchenko another Milton or Byron, for

instance, he makes a more neutral statement that his subject \"could have become

another Byron
u

. Maslov creates the onomastic
map

that permits his readers to con-

struct the name-symbol.

When the biographer is outside the national group, he may be quite uninhibited in

his onomastic choices. Durand, who wrote about the Ukrainian poet in France, exem-

plifies a
biographer

who is free to name his hero. Paradoxically, the French biogra-

phy is one of the very first panegyrics to the Ukrainian national poet. In his narration,
Durand mostly relies on the power of the heroic metaphors applied directly to the

subject. He proceeds from a place-symbol \"Dnieper\" to the name-symbol
\"Shevchenko\" .

When the biographer departs from the classical panegyric, the role of the onomas-
tic progression increases. For instance, Chalyi's general plot movement is heroic, and

yet,
some onomastic digressions signify a defmite anti-heroic feature of his discourse.

The name
\"worshipper

of Bacchus\" is placed next to the implied name \"a poet, a spe-

cial being\". These conflicting names of the subject are indicative of the yet uncertain

discursive mode.

Every biogrnpher, recreating a life, has to
repeat

the same plot: the passage of the

subject from the ordinary into the world of the extraordinary, from oblivion to recog-
nition. He has to

stage the transition of a name into a name-sign. A biographer retells

the same unchangeable story from the birth of a human being to the death of a hero

whose name is worthy of remembrance. The transition from the non-heroic onomastic)))
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stage to the heroic depends upon several factors, such as the discursive climate of the

time, the will of the group, the role of the subject, and the
biographer's own desire and

discursive power.

A biographer, much more than any other writer, is dependent upon the collective

\"I\" of a given group, which eventually detennines the mode of the biographical dis-

course. The biographer's own voice is merely a part of this collective \"f' he may even

suggest the subject himself. The group may
seltx:t the hero in his lifetime or decide to

delay his heroic name until his death. In Shevchenko's case, the distance in time
caused an elevation of the paces heroic status, and a century since the subject's birth

is marked by the gradual increase of the metaphoric power of his name. In the periexl

between 1874 and 1916 (the temporal space between Maslov's and Jensen's
biogra-

phies) there is a marked trend towards the pure panegyric to the poet. The mode of

referring to the subject in an openly heroic way seems to become the new onomastic

feature and the main determining factor in the classification of heroic biographies.

All the biographers, from Maslov to Jensen, may
be divided into two basic groups

in tenns of their onomastic technique: direct namers and indirect Darners. The direct

namers, like Durand, Ohonovs'kyi, Efremov, and Jensen use overt
panegyrical

titles

right at the outset of the biography. The indirect namers or
implied name-givers, such

as Piskunov, Maslov and Chalyi, resort to an elaborate
technique

of gradual naming

and prefer the implied names. In the process of name-giving a biographer reaches for

the most sttiking names, the most
flattering sym hols and the uunost heroic titles. The

collective memory has an infinite stock of such names, titles and standard metaphors.

However, there are names which possess the greatest power and carry the highest

degree of heroism. Biblical allusions and associations with the names of ancient

heroes have acquired such power. They have become not only the most easily recog-

nized collective symbols, but also the most desirable names which any group wishes

to possess. On the scale of heroism, the name-title \"Christ\" possesses the ultimate

meaning and value. It also encloses the circle of utmost heroic names, models for

emulation. Thus the names-icons of the ancient tribe became the first names-heroic

titles to be chosen in numerous post-Biblical panegyrics.
The other groups could later

choose symbols of sacred onomastics for their heroes- to-be.

All writers of heroic biographies are aware of the collective desire of a group and

its onomastic preferences. They introduce those names of the hero that are aheady

desiderative names, that is the most expected allegories. 59
Nevenhcless, biography is

also a precursor of the future desiderative names. For instance, Ohonovs tkyi's refer-

ences to Shevchenko as the \"son of Eastern and Western Ukraine\" were very much)))

the universal tragic

plot, that in Shevchenko's case does not have to be invented for the tragedy is there: 23)))
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ahead of his time. The
prophetic

nature of this implied name given in 1889 would

become apparent only much later, since the intensity of the 'onomopoesis' increases

with time. At the moment of utterance, the biographer merely expresses his own

desire and a possibl y prophetic dream.)))



Chapter Four)

Hero, myth and name)

Myths are
nothing but this ceaseless, untir-

ing solicitation, this insidious and inflexi-

ble demand that all men recognize them-

selves in this image, eternal yet bearing a

date, which was built of them one day as if

for all time.)

Roland Barthes, Mythologies (155).)

4. 1. Name, nation and name-icon)

Omelian Ohonovs'kyi's biographical version of Taras Shevchenko's biography that

appeared in 1889 is a part of his work /storiia Literatury Russkoi ( History of Rusyn

Literatw*e), which represents a collection of biographies of Ukrainian literature-mak-
ers and the analysis of their literary contribution. 1

The stories of their lives are separat-

ed from the stories about their work, and each life-story is a classical heroic biogra-

phy. They all commence with the evaluation of a particular writer's role in the

Ukrainian cultural and national history.

The author begins Shevchenko's biography by analyzing the poet's historical
posi-

tion, and claiming that peasants were the most representative social group of the

Rusyn- Ukrainian people. The same biographical subject who was previously
described as the \"Little Russian\" or \"Ukrainian national hero\" now appears seemingly

in another national context The name \"Rusyn-Ukrninian\" is a signal to readers in

Little Russia that the hero is the common property of two related ethnic groups, and

belongs equally to the biographees on the left and right bank of the real and symbolic

Dnieper (Subtel'ny, 1988:476-7; Magosci, 1978: 145).

The biographer from the \"Other side of the Little Russia\" is aware of the differ-

ences and frictions among the inhabitants of the various parts in Little Russia. His

ingenious onomastic device, the name-compound \"the Rusyn-Ukrainian\" is an

attempt to unite the group that is spread to the two banks of Dnieper and <livided
phys-)))
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ically, politically and mythically,2 Ohonovs'kyi symbolically unites the two parts of

one nation semioticaIly appealing to their collective memory and the signs of the com-

mon historical past:
3)

I{OJ1MCb OXOpOH.RJla YKpa\"iHa nOJlhlQY W

MOC}{BY O\037 HanHB\037OB IU1HOH TaTapBbl_ KOJ1J1Cb

6YJ1a OHa 3a6opoJIOM CBo60,IJ.bI npOTHB nOMeCTY1

HeOOJle,_ Ta OT, 3 BOJle Mory1.JJ.1X cycell.oB

nOnaJlaCb B HeBOJIIO-HeBOJIIO. /442-3/)

[Once Ukraine used to defend Poland and Moscow against

semi-barbaric Tartars - once she used to be the symbol of free-

dom against oppressors, -but got caught into slavery by the will

of her
powerful neighbors].)

\"Ukraine\" symbolizes the common past of the Rusyns and Little Russians; like-

wise, \"the sign\" Rusyn-Ukrainian is used to infonn biographees about the biogra-

pher's national point of view. The common name-signal appears immediately after the

subject's name Taras Shevchenko, and becomes helpful as the semiotic device

employed to sustain this original onomopoesis:)

Rusyns)

Group)

Little Russians)

Hero

Icon

Shevchenko

Ukraine)

Figure 7.)

Readers who may be unwilling to accept the hero as theirs are symbolically educat-
ed aoout their common national past \"Moscow\", \"Poland\", \"Tartars\" t and \"slavery

versus freedom\" stand for this shared historical experience of the inhabitants of the)))

the onomastic map that permits his readers to con-

struct the name-symbol.

When the biographer is outside the national group, he may be quite uninhibited in

his onomastic choices. Durand, who wrote about the Ukrainian poet in France, exem-

plifies a biographer who is free to name his hero. Paradoxically, the French
biogra-

phy is one of the very first panegyrics to the Ukrainian national poet. In his narration,
Durand mostly relies on the power of the heroic metaphors applied directly to the

subject. He proceeds from a place-symbol \"Dnieper\" to the name-symbol
\"Shevchenko\" .

When the biographer departs from the classical panegyric, the role of the onomas-
tic progression increases. For instance, Chalyi's general plot movement is heroic, and

yet,
some onomastic digressions signify a defmite anti-heroic feature of his discourse.

The name
\"worshipper

of Bacchus\" is placed next to the implied name \"a poet, a spe-

cial being\". These conflicting names of the subject are indicative of the yet uncertain

discursive mode.

Every biogrnpher, recreating a life, has to
repeat

the same plot: the passage of the

subject from the ordinary into the world of the extraordinary, from oblivion to recog-
nition. He has to

stage the transition of a name into a name-sign. A biographer retells

the same unchangeable story from the birth of a human being to the death of a hero

whose name is worthy of remembrance. The transition from the non-heroic onomastic)))
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same geographical territory and common cultural legacy. This onomastic prelude is

required since the biographees/readers from the Western part of the Little Russia,

Rusyns, may have been less receptive to the hero than their \"brothers\" in the Eastern

part, Ukrainians-Little Russians. The
biogrnpher

uses the power of common names

and addresses various readers or biographees as one cultural entity.4

The subject is presented as the voice from the past and the hope of a better future

for the unified nation. The symbolic meaning of the subject's name is disclosed imme-

diately,
unlike the traditional heroic biographicaJ discourse where reader and author

play the usual name-guessing game of recognizing the hero. Ohonovs'kyi anticipates

possible rejection of the subjec\037 and resorts to the immediate elevation of the hero. He

proceeds
to the name-metaphor from the name-symbol via the ordinary proper name,

and
again

ends with the naIne-icon. The biographer uses the power of the proper hero-

ic name to unify his readers scattered over the large geographical territory
and divided

by the linguistic differences, history, and politics of the Russian Empire. Shevchenko,
a Ukrainian poet and peasant, is introduced as the spokesman for all Rusynian and

Ukrainian peasants. The
subject's

social origin is the common ground which is used as

the starting point in the symbolic building of one nation and its independent national

state, Ukraine: 5)

Tal{ OTllie II. 0 3aHpenOIl\\eHOrO HapO.1I.Y

3p03YMeJlbJM CJIOBOM Mor npOMOBI1TI1 TOJ1b}{O

TOM semiw noeT, 1.1\\0 B HJ.1M 6y JIa }{OCTb OT

HOCTl1 11
KpOBb

OIl HpOBJ1 HelQaCHl1X MY}l{I1KOB.

CMM noeTOM 6YB Tapac WeBqeHHo. /443/)

[Only the poet-prophet could
speak

to the enslaved people,

whose flesh and blood, he, the unfortunate peasant himself,

shared with them. And this poet was Taras Shevchenko].)

The biographer manipulates the place-names along with the names of the two

dialects (Rusynian and Ukrainian) to evoke desirable associations. The intended

image is the name of the hero uShevchenko\" connected with the name of the group.6

First, he establishes the link between the Rusyns and the Ukrainians through their

common past. Then, Ohonovs'kyi appeals
to the socia] consciousness of the group.

\"Peasants\" and \"serfs\" represent linkage between the otherwise divided segments of

the same nation:)))
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Rusyns)

Ukraine) peasants-serfs)
Shevchenko)

Ukrainians)

Figure 8.)

The biographer names his subject a national
property;

his \"prophetic poet\" is the same

\"flesh and blood\" as the rest of the
group. Moreover, he shares the same social origin

with most of the nation. The
biographer

establishes a sense of kinship with himself,

the subject and all the biographees.
After the heroic introduction, the biographer tells the life-story of his hero; i.e. he

returns into the world of the ordinary. \"The poet of the people,\" the \"bloodand flesh\"

of the Rusyns and Ukrainians, and the son of their peasants, is transfonned into an

ordinary mortal, Taras Hrygorovych Shevchenko. Later, he is referred to as \"Taras.\"

On the way from birth to childhood, the subject undergoes
the three onomastic stages:

heroic title, ordinary name and name-
fairy

tale symbol:)

prophetic poet

Taras Hrygorovych

Taras-poor orphan)

heroic title

ordinary name

fairy
tale character)

Much as in a fairy tale, the subject of a heroic
biography does not stay long in the

stage of an abused child; a hero very soon takes his place. Ohonovs 'kyi interrupts the

story of Taras, the poor orphan, taking the biographees into the ancient Ukrainian
past

(Koliivshchyna) through the grandfather's reminiscences. 7 These recollections again
establish a connection between the subject and the group; the heroic past is presum-

abJy
common to all readers. The biographer exercises control over the memory of the

readers and revives it with the story of the group's heroic experience.
Preserving the fairy tale plot structure, one needs a helper, and this role is

per-)))
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fonned by I van Soshenko, whose name is even italicized for visual stimulation of the

readers' memory. This name-auxiliary stands between the two names which mark

various stages of the subject:)

Hero)

Tarns-abused child

non-heroic name)

Shevchenko-a painter

heroic name)

Helper

Ivan Soshenko

name-auxiliary)

The name-auxiliary is used to emphasize a certain idea, namely, the idea of national

organic unity. Ivan Soshenko, a Ukrainian, is given more discursive attention than

even Carl Briullov, a Russian, despite the fact that Briullov
played

a more important

role in Shevchenko's life as a free man having helped to arrange the poet's liberation

from serfdom. 8 His name is moved to the footnole, while Soshenko's name is itali-

cized to capture the readers' attention. The biographer tends to stress that the
Ukrainians are the key figures in the subject's personal drama and his upward mobili-

ty.
As this is the stereotypical collective knowledge that the group may accept more

readily, Ohonovs'kyi sacrifices the known fact to please the group. He does not distort

the information, BriuIlov's name is after a11, mentioned, but the biographer displaces

the signs. He chooses to place the name of a Russian
\"helper\"

into the less visible

footnote, despite the common knowledge of the reversed roles of the two individuals

in Shevchenko's life. None of the biographers would ever question Briullov's role in

Shevchenko's liberation from seIfdom and his further assistance in his later life in SL

Petersburg. Ohonovs'kyi, a Ukrainian biographer of the Ukrainian national hero,

prefers
the easier discursive route; he follows the path of the stereotype. As a result,

Briullov's name is placed in a less significant location in the text, while Soshenko and

Hrygorovych, the names of the two Ukrainians are granted a better discursive locus:
9)

OnOCJ1J1 CoweHKO npeJ],CTaBMB llleo4eHHa

}{0 H
<p

e p eH U
- c e K peT ap 10 A HaJJ. eM i \342\202\254X Y JJ. O}f{ ec T B ,

BaCI1J1eOI1 fpMrOpOBMIlY, 11
npOCMB ero,

oCBo6oJJ.J1TI1 TaJ1aHOBI1TOrO Y J{paM H L(JI 3 n OJ],

TJI}f{HOM }{OPMHTH Y Ma.Jlllpa Wl1pneBa. /4-61-2/)))
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[Afterwards Soshenko introduced Shevchenko to the secretary

of the Arts Academy-Vasyl' Hrygorovych, and asked him to

free the talented Ukrainian from the hard oppressive hand of the

painter S
hyriaev]

.)

The subject ocquires a new name \"talented Ukrainian\"; the other names-auxiliaries

assist him in
making

the new name more visible:)

Soshenko

helper

name-auxiliary

enemy)

Hero

Shevchenko

talented

Ukrainian)

Hrygorovych

helper

name-auxiliary

Shyriaev)

Hero)

The subject is named heroically thanks to the other two Ukrainians, Soshenko and

Hrygorovych. The Russian name
\"Shyriaev\" plays the role of an obstacle on the road

to success of the Ukrainian subject The
biographer

uses the semiotic impact of names

to suess the patriotic message that the group expects to receive in a heroic biography

of a national poet The motif of national hannony underlies the onomastic strategy.

Two Ukrainians saving another Ukrainian is the most desirable theme, and that is

what the biographer arranges, despite the known fact about the role played by the non-

Ukrainians in Shevchenko's liberation from serfdom.

uBriullov
u

and \"Zhukovsky\" are the two names which none of the biographers

ever questioned as to their role in Shevchenko's heroic transfonnation from a serf to a

free man. 10 Nevertheless, Ohonovs tkyi takes a
very

noticeable position placing in the

foreground another set of names and other people, despite the known facts. The biog-

rapher provides the expected SU1lcturai material for sustaining the national stereotype

\"Brother is helping brother.\" Although the biographer is familiar with the true bio-

graphical facts, he adds some fictional elements that at least mitigate the effect of the

factual infonnation. For instance, Zhukovsky's role in Shevchenko's transition from a

serf to a free man is an established fact. Nonetheless, the biographer is not pleased

with the reality of the subject's life. A Russian friend, helping a Ukrainian poet, is not

information expected by
the national group. The biographer adjusts the actual reality

to suit the grammar of the nationalistic myth. The Ukrainain helpers to the hero better)))
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sui t the desirable plot.

Hrebinka is another helper or name-auxiliary that rearranges the onomastic order:
11)

3 fpe6iHKolO 6YBao Tapac y npl1,aBopHoro

MaJ111pa BeHeui.HHOBa; cei1 me npe.a.CTaBI1B
ill eBlJCHHa BacJ.1J1eoJ1 A. }f{YKOBCKOMY,

CJ1aBIIOMY noeTOBi POCii1ChKOMY. /4\03762/)

[It was with Hrebinka that Taras visited court
painter

Venetsiianov; the same person introduced Shevchenko to Vasil
t

A. Zhukovsky\037 the renowned Russian poet].)

The fmal actions of the biographical characters are those that are traditionally stressed

in Shevchenko's biographies; for instance, Zhukovsky's role in Shevchenko's emanci-

pation. Ohonovs\037kyi gives preference to helpers as much as the discourse aJlows, but

he persistently attempts to recall the Ukrninian names frrst. Even when some conflict

between the two Ukrninians arises, the actual reason for discord is toned down. The ill

feelings between the two men, who happened to be in love with the same woman, are

presented as
occupational differences, the discord between a poet and a painter: 12)

Tapac
}t{HB pa30M 3 CorueHKoM J1MllJe QOTl1pJ1

MeC.Hue, OD. OCeHI1 1838 p. ,ao MeCRl(R Ci4HR

1839, p. ,QOBllJe He Mor noeT 3 MaJ1J1pOM

nOrO,IIJ1TI1Ch: OD.J1H oD.Jloro He p03YMeB, npO-Te

6YBaJIO, JJJ;O ooa 3 co6olO He pa3 nOCBapMJ1I1Cb.

/468/)

[Taras lived with Soshenko for only four months, from autumn

1838 until the month of January ]839. A
poet and a painter

could not tolerate each other for a longer period of time:
they

did

not understand one another,-they used to quarrel many a time

because of this] .)

It is remarkable that the centre of the love triangle is a German girl who disturbs the

hearts and minds of the \"two Ukrninians\", as Ohonovs'kyi refers to Shevchenko and

Soshenko: 13)))
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CnpOIJe i1 JlJ060BHa en paBa 6YJla npl1Ql1HOIO,

\037o OHI1 me 60JlbWe Melli co6olO
P03b\342\202\254HaJ1Mce.

B 1'011 60 KBapTMpe, JJ,e }l{MJlJ.1 06a YKpal1Hue,

CHIlena y MapHVI I1BaHoBHbl \342\202\25411 CBaeqJ{a,

Cl1pOTa, .il.01.IKa BbJ60rcJ{oro 6YPMJ.1CTpa, )],Y}J{e

rapHa HeMKI1HlI; 3BaJlaCh MapiJ1 RHOBJleBHa. B

HeM BJ1106hIBCR COllleHKo Ii XOTeB3 HelO

nO\037PY}l{\"T\"Ch. AJ1e Tapac CTaHYB \342\202\254MY
B

Hop03e, 60 \037 OH cno\037o6aB co6e .il.eOQHHY Ta

3'YMeB \342\202\254e co6e 3'\342\202\254I{HaTJ1. /468/)

[The love affair was also the cause of their further disagreement.

In the same apartment where the two Ukrainians Ii ved, there

stayed with Maria Ivanovna her sister-in-law, an orphaned

daughter of the Vyborg mayor, a very beautiful Gennan girl; her

name was Maria lakovlevna. Soshenko fell in love with the girl

and wanted to marry her. But Taras was in his way, since he also

liked the girl and managed to win her heart].)

The biographer uses the power of onomopesis to change the perceptual planes. The

two Ukrainians are symoolically divided by a Gennan girl. The situation would have

been different, but for the presence of this \"alien

n
character. The love story slightly

changes the heroic image of the subject who appears before the group in a very unflat-

tering way.
After all, taking away the beloved of his best friend and fellow l.Tkraffiian,

who helped him greatly in the past, is not an honourable deed worthy of praise.

To uphold the heroic image of the subject, the biographer makes him repent The

sinner asks to be forgiven, and his confession outweighs his sin in the
biographer's

presentation. It is quite possible that Shevchenko's friend decided to leave St.

Petersburg
after his unsuccessful attempt to settle down\037 and after his best friend had

betrayed him. In Ohonovs'kyi's version, Soshenko leaves the city because of poor

health, and his friend Shevchenko comes to say good-bye
and ask for forgiveness:

14

}{OJlI1 Tapac .aOBe.aaB CJI, 11\\0 CorneHKO J13-3a

HeD.yrl1 BhIe3ma\342\202\254 3 neTep6ypra TO np\"\"lIJOB

)],0 \037aOHOrO CBoro npJ1nTenn. npM3HaB cn \037o)))
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BHHhl, 1l\0370 JIerKO.ayw HO O,IJ,H.HB on. Hero TYJO

HCMKMHIO, 11 3aJlBHB CepJJClJHHW }l{aJlb, HOllM

npa\037aB cn 3 llo6pLJM COrneHI{OM. /469/

[When Taras found oul that Soshenko was leaving St.
Petersburg

because of his poor hea1th, he came to visit his old
friend. He admitted his guilt, that he so carelessly won over his

German beloved, and
expressed regret and sorrow when he was

saying good-bye to kind Soshenko].)

The dramatic episode in Soshenko's life is sacrificed for the heroic image of the sub-

ject A genius is justified in any manifestations of his \"poetic\" behavior. A nice ges-

ture, saying good-bye to an old friend, compensates for his wrong-doing in the past. It

is noteworthy that in this episode the biographer refers to the subject as \"Taras,\" the

ordinary forgotten name from his non-heroic past. By now, the readers already know

the subject as \"Shevchenko\", \"poet\", \"Saint\", \"Prophet\", and by many other a heroic

name. The sem iotic purpose of such naming seems to be obvious. 'Taras\" is a new

reference in this context, after so many others to which the biographees/readers may

have become accustomed moment, and it may create an illusion of irrelevance to the

subject-a hero and an exceptional being.
The grammar of a heroic biography requires only praise of the hero, and the biog-

rapher
forces panegyric upon the inconsistent human life, full of mistakes and regret-

table actions. The unflattering episode with Maria is soon corrected by a
platonic

love

story with Varvara Renina, that appears three pages afterwards, and returns the subject

to his proper heroic position. Immediately after the short unheroic digression,
Ohonovs 'kyi reports the climax of the subject's heroic fare, the events of 1840 with

the publication of Kobzar, the very collection of poems that brought him fame.

\"Shevchenko-Kobzar\" is a new theme that leads to another heroic name in the series

of numerous other names used earlier. Having reported the heroic climax in the life of

the hero, publication of his famous collection, the biographer acquires more onomas-

tic power: he may name the hero overtly:)

poet (468)

Kobzar (469)
Ukrainian JXJet (470)

Ukrainian Kobzar (490).)))
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Since this moment, the biographer would refer to the subject as \"Ukrainian poet\", the

name in which dreams, myths
and individual creativity are all one.)

4. 2. Name in the light of the myth about the \"Other\

If attitudes are important in giving particular proper names, their role is even more

vital in the symbolic onomastic metamorphosis, that is during the transfonnation of a

proper name into a name-allegory or a collective
symboL

The myth behind a popular

name becomes crucial when the group has no other way of knowing the hero other

than through his popular biography. For instance, the English readers may never read

Shevchenko'5 poetry, but they were introduced to the name-symbol of Ukrainian cul-

ture through William R. Morfill's biography.15The
image

of the foreign culture and

the national hero of another nation were in this case totally dependent upon the inter-

pretative power of the Victorian
biographer.

William Richard Morfill \037baptized' his subject or gave Shevchcnko various names-

characteristics, basing his choice on the known popular myths about the Slavs in gen-

eral. Writing in Victorian England in 1880, Morfill had
difficulty

in initiating a heroic

discourse about the peasant poet and a Slav. Little was known in Victorian England

about rhe remote Slavic land and its mysterious inhabitants, enigmatic Slavs. Modill

states that even in his days Russia remains \"a country still but little known\"(63).

When little is known, an author may consider himself an expert on the subject Then

Morfill upholds the then popular belief that Slavs were traditionally known more as

singers than warriors. The Victorian biographer introduces his subject's cultural back-

ground in the following manner: 16)

We have every reason to believe that wandering minstrels

aoounded in Slavonic countries of old time; the race is even now

not
quite extinct, as Hilferding, and other collectors of legendary

JX}emshave shown
os(63).)

Among the authorities on Russian minstrels that he mentions are Ostap Veresa,

Riabinin and even Byzantine historian, Theophylactus Simocratta. 17

According to Morfill, this ancient historian presumably reported \"that Slavonians

carry no swords, know nothing about war, but occupied themselves entirely with

music and singing\"(63). The apocryphal story is the heroic prelude to the biography of)))
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the Ukrainian national poet. Prior to naming his subject \"a minstrel,\" lhe Victorian

biographer prepares his uninfonned audience to accept this name as the name charac-

terizing the entire group. First, the author introouces the onomastic mythology around

the name attempting to persuade the biographees that his subject is not a lonely hero

but a representative of the heroic group. Although he admits that \"there is a falsely
bucolic and

idy
Hie air about the tales\", the biographer, nevertheless, says:

18)

but idle as it probably is, it is none the less true that the early

Slavs were a peaceful agricultural race, who
passed

their lives

easily, unless goaded into retaliation by the attacks of their war-

like neighbors(63-4).)

Modill carefully processes the associations which may be brought into the ono-

mastic context
by

his own statements. His subject is, thus, initially presented as a sym-
bol of a

peaceful, Joving agricultwal race. There is a condescending flavor in the word

\"agricultural,\"
but it may yet be perceived as a positive description dwing the industri-

al revolution when there was still certain nostalgia over the old ways of living.

\"Agricultural\" in the Victorian context may have implied a s1ightly more backward

culture than that of industrial England. The implied opposition between the high and

low, progress
and backwardness, England and Russia is all in favor of Morfill's read-

ers. The semiotic understatement of the message is:)

but backward nation

'\

Engli
sh heroic race)

hero son of the peaceful)

Figure 9.

Consequently, the hero is introduced in the expected manner: the Ukrainian poet is

allegedly a hero who, nonetheless, stands below the biographees, English nationals. He

is the \"bard,\" a typical representative of his \"race
u

which is placed somewhat lower than

the UEnglish Glee.\" This is what Morfill's readers expect, and this is what they receive.)))in Richard)))
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The Victorian readers who know so little about the hero may be surprised to fmd

that the mysterious Slavs have poets at all. Morfill infonns them that these eccentric

people not only possess
their own bards, but also \"recognize them even if they come

from the lower ranks of society\"(64). Shevchenko's name appears after the triad of the

peasant poets of Russia: Lomonosov, Slepoushkin and Kol'tsov.1 9 These are contrast-

ed with the so-called 'artificial poets' Zhukovsky and Pushkin, who were largely

influenced by the Western literature. To bring the names closer to the English reader,

Morftll compares the Russian poets to some known local Jwninaries. For instance,

speaking
of Feodor Slepushkin, he writes:20)

He is certainly not a Bums, but more resembles a Bloomfield-

perhaps, in some of his pieces, hardJy rises above the level of

Stephen Duck (73).)

\"Bloomfield\" is a name less iconic and of lesser symbolic value than \"Bums\"; so

the unknown Russian poet, Slepushkin, is
placed

in the same category: The biogra-

pher thus manipulates the various names: the recently fonned names-symbols, old and

new proper names-signs and symbols-in-making. Morfill gradually approaches the

name that had the greatest \"panegyrical energyn.

Consequently, Shevchenko is the last in the gallery of the Russian poets coming

out of the lowest ranks of society. The
biographer

resorts to the name-auxiliary or the

nominal bridge, making Slepushkin's name connect the class of heroic names with the

subject's name: 21)

Not only, however, did Slepushkin make some little figure with

his poetry: he was also a
very

fair painter, and executed portraits

of many of his relatives. In the conjunction of skill in painting,

with a talent for verse, Slepoushkin resembled the Cossack

Shevchenko of whom we shall speak shortly, but the latter
great-

I y excelled him in both (71).)

Slepushkin'8 name assists the biographer in
treating his hero not as a unique phe-

nomenon, but as a symbolic representative
of a \"race\", that produces bards and

painters even among common
people.

In other words, the names-auxiliaries are part
and parcel of the mythical plot, namely that Slavs are the race of minstrels. Slepushkin
introduces Shevchenko, and

yet
the latter is placed higher than the Russian

peasant)))
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poet If Slepushkin is likened to Bloomfield or Stephen Duck, Shevchenkois
implicit-

ly placed closer to B urns. The heroic prelude ends on the note that the Ukrainian peas-

ant poet is p1aced higher than his Russian counterpart.

Having drawn those heroic parallels between the Russian and English poets, the

biographer fulfilled the task of popularizing the unfamiliar \"Other\". Carlyle and

Bums, Bloomfield and Duck are the onomastic antecedents, assisting the biographer

to fonn clear associations about the newly introduced names. The names of the famil-

iar accepted heroes facilitate the biographerts effort of naming the \"Other
n

. After

Kol'tsov, Slepushkin and Carlyle, Bums and Duck, there appears the name of the

unknown hero, Shevchenko:
22)

\"In a country where the condition of the serfs seemed so hostile

to any culture or nobler aspirations of hwnan nature,\" a man was

born who besides a genius for song, had an inclination for paint-

ing(63).)

The man's name was \"Cossack poet''', Taras Shevchenko, who is mentioned after the

two onomastic rows:)

Shevchenko)

artificial poets

Lomonosov

Zhukovsky

Pushkin

Bloomfield)

real poets

Slepushkin

Kol'tsov

Bums

Carlyle)

The celebrated \"Cossack poet\" is mentioned only one
page

after Carlyle, who is

somehow also included into the \"real poets\".
The readers may deduce the implied

heroic name of the subject from the onomastic context of the presented heroic names.

The HCossack\"poet must be considered a true poet.

The next implied name may be derived from the heroic text void of explicitly stat-

ed names: 23)

These poems were received with great enthusiasm by the South

Russians, and made the name of the poet deservedly celebrated

among his countrymen(87).)))
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Two pages later:)

a new edition of his Kobzar was
published,

which was received

with great applause(89).)

On his name-day the poet, although very weak, was cheered by

telegrams from his countrymen in the Ukraine, who
regarded

him with enthusiastic affection(89).)

The name \"recognized hero\" is the reference that
may

be inferred from the present-

ed semantic field. Like many other
biographers earlier, Morfill interchanges the highly

heroic names-titles with the less heroic
descriptive

references. Having reinforced the

name \"revered poet\", the biographer addresses the subject as \"the poor paeth, which is

used to evoke a different emotional state:
empathy

versus adoration. Similar strategy

is employed with all other names as well. The name-saturated intervals are followed

by the name.free discursive pauses.

Describing the poet's exile, Morfi11 mentioned the subject's name in the midst of

Morfill's spelling, other
proper names, such as \"Emperor Nicholas\", \"Tourgheniev\",

\"Count Feodor Tolstoy\", and others which
carry

their own symbols. \"Nicholas\" stands

for the victim's oppressor, \"Tourgheniev\" symbolizes all the Russian friends of the

subject, and \"Tolstoy\" numerous benevolent aristocrats. The Victorian biographer
emulates the fam iliar narratological grammar of a fairy tale where the hero has to

overcome various obstacles on the way to glory and recognition of his greatness. The

subject's
name at this stage undergoes its onomastic transformation in the light of

the mythical hero of popular fairy tales.

In most heroic biographies, the hero is seldom referred to by his first name after he

had been named heroically. Morfill speaks about the last plans of the celebrated

\"Cossack\" poet and strikes the biographees with the familiar \"Taras.\" The Victorian

biographer here ignores the traditional narratological grammar of the heroic biogra-

phy. After all, the hero is the \"Peasant poet of the agricultural race\", and peasants were

traditionally known only by their frrst names. This sudden onomastic amnesia may

be a sign of a
good

social memory of the biographer recalling the \"low rank\" of his

subject. This infonnation hinders the otherwise heroic onomastic progression.

Apparently the social myth prevails even when the biographer intends to break the

stereotypes.

Morfill ends his biographical discourse on a rather non-heroic note. He retreats to)))
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the mythical territory of his national group. After the panegyrical statements, the biog-

rapher strikes the readers with some negative critical remarks about the poet's work.

Some of his shorter pieces he finds very \"pathetic

n
and some lines \"too revolting\".

The Victorian readers receive back the myth about the barbaric Slavs whose customs

and superstitions an Eng1ishman may find urevolting\". Morfill obviously appeases the

popular Victorian reader who may be flattered by the existence of the \"distant sav-

ages.\" Mythology of this sort is always a collective product of the unenlightened mul-

titude that perceives the \"Other\" as inferior. It is remarkable that even Gogol's name is

not spared pejorative
comments. His name is mentioned in connection with the nega-

tive evaluation of some of Shevchenko's works that the English reading audience may
have found offensive to ilS discriminating and \"superior\" taste: 24)

Many readers will turn away from it as from the Taras Boulba*

of Gogol, because the descriptions which it contains are too

revolting(91 ).
* Haidamaks BouLba (Morfill's version))

The implied name that may re inferred from the aforementioned
portrait

is highly

anti-heroic. It is \"a barbarian\" glorifying the violent
ways

of his tribe.

The last explicit name given to the legendary poet is \"Cossack.\" The biographer

hints that, after all, the subject was a typical son of his people who
may

be as \"revolt-

ing\" as the characters in Taras But ba. The enthusiasm and affection bestowed upon

the poet by his compatriots are then a natural reaction of his people. Modill concludes

his panegyric to the \"Other\" with the stereotypical description of Shevchenko's physi-

cal appearance:
25)

To the Prague edition of the poet's works, previously alluded to,

are prefixed the interesting recollections of Tourgheniev,

Polinski, Kostomarov and Mikeshin . The f OnTler has left us a

graphic description of the poet's personal appearance,
his broad

shoulders and high forehead, and thoroughly Cossack appear-

ance. He confirms the accuracy of the portrait prefixed to

Shevchenko's works(91).)

The \"Other\", the mysterious Cossack, is confirmed in the memory of the Victorians

who were initially introduced to the race of minstrels and finally to the violent)))
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CossackS. 26
The reaffmnation of the negative stereotype.takes away the heroic names

that were so
painstakingly

consb11cted.

The loved and deservingl y praised peasant poet is reduced to an idol of the alleged-

ly violent race. Morfill claims that the poet's name is
regarded by all Southern

Russians \"with idolatry\". The name \"idol\" and sign \"idolatry\" pronounce a severe

judgmental statement about a nation of \"bards and minstrels\". What may explain this

sudden twist in poeticity and naming? One may speculate
about the one of the dis-

course had the subject been an English national hero, the representative of the English

gentry and the superior industrial race. Wou1d it receive the same discursive treatment

as the Ukrainian
poet

did?

MorfIlI's voice of the early, rather sympathetic and idyllic heroic
prelude,

contra-

dicts his servile ending where the biographer's individuality is suppressed by
the

group. \"The thorough Cossack appearance\" at the end is the Ia\037t tribute to the collec-

tive mythology of his intended audience; it assumes the shape and fonn of simple

snobbery. The familiar stereotypical image and name are the final desiderative names

expected by the biographees (V. Nikonov, 1973: 30, 98; L.
Rasonyi,

1967: 18).)

4.3. Name and new mythical identity)

While Shevchenko's name in
England was surrounded by the JX>pular mythology

about the enigmatic Slavs. V.I. lakovenko who reintroduced tbe poet's name fourteen

years later and in the poet's native land, used another myth-the poet of the people.
27

Naming his subject Hthe poet of the people\", the biographer relies on such authorities

as Dobroliubov and Kostom arov, names that are familiar to Russian and Ukrainian

readers.28
These are the names of the people who had introduced the hero to the group

earlier. Dobroliubov's utterances replace the biographer's voice and express the

expected opinion of the subject, as well as the collective desire of the Ukrainian pe0-
ple. lakovenko addresses the national group through the Russian \"revolutionary

democrat\" and the proponent of then popular cult of the populace:
29

llleBQeHHO, -rOBOpHT ,I].o6POflI06oB,
- nOaT

u u

COBepmeHHO HapOJJ;HhIH, TaHOH, HaHoro MbI He

MomeM YKa3aTh y ce6H. ,I].aJHe KOJIhQOB
He

H\037eT CHUM B CpaBHeHHe, nOTOMY 'ITO
CKJl3.)J;OM)))
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CBOliX MbICJ]eH H .u;ame CBOHMI1 CTpeMJIeHHRMH

uHorAa OTAanHeTCH OT HapOAa. /86/

[Shevchenko, says Dobroliubov, is a true poet of the people,

such a poet as we cannot point out among us, and whom we do

not possess. Even Kol'tsov cannot be compared to him, since his
frame of mind and aspirntions are sometimes far removed from

the common
people].)

The onomastic pair Shevchenko.Kol'tsov is not only a literary critical stand, but a

symbolic message
as well. Dobro1iubov's comparison penTlits the groups and the

biographer to
identify

the name - Shevchenko in tenns of the uniqueness of the nation,
the Ukrainian people. Dobroliubov admits to the readers/biographees that Russian

people are not fortW1ate enough to have a poet like Shevchenko. The biographer and

his voice (Dobroliubov) anticipate the collective desire of the Little Russians who

would have liked to acquire some superiority over the Russians.

Any group instinctively longs for recognition of its uniqueness, despite the fact that

the reality of being and human
history repeated! y put this notion to a test. A group

sustains the myth of the unique collective \"I\" superior to the \"Other\". Ironically,

sometimes it is the \"Other\" that may nourish the collective \"I\" of a given group.

Dobroliubov here symbolizes the HOther\", as the representative of another group who

praises the hero of the oppressed nation. The spokesman of the Russian nation defends

the cause of the Ukrainian people. In this case, the myth of national superiority is even

more reinforced since confIrmation of the national genius comes from the outside. If

the \"Other\" admits the exceptional collective talent of a
group,

the validity of the

myth is proven, and it may be
perceived

as ttue. Such happens to be the semiotic strat-

egy of a
biographer

who juxtaposes the two collective opinions, two heroic names,

and voices his own
judgement through the \"Other\", Dobroliubov.

The national group hears the desirable name uttered by the HOther\", and the plea-

sure of hearing a laudatory name is even
greater

since it is the symbolic oppressor

who in this case recognizes the greatness of the hero:)

GREAT RUSSIA

Kol'tsov

poet of the people)

LIT1LE RUSSIA

Shevchenko

poet
of the people)

the \"Other\"

(Dobroliubov))))
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Iakovenko utilizes the semiotic effect of the oppositional pair \"little-great\" that cre-

ates the ironic ambience. The Little Russians who happen to have a \"true national

poet'\037 may consequently consider themselves richer in spirit and culture. The sign
ULITfLE\" subverts the opposite sign uGREAT't and a new meaning is created. \"LIT-

TLE\" is transfonned into \"Great\", since it is Little, but not Great Russia that collec-

tively owns the hero, Shevchenko \"the poet of the people\".Iakovenko manipulates the

two signs and the resulting irony supports the myth of national
superiority. Ironically,

the Little Russia produces a genius who surpasses the greatness of the poets in Great

Russia. At least, such is the opinion of their Russian prominent cultural
figure,

Dobroliubov.

Dobroliubov names Shevchenko \"the true poet of the people,\" the name later con-

flflTted by another biographical character, Kostomarov. lakovenko claims that his is a

more defmitive charncterization of the hero: 30)

WeBqeHKO _ f'OBOpI1T 011, Hal{ n03T 6hJJ] 11 caM
\037

HapOJI\" npo.uOJllliaBlllJ1V1 CBoe n03TI1QeCHOe

TBOpqeCTBO. OeCHJI WeB4eH}{a 6bJJ1a caMa no

ce6e
HapOllHaH

neCH.R TaJ{aJI neCH.R, HaKYIO Mor

6bl 3aneTb Tenepb \037eJIhli1 Hapo.Q, ]{aKan

lJ,OJ]}l{Ha 6hlJIa BbIJ1HTbCR 113 HapO.IJ.Hoi1 JJ.YlllH B
..... ....

npOJJ.OJ1meHMe HapOJIHOH COBpeMeHHOI1 MCTOpl1J1.

/87/)

[Shevchenko, says he, as a poet, was the
very

embodiment of

the people, and of their ongoing collective creativity.
Shevchenko's song was in essence the same song that the entire

nation could sing and that could have come out of the people'8

soul during the modem
history

of the nation].)

Kostomarov alleviates the task of naming the subject, bestowing upon him the title of

\"chosen hero of his people\", wjth whom every member may identify. Moreover, his

voice becomes also a prophetic voice anticipating the Jungian concept of a
poet,

a pre-

cursor of the \"collective unconscious\" (Jung, 1933; 171).31 What Jung would claim

half a century later, Kostomarov stated earlier: that a writer or poet could verbalize the

instinctive and the unspoken, brooding within the group who is silent while an artist

speaks.3\302\260 For him, a national poet says what a group cannot yet speak, anticipating the)))
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most inner collective dreams and desires. He is the creator of the new language that

would eventually be spoken by the rest of the nation. Iakovenko, through Kostomarov,

names his subject \"the creator\", \"the voice of the people\" and his \"1\":32

llleBQcHKO
rOBOpHT T3.H, HaH HapOL{ elQe He

rOBOpHJI, 80 Hal{ OB rOTOR 6blJI yme
JarOBOpHTb

H TOJIhJ{O O}l{H,l{aJI, IJTo6hI 113

cpe.n;hI ero HallleJICH TBopeq, KOTOphI:H 6hI

OBJJ3.J{eJl ero IIJbIKOM Hero TOHOM, 11 BCJle,D; 3a

TaKHM TBOPQOM T01:fHO TaH H 3arOBOpliT H BeCh

Hapo,a If CKameT eL{HHOr JIaCHO: 3TO -Moe; Ii

6YAeT nOBTOpllTh ,aonro, nOHa He IIBHTCH

nOTpe6HOCTb HOBaro BHJJ:OH3MeHeHHn ero

n03THQeCKOrO TBOQeCTBa. /87/

[Shevchenko speaks
in a way in which his people had never

spoken, but in a way in which they were ready to speak and

were about to do so only need the some creator from their own

enviornment who could have master their
tongue

and tone.

Then, following this creator the entire nation wouJd start speak-
ing and would say unanimously)

'This is mine\" and would re

repeating it for a long, long time until the necessity of another

poetic transformation would arise].)

The biographer is in full agreement with the nineteenth-century critic, writer and

philosopher who redefines the meaning of the subject's heroic role. He upholds the

view that a genius like Shevchenko is actually the collective \"}\" of a nation. A nation

needs a hero who can provide this sense of common property and a sign of collective

identity. A group is awaiting an individual who may embody the most desired collec-

tive features, become an icon, a
symbol

and a password for identifying the nation.

After Dobroliubov and Kostomarov, Iakovenko voices his own opinions about the

nation. He presents his own concept of the national idea. The
biographer

names his

subject \"the true and typical people's poet\", and simultaneously points
out the ambi-

guity of the word \"people\". lakovenko reminds the readers/biographees that the word

itse1f has lost its original meaning. He maintains that previously the word \"people\"

was associated with such \"metaphysical concepts\" as \"freedom and
equality\".

The)))
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author of the biography of the \"we poet of the people\" discovers that the \"common

people\" (narod) may not be
regarded

as a single homogeneous entity. He actually

undennines his own mythical structure, exposing the myth about the homogeneity of

the common people:
33)

Ho 6J1l1mawrnee H3YQeHI1e 06HapY}KHJIO, QTO

Hapo.\302\243(
B aTOM OTHOllJeHJ1M BOBce He

npe,aCTaBJ1ReT OllHOpOJJ,HOM CpeJI.bI, lJTO 3,QeCb

Ha6JlIO,IJ,aeTCR He MeHbwe pa3Hoo6pa3MJI CaMbJX

uo

n pOTI1BOn0J10}]{HhIX I1HCTJ.1HKTOB 11 CTpeMJleHJ1I1,

LJ,liKe ueJ1bIX Ml1pOC03epl(aH\037i1, qeM 11 B Tal{

Ha.3hlOaeMblX HY JlbTypHhJX KJ1aCcax. /87/)

[But close analysis has disclosed that common people, in this

respect, by no means constitute a single entity; there is no less

variety of contrasting instincts and aspirations among them. and

even among world views than among the so-called cultured

classes] .)

Iakovenko brings to the readers' attention the fact that the so-called \"common
people\"

do not differ much from the privileged upper classes in terms of their inner social

diversity. Both strata of society are not homogeneous in character, nor in structure.

This narratological moment is crucial in understanding the name \"the poet of the pe0-

pIe\". If the group of the so-called \"common people

u
is not a homogeneous entity, then

the hero \"the poet of the people
n

is not the embodiment of a special social spirit 7 but

rather a symbol of the pluralistic vision of the world.

This new approach to the social hierarchy reveals the biographer's attitude to the

name chosen
by

the group. From the chosen name the author amves at the analysis of

the social group that selects the name. lakovenko discloses the ambiguity of the asso-

ciations brought on by the name \"the poet of the people\". He
implicitly suggests that

the name-symbol be taken with a grain of salt If the people who have selected the

hero do not constitute the monolithic
entity,

the name loses its mythic significance.

The heroic title is questioned as well.
This biographical digression manifests the biographer's discomfort with the name,

which he, nonetheless, adopL\037.
On the whole the collective voice of the group prevails,

and the authoriaJ \"I\" submits itself to the more powerful HI\" of the people. lakovenko)))
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temporarily engages the readers in questioning the accepted concepts, such as

\"nation\". \"people\", \"typical representative\", and others. Generally, he flatters the col-
lective ego of the Little Russians/Ukrainians when Shevchenko's name is placed next
to Dante, Shakespeare, Pushkin and Goethe. The biographer adopts the romantic

mythology when he names his
subject,

\"the poet of the people\", and \"singer\".34)

Ero CTHX o6na\037aeT
MY3WKO\037 cnoBa,

cOCTasJlRJOll\\el1 OT JlHIJI1TeJlhHYIO OCo6eHilocTh

BCRHoro Be\037HKoro n03Ta. /89/)

[His verse possesses verbal music, which is the distinctive fea-

ture of a great poet].)

The statement summarizes lakovenko's position which may be expressed scmiotically
as:)

Poet of the People)

great poet)

.
slnger

embodiment of the collective
song)

Hero)

Figure 10.)

Like any other biographer, lakovenko adheres to the gradual nominal
strategy

when

he designs his onomastic map.

To support the name \"the poet of the people
H

he also mentions that the poet's

works were sold in cheap editions at the village fairs. As a result of the poet's popular-

ity among common people various other names appeared, such as \"great warrior\",

\"Morozenko\", \"Nechai Palii\" and others. 35
Finally, the chain of heroic names ends

with the onomastic climax: \"hero of the people\", \"Fighter for the oppressed\", and \"a

comageous heroic 8Ou1\"(95).36

If the progression of the heroic names encroaches upon the territory of various

myths, the ordinary names, i.e. his flfSt, last and father's name (patronymic), are also

presented in a peculiar way. First, the subject is introduced as a serf, as in the title of)))
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the initial chapter, while the actual discourse begins with the names of the two tsars,

Alexander and
Nickolay

I. Instead of the canonical introduction, that is tbe name of

the subject or his ancestors, the biographer prefers the names of the two rulers: 37)

31'0 6hlJ10 B caMOM JiOHl(e uapCTBOBaHMH

AJleHCaHLtpa naBJlOBI14a, a MO}f{eT 6bJTb 11 B

n epSble )J.HH BCTyn JIeHH 11 Ha n p eCTOJI

MMnepaTopa HH]{OJ1aH I. CoobITl1e, 0 KOTOpOM
11 X01JY nanOMHl1Th, npOMCXOLIJ1J10 B .aepeBHe

J{Hpl1J10BKe, l{aHeBcKoro ye3,Ua. /7/)

[This happened in the very last days of the reign of Alexander

Pavlovich, and maybe even during the fITSt days of enthronement

by the Emperor Nicho1as I. The event of which I wish to remind

you took place in the
village ofKirinov\037 in Kanev district].)

The inception of the biographical narration reminds the readers of a
fairy

tale begin-

ning. Time span is not precise, the event to be described is almost an aJX>Cfyphal story

of the prophecy made by the Shevchenko's dying father, the motif that became an

omnipresent biographical structure in the ongoing discourse a1x>ut the poet

The images of the dying poor serf and a
grieving

little son placed next to the two

Russian tsars, Alexander and Nicholas, may puzzle the readers; these names- icons are

juxtaposed against the two characters, father and son:)

Alexander I

Shevchenko

father

serf who died

a slave)

Nickolai I

Shevchenko

son

self who became

free)

The names of the monarchs not only indicate the hero's place in time, but create their

own mythical fields. They symbolize the group's past and its hero's period of martyr-
dom. The

reign
of tsar Nicholas I during 1825-1855 is the acknowledged hardest peri-

od for Russia's common people and intellectuals, so that his name is not a
symbol

of a

better destiny. What is plausible is the irony of fate:
despite the most severe oppres-

sion, the taJentcd serf eventually became free as Taras Shevchenko did in 1838.)))
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The subject is never described as being born. A child of an indefinite
age, crying at

his father's deathbed, hears his prophetic message. Thus, death of the subject's father

substitutes for his birth, while the names of the two monarchs replace a more expected
nominal pair, the names of the

subject
's parenl\037. Consequently, the child, Tarns, is

symbolically born into the family of the two monarchs. At least, the

readers/biographees may construct it basing their reading upon
the folJowing:)

tradi tional birth Symbolic birth

\\

child father's name dying father

hero

non-hero

prodigymother's name two tsars

subject-person subject-hero)

Figure 11.)

The flTSt name of the subject in his state as an ordinary person is introduced in the

shadow of the puzzling onomastic design. This \"Other\" is a complex patriarchy-

denoting nominal structure, which substitutes the canonical biographical references,

the names of the
subject's parents and ancestors. The unusual onomastic beginning

contributes to the heroic designation of the
subject

who is predestined to perform

almost a miraculous function in his later life.

It is significant that the female is absent in the description of the poet's symbolic

birth, the two male figures, the two tsars giving symbolic
birth to the national hero-

poet. The natural mother is replaced by
the symbolic mother-male giving birth. The

two sets of parents -
rea] natural parents and the two tsars, symbolic ones-simultane-

ously bring associations about the two events-birth and baptism. A future hero, saint

and national icon is born and named in an unusual way, which intensifies his heroic or

superhuman qualities. The nominal displacement, the less expected names given in-

stead of the canonical, incapsulates
the heroic biographical plot based on hagiography.

The only difference is that this \"saint\" is not a religious, but a secular figure, a poet

with the special mission of fonning the national identity of his group, its spirit and

collective \"I\".)))
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4. 4. Name and romantic
myth)

Unlike Iakovenko, who saw the national poet as the organic part of his people,
Vladimir Kranikhfeld's Taras Shevchenko is not only the \"singer of Ukraine\", but a

\"special being\".
His vision of the subject is a classical romantic point of view. he sees

a
poet

as a highly sensitive individual, with an exceptional perceptive power and emo-

tional character, who
creatively responds to the outside world. Writing in 1914,

Kranikhfeld atttibutes a significant role in the formation of poetic personality to the

impact of the environment, both geographical
and SCK;io-culturaL In his view, the pic-

turesque Ukrainian countryside may have been particularly inspiring for a poet.

Ukrainian nature was bound to give birth to an artist who would poetically recreate its

beauty: 38)

npJ1po\037a caMa, }{a3aJ10Cb, pacnOJ1araJla J1IOJleW

}{ xy,aom.eCTBeHIIOMY TBOpqeCTBY, J1 pe,aKan

\037epeBHR
He I1Mena 3JleCb B TO BpeMH CBoero

MaJ1Hpa-llil1BOTIl1ClJ,a, C JI1060BblO

nOCBHwaBlllero CBOJ1 .aocyrl1 r JlaBHhIM 06Pa30M

HHOHOnI1CaHI1IO. /12/)

[Nature itself seemed to incline
people

to creativity and art, here

a rare village did not have at that time its own painter who lov-

ingly devoted his free time mainly to icon-painting].)

I t is noteworthy that the biographer is quite careful in using the sign \"Ukrainian\".

When he says \"nature\" he only implies the Ukrainian countryside, and
referring

to the

subject's native environment he uses the uncertain \"here\".Nevertheless, the reader is

capable of infering the necessary associations from the context

The biographer says what the Ukrainian readers would like to hear, namely, that

the Ukrainian countryside alone can
produce artists, poets, and painters. However, the

biographer does not dwell much on the topic, he is eager to communicate his vision of

a poet His poet is a highly delicate being, a man with an excitable nervous system

who reads the \"social text\" very emotionally:39

A HepBbI n03T3. 6hIJlJ.1 pa3611ThI B He MaJID\"

CTenCHl1, M 4aCTO BOflHeHHe era \037OXoal1no ao)))
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Toro, 1JTO OH co BepllleHHO He BJlaIJ,eJl C060H\037

/52/)

[But the poet's nerves were considerably broken, and frequently his

anxiety was so
great that he would completely lose con1ro1 of him-

self].)

Relying on Y.P. Polonsky,40 the biographer recalls even some temper tantrums and

quite embarmssing scenes:41)

BcnOMl1HaJI 0 CBoeM .I(CTcTBe, 0 CBOl1X PO!UIbJX,

HaXOJlI1Bllll1XCR eme B
}{penOCTHOM

COCTOJlHI1H,WeBQeHKO CKpemeTa11

3 y 6aM 11,n 11aHan, H aH 0 II e
\037, 83 BI13 f'H Y J1 , T aK x BaTl111

KYJ1aKOM
no CTOJ1y,QTO 1JalllHI-i C qaeM

CJIeTeJ1H Ha TI011 }1 pa36l-iJIHCb B
.ape6e3rw.

/531)

[Recalling his childhood, his relatives who were still serfs,
Shevchenko

ground
his teeth, cried, and finally screamed,

knocking the table with his fist so strongly that the cups fell

down on the floor and broke to pieces].)

Kranikhfeld does not merely paint a simple picture of an angry man, but the unpleas-

ant recollection he presents reinforces the image of a
poet

as an individual who cannot

withstand the pressures of life. He
consistently

reiterates the message that particular

natural environment may provoke a violent
response

in all human beings, and particu-

larl y in poets.

If the
biographer

felt that the channing Ukrainian gardens and wide steppes could

inspire an artist, the gusty winds and barren land near the Caspian sea were too

depressing for a
fragile

nervous system. Both the subject and his torturers, who sen-

tenced the seditious poet to exile, were aware of the impact of the external environ-

ment upon the artist. The Russian establishment, which silenced so many tal en led

poets, sending them to Siberia and other remote places, apparently shared

Kranilchfeld's views and also believed in the uniqueness of a poet. The
despondent

landscape alone was a sufficient punishment for the poet, even without restrictions on)))

fmal transfonnation into a \"prophet\". Thus, the Ukraine and the Ukrainian
poetic peri-

od completed the formation of the \"national ideologue\", \"national prophet\" and

national Ukrainian poet. The theme of \"nationology and ethnopolitics\", the 000]0-)))
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reading and writing. The rulers must have always been malicious practising psycholo-

gists who knew the impact of the depressing environment on the artists's psyche.

Knmikhfeld maintains that there is some
organic unity between beauty, nature and

man, beautiful surroundings natwally gives birth to a
genius.

In contrast, nothing can

happen in the barren land of stone, wind and merciless heat. The biographer creates

his own trinity-God, Nature and Man-which merge into a single deified entity. For

him, a poet is a special creatw\"e who holds all the parts of this \"holy trinity\", and lives

in harmony with Beauty and Nature, recreating them in his poetry. His poet responds
to the world in a highly aesthetic manner; his eye is always focussed upon Beauty.

Kranikhfeld's poet conducts a special dialogue with Nature, a
power

that is denied to

the rest of the group:42)

Hae\037\"He c
np\"po\037o\037

OH BcrynaeT C He\037 B

HHTI1MHYIO 6eee.ay, 11 QYTKOMY CJ1Yxy n03Ta
nOHRTHbI Bee en r0J10ca, nOTOMY liTO npJ1 pOll.a
rOB 0 p 11T C 1111 M T e M }f{ e 11 3 hI }{ 0 M

HenOCpelJ,CTBeHHoro QYBCTBa, TeMI1 me

\" DO}J{bl1 M 11 CJ10BaMI1\", KaKI1 MI1 11 caM n 03T

BblpamaeT B neCHRX CBOI1 HaCrpOeHI1.H. /93/)

[Being alone with nature, he engages it into an intimate con vcr-

sations, his sensitive ear catches all its voices, because nature

speaks with a poet in the same language of spontaneous feeling,

in the same \"God's words,\" that the poet himself expresses by
his moods in his

songs].)

The biogrnpher implicitly names a poet a divinity figure, that speaks the same \"God's

words\" as Nature does. For a poet, nature is more than a landscape; it is his nanu-aI

habitat Nature and Kranikhfeld's poet merge
into one unique aesthetic entity.

Moreover, his poet, who lives in hannony with the beautiful nature, is meant to

deny the mundane pleasures of life. His artist is a suffering genius, who is not destined
to experience the ordinary pleasures of family life, decent dwelling, and usual com-
fort. Based on the hagiographical model, the nineteenth-century romantics perpetuated
the myth of the

suffering poet which would be later artificially sustained even in
Soviet

neohagiography. Kranikhfeld proclaims a poet the interpreter of the history of
his

long-suffering people. Consequently, the series of heroic names which he creates)))
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leads him to the new names of the Ukrainian
poet:)

An excitable vulnerable man)
........)

\"\"\"'-
-......

..........)

A talented neurotic) ---- --.....-....,----- -....--)
A divinity figure

- - - - -- -- -- --
A

pantheistic man - - - - - ------
- -::::=\037

-------
A suffering genius

- - - -
__

-- -- --

-------
A new saint

-- --)

Hero)

Figure 12.)

Unlike Chalyi, Kranikhfeld does not blame the subject himself in his unfortunate

personal circumstances; on the contrary, he finds the state of haunting misfortunes to

be natural poetic state. His poet is destined to lead a lonely life and be miserable in his

loneliness. His subject is a victim from his early childhood. His entire life is a series of

unhappy, anxiety-causing situations that affect his emotions and behavior. His subject

is an orphan, an abused step-child, a victimized pupil, an
exploited serf, and later a

persecuted artist and man. He is a
complex being, a product of his suffering nation,

and a victim of his own
poetic genius. Bad luck, concatenation of unfortunate circum-

stances, disease and betrayal haunt his subject 43)

11e yen ell Halli n03T or J1lJ.aeThCJI Ha CTaphIX

MeCTax, KaK Ha..a. HMM HeomMJI.aHHO CTpRCJ1aCb

HOBan 6e.aa. /54/)

[Hardly managed our poet to look around the old places, when a

new trouble was suddenly upon him].)

The name \"victim\" is the next in the onomastic row assigned to his subject.

The mythical ground leads the biographer to intense anthropomorphosis in the

descriptions
of poetry and the poet. The image of a song likened to a beating heart is)))
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the familiar romantic motif which may be found in various European traditions The

names of ancient
poets

and folk bards come to the readers' mind when Kranikhfeld

writes: 44)

neCHR WeB'\037eHJ{a-3TO llil1Boe TpeneTaHY1e era

cepllQa. BhlHbTe 113 rpY.QM cepJl.ue,QTo6hJ

H3Y4MTb era TpeneT,OHO nepeCTaHeT
}J{J1Tb,nepeCTaHeT

6V1ThCJJ. OCTaHeTCR O,UHO:

caMOMY npwnOlliWTh PYKY K rpyaH

n03Ta,oCTaHeTCR caMoMY IJI1TaTeJJIO B3RTb B

PYKM ffK063apR\",TA TorJl.a TOJ1bKO M01KHO JlCHO

TIOqYBCTBOBaTb,HaKoe 6JJarOpOllHoe cenue

6beTCH J1J060BblO J{
YlipaJ1He. /99/)

[Shevchenko's song-it is a live throbbing of his heart. To study

its rhythm, take it out, it will stop living, and
stop beating. One

thing is left: to touch the poet's heart, to take Kobzar' in one's

hands, and then, only then, one may fully realize how much
noble love for Ukraine is there in his heart].)

The panegyric to the hero-poet ends with the exalted description of his country. The

poet's heart is only an echo of the pulsing heart of his people. The progression of

Kranikhfeld's panegyric may be represented as:)

producer of)

noble heart

/)
divinity figure

/\"

talented newotic

/
being

wi th delicate nerves

/
Hero

()
Heroic group)

Figure 13.)))
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The collective \"I\" of the group is placed even higher than its hero-poet and divinity

figure. The
biographer

leaves one mythical territory that stresses the uniqueness of a

poet for another myth, the myth of a nation giving birth to a genius. He hands his sub-

ject back to the group that produced the poet The poet's heart and his land, Ukraine,

are represented as a single biological organism. He and Ukraine are united by the

poet's \"passionate and noble love.\" Finally, the biographer proclaims
his subject \"the

glorious singer of Ukraine\", the highest honorary title that he receives through the

panegyric to the group. The Ukrainian nation gives birth to her hero, and the national

poet, in turn, obtains eternal glory singing about his
people

and their long -suffering

land. In the biographer's view, Shevchenko deserves his name, honour and eternal

remembrance thanks to his own poetic genius and his ties with his people.
Kranikhfeld ends the discourse on the following nore: 45)

BeQHa.H CJ1ana

.ao6pan ,.ao6pan

xy IlO}J{HMKYV 104/)

ill eBq eH KO- n 03TY Ii

naM.HTb WeBqeHKO-)

[Eternal glory to Shevchenko, the poet, and fond memories to

Shevchenko the painter!])

In the spirit of Carlyle, the poet deserves the \"eternal glory\", while the painter

deserves only kind remembrance despite the fact that in this case the panegyric to the

\"singer of Ukraine\" is illustrated by Sheckenko's own pictures. Verbal art is placed

higher than the art of painting. As Kranikhfeld stated, Shevchenko the painter

\"drowned in his own glory as a
poet\".)

4. 5. Name and neoromantic myth)

Lauro Mainardi produced his heroic
biography

of the Ukrainian national poet in 1933,

on the eve of turbulent events in European history.46 The title itself Taras Shevchenko ,

it bardo dell' Ucraina (Taras Shcvchenko, the bard of Ukraine) encapsulates the

authorts attitude to the subject and his nation. The biographer initiates the discourse

about the Ukrainian bard with laudatory names describing his land: 47)

G Ii uomini d 'Ucraina hanno sempre arrotate Ie spade: al)))
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servizio dell 'Europa intera, contro Ie turbe tartare che pre-

mevano aile frontiere della Civiltii Occidentale; a1 servizio dei

diritti naziona1i contra I'opressione russa(3).)

[The Ukrainian people simply had their swords sharpened to

protect
entire Europe against the Tartar invasion at the Eastern

frontiers; against the [internal] national Russian oppressors.])

Ukraine is represented as the defender of Europe from the Tartars and the Russians, a

protector of Western civilized nations against the menace of the East. Thus, the nation

that gave birth to its heroic bard is portrayed as a unique group with the solemn mis-

sion of saving Western Civilization. This is a logical prelude to the heroic image of the

Ukrainian national poet who raised the nation's prestige even more. The author claims

that any genius never appears independently and instantly, without any historic pre-

condition. Mainardi believes that a poet is an outcome of the collective creative effort

of a national group and its cultural creative milieu. He glamorizes Shevehenko's

nation, its heroic past. A panegyric to the Ukrainian nation
precedes

the panegyric to

the Ukrainian national poet
48)

Le pagine piiI belle della loro letteratura gli ucraini Ie hanno

serine cot sangue suIle steppe immense della Ioro patria. Le

tombe dei Cosacchi

cosi aIte che sembrano colline

cosi piene di morti gloriosi (3).)

[The most beautiful pages
in Ukrainian literature were written

with the blood of the immense
steppes

of his motherland. The

tom bs of the Cossacks

that made its hills so
high

of glorious deaths so full.])

Mainardi speaks to Italian readers, using the same collective symbolism that could

have been employed by a Ukrainian author addressing a Ukrainian audience.
uCosaccht', ((steppe\",

and \"kurgans

H
recreate a familiar symbolic associations, a

semiotic map which
permits

the readers to reconstruct the same heroic portrait of the
land of Cossacks, steppes

and kurgans. The biographer does not separate individual)))
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creativity from collective genius. In his view, the grand poet is the testimony to the

greab1essofms people:49)

n martirio dell'Ucrnina rivive con tutto il suo sttazio ncUe
canzoni del Poem, e il popolo piange e si commuove(3).)

[The poet's songs revived all the
sufferings

of the Ukrainian

nation-martyr, and the people cry over them
anew.])

Pmising the Ukrainian nation, the biographer relies u}X)n such great \"Other\" as Peter

the Great, despite the fact that his name may stand for tyranny and opprcssion:
50)

L'Ucraina racchiude nel suo grembo ricchezze incalcolabili; la

profonda
fertilitit ne fa i1 granaio di Europa; i suoi uomini sono

intelligenti ed operosi (pericolosamente intelligenti,
diceva

Pie1rO il Grande) (3).)

[The bowels of Ukraine contain numerous riches, the most fer-

tile land in Europe, nearly the best grain; its people intelligent,

and industrious (dangerously intelligent, as Peter the Great used

to
say).])

The name of the acknowledged hero, Peter the Great, serves as a
supportive

semiotic

structure in naming the group \"heroic.\" The author skillfully applies the
approved

nominal descriptions to reinforce his heroic mythical plot.

Ukraine is presented as a victim, withstanding the invasions of the two barbaric

hordes, Tartars and Bolsheviks, whom Mainardi labels as {{novello tartaro\" (new

Tartars) (4). The heroic prelude to the heroic biography per se ends on the following

note: 51)

E cuella scitilla vitale che nan fa marire nel cuore dei fieri

cosacchi-straziato dal rostro del rognoso uccellaccio-l'amore per

1a libena riceve continuo alimento dai versi di Scevcenko viva

polla di speranze e di forti propositi(4).)

[The Scythian vitality
which did not die in the hearts of the)))
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Cossack fighters - having remained as an torturing smirk in the

beak of the malicious Fire\037 bird
- this love for liberty became the

pennanent soW\"ce of nurturing an.d inspiration in Shevchenko's

poems, as well as the source of undying hope and positive

strength.])

The national bard is regarded as a
biological part of the collective body and soul of the

Ukrainian nation. He is the logical outcome of the heroic past and the hope of a nation

that has a mission of defending Western Europe from the \"new Tartars\"
- Bolsheviks.

Mainardi marvels at the temporal significance: forty-seven years of the heroic

poet's life and centwies of collective history which are in the works of the literary

lwninary. He celebrates the moment of creativity and its historical role:52)

9 Mano 1814\03710 Marzo 1861... Quarantasette anni! Sono pochi

per la vita di un uomo, niente per 1a vita di una Nazione(4).)

[9th of March, 1814 - 10th of March, 1861 . . . forty-seven

years! So little in life of man, and nothing in the life of a nation.])

Despite the short forty-seven years in the life of the Poe4 Mainardi stresses that his

hero is different from other poets and any other hwnan beings. The poet, whose work

stems from the centuries of national history, the body and soul of the nation, never dis-

appears from its history; his name is eternally remembered
by

his nation. His life is a

significant and vital temporary event because5
3)

. . . tutti i secoli passati e futuri della Storia ucraina vivono
nell'

opera
del grnnde Poeta(4).)

[all the past and future centuries of Ukrainian history were reliv-

ed in the work of the great poet.])

The name tlgrande Poeta\"
(a great poet) is more than a name-symbol; for

Mainardi t it is connected with the understanding of history, a cognitive instrument in

reading its narrative. For the Italian biographer, a poet is the custodian of historical

records. He reintroduces the familiar nineteenth-century paradigm-History and Poet.
The twentieth-century writer, who communicates in the atmosphere of the pre-Second)))
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World War discourse. seduces the reader with the nostalgic myth of the past. Mainardi

adjusts the old romantic
myth

to the new discursive dicnun, the myth of the \"new Free

Europe\"
.

The idea of the special historical mission of all Western European nations who
have to save European civilization against the new Tartars-Communists may have

been
appropriate

in Intaly before World War IT Italy. Consciously or subconsciously,

Mainardi, the author of the heroic biography of the Ukrainian poe\037 participates in the

new mythical education of the \"crowd.\" He
prepares

the mass reader for the accep-

tance of the new ideology of the national-socialist state through the medium of the

heroic biographical discourse about the hero of the \"Other\".

The image of the \"new Tartars\" is the
mythicaJ

seductive overture to the collective

opera with a different libretto. It is remarkable that in 1933 Ukrainians were still por-

trayed as Western Europeans and included in the family of nations with a special mis-

sion. At that time, most of the national-socialist ideologues were presenting a different

picture of ideal European civilization, and Ukraine was still included in the special
alliance.54

In fact, Mainardi compares Italy and Ukraine, and momentarily places
Ukraine higher than Italy. According to Mainardi. Italy did not enjoy the status of a

unified state when the Ukrainian bard already dared to fight for an independent
Ukraine:55)

n 26 febbraio del 1861, quando all unitA della nostra lta1iaman-

cava soltanto la pin fulgida gemma del suo diadema, si spense a

Pietroburgo il sublime cantore delrindipendenza ucraina(7).)

[On the 26th of February, 1861, when the diadem of our Italian

unity required only the central glittering stone, in St. Petersburg

there faded away the preeminent singer of Ukrainian indepen-

dence. ])

Who is this precious stone missing in the Italian diadem which is
compared

with the

supreme Ukrainian bard? Perhaps, Mainardi saw no usublime cantore\" (the preemi-

nent singer) in the 1861 Italy. Regardless of his intentions, the glorious \"Other\" is

revered as a national saint. His tomb is as sacred as his name:
56)

E forse, in quel punto, il murmure sciacquio del fiume ripete

dolcemente a1
pellegrino,

venuto ad inchinarsi sulla tomba del)))
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Poeta, che

non esiste nel mondo altra Ucraina

non esistc nel mondo altro DniprO(7).)

[And, perhaps, to a certain degree, the incessant river splash

would sweetly repeat to the pilgrim coming to kneel at the

poet's tomb that

there does not exist another Ukraine,

there is no other
Dnieper

in the world.])

Mainardi's summarized biography sustains its highly heroic ethos owing to the

careful selection of heroic names which perfonn various functions beyond references

to the subject. First, the heroic names-titles chosen fOf his poet emphasize

Shevchenko's uniqueness. Second, they encode some mythical plots which the biogra-

pher as a writer of the popular genre attempts to
present

to the mass reader. His ono-

mastic progression begins with the name tlil Bardo dell' Ucraina\" (\"bard of Ukraine\

and ends with the mythical title uDio\" (God) The two heroic names enclose a narra-

tive structure or fonn a
map

of mythological territory.

The Italian biographer introduces uil bardo\" (the bard) as
opposed

to ((II poeta\"

(the poet) which already sets the tone of the panegyric and the mythical field. The sig-

nal uBardo\" is associated with the romantic perception of a poet as the eternal

spokesman of his people. \"Bard\" is capable of bringing in musical allusions and is a

much more decorative
sign

which elevates the verbal art and its producer.

Traditionally \"bard\" is defined geographically and linguistically as \"Gennan\" or

\"Italian\" etc. when the sign \"bard\"
may also imply common admiration, i.e. by any

national group. Finally, '1Jard\" legitimizes the collective acceptance of an individual

artist, who is raised to the level of a national hero.

ii/I Bardo dell' Ucraina\" (the bard of Ukraine) is also an embodiment of the collec-

tive genius of the Ukrainian nation, panegyric to his upopolo libero\037' (free people) and

upopol o oppresso\" (oppressed people). The name
\"genius\" given to Shevchenko,

next to the national bard, is simultaneously the abbreviated
IX>pular

characteristics of

his people. The hero, who has inherited the talents of his people, also carries the col..

lective \"anima\" of the group in his poetry. At least, this is what Mainardi appears to be

popularizing:
57)

Nella poesia di Scevcenko it popolo ucraino intende i1 Riuno)))
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atroce delle catene che
gli segano i polsi; rivede nelle stelle del

cielo terso Ie anime dci
grandi

Ebnani che attendono it giomo

della liberta, e come il gigante mitologico, che
rnccoglieva

dalla

terra nuova potenza, il popolo avido di libena trova nelle can-
zorn del suo pocta la fona necessaria per la pugnace ed inter-

minabile
lotta(8).)

[The Ukrainian people heard the frightening sound of chains in

Shevchenko's poetry, the chains being cut, and the pulse [beat-

ing afterwards]; saw in the stars of the bright sky the soul of the

great Hetmans waiting for the day of liberty. The people, hungry

for liberty, found in the songs of this poet all Lhe necessary

strength for the fearful and endless
struggle, seeing

in the poet

some mythological giant who discovered some new force from

the Earth.])

His subject who carries the anima of the ancient Heunans ttansfonns into a mytho-

logical giant who discovers new strength in himself and his people. The name

\"mythologica1 giant\" is another step in the intensification of the semiotic effect of the

name and myth. The subject who possesses the collective unconscious of his nation is

the necessary prerequisite for transfonning a concept into a popular myth. The lauda-

tory name to the poet is simultaneously a
praise

of his group and a supporting struc-

ture of the myth about the
exceptional

nation:
58)

Spera 0 popolo della Steppa! Se dal tuo grembo volle Iddio che

sorgesse W1 geoio si grande, non vorra Egli condannarti a
per-

petuo servaggio(8).)

[Oh, hope people of the steppes! It is in your womb that by the

will of God this great Genius was raised, and it was He who did

not wish to condemn him to
perpetual slavery.])

The semiotic grammar behind the heroic names is:)))
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Bar d myth of a
poe)

Bard

of Ukraine

Unique

poet)

myth of a national poet)

myth of the national
uniqueness) hero

subject

Icon)

God) myth of a poet as divinity)

Fighter
for

independence
- myth of the Ukraine -

anindepcndentnarion)

Mythical giant- myth
about a nation - a gian)

Figure 14.)

Why does the Italian biographer so strongly insist on the laudatory names for the

Ukrainian nation? He later explains his intentions when he likens Ulrnline to the sleep-

ing giant, chosen to perfonn a special mission at some point in history:59)

Voglia la Provvidenza che
presto

il msso non calpesti piu la

steppa dei cosacchi; voglia la Provvidenza che it popolo ucraino

neco di doti naturali, avido di cultum e di poesia, rientri nella

famiglia dei liberi Popoli d
,
Europa(8).)

[It is by the will of Providence that Russia received the virgin

Cossack steppes. It is by the will of Providence that the

Ukrainian people endowed with natural richness, hungry for cul-)))

48)

I \"a profoundly religious man U(52
Name - - - - - - - - -

\"Great Power\037'(54))

Figure 17.)

Doroshenko even presents the symbolic summary of the onomastic progressioDt

relying on another famous name t \"Ivan Franko\". He also \"was a peasant's son and has
become a

prince
in the realm of the spirit. He was a serf, and has become a Great

Power in the commonwealth of human culture\"(54).lO The name-sign Ivan Franko)))

love triangle is a German girl who disturbs the

hearts and minds of the \"two Ukrninians\", as Ohonovs'kyi refers to Shevchenko and

Soshenko: 13)))
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ture and poetry, reentered into the
family

of free peoples of

Europe.])

Mainardi is more explicit about the new myth in this passage. This is the expected

revelation; the heroic names previously given to the foreign nation are
finally

less

obscure. The popular reader is being prepared to accept the
\"mysterious giant\" into

some alliance, \"chosen by Providence\". Who are those liberators of Europe that

Mainardi speaks about in 1933? The biographeeslreaders nearly sixty years later may
easily decipher the mythical context The biographer obviously speaks about the spe-
cia] mission of the future supporters of Hitler and Mussolini, new popular heroes; but

could the readers identify the mythical plot in Mainardi's days?

They could sense the heightened poeticity
of the nationalistic discourse, which suc-

cessfully utilized the romantic mythology and the deepest collective sentiments of the

group en masse. The panegyric to the \"Other\" could not have been created without the

approval of the watchful censors in the Italy of 1933 Italian readers are being persuad-

ed in the
suitability

of some other tribes for the holy mythical alliance in Free Europe.
Some

mysterious
future is promised to the oppressed nation in return for joining the

battle against the \"new Tartars.\" Some promising victory is guaranteed to the mysteri-
ous liberators once they reach the land, blessed with geography, climate, and talented

bards like Shevchenko. The poetic god is the epitomy of Mainardi's panegyric to the

\"people of the steppes\".

The poet's life and poetry are also an occassion for praising the nation, whose col-

lective anima is temporarily reduced to the soul of the national bard. \"The people of

steppeu, upopolo delia steppa\" , are presented as a \"womb\" where a genius is born by

\"the will of Providence\". Mainardi espouses a socio-biological view of nation and

individual. seeing
some organic re1ationship between a nation-hero and its hero-icon.

A nation that possesses collective genius is treated as natural fertile ground for culti-

vating individual genius
or being proclaimed heroic as well.

In 1933, the Ukrainian nation was still included in the class of nations that could

produce geniuses. The Italian discourse of the Mussolini era did not yet classify

Ukrainians and other Slavs a\037 subhuman. This timid prelude to open racist dialogue

was still free of disparaging remarks about Slavs. The greatest irony remains that the

subject. a victim of the oppressive regime, is covertly used in a skillful advertising of

another oppressive ideology based on the pseudo-scientific racist theories and race-

nationalist mythologies. Patriotic feelings of one nation are manipulated by another

group to prepare a solid political
alliance. The seemingly innocent panegyric to the)))
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national hero of the
foreign

nation is, in fact, a subtle exploitation of the biographical

genre for future political interests promised to the mythical \"Free Europe\". The heroic

name and heroic myth are again locked into the inescapable romantic dance. But the

purposes
are obviously quite different this time.

The vicissitudes of mythical thinking
affect the process of naming, while it in its

turn establishes the discursive
ground

for the future mythical plots. A biographer, who

writes about the heroic
representative

of another group, is no more m ythicall y inclined

than his counterparts that share the same linguistic and national ttadition with his sub-

ject The
only

difference between the biographer, writing from the outside, and a biog-

rapher
who is a subject's compatriot, is the nature of the mythical plot. It may vary

from country to country, fTom one historical period to another. For instance, Morfill's

heroic names applied to his subject derive from the m ythica1 perception about the

ancient Slavs, \"bards but not warriors\". On the other hand, Mainardi's characteristics

of the Ukrainian national poet emanate from his own lack of discursive freedom in

Mussolini's Italy. The geopolitical mythology of his time affects his heroic biographi-

cal discourse about the \"Other\". The myth of \"Free Europe\", \"liberators\", and \"a

nation with a special mission\" predetennines Mainardi's choice of
laudatory

names

given to Shevchenko, the Ukrainian national poet. On the whole, the biographers who

are separated from the subject by language and cultural
history

are sometimes more

likely to have additional mythical components in their discourse. More
mythical lay-

ers may appear when the subject is viewed from the outside.

In conttast, the biographers who are compatriots of their subjects are prone to a

more traditional mythical plot that reflects the status of mythical thinking of his/her

group
at a given time. For instance, Kranikhfeld's onomastic choices derive from the

prevalent myth
about a poet in pre-1917 Russia which was, incidentally, artificially

sustained even in Soviet
society.

The cult of a poet and writer became a part of later

national cultural structure. Knmikhfeld's onomastic policy largely reflected the domi-

nant beliefs of his period and conttibuted to the perpetuation of the myth about a poet
as a higWy vulnerable, neIVOUS and emotional individual. It was not the Freudian neu-

rotic, but the Carlylean and Sainte-Beuvean poet with parapsychological powers that

dominated the mythical thinking of the Russian national group at that time.

All biographers are partly myth-makers and partly consumers of myths. A group
that collectively proouces myths expects the return of the same mythical plots in the

genre of a heroic
biography,

since a hero is the common property of any group.

Occasionally, a biographer may question
the mythical plot, but the criticism is never

openly voiced, since the popular reader is the harshest critic and the strictest censor of)))
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the biographical discourse. For exampIe, lakovenko's
naming

arises from the then

popular myth of the common people. His timid question of the tenn \"people\" is

immediately corrected by the supportive naming structure that arises from the myth

about the omnipotence of the Russian monarchy. Eventually, it is the group that cen-

sors the names of its chosen heroes, as well as its own creations, the popular myths, be

they romantic or neoromantic, nationalist or racis\037 American or Euro\037J religious

or secular. Thus, the meaning of the sign is collectively created and sustained by the

popular myth.)))





Chapter Five)

Name, desire and point of view)

Desir, pouvoir et
production sont les

fondements de la societe. Mais que produit
Ie de-sir en tant que tel? Ie s'auto-produit

au niveau de la persona]ite de chacun
d'entre nous; quand nous marchons, nous

travaillons, nous aimons, Ie desir est la

accompagnant la totalite de notre etre dans

son devenir. II produit egalement de

l'imaginaire et c'est dans cette capacite

imaginaire que nous Ie connaissons Ie

mieux (reves, fantasmes, projection,
cre-

ation, aspiration, ideal etc. .
.).)

[Desire, power and production are the

basis of society. But what
produces

desire

in itself? It is produced on the level of our

personality
in each of us; when we walk,

work, love, desire accompanies the totality

of our being in its becoming. It equally

produces the imaginary and in this imagi-

nary capacity we are mostly aware of it

(dreams, fantasized images, reflections,
creations, hopes, ideals etc. . . .])

Michael Richard, Besoin et desir en

societe de consommalion. (Necessity and

desire in the consumer society))))
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5. 1. Desiderative name and reference)

Rasonyi is allegedly the author of the tenn \"desiderntive name,\" which implies that a

name is the embodiment of desire. The Hungarian anthropologist also regards names

as carriers of certain motives and attitudes.
1

If the intended meaning is important in

the interpretation of names in general, it becomes increasingly more significant for the

inteIpretation of names-signs in a heroic
biography

where a name is intended to have

numerous meanings and didactic messages. Biographical
discourse is the genre of

conflicting desires: the win of the group and the creative impulse of an artist, the dic-

tate of the myth and the resistance of a biographer, the tyranny of the heroic name and

the anxiety of the author, temporal grip and expectations of the censor. Consequently,
any

name in a biography, be it an implied name, a name-auxiliary or a
panegyrical

title, reflects the conflict of various desires, myths and expectations.
Unlike traditional name-givers, parents, relatives and friends, biographers are quite

explicit in their motives when giving names to a subject. Dmytro Doroshenko, who

wrote Shevchenko's
biography

in 1936, explains his attitude to the subject
2)

Shcvchenko was in his country the national prophet in the

true sense of this word. His inspired words aroused his people

from lethargy, from the torpid inertia into which they had been

plunged as result of their lost
sb1.1ggles

for independence(IO).)

The biographer omits the preliminary stage of the ordinary name that gradually reach-

es its heroic apotheosis. Instead of the gradual intensification of the onomastic mean-

ing, i.e. the progression from the name Taras to the
legendary \"Shevchenko, the

national prophet\", DOTOshenko chooses the strongest semantic reference which is the

culminating moment of the onomopoesis. He establishes the highly heroic tone

already
in the prelude to the heroic biographical discourse.

Following the initial highly heroic name-title, the biographer sings a panegyric to

his people or
\"baptizes\"

his national group after the birth of the hero: 3)

Shevchenko's poetic work bloomed like a marvellous flower

that sprang entirely from his native soil,-soil that had seen so

many great aspirations bloom and fade, such heroic enthusi-

asms, and which had been soaked with blood and tears in the

course of its tragic history (11).)))
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Fulfilling the desire of his national
group, the biographer praises his own nation, using

the familiar romantic symbols of the
previous century and conveying the expected

onomastic message. Having presented his subject to the
English-speaking readers (the

book was published in New York) he likens him to a \"marvellous flower\". The subject
stands as a symbol of Ukrainian national culture and raises the dignity of his fellow-
Ukrainians in diaspora.

Having created the panegyric to the heroic nation and its
poet,. \"marvellous flower\"

and \"the national propheC', the biographer uses a peculiar toponym next to the sub-

ject's heroic name. \"Kiev\" and its province are introduced and
explained prior to the

actual birth of the subject. The heroic plaoe where the national prophet was born

appears fITSt: 4)

It was in the province of Kiev, cradle of Cossack liberties, where

among the IX>pulation there still dwelt the memory of the exploits
of the Cossacks, and where the contrast between the heroic past

and the present misery was only too poignant. . . (14).)

The actual place of Shevchenko's birth, the village of Kyryllivka, is not named,

instead the biographer presents a geographical location described as the \"cradle of
Cossack liberties\". The chosen etymology of the place-name is followed by biograph-
ical data concerning the approximate location instead of the exact name of the village
where the poet was bom: 5)

Taras Shevchenko, the younger son of a poor peasant serf, was

born on
February 25, 1814, in a village, in the province of Kiev

(14).)

The
\"province

of Kiev\" is not an inaccuracy of biographical data, but a deliberate

displacement of signs. The sign and associations aroused by it are controlled by the

desire of the biographer to present the hero as a pure national symbol. ({Kiev\" and

\"Ukmine
u

appear to be more appropriate for the subject's heroic title than a more

modest geographical sign \"Kyrylivka\". As a rcsu1t of such
arranged toponymy, the

subject's ordinary name and family name are pJaced in between the desired

geographical
name \"the province of Kiev\", the \"cradle of Cossack liberties,\" and the

more modest descriptive, \"Kyrylivka\". The highly heroic biographical tone affects not

only the person's proper names, but also the place-names as well. Desire, thus,)))
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becomes the regulating factor in naming.

To inscribe Shevchenkots name in the history of Ukrainian culture it was not

enough to popularize and interpret his poetry. The name itself had to be popularized or

\"memorized\" by the group. The deliberate discursive onomastic strategy in a high!y
heroic biographical mode increases its semiotic effectiveness to train the collective

memory of the group. The reoccwring onomastic antecedent Hnational\" reminds the

readers of its relatedness to all members of the group, while such a name as \"prophet\"

evokes the sacred onomastic tradition and brings in the myth of the chosen people into

the dream about a separate national state. Being transferred onto the Ukrainian nation-

al context, it raises the heroic posture of the group even more. It is the desire of the

younger nations to emulate the heroic past of ancient heroic hibes and appropriate

their onomastic symbolism: for instance, \"communion with Deity\" in the Old and

New Testaments vs its bond of a modem nation with its hero-poel
6

Doroshenko adds new names, relying on other biographers, such as Alfred Jensen, a

biographer mentioned earlier. It is not unusual for a biographer to go outside his nation-

al biographical tradition for the support of the heroic onomastic policy. \"If the \"Other\"

recognizes our hero, the hero must be genuinely outstanding.\" This unwritten \"law of

the genre\" led Doroshenko to draw some support from the Swedish biographer:
7)

According to the opinion of Aldfred Jensen, a Swede scho1ar*,
author of one of the latest biographies of our poet, \"Taras

Shevchenko has been not
only

a national poet, but also a univer-

sal genius, one of the lights of humanity\" (48).

*Note: Doroshenko's spelling)

The biographer intensifies the degree of heroism through the \"Other\":)

Doroshenko Universal genius

I

Taras S hevchenko
Light of Rumani

ty)

the \"Other\" national poet)

Jensen)

Figure 15.)))
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The fact that the Swedish biographer acknowledged the Ukrainian hero enables the
Ukrainian biographer to let his compatriots participate in the heroic biographical dis-
course. After the other names, \"foreign signs\", he allows the Ukrainian aristocrats to
utter some praise to the poetS)

In fact his closest friends were among the members of the
Ukrainian aristocracy: Lisohub, Tarnovski, Princess Repin,

Count de Balmain, Geneml Kukharenko who did not abandon

him during the hardest times of his exile
(50).)

It is noteworthy to mention that each of those names is preceded by the distinction of

his social rank:)

His closest friends)

Poet

I

Hero

I

Symbol)

Ukrainian aristocracy) Group

J

Nation

J

Ukrai ne)

Princess Repin)

Count de Balmain)

\037
General Kukharcnko /)

Figure
16.

The fact that the members of the Ukrainian aristocracy know the poet emphasizes the

authorial desire to forget the poet's low social rank and to transfonn the peasant's son

into a persona grata among the aristocrats. He claims that these individuals allegedly

contributed to the subject's acceptance
as a national poet: They appreciated him espe-

ciallyas a national poet and their influence on him was certainly important (50). All

the names-signs introduced next to the subject's name symbolize the common adora-

tion of the poet. The names of aristocrats arc the name-auxiliaries which support the

desidera tive name, \"Shevchenko, the national prophet\".

Both the desiderative and name-auxiliaries create the illusion of national hanno-

ny. The biographer appeals to the deepest layers of the collective psyche, where the

social hierarchy is irrelevant. He echoes Nikolay Berdiaev's
theory

of the nation and)))
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national tyrannical power when he introduces the name \"national prophet\".9 The hero-

ic name is intended to level a peasant and an aristocrat, denoting some bond among all

the members of the national group.

Prior to mentioning the subject's family
name in the context of the social titles, the

biographer pennits the name to evolve from an informal \"Taras\", \"young Taras\",

\"poor apprentice\", \"poor youth\" to \"Shevchenko\", \"the national poet\", \"a national

prophet\", and \"national gem usn. Thus, the onomastic progression in this biographical)
. .

versIon IS:)

SACRED NAMES

NAMES AUXILIARIES

MYTHICAL NAMES

DESIDERATIVE NAMES

INFORMAL NAMES)

The names reveal the highly heroic mode of the biography, a classical
panegyric

at its

formal best, as well as the gradual increase of the semantic and metaphoric effect)

/
\"national propheC'(lO)

/
\"marvellous flower\"(11)

/ \"poor serf'( 14 )

/
\"the celebrated poef'( 19)

/ \"the national poet\"{ibid.)

/ \"great national patriot(25)

/ \"nationalliberator\"(37)
/ \"revolutionaryH( 43)

/ \"enemy of despotism\"(44)

/ Han
apostle of Iiberty( 46)

/ 4'universal genius\"( 48)
I \"a

profoundly religious man U(52

Name - - - - - - - - -
\"Great Power\037'(54))

Figure 17.)

Doroshenko even presents the symbolic summary of the onomastic progressioDt

relying on another famous name t \"Ivan Franko\". He also \"was a peasant's son and has
become a

prince
in the realm of the spirit. He was a serf, and has become a Great

Power in the commonwealth of human culture\"(54).lO The name-sign Ivan Franko)))

love triangle is a German girl who disturbs the

hearts and minds of the \"two Ukrninians\", as Ohonovs'kyi refers to Shevchenko and

Soshenko: 13)))
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provides a map of heroic ascendancc for the subject and encapsulates his passage
from a non-hero to the

divinity status, as well as the onomastic metamorphosis of the

ordinary name''Taras'' and a
very prosaic name \"Shevchenko\" to the sacred names

uS hevchenko, Great Power\",and \"national prophet\".

Doroshenko's onomastic progression leading to the name-icon is the most vivid

graphic representation of t.he panegyrical internal rhythm which may be likened to ris-

ing vocal pitch. By the end of the discourse, the voice becomes
stronger

and clearer to

the delight of the grateful audience that received the desired panegyrical performance.

It is remarkable that the discourse is almost void of the implied names that were so

frequently used by the biographers prior to Doroshenko. It is only once that the

implied name is used. It is when the biographer refers to Kobzar as a \"national

Gospel\" the readers arc
already prepared by the heroic onomastic multitude to derive

the sacred name \"Christ\".

The pathway to the sacred names of the hero is through another
foreign biographer

or the onomastic authority outside the national cultural
territory,

Emile Durand.!! The

French biographer grants the subject the name of a \"saint\", establishing his heroic sta-

tus outside and within the Ukrainian national
group.

It is the irony of onomastic fate

that the \"Other\" returns the name of the hero to the anxious group.)

s. 2. Name, focus and point of view)

Literary critics analyzing fictional texts have observed the \"mediation of some

'prism,' perspective, 'angle of vision,' verbalized by the narrative\", (Shlomith
Rimmon- Kenan, 1983: 71-84).12 The question of perspective or point of view is par-

ticularly
vital in the notionally non-fictional genre, such as biography. The ideological

\"facee' or system of viewing the world becomes crucial for a heroic biography. Of all

the possible versions of perceiving reality, the notion of the world as a national multi-

tude is the most popular. The nationalistic perspective is the prevailing point
of view

in a heroic biography where the elevation of the name of a national hero is the prima-

ry, and nearly the all-embracing and the ultimate goal.

Boris Uspensky observed very strong national sentiment in the process of naming

heroes even within fictional texts (Uspensky, 1973: 20-43).13 Analyzing Tolstoy's
War and Peace, he notices the semantic differences between the references to

Napoleon. Such names as \"Bonaparte,\" \"Buonaparte\" and \"L'empereur\" signal not

only shifts in naming, but Tolstoy's own
changing

attitudes towards the French hero)))
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and those of the entire Russian national group. The narrative plot of the novel and the

historical narrative recording the military event predetermined Tolstoy's onomastic

world within his fictional text

Similarly, the shift in the attitudes towards Shevchenko as a national hero, his

growing popularity reaching the proportion of a religious devotion, could be observed

through the onomopoesis in biographies of Shevchenko. Natalia Livyt'ska-Kho1odna

attempted
her biographical interpretation of the poet's life and work in 1955.14

Her

approach and vision of the heroic life is particularly interesting, since the author is a

woman and a Ukrainian who writes outside the Ukraine. This
simultaneously brings

various perspectives into the ongoing biographical discourse about Shevchenko: the

Ukrainian diaspom image of the national hero and a female point of view.

Her
fairytale\037like plot and the main character, the

subjec\037 undergo a familiar meta-

mOIphosis. The frrst half of her biography is devoted to the life of an ordinary suffer-

ing man, while the second is the legendary past of the Ukrainian national poet The

familiar heroic plot is presented in the classical generic fashion: i.e. a small child
named Tarasyk (a little Taras) overcomes the natural obstacles on his path and eventu-

ally becomes a giant who is entrusted with a heroic mission for the entire Ukrainian

nation. The reader immediately recognizes the genre of a fairy tale: 15)

BeJ1J1I{a CiM'.H Y fpHropa WeBlJeHHa. \037oql{a

f{aTPYC.H Ma\342\202\254
HOMY

it Bapl1TJ.1 if no.aaBaTJ1.

CaMa \037e n i,a.JliTOH, a P060TI1 B}J{e nOBHi PYKI1.
Y ci xaTHi 060B' Jl3HI1 Ha .ii rOJloBi. /7/)

[Large is Hrygoryi Shevchenko's family. His daughter, little

Kate, has many people to cook for and serve. A little
girl herself,

she has hands full already, all kinds of work: to be done. All
housework is on her shoulders].)

The solemn heroic biography of a national
poet

is presented in the ordinary fairytale-

like fashion. The poet is not named
immediately;

the biographces must gradually

reconstruct his name. The epigraph also consists of four lines of poetry from

Shevchenko's famous poem, enabling the readers La connect the names of the fairytale

characters, \"little Kate\" and \"Hrygoryi Shevchenko\",with the name-symbol.

Only half a page is devoted to them, and then a new character \"little Taras\"

appears:
16)))
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MaJII1H TapaCI1K npHCTa\342\202\254 )];0 }{i,l{a: _CKamu

JJ;iJJ.YCIO,1JOrO TO\" lllJ]lIX 1I0PHWM Ha3HBa\342\202\254Thcn?

Bill me He qOPHHH, a ciPJ.iH._A TOMY BiB

qOPHHH, \037O CTpalllHI1H. /8/)

[Little Taras is pestering his grandfather: \"Tell me, grandpa, why
is this path called Black? It is not really black, but grey. It is

b1ack because it is frightening'l.)

The biographer assists the readers to make the sym balic connection between the

metaphoric title of the biography, \"The Giant's Pathway\" and the evolving fairy tale

pIal The little boy, the future giant, questions his grandfather about the immediate

environment, and his frrst questions serve as the plot initiation. The reader is warned

about the coming horror story. The signs \"BLACK\" and \"FRIGH1ENING\" forewarn

of the possible heroic deeds of the subject and create heroic expectations along with

the
auno\0371Jhere

of suspense.

There is no reference to a giant or to the national poet. Those names remain

implied and are identified with the help of other signs, such as \"Hrygory

Shevchcnko\", and \"EnheIgardt\". So far the giant is the \"little Taras\", Tarasyk. The of

diminutives Kalrusia for \"Catherine\" or Tarasyk for \"Taras\" indicates that the narra-

tive is intended for children.

The
simplified history of the Ukraine is presented through the stories of the grand-

father who seems to recollect his own past. The omnipresent narrator, who also has

the function of a reliable narrator, insists on the veracity of these recollections,
which are supported by the illusionary presence of the biographer herself in the sub-

ject's past (Booth, 1961: 233; Kennan, 1983; 73-82).17 She assumes the role of a wit-

ness to the distant hic;lOricaJ events and confmns the truthfulness of Lhe stories told by

the characters. For instance, she
re}XJrts

that Taras used to cry, listening to those sto-

ries; the same teller is present in the subject's dreams: 18)

'T' a pac n JJ a}{ a B }J{ a 11 i 10 q 11 B i Jl B a}K H 11 X
.. . . .

YHpauICbl{HX K03aHIB,1 3aBMVlpaB BI,Q cTpaxy 3a

.ix J].OJlJO. nOTiM lIenOMiTHO,BTOMI1BlllHCb Ta)))
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p03irpiuwJ.1Cb K0J10 ne4i,BiH 3aCVlnaB, aJlC

lJ,OBrO \037e t1 y Biclli npOJ1iTaJll1 nepe.a HI1M

repOiQHi 6apBVICTi 3' 1IBH. /131

[Taras
was crying, feeling sOlTy for the courageous Ukrainian

Cossacks, terrified by their fate. Afterwards, being tired and

having warmed up by the stove, he would fall asleep, but the

colorful heroic scenes would follow him in his dreams].)

Livyts'ka-Kholcxlna splits her own authorial voice into the voices of omnipresent and

reliable narrators who penetrate into the subject's past, his dreams, and even into the

distant past of his group, transmitted through the fantastic world of his grandfather.

The narrator's presence in the subject's dreams is also a
fairy

tale feature. The dis-

course is conducted in the two generic forms simultaneously; the panegyric and fairy-

tale are harmoniously united in one utterance.

The teller of a fairy tale intended for children simplifies and modifies reality for a

young audience, while the biographer insists upon some genuine verisimilitude. The

biographer supports her own narrative by frequent illustrations from Shevchenko's

paintings, and most of the pictorial accompaniment reinforces the biographical reality.

All the portraits or illustrations, made by the subject, bear his name, unlike the canoni-

cal illustrations in any other biography or any other text.

The teller of the fantastic story and the biographer, the author of a heroic biogra-
phy,

seem to conduct a dialogue in which they agree on many points.
First of all, both

agree on their presence in the subject's past. Second, they both attempt to persuade the

listeners or the biographees that the events and their descriptions are authentic recre-

ations of the subject's life. They persistently try to win the audience's trust 19)

nOMepKJ1IiMH
01JHMa ,l{HBHBCH BiB Ha .n;iTeH.

KOlliHOMY 3 HHX BiH npH3Ha1JHB lI.\\O
CaMe B3HTJ1

3 Horo ;J;o6pa. KOJIH )J{ ,lJjHillJIO )to Tapaca, BiB

panTOM 3ynHHHBCH,n01JaB me TJI}J{qe .AJ.iXaTH i

CK3.3aB: \"CI1HOBi TapaCOBi 3 Mora rocnO;J;apCTBa

Hilloro He Tpe6a.\" /18/)

[With his eyes dimmed, he was looking at his children. He

assigned to each of them
something from his possessions. When

Taras' turn came, he started to breathe heavily and said: urn y son)))
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Taras does not need
anything from my estate\"].)

This is how Livyts'ka-Kholodna retells the familiar prophecy made by Shevchenko's
father on his death-bed, a motif that has become consumt and legendary in the bio-

graphical discourse about the poet. The biographer recreates the same
story

that has

been retold by many a biographer in the past, and
yet

the same story strikes one as a

new episode. The novelty lies in the intensity of the verbal representation and in the

extreme narratological effort aimed at persuading the biographees that the teller may
have been actually present

at Hrygoryi Shevchenko's bedside and remembered his last

words. The death-bed scene
acquires veracity with the help of these known poetic

devices.

The omnipresent narrator recalls the expression of Shevchenko's eyes, his manner

of speaking, and even such a detail as his breathing. How else could he have remem..

bered such details if he had not been by the bedside? To
intensify

the drama of death

and the illusion of truthfulness, Livyts'ka-Kholcxlna recalls the tears on Taras' face

and his father putting his hand on Taras' head.

In another instance, a different episode is recalled: the poet's conflict with the

landowner Lukashevich whose invitation he angrily declined because the serf came on

a day of wretched weather day. Many biographers in the past retold the same episode
so that it has become a permanent motif in Shevchenko.s biographies. Livyts.ka-
Kholodna recreates the day and the event itself with the poetic memory of a fiction

writer recalling minute details of the event. She paints the verbal
picture

with the

brush of a naturalistic painter.
20)

EYB XOJIOD.HJ1H 3J.1MOBYlJ1 .aeHb. 3pl1BaJIaCb

MeTeJIHL(JI, i BiTep HaMiTaB ni\037
UiKHaMJ1

BI1COKi 6illi HYQypyrl1. Tapac CHuiB Y cBoiM
......... .'-#....

Tenllll1 3aTMlllHIM HIMHaTI I nJ1cao.

Ha6J1J1}J{aBclI qac o6i.ay. /56/)

[It was a cold winter day. As snowstorm broke out, and was

sweeping high
white snow-drifts under the windows. Taras was

sitting in his wann and quiet room and writing. The time for

lunch was close].)

The
biographer

\"recalls\" not only the weather on that specific day, but the lime of day)))
introduces Shevchenko, and yet the latter is placed higher than the Russian peasant)))
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when the episode occurred. Precision is a familiar quality of the documentary genre,.

but here the opposite happens. Minute details that could not be possibly known to the

biographer suggest some fictional decorum. Tune, which is canonically the compo-

nent of a non-fictional genre, is in this instance a poetic device. The readers may

recreate the events of that day more easily once the most basic association with a spe-

cific time, such as lunch-time, is introduced. The biographees may actually \"imagine\"

the poet, sitting at his desk on a cold winter day, interrupted by an unexpected visitor.

The biographer not only suggests
her own presence in the removed past, but also per-

mits the biographees actually to identify with the subject or actually see him. The

place, time, season and mood unite the biographer, her subject and biographees. The

subject's past transcends the chronologicaJ barriers and is transfonned inle a timeless

winter scene which share simultaneously all the participants of the biographical dis-

course. The non-fictional details, such as time, place and season, are organized and

presented poetically, serving not as mere pieces of biographical evidence, but as artis-

tic features of the recreated biographical fact Thus, the signs of reality assist the biog-

rapher in introducing the readers/biographees to another reality, which may be a
pure

fictional wor1d or an exaggerated vision of the fK)ssible world of the real historical
fig-

ure.
21

Livyts'ka-Kholodna integrates various artistic genres into the genre of a heroic

biography.
A fairy tale and a historical chronicle, a novel and a

poetic song, a travel-

ogue and a memoir are all the forms of discourse that use the same sign, the Word,

arranged and presented in various ways. The biographer uses a variety of them, mak-

ing
it difficult to define her discourse in any familiar manner.

One of the prominent features of a fairy tale is the physical portrait of the hero,
who must be either strikingly beautiful or appallingly ugly.22 Livyts'ka-Kholcxina

paints the
JX>rtrait

of her legendary hero, martyr, orphan and oppressed serf, constant! y
draws the readers' attention to his eyes. The description of his eyes is a recurrent motif

in her biographical narration. The folldore of various
linguistic

traditions manifests the

same poetic feature: note \"eyes as mirrors of the soul\", \"dark eyes, symbols of mys-

tery and passion\", \"blue eyes symbolizing the sky\" and many other familiar cliches

that are traditional known folkloric poetic devices. Much like the folkloric hero,

Livyt\037'ka's subject has eyes \"filled with tears\", \"darkened from anger\", or \"burning

from passion\". The \"giant'sn image lends itself to the familiar fairy tale plot. Her Shev-

chenko, like any other folkloric character, looses his parents. The theme of the orphan
that is the standard motif of numerous fairy tales is repeated in the poet's biography.
The relationship between the

stepmother
and an orphan offers the universal tragic

plot, that in Shevchenko's case does not have to be invented for the tragedy is there: 23)))
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Ma1Jyxa He J1I06HJIa Tapaca. BiB 6YB ynepTJtfW

i rOPAHH. A KpiM Toro Biu
3MaJlHY

J1106HB

npaBJJ;Y. Bin BOIOBaB i3 CJtfHOM MaqYXJtf

CTenaHHoM, lQO 6YB 6pexYHoM i J1106HB

CKaplliHTHCh. /14/)

[The stepmother disliked Taras. He was stubborn and proud. In

addition, already at an early age he was fond of truth. He used to

fight with the stepmother's son little Stepan, who was a liar and

complainer] .)

The juxta}X)sition of the good and evil so typical of a
fairy tale, reaches its utmost clar-

ity in the biography by Livyts 'ka-Kholodna's
biography,

with its simplified positive-

vs-negative scheme.

Her Tarns, much like the
fairytale hero, symbolizes virtue. The stepmother's son is

associated with evil. He is labelled a liar and complainer while Taras is described as a

\"proud child\" who is
falsely

accused of wrongdoings. The classical fairy tale theme is

developed in the heroic biography of the Ukrainian poet. The semiotic strategy fol-

lows the fairytale dichotomy:)

Enemy

Stepan

stepmother's son

liar

servile)

Hero

Taras

orphan

honest

proud)

Her subject reveals unusually positive qualities at the tender age of nine. He is not

afraid to fight for truth, neither is he afraid to be left alone. He displays an unusual

spiritual strength and
tenacity:24)

l1oro 6111111, Bi.a6H palll1 i pBaJll1 MaJ1IOHHI1.AJle

Tapac npOllOBmYBaB MaJlIOBaTl1. /151)

[They
used to beat him, destroy and take away his drawings. But

Taras kept painting].)))
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A fairy tale hero may occasionally undergo a fantastic transformation: a human

being may temporarily change into an animal or male may twn into a female. The

world of the fantastic has numerous possibilities for its inhabitants. Livyts'ka-

Kholodna attempts as well to make the most creative use of such fairy tale devices.

Twice in the narration the biographical subject
is compared to a female. Her Taras, the

school-boy) has a
\"pure

thin voice\", like a girl:
25)

BiH cn iBaB TOHeHb]{l1M, RJ{ y ,a,iB411H Kl1, QI1CTMM

rOJJOCOM. CniBaB H03aUbKl1 llYMI1, CYMHi
niCHi

. . ... ..

Ll.lBlJaT-KplnaQO]{,CnlBaB
I BeCeJll TaHUIOBa.JlbHl.

AJle cniBaB BiH Te}J{ i CBO\342\202\254 BJiaCHe. Ue 6YJ1J1
v . v .
Moro BJlaCHl CJlOBa J.1 MOTMBM ,ypMBKJ1 J].lJ],OBMX

onoBilJ.aHb a60 CKaprM Ha CMpiTChKY lJ.OJlIO.

/17/)

[He would sing in his thin, girl-like clear voice. He used to sing

Cossack songs, sad songs of the girl-serfs, as well as merry

dancing songs. He also perfonned his own. These were his own

words and motifs, excerpts from his grandfather's stories or the

orphan's complaints].)

The tragedy of the subject as an orphan is emphasized with the help of this newly

introduced motif, \"Taras like a
girl\".

In another instance, the biographer again resorts to a similar comparison. She
simply

draws a verbal portrait of a beautiful boy, whose beauty is likened to feminine chann:
26)

4aCOM OJ{CaHa Oll.JlraJla TapaCOBi Ha r0J10BY

BiHOH, i BiH To.ai 6YB 30BCiM 1IK

J{iBQI1Ha,6iJl1lBI1i1 i PYM'1IHJ1M. /21/)

[Occasionally Oksana would
put

a wreath on Taras's head. And he

then looked completely like a girl, white-faced and rose-cheeked].)

Other standard epithets which Livyts'ka-Kholodna uses to describe her subject are

also borrowed from the fairy tales, such as \"white-faced and rose-cheeked\". Thus,

ph ysical beauty is expressed by standard poetic devices. However, unlike the fairy tale)))
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image, the subject does not assume the features of the opposite sex, but the compari-

son to a female is quite prominent.
27 This striking discursive feature brings the bio-

graphical narration even closer to the ancient genre of fairy tales. This sem iotic tech-

nique deserves special notice:)

BIOGRAPHY

real person

girl-like

beauty
heroic deed

pseudo-transfonnation)

FAIRY TALE

fantastic character

a girl

beauty

heroic deed

complete transfonnation)

The biographer, a woman, who may have identified herself with the subject, facili-

tates his transition to another heroic stage via female allusions or heroic metamorpho-

sis borrowed from the world of the fantastic, or even from religious narrative. It may

be not incidental that this porttait of a girl-like boy, with a wreath on his head, rose-

cheeked and white-faced\037 is painted after the description of the iconic images of

Nicholas the
martyr

and Ivan, the fighter. The temporary vision of a beautiful female

prepares us for the heroic allusions. A girl-like image may stand for beauty, delicate

soul, compassion
and suffering, since femininity is associated with more vivid intense

emotional life and martyrdom. The subject may seem to be passing through various

stages of his inner life until its spiritual climax. The reader is thus gradually intto-

duced to the subject-a martyr. Having gained heroic experience in battling unfortunate

family circumstances, the subject of the heroic biography is placed between the two

saints in his
preparatory stage, prior to becoming a saint himself:)

,,- Hero \"-
\", \"

\", \"
,/,/ Freedom loving child

\"..............

// \"-
Nicholas Ivan

saint
\"

\"
\"

...........)

suffering orphan)
saint

/
/\"

/'
/'

\" /'
\" /

\"
saint

/')

girl-like boy)

Figure 18)))
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The motif of crying and tears is also instrumental in sustaining this
preparatory

stage. The image of a saint and martyr implies eternal
suffering.

while the motif of tears

reminds the readers,lbiogrnphees about the possible transfonnation of the subject into a

future saint. The subject is
frequently

seen in a state of excitement and empathy. His

tears aJso remind of the biographer's presence in the subject's past, a trace of her
par-

ticipation
in the life of the hero. The biographer who witnesses the subject's emotional

state needs some confmnation, which the description of the crying Taras provides.
28)

Tapac n J1 aKaB,}J{aJ1 i 104 H
.. .. .

YHpalHCbKI1X K03aKIB,1 3aBMHpaB

ix \037OJl 10. /13/)

.

BllI.BalliHI1X
.

BI.Il cTpaxy 3a)

[Taras cried, feeling sorrow for the courageous Ukrainian

Cossacks, and stood stock -still from terror, learning about their

fate] .)

A young child commiserating with the fate of the Cossacks is a
legendary character,

bearing the impact of several myths: the national, historicaJ, generic and authorial.

The life of an ordinary child does not go beyond immediate daily events. His emo-
tional world is much narrower white a fairytaJe character is capable of expanding his

world and his emotional horizons. Thus, already in his childhood the subject appears

to the readers as an unusual individual who is preoccupied with the national and his-

torical problems. Very early in the narration, the biographer establishes this line of

communication between herself and the national group, and their poet.

Already at the beginning of his life, the subject experiences injustice; he is unfairly

treated at home and at school. Even his early steps in life are marred by extraordinary

difficulties;29)

Tapac Y1IHBCJI lI.o6pe,aJ1c HapaJIl1 Horo 6iJ1bllle

Bcix. /15/)

[Taras studied well, but he was
punished

more than the rest].)

The subject, a school-child, by this time appears as a
martyr, being punished more)))
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nineteenth-century Russia and the Academy of Fine Arts. A fonner serf, a shepherd\037

an abused orphan becomes the favorite pupil of the \"Great Carl. n

A peasant \"with

clever grey eyes\" is now an Academy student \"with wise eyes\". The changing epithet

denotes a new state of the hero in a different world. Even there. the subject never

leaves the heroic tenitory despite
the fact that the environment is closer to the real

world:)

grandfather's tales

Cossacks)

biographer\037s story

future Ukrainian hero)

a young martyr

sain ts)

Hero)

heroic suspense)

a promising artist

Great Carl Briullov)

heroic
suspense)

Figure 19.)

By page 43, Livyts'ka-Kholodna introduces the new name of the subject, \"a

Ukrainian genius\". A capable young artist, whose paintings impressed many mentors

at the Academy of Fine Arts, is now proclaimed \"the Ukrainian freedom
fighter

and a

national hero\". The fairytale narration gradually acquires the force of the desired pan-

egyric to the national hero, thus satisfying the deepest inner desire of the national

group. At this point, the genre of a
fairy

tale naturally is transfonned into the heroic

biography of a national saint.
ConsequentlYt

a new name, \"a national poet\" t symbol-

izes this transition. The supportive fairy tale poeticity never leaves heroic biography

which is essentially always a reconsbUcted fairy tale. The subject, a
poet,

reaches the

stage of a giant or returns again into the world of legendary reality when he is named

\"Prometheus fighting against Moscow oppression\". The name of the tsar symbolizes

another obstacle on the heroic passage of the giant 32)

I neplllHM y.aapOM no \037bOMY BoporoBi 6YJ1a
Mora n03Ma \"COH\".

\037ei1 YlI.ap 6YB cHepoBaHHHw

y caMe cepQe MOCI<OBCbKOro JI.eCnOTI14HOrO

J1aJJ.Y, Ha CTOJIMl\\1O pociMcbKOl
iMnepiY,36YlloBaHY Ha K03aL(bKMX KicT}{aX

80J1CJO Hati6iJ1bllJOrO ,I\\ecnOTa i1 KaTa Bcix)))
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4aciB,L{ap1l neTpa I. /67/

[And the fllSt attack upon this enemy was his poem Dream. This
blow was directed

straight at the heart of the Moscow's despotic

rule, at the capital of the Russian Empire built on Cossack oones

by the will of the
greatest despot and tyrant of all times, tsar

Peter I].)

The folkloric giant still strikes his enemies, but now his magic weapon is his poetry.
The

biographer grants the subject the title of \"a unique poet\":33)

HiHOJIM me JJ.oci HixTO 3 TaKOIO OLlBCpTicTIO i1
..

BI):[narolO He 3MaJ1IOBaB CTpallllIo\"i,}I{OpCTOKOi

llii1CHOCTi. HixTO me He HaCMiJJIOBaBCJI

BVlCIIOBJ1IOBaTH Tal<oi naJ1l{oi HeHaBI1CTi !to
TVlX,ll{O 3aHanaCTMJ111 B01110 YKpa\"iHI1.. /68/)

[Never before was terrible and cruel reality portrayed with such

openness and courage. Nolxxly had dared to utter such passion-
ate hatred for those who destroyed the freedom of Ukraine.])

The signs \"never\" and \"nolxxly'\" mediate the uniqueness of the heroic subject and his

mission. Every public
hero in the real world has some prototypes, but in the fantastic

world the hero eouId surpass others in his supernatural powers. The folkloric hero

does not know fear; his courage is boundless. Livyts'ka-Kholodna's heroic
subject

acts similarly:34)

BMCMilIB rrapac WeSqeHKO i MI1HOJ1Y i Ta
.... .. ....

Mora )l{IHl{Y lJ,apJ1IJ,JO,'-Ioro He nOlI.apysaB \"OMY

uap i nOMCTI1BC.H B ] 84 7 po\037i, .ao\037aBlUJ1 )1.0

cy J10BOrO Bl1pOliY me W 3a6opollY nHCaTJ.1 H

Ma.J1JOBaTI1. /69/)

[rams Shevchenko ridiculed both Nicholas I and his wife-tsari-

na, which was not forgotten by the tsar in 1847 when a harsh

sentence was
compounded by the ban on writing and drawing].)))
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\"WIfe-tsarina\" is a stable folkloric character, traditionally used in numerous tales.

\"Wife-tsarina\" next to the ''Tsar'' is an obvious redundancy, deliberately used for

intensification of the poetic effect

The tsar, the symbol of evil, also contributes to the subject's death with late

issuance of the 1861 manifesto: 35)

.

POCii1cb){VlH YP.Rll, HeHa4e HaBMJ1CHe 81)J.T Jlra8

Ll,eHb onoBimaHHJI MaHi<peCTY BOJIi,HeHaqe He

xoriB, IJJ;o6 n01JYB
tiaro TOi1,XTO Bee lliJ1TT.H

60pOBCJI 3a 801110. /131/)

[It looked like a deliberate act on the part of the Russian govern-

ment which was
delaying

the day of the manifesto's proclama-

tion, as if it was not willing to make the event known to a person

who had been struggling for freedom his entire life].)

The national group obtains the desired mythica1 categories in the
expected

fashion:)

Hero)

Russian nation

tsar

symbol of evil
.

oppressIon

delay of a manifesto)

Ukrainian nation)

poet

symbol of virtue

freedom

death of the hero)

All the historical events in the mythical thinking are visibly united and subordinated to

the desired heroic plot. In the world of real national tribulations tyrants ignore the

lonely protests of courageous individuals while the fantastic world makes the individ-

ual hero capable of the extraordinary. Likened to a fairytale giant, Livyts'ka's bio-

graphical subject is endowed with the fantastic power
and ability to influence the

environment

As in a fairy tale, temporal sequences in
mythical thinking temporal order and

logic. It is the imagination that reigns in the mythical and fantastic world. Guided by

myth and desire to exaggerate, the biographer submits herself to the collective will of

the group, and reduces general national aspirntions to the more particular ideological

grievances. The admired and revered national poet, the invisible hero, transcends the)))

small foreign region, the peasant poet of the masses. However, he differentiates the

popularity of Shevchenko's name from the fame of the French
poets.

Durand empha-

sizes that Shevchenko has a different role to play in the history of the region. Already

in 1876, he names the poet as creator of a new historical period in the life of ilia

Petile-Ru'fjsie\":20)))
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temporal universe of the nineteenth century and pedonns the heroic deed of a fantas-
tic creature who can even conquer the modem evil J \"Red Moscow\". The heroic biog-

raphy ends on a semi-mythical ground: 36)

TaKa neJlI1Ha 6y Jla i \342\202\254Jl}()60B Yf{pa\"LHCb]{OrO

HapO.il.Y Jl.O Tapaca Wes4eHHa, llI.O HaBiTb

Hat16iJIbllJl1M Bopor YKpaYHl1_QepBOHa MOCHSQ..

He 3BaJI{MBCJ1 60pOTI1ClI npOTJ1 Hboro. /139/)

[The love of the Ukrainian
people

for Taras Shevchenko was

and is so great J that even the greatest enemy of the Ukraine, red

Moscow, did not dare to fight against him].)

The Ukrainian national poet, the symbol of the Ukraine, is
presented again as the

fairy tale invincible giant whom even \"Red Moscow\" fears. In the mythical thinking of

the group the national hero is capable of facing another group on his own and of

appearing as a victor, while the hostile group is reduced to a weak victim\"

Once the story of a giant is told J the biographer still conducts her dialogue with

some unknown interlocutor. She infonns that, despite the poeCs glory and fame, his

poems were intentionally adjusted to suit the Soviet standard and satisfy the censors

discourse: 37)

60\037brneBHKM BMKpMBM\037M TBOp\037

ill eBQeHKa,BI1KI1HYBIIJH 3 HMX yce JlaWB(l.}){Hiwe-

Horo 6e3M emHY J] 1060B )].0. Y KpaYHI1 ,:Horo

HeHaBMCTb llO MOCKS\", Horo r J]JI160KY. ...... . .
peJllrlHHlCTb-1 cTapalOTbcH lI.OBeCTH, mo BIH

6YB npl1RTeJleM MOCHBH_ /139/)

[The Bolsheviks distorted Shevchenko's works, having purged

from them the most important feature, his immense love for

Ukraine, his hatred for Moscow, his deep religiosity, and they

are
trying

to prove that he is a supporter of Moscow].)

The authorial voice is
emotionally charged,

but it is the reiteration of the prevalent

popular view or an appeasement
of the zero-degree biograph\037the most gullible)))
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addressee who lives and thinks solely in trite mythical categories (A. Makolkina,

1987:62).38
Like any other popular genre, biography of a national poet is used as an

ideological platform to confirm and support the expected popular point of view

derived from collective mythology. The invisible censor, the group, is present in the

text. The
biographer

who displays an angry response to the imaginary enemy fulfills

the collective desire of the popular readers. The anger
is directed at the absent

Communist government. Failure to destroy the enemy physically is compensated for

by the fantastic attack in the fictional world where
everything

is IX>ssible including the

destruction of the \"evil empire\". The biographer assumes the role of a
prophet

who

promises her people its desired destruction. The poetic symbol \"new CTOSS\" is the

metaphor for the promised fantastic state: 39)

BiH }f{.Qe i L{i}J{L{eTbCJI: n pHM.ae l1eHh,KOJII1 3H08

3aCJI\342\202\254 Ha lJepHerii1: ropi 8HCOKl1H xpeCT. I 6y,ae

Hora BM.II.HO He J1MWe Ha BCJO YKpaIHY, a.ne Ha

BeCh lllJ1POKJtlH BiJ1bHI1M CBiT. 1140/)

[He is waiting not in vain: the day is coming when a high cross

will shine again on the Chernegyi mountain. It will be seen not

only everywhere in the Ukraine, but in the entire wide free

world].)

Much like the Christian apostles, the neo romantic prophets and various ideologues,

Livyts'ka-Kholodna promises her readers some new
reality

without the modem evil,

some mythical free world. The motif of the social utopia grows out of the folkloric

plo\037
the story of a giant. There is a distinct similarity between this fmal promise to the

biographees and all other known myths, be
they religious or secular, scientific or polit-

ical. The conflict of the collective
myths

and desires is concluded with the familiar

promise of a better future. The eternal hWTlan dream of a paradise finds its place in

this heroic biography of a national poet. The biographer demonsttates how a
variety

of

worlds may be created out of the concrete life story of an authentic historical figure.

The point of view of the group and longing for the fantastic world turn the real world,

Shevchenko's life, upside down, adjusting
it to the collective poeticity of the

group.)))
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s. 3. Name and new heroic
paradigm)

The year 1955 saw the appearance of another biographica1 interpretation of
Shevchenko's life, written by Pavlo Zaitsev, a well-known Shevchenko scholar, who

remains one of the most
significant contributors to Shevchenkoniana. Zait.sev's dis-

course is significantly removed from the trite panegyrical fOnTI, such as the \"giant's

tale\" by Livyts'ka-Kholodna. Nonetheless, his biography has its own mythical world,

despite the subtlety of its presentation.
Zaitscv introduces the subject by his first name and the familiar onomastic signs

next to the name:40)

25 JlJOToro CT.CT. /10 6epe3HlI H.CT. /1814

POKY B OllHOrO 3 EHreJlbrapll.TOBJ1X KpinaHiB,

tpl1UhKa fpyrnescbHoro-llI eOIJCHHa i J1PY}f{\"\"\"
Hora J{aTepl1JII1 HapOJJ.MBCJI

CMH Tapac,

Mat16YTHii1: BeJlJ1HMH noeT YKpa\"iHM. /8/)

[On January 25 old caI./March 10 new cal./1814, one of

EngergardCs serfs, Hryts'ko Hrushevs'ky-Shevchenko and his

wife Catherine had a son, Taras, the future great poet of Ukraine].)

Within one sentence, Zaitsev fulfills his obligations to the genre of a heroic
biography

and to the group that expects to hear the desiderative name \"the great poet of

Ukraine\". Despite the fact that he continues to refer to the subject by his first name

\"Tarns\" throughout the next
twenty-five pages, the readers are still aware of its heroic

worth. In contrast to the proper name-sign \"Shevchenko\", Zaitsev introduces another

name-association \"Hrebinka\" which changes the old heroic paradigm:41

Y CBOix nOrJIHAax Ha YKpaiHCbHY HaQioHaJIbHY
. . . ..

cnpaBY BIH He BHplC nOHaJ( plBeHb CBOIX
. . \"-

yqaCHUHIB, IHillHX \"J(BDMOBHHX YHpalHChKHX

llHCbMeHHHHiB,- 6YB TiJIbJiH YHpaIHCbHJ.iM

npOBaHCaJIhQeM periOHaJIbHHM naTpioTOM,\037HpO
, ... III.. .

npHB
H33.HHM AD CBO\342\202\2541

plJ(HOI 3eMJII, AO 3BHq31B

i MOBH CHoro HapoAy,a }f(HTT\342\202\254BHM i)(eaJIOM

Horo 6YJIO CYMHpHe H CHTe mHTTH-)))
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. ..,. \037 . u

enlHypel1cbHHI1 cnOH111

XYTOPllHCbHOrO JaTHllIHY 3
.

HaQIOHaJ1bHHMH CTpaBaMH,
,.

CJIHB IIHKaMH Ta BeCeJIHM)

..

YKpalHCbHorO
v
Horo CMa'lHHMH)

. \037

BHlllBlBHaM:H If)

. .

,l{OTenOM ,1HO.IJ;1)

mypnliBoIO niCHeIO M QiHaBOI() HHH}f{KOJO ;:J;JIJI

p03BarH. /47/)

[In his views on the Ukrainian national cause he [Hrebinka] did not

rise above his contemporaries, other ''bilingual'' Ukrainian writers;

he was a mere Ukrainian man of Provence, a regional patriot, who

was sincerely devoted to his native land, and customs and language
of his people. But his ideal life-style was in a quiet and satiated

existence: Epicurean peace on the Ukrainian estate, with its tasty
national dishes, cherry

and plum brandy and joyful wit, occasional

sad song, and an interesting book for entertainment].)

Unlike his predecessors, Zaitsev the author of a genuine panegyric, mediates similar

praise
to his subjec\037 but he does it in a \037ubtle and unobtrusive manner. Instead of say-

ing that Shevchenko was a
fighter

for the national cause, he chooses to provide the

appropriate onomastic antithesis, out of which one may derive the intended name:)

Hero

SHEVCHENKO

ascetic

fighter

word as a weapon

above the group

national hero

Ukrainian)

Ordinary Man

HREBINKA

Epicurean

not a fighter

book as entertainment

not above the crowd

regional patriot

Ukrainian man of Provence)

Hrebinka's implied name is quite unflattering,
\"the self-indulgent individual who can-

not raise himself above the unheroic members of the group\". His names-charncteris..

tics, be they implicit or explicit, symbolize the non-heroic multitude or create a conge-

nial background for the heroic
subject,

the rebel, and a genuine Ukrainian patriot and

martyr. Hrebinka's name also
symbolizes

the history of the group prior to the arrival
of the hero. He introduces Shevchenko into the world of the Ukrainian cu1tural past 42)))
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3aBL\\JlHI1 rpc6iH\037i, JlI{Oro ill eBqeHHO n i3Has He
n i3Hiw e neCHI1 1837 POI{Y, BiH Oltpa3Y

npOql;fTaO YCIO, TOl1i me .n.Y}J{e

cKyneHbKy,YHpaiHchKY \037iTepaTYPHY
n

P0ll.YH l(i 10: I. KOT JlJlpeBCbHoro, n.fy Jlal<a-

ApTeMoBcbKoro, rpl1QbKa KBiTKH-

OCHoB'RHeHHa, !I. DOpOB}.1I{OBCbKOro,
bOJ]RHcbKoro Ta caMoro fpe6iHHI1. /47/)

[1banks to Hrebinka\037 whom he met no later than in the spring of

1837, he had
immediately

read the entire, then rather scant,

Ukrainian literary production: works by L Kotliarevs'ky, P.

Hulak-Artemovs'ky, Hryts'ko Kvitka-Osnov'ianenko, L.

Borovykovs'ky, Bodians'ky and Hrebinka
himself].)

Hrebinka's name is the last in the series of important Ukrainian cultural figures, who

represent the pre..Shevchenko literary and cultural scene. \"Hrebinka\" is the onomastic

frontier between the Ukrainian less heroic past prior to Shevchenko and the more signi..

firnnt cultural history afterwards. Hrebinka's name delineates the biogrnpher's own lit-

erary and culwral point of view, and is used as the onomastic trampoline for inttoducing

the desiderative name, Shevchenko, the founder of Ukrainian modem liternry language.

Zaitsev surprises the readers with names of other unknown people who presumably

played an important role in Shevchenko's life: 43)

3po6MBllll1Cb
nocTiMHMM rOCTeM ill Mi\037TiB,

<DiQTYJ1iB i f1oaxiMiB, llleo4eHHo ni3Hao no6YT. . . .
IHTeJIereHTCbHMX 1 MIIQaHCbKHX HIMe\037bKHX

pO,IJ.l1H, y }J{I1TTi J(KJ1X 6iJ1blJJe 6YJlO
. v.. .

CTpMMaHOCTI
M }J{HTT\342\202\254BOI CI1CTeMaTHQHOCTI,

Him y }J{I1TTi POll\"H POCiWCbKJ1X a60

YI{paIHcbKl1x. /61/)

[Having become a habitual guest of the Schmidts, Fitztuls and

J oakhims, Shevchenko learned about the life-style of intellectual

and bourgeois Gennan families who displayed more
practical

order and discipline than Russian or Ukrainian families].)))
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The triad of those names which are obviously Gennan immediately sets onomastic

opposition
between the Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian names, the \"I\" and the \"Other\".

It also points out a mythical antithesis, namely the assumed differences between

Slavic and Gennan cultural customs, and the alleged mythical superiority of Gennan

customs. The popular stereotype about Gennan order and discipline adds to the heroic

background of the subject, exposed to these \"superior\" cultural traditions. His

\"Gennan friends\" presumably
influenced him positively. This new biographical motif

is a slight departure from the traditional heroic discourse. On the one hand, excessive

deference for foreigners
is a known phenomenon in Slavic cultural history. Among

some Ukrainians who lived and worked in Gennany for some time reverence for the

Germans is another factor that seems quite prominent in Zaitsev's discourse. A biog-

rapher,
who published his book in post-war Gennany, knows the expectations of his

plausible
audience.

44
He is probably right in assuming that the positive GenTIan influ-

ence upon Shevchenko may be pleasing to his readers. This onomastic flirtation is a

new biographical motif. A Ukrainian national poet influenced and
inspired by orderly

German families is a theme that has never been
approached before, either by the pre-

1917 authors, afterwards by the Soviet
biographers.

This new theme of Gennan cul-

tural influence in Shevchenko's life assists Zaitsev in redescribing the life of the

Ukrainian national poet in a new way.

Treating the familiar factual stories, he resorts to new
poetic

devices. Describing

Briul1ov's marriage to Emilia Tunm, the biographer does not miss the
opportunity

to

provide his peculiar \"etymology\" or another name: 45)

EPIOJlJ10B ollpymMBcJI 3 CeCTpOJO iXHbOrO

TOBapMllla, niMUJI 3 PHrl1 TiMMa- EMiJli\342\202\254JO TiMM.

Ue 6y J1a Ha.Il.3BJ'Plai1Ha HpaCYHJI. /62/)

[Briullov married their friend's sister, Emily Timm. Timm was a

German from Riga. She was an extra-ordinary beauty].)

The woman may have been really beautiful, but the fact that she was of German ori-

gin seems to be of crucial importance. Is it incidental that her maiden name is men-

tioned twice. There must be a purpose in this semantic arrangement, and the
following

may be suggested as its plausible semiotic conditions:)))
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Brilulloy

A Russified

Gennan

Talent

Fame

Gennan genius)

Shevchenko

Hero-Sign)

Emilia Timm

sister of a Gennan
Tlffim from Riga

Beauty

Fame

disciplined GenTIans)

The non-Ukrainian signs, such as Gennan
tradition, quality or behavior, are associated

with characteristics of the higher order.
Describing

Briullov's ancestry, the biographer

again savors its foreignness and shares his emotions with the biographees:
46)

nOPY'1 3 }1{Y}{OBCb}{J1M Hai16iJlbllla pOJl.R Y.
BI1KOHaHHl

\037bOro IllJ1.HXeTHOro 3aB!{aHH.H

npl1naJ1a npo<t>ecopoBi A]{aD,eMiY MV1CTeQTB

!{apJl0Bi EpIOJ10BY, 3pocii1\037eHOMY Ha\037aAI{OBi

3 HiM 4 eH 11x cp p aH l\\Y3 h I{11 X eMir p aH Ti B - r yre H OT i B.

/49/)

[Next to Zhukovs'kyi, the greatest role in performing this high

duty belongs to the professor of the Academy of Arts, Carl

Briullov, a Russified descendant of the Gennanized French emi-

gran is, the Huguenots].)

Thus, phrase discloses the entire genealogical tree of the man who is destined to play
a

significant
role in the making of the future national hero. His greatness is

empha-

sized with the help of another foreign name, Walter SCOlt:
47)

BaJ1hTep C}{OTT, 11.(0 HaBMMCHe npVIlxaB 3

AHrJli\"i ,[(0 PMMY, rn:06 nOllV1B1fTVlCH Ha ueti

npOCJ1aBJ1eHJ1W TBip, l{a3aB, \037O \037e \"He

HapTMHa, a uiJla enoneJl\". /4,9/)

[Walter Scott, who deliberately came from England to Rome to

see this famous creation, said that it \"was not a picture but an

entire epic,\" Briullov's famous painting uThe Last Day of

Pompeii\" ,].)))
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To elevate the heroic status of the subject a panegyric is dedicated to Briullov,

Shevchenko's
\"professor

and liberator\", included even Walter Scott. It is again the

uOther\", not a Slav, who is also the authority on Briullov's artistic worth, despite the

fact that there is some professional distance between the Russian painter and the

English writer. The name of Walter Scott is an onomastic helper assisting the subject

to overcome obstacles on the way to his recognition. Carl Briullov, acknowledged by

Walter Scott, in his turn is the name-auxiliary, raising the heroic
reputation

of the

main character, the subject of the heroic biography:)

Shevchenko

\037
Briullov

\037

Walter Scott)

Figure 20.)

H Walter Scon's name has the role of a traditional name-auxiliary, all the GeIDlan

names are part of a different plot structure. There is the invisible presence of a

German-speaking audience, which is felt in the freq uenc y of the German names.

Along with Emilia Timm, Schmidt, and others, there is a character by name \"Drnx-

ler,\" who presumably befriended the Ukrainian poet. Ten years later Shevchenko used

him as a
prototype

of a character, Doctor Anton Carlovich, in his story Musician. This

and other Gennan names that are so abundant in Zaitsev's discourse constantly evoke

the myth of the Gennan contribution to the making of the Ukrainian national hero.

The motifs and semiotic fields created by the Gennan names are the authorial ttibute

to Munich, the place of publication. This place-name exercises its invisible control

over the biographer, who deliberntely appeases the imaginary Gennan reader-censor,

by rearranging the familiar names in the most appropriate fashion.

If these names serve as auxiliaries, the name of the founder of the Russian literary

language, name-symbol uPushkin\" is vital for the gradual construction of the heroic

universe around the name of the Ukrainian national saint. Pushkin is the familiar icon
of the \"Other\" that recreates the required associations and emotions fOf receiving the

Ukrainian national hero. For instance, this is what Zaitsev writes:
48)))
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API1CTOKpaTY14HMH nCOBpeMeHHH}{\" W,O woro no

CMepTi rlYWKiHa peJ1arYBaB npo<t>.nJ1eTHbOB,

OU.iHI1B lllH \"K063apn\" fl]{ \342\202\254l1l1He rillHe cepeLl

nOeTMQHI1X TBOpiB OCTaHHboro 1Jacy JlBHllJe, JlI{

nB)JaJ1Y }l{l1BY HapOJ:J,HIO JlipMHY\"\" /76/)

(The aristocratic USovremennik\" edited after Pushkin's death by
Pletnev, classified Kobzar as the only significant event among

the poetic attempts of the recent period, as \"successful lively

people-lyrics\"] .)

Let us examine the onomastic technique of this passage in Laitsev's text. The title of

Shevchenko's famous collection became a symbol in itself. The biographer places
the

name of the Ukrainian nationaJ poet between several names-symbols:)

PUSHKIN

famous Russian poet

editor

aristocratic

journal

Sovremennilc)

Hero

SHEVCHENKO) PLE1NEV

Professor

editor

aristocratic

journal

Sovremennik)

poet

1
.

peasant .yncs)

Kobzar)

The title \"Professor\" next to Pletnev, and the descriptive adjective \"aristocratic\" next

to the name of the journal create a highly heroic atmosphere around the presented

onomastic field and around the name uauthor of Kobzar\". The poet's name is not

given, but it may be derived easily, since the title Kobzar is synonymous with the

name of the Ukrainian national poet. The signals \"ARISTOCRATIC\", \"PROFES-

SOR\", \"PLE1NEV\" AND \"PUSHKIN' saturate the semantic field aroW1d the implic-

it name Kobzar. The biographer employs the technique of onomastic parallelism that

may be represented as:

NAME NAME NAME

aristocratic Kobzar Pushkin

Sovremennik Shevchenko Plehlev

HEROIC SYMBOL HEROIC SYMBOL HEROIC SYMBOL)))
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Zaitsev plays upon the onomastic paradox he himself has created. His hero's name,

acknowledged by the aristocratic publication or high society, is in fact the name of the

peasant poet Only fourteen pages separate various contrasting Dames of the same sub-

ject
The autobiographical statement presented later undermines the veracity of the

earlier
description:

49)

1\037lexati 11 6y JIY i MY}J{I1U,bl{I1M noeT ,. a6J1 TiJIbKI1

IlOeT, TO MeHi 6iJlbllIe HillOrO i He Tpe6a. /90/)

[Let me be a peasant poet, as long as I am a poet, that is enough

for me].)

Following the canonical rules, Zaitsev interchanges the names of high heroic
efficacy

with those of lesser significance. Having placed K obzar and implicitly its author next

to Pushkin, the famous Russian poet, the biographer actually named the subject in the

most heroic way. The autobiographical onomastic revelation is
merely

another name

of the subject in the series of others.

\"Pushkin\" is the name that canies the heroic myth, the essence of the Russian
national consciousness, the embodiment of the Russian national spirit. He is the

Russian
Shakespeare,

and placed next to Shevchenko, his name indirectly impartS a

similar onomastic label to the name of the Ukrainian bard also, turning the subject into

the uUkrainian Pushkin\", the national poetic divinity figure, the Ukrainian sign-hero.
The onomastic signal \"Varvara Repnina\" brings in another side of the subject: his

ordinariness which is such a contrast to the highly heroic status of the \"Ukrainian

Pushkin
u

. Repnina recalls Shevchenko, the man: 50)

WeBqeHKO YB i \"\"B, HI{ yci CMepTHi i }{O}KHI1H,

YSiHlllOBI1JI1 ,QO HiMHaTI1, lIe BiH nepe6YBaB i3

MOJIO.II.JfMJ1 JIIO,abMJ.1-HKI1X, Ha maJlh, Tal{
6araTO- MinH He Mir 611 nOCTaBI1TJ1 \"oro Ha

BJ1111MH cTyniHb, Him iHllIl1X:
\037iJlJ1MJ1 rO,QJ1HaMI1

Diu Mir Bi.r:U1.aBaTI1CJI HawnYCTirnii1, 6aHaJIhHitt.. .
p03MOSI

I HaBITb, .HK 3D.aBaJlOC.H,

3aXOnJlJOBaTI1C.H H eJO. / I 09/)))
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[Shevchenko drank and ate like other mortals, and anybody\037

who entered the room where he stood among many
other young

people, could hardly tell him from the rest of the crowd: he

could devole hours and hours to the simplest tritest talk and
would even seem to be enjoying it].)

Repnina\037s recollections create a temporary illusion of total
affinity

between the hero

and the group. A person who could enjoy trivial conversations is someone who is not

very different from the rest of the
group. The name \"ordinary\" that may be derived

from this recollection is
shortly

corrected by the heroic title \"JX>et\":51

AJ1e Bin 6YB noeT Y Bei\" illHPOqJ.iHi Qboro
CJIOBa:

HipmaMH
CBOiMH BiH nOKopHB ycix, BiH

. u.. .
BHTIiCHaB 13 OqeH CHOIX CJIyxaQIB CJIb03H

. .... .
HI}f{HOCTI I CnIBqYTTH, BIH HaCTpOIOBaB Ayml

u . .. .
Ha BHCDJ{\"\" ):{IHna30H CBOEI

JIlpH,
3ax.onJ1lOlOq\"

Bcix; BiH npHTHraB )];0 ce6e CTapHX i
MOJJO.ItliX,

XOJIOAHHX i ll3.J]KHX. /109/)

[But he was a genuine poet, in the true sense of the word, who

eouId conquer everybody with his poems, making his listeners

cry from tenderness and empathy. He would tune their souls to

his lyre's range, capturing everylxxly; he would attract old and

young, the cold and the passionate].)

The heroic onomastic pathos consumes the utterer of the panegyrical recollection

when she [Repnina] grants the subject the name \"genius\", \"a hero of the group\".52)

BiII 6YB 06.aapOBaHl1l1 6iJlblUe Him TaJlaHTOM,-

\"OMY ,il,aHHW 6YB reHiw,

i QYTJ1MBa ti ll.o6pa Llywa Horo HaCTpOIOBaJIa

\"oro JIipy Ha BI1COHe i CBJlTe. /1101)

[He had been endowed with more than talent; genius had been

bestowed upon him. His sensitive and kind soul would tune his

lyre to the lofty and sacred].)))

compensate for sttong feel-

ings against evil. After all, he dreams about a pure life. Childish purity and concern

about the fate of the world are elements of the mythical heroic structW\"C. The notion of)))

of humanity\", but he is also the \"protector of animals\". His Christian love for anything

alive extends to all living creatures-bird\,") cats, dogs. . . :45)

fYMaHHOCTh
Li

,QeJtlCTBMJ1, B)

3Ta n pOJlBJIJlJIaCh n Ha}K,QOM

KIDJ{.IJ.OM llBI1}KCHHI1. JlacKalOmaR)))
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The sign \"lyre\" connects the two names given to Shevchenko and
prepares

for his

highest heroic title, \"genius\":)

Genuine poet

talent)

lyre

Shevchenko)

Genius

sacred)
.

SIgn)

Zaitsev assumes the role of a listener who does not choose any names or commen-

taries, but merely records the reminiscences of others. It is not the biographer. but the

\"Other\" who sings panegyric to the beloved poet. Having, through Repnina, named

the subject \"poet\", \"genius\", and \"divinity figure, the biographer [mally commits him-

self to the names-descriptions, such as \"romantic\", \"idealist\", and \"enthusiast\".. Those

names reflect the independent voice of the authorial \"I\" and his view of the poetic

mission in general. Like Krnnikhfeld, Zaitsev perceives the poet as a victim of his

own poetic perceptions
of the world and his fragile nervous organiZlltion.

What makes Zaitsev's onomastic
technique original is his orchestration of the

utterances of the \"Other\"\" The desired panegyric here is constructed with the help of

the \"Other\". The biographer frequently mediates the collective point of view without

actually participating
in the discourse. There is always another voice, another name,

introducing the desirable name-symbol. For instance, this is how Zaitsev speaks

through Kulish: 53

BHCOxi HOTH Ha\037ioHa.nbOi Ho63H lIleBlIeHHoBOi

6YJIH rrpopOllHM
nJIa1JeM i npOpOllHM B3HBaHHHM

Ho63apn Ho6JapiB YHpaiHCbIiHX. CaM IlleB'IeuHO

3po6HBClI He
THM, HJ{HM H Horo nOHHHYB,

iAY'lH 3 YKpaiHH. Ce Bme 6YB He Ko63ap, a

Ha\037ioH3J]hHHH npopOK. /163/)

[The high notes of Shevchenko's national lyrics [Kobza] were
the prophetic cry and the prophetic appeal by a Kobzar of the

Ukrainian Kobzars. Shevchenko himself was not the person
whom I left on my way from Ukraine. It was not a Kobzar any
longer,

but a Ukrainian prophet].)))
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The grammar of the classical heroic
biography is observed through the escalating

heroic pathos of the names:)

God's Messenger)

subject)

na tiona! prophet)

Figure 21.)

The biographer had fulfilled his obligations to the group, often without his own actual

involvement in the process of elevating the name of the national hero. The collective
voice of the group overpowers the timid authorial voice, and the biographer's point of

view is overshadowed by the more powerful uOther\", who fulfills the expected ono-

mastic task.)

s. 4. Name and national myth)

Despite the fact that any heroic
biography

of a national poet is a poetic manifestation of

nationalism, some biographers are more
explicit

about its central theme than others. Vic-

tor Domanyts'kyi's biographical version of Shevchenko's life and work is a classical

heroic biography written from a highly mythical nationalistic point of view.
54

Nation-

alism, rather than Shevchenko's life and work, is the
mainfabuLa

of his discourse. For

Domanyts'lcy, lhe idea of a nation is the all-embracing and all-absorbing phenomenon.

His own mythical image of a nation governs the portrayal of his biographical sub-

ject, the national hero who, in his view, is primarily the anthropological, biological,)))
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and physical canier of a sign-nation. He introduces his subject through neologisms,

such as the unational ideologue\" and \"nationologue\". His poet is not an individual but

\"an anthropological type\" who supposedly represents the special Ukrainian race.

Relying on some scientific authorities, the biographer writes: 55)

Opo<t>. IBaJl PaKOBcbJ{};tW Tal{ 3MaJlJOBaB

aHTpOnOJ1oriI.JHl1M THn Tapaca: \" IlleBqeHKo'\"

6yn CMJlbHO Kpyr J10-ro.nOBMH/6paxiHecpaJ1/3

BJ.1COHI1M QepenoM/rincOKe$aJ1/ ,BHCOKJ.1M, n pH

ni.aCTaBM BY3bKI1M, a B ropi BJ1nYKJ1J.1M

QOJlOM/CTeHOMeTon/, 3 HOCOM CepeIl.HhO-

II.OBrI1M/Me30ppiH/, JlerI<O-Kl1pnaTl1M. /10/)

[This is how Prof. Rakovs'ky depicted Taras' anthropological

type: \"Shevchenko was very roundheadedJbrachycephall, with

high skull/acrocephall, high, narrow at the foundation and,

prominent at the top, foreheadjhypsocephall., [the biographer's
own \"scientific\" neologisms related to the accepted anthropologi-

cal terms] with a nose of medium
length/mesorrhine/, slightly

snub-nosed] .)

Does Domanyts'ky present a typical physical portrait of a Ukrainian or of a Ukrainian

genius? Why does he rely on some authority in anthroJXJlogy? Some knowledgeable
HOmer\" may be needed to prove authenticity of the given description. The

biographer

asks the reader to believe his striking and unusual portrait of the national poet.
From the grotesque quasi-scholarly anthropological profile Domanyts'ky shifts to

the familiar motif-constant, the father's
prophecy.

Similar to a fairy tale, where some

character predicts the heroic
pathway

of the main protagonist, Domanyts'kyi's biogra-

phy contains the familiar prophecy. An unusual child is described as having some

inclinations for magic. The most vivid description of the
prodigy's physical appear-

ance is intensified by the prophecy, which in turn is substantiated by the description of

Taras' talents. The child is
presented

as an unusual peasant boy, sensitive, with a good

memory and obvious dislike for \"monotonous fann work.
u

Within the same page, the

author increases the semiotic force of the descriptive attributes. The boy's good mem-

ory
is transfonned into an \"incredible\" one. The same sign assists the

biographer
in

naming the subject as a genius:
56)))
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OT>Ke, -BeJ1H1Je3Ha naM'HTh/3HaB 3 naM\037HT\"

QiJIH\" nCaJ1Tl1p/, MaJIHpCbHi Ta pi3h6apCbKi

3Ai6HOCTi 06'HBHJ1I1CR B Tapaca Jtyme paHO-

\037e nepe,l1 .aeCHTI1M pOHOM }l{HTTH. 3 HI1X

pi3b6apchKi 3Ai6HOCTi He P03BH\"YJ10CH, aJIe
iHlIIi MI1CTeQbHi 3J(i6HOCTi P03BHHY J1HCH AD

piBHJI reHiRe / I 0/

[Taras very early revealed, hence, an incredible memory/knew

the entire Psalter by heart/, as well as inclinations for
painting

and carving before the age of ten. His talents for carving did not

develop further, but other artistic talents reached the level of a

genius].)

Domanyts'ky even uses the word \"level\", which may convincingly suggest the

technique of gradual semantic growth. A capable boy, with a good memory, reaches
the

stage
of an exceptional child with an \"incredible\" capacity to memorize. The age

of ten is the stereotypical temporal sign on the way to naming a prodigy. The
biogra-

pher paints his extraordinary physical portrait as a sign of his unusual future. The

authoritative utterer, such as Prof. Rakovs 'ky, renders the picture more credible.

The description of the ten-year old prodigy unfolds and duplicates the portrait of

the national poet in his later years. Shevchenko's self-portrait dating to 186] is

claimed to be the subject's personal copy of the so-called \"Psychological Self-por-

trait\" that was allegedly exhibited in 51. Petersburg. This reference to Shevchenko's

self-portrait may contribute to the atmosphere of bUst and
veracity

that Domantyts 'ky

strives to achieve. The references to the autobiographical materials are not unusual for

any biographYt and a self-portrait produced by the subject himself is one of the most

credible artifacts. Presumably, the poet saw himself that way and this is what the biog-

rapher chooses to
re]y upon; this image must be the most authentic. The choice of this

particular portrait
is linked to another hypothesis. The biographer introduces a new

mythical layer in connection with one detail of the portrait, Shevchenko's winter hat.

According to Domanyts'ky's theory,
a hat plays a very significant symbolic role in the

life of the Ukrainian nation. He introduces an entire utheory of hat\" or creates an

entire mythical universe around one sign:
57)))
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lllanKa B }J{J1TTi YHpalHcbHoro HapOJJY rpa\342\202\254

pOJ11O
He TiJ1bKI1 nOKpJ1TTJI rOJlOBI1 Bi.IJ. XOJIOLl,Y

tf cneKH, a M neBHY CHM60Jli4HY POJIIO:\"i\"i
.

HaARraDTh npM BMKOHaHHl neBH\037X
pO\037MHHJ1X

ql1 rpoMaJJ,JlHCb}{I1X L(OPYQeHb,o6oB' Jl3KiB.. /15/)

[A hat plays a very significant role in the life of the Ukrainian

people. It is worn not only as a
protection against cold or heat,

but as a symbol as well; worn
during

some family or civic ritu-

als, missions].)

He proposes that a hat for Ukrainians is the sign of \"power, pride, duty and
digllity\".

He comes to the conclusion that Shevchenko's self-portraits depicting him in his later

years always had this significant detail as a sign of his growing national role:
58

3 Toro MomHa 3po6MTM BMCHOBOH, mo Ha

\037eRKMX aBTonopTpeTax OCTaHHhoro

nepeJJ.CMepTHoro nepio.IJ.Y T. WeBqeHJ{O

MaJIlOBaB ce6e B rnanQi caMe TOMY, \037o BBamaB

ce6e npM BJ1KOHaHHi 0008' .R3KiB HaQioHaJIbHOrO. .
BO}KJJ,H, HaL(IOHaJlbHOrO npopOKa,HaQIOHaJlhHOrO

MeCHJ1Ka.. /15/)

[One may infer that from some of the self-portraits from this

later period. Not long before the poet's death, T. Shevchenko

painted himself with a hat on his head, precisely, because he

considered himself as a perfonner of the duties of a national

leader, national prophet, and national avenger].)

Domanyts'ky adjusts this, another ethnographic and anthropologic myth, the \"the-

ory of a hat\" to the national point of view. The semiotic
strategy

of the narrated

episode may be illustrated as:)

HAT=symbol of leadership
Hat sign of

power

hat=sign of duty)

Shcvchenko=nationa11eader

Shevcnenko po wer

Shevchenko -perfo rmer of a

sacred
duty)))
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The repetitiveness of the verbal signals evokes the didactic discourse of the sennon.
Some Biblical allusions could be also derived from the summary of Shevchenko's life
that bears some resemblance to

hagiography:59)

Tapac llIeBlJcHHO npOJHHB YCborO COpOK CiM

J1iT/1814-1861/ CBO\"i o6paJI1 Ta Bipllll1 nOqaB
, .

T BOp 11 T \" B Jl B a.IJ.l\\ R T b n 11 T b J11 T , aJ1 e 3 TOr 0

6iJ1blll-MeHUJ TBOpl1B BiciM J1iT. /111)

[Altogether Taras Shevchenko lived forty seven years/1814-

1861. His paintings and poems he started creating at the age of

twenty-five, but all in all he created for about eight years].)

The subject, likened the ancient saints from Biblical stories or hagiographies, \"cre-

ates
n

or \"performs miracles.\" The biographer stresses that only eight years out of

forty-seven lived by the subject, were the years of true freedom and creativity. This

temJX>ra1 motif intensifies the subject's miraculous power; he perfonns highly heroic

deeds in a short period of time.

Domanyths'ky also divides the same period of Shevchenko's life into seven stages,
and all of them are swnmarized into eight years of miracles, which include the glorifi-
cation of Ukrainian ethnographic traditions, exposure of enemies, creation of the

Ukrainian literary language, and devotion to Orthodoxy. All these heroic deeds are

supposedly possible due to his miraculous powers. The
subject,

a fairytale giant, a

genius, a saint and a miracle worker is transformed into a national god, the founder of

the special science of
\"nationology\",

\"the ethnopolitician\" and an oracle.

Domanyts'ky's subject inherited all these
gifts partly from his people, partly from

his Church. The biographer maintains that Ukrainian Orthodoxy is the driving force of

Shevchenko's spiri t 60)

B i H 6 Y B Ill; 11 P 11i1 C 11 H n pan 0 C J1 aD' .H

.. ,

YHpaIHCb}{OrO,aJ1e He npaBOCJ1aB 11

MOCKOBCbHoro. B noe3iJlx llleBqeHKa MO}l{Ha

3HaHTI1 HawTenniw i CJ10Ba n po \"Hap0.II.HIO

peJ1iriHicTb,\037O 3BJl3aJ1aCb Ta 3pOCJ1aCb

npOTHrOM CTOJ1iTb 3 yciM YKpa\"iHCh}{l1M

HapO.II.HiM no6YToM\"\037 /35/)))
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[He was a true son of the Ukrainian Orthodoxy, but not the

Moscow-Russian Orthodoxy. The kindest words couId be found

in his poetry aoout \"the religiosity of the people that developed
and became

ingrained
into the entire life of the Ukrainian

nation'1.)

The biographer overemphasizes the differences between the two branches of the same

Orthodox Church, Russian and Ukrninian, giving his preference to the latter. He uses

the Church for the pwposes of the national myth, despite the obvious contradictions

between the teachings of Christianity in
genernl

and Orthodoxy in particu1ar, and his

own mythical evaluation of the world. Nationalism and Christianity are incompatible

concepts, since the very idea of Christianity is
basically

an anti-national concept with

the philosophy of universal love and brotherhood among all people, regardless of their

racial or national origin.
61

Domanyts'ky seems to be oblivious to the basic Christian message; playing upon

the institutional conflicts, he establishes a
mythical

division between the branches of

the same Church. The biographer places the Ukrninian Church and State higher than

Russian institutions, regarding the Ukrainian nation
superior

to the Russian. He does

not miss any opportunity to prove his
argument. Analyzing Shevchenko's poem

Kateryna, Domanyts'kyi criticizes the Russian civic institutions and traditions and

sings a panegyric to the Ukrainian family and morals. The main
protagonist

of the

poem, a young Ukrainian girl, is seduced and abandoned
by

a Russian soldier. She is

not seen as a female, a victim of a selfish male, but as a national victim, who symbol-

izes the allegedly superior Ukrainian civilization against the inferior Russian morality.

The biographer reads the poem literally
and extends the tragic love story to the con-

demnation of Russian
family

traditions and mornlity:62)

OTme WeOqeHKO _ He MopaJ1i3aTOp i He

\"nYPI1TaHVlH\"'.BiH .il.03B0J1H\342\202\254 l1iBIII1Hi ]{OXaHHH 3
.. .

YHpaIHQCM, aJ1e pllll)''Ie CTaBMThCJI \"paTH
KOXaHH.H 3 MOCHaJleM. B qOMY pill? qOMy-a

TOMY, 11.\\0 B YKpa\"iHcbHoMY 3Bl1lJa\342\202\254BoMY npaBi

iCHYIOTb J1Yllie rocTpi-TBepJJ.i Kap\"/caHKl\\i\"i/3a

HelllJII06He CTaTTeBe cniBlliHTTH .aiBQHHI1 3
.

XJ10TIQeM, n pl1 lJOMY QI Kap\" Hal{J1a,I:(aIOTbClI

11 J1 ill e H a !I.i B 11 \"11 Y , aJ1 e He H a Yi I{ 0 xa H
\037 11.)))
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XJlOne\037h-YHpaYHcUb ,3lIalOlJH Ui HapJ.1, 6epeme

CBOIO KoxaHY .aiBql1Hy,cTapa\342\202\254TbCJI He 3po6MTl1
iti KPHBD.l1. '-lymHIlu.i, 30KpeMa MOCI{aJ1i,..
YKpallICbHoro 3BHqa\342\202\254BOrO npaBa He 3Ha1OTh, a

.AK 3HalOTh, TO Jlef'KOBamaTb Horo, i .HK

HacJJilI.OH JlOBO,Il,JlTb D,iB4l1HY .ao CTaHY

HnOKpMTKM\", To6TO \037o nMOpaJlbHOrO

OCTpaHi3MY\" 3 60KY uiJloro Hapo.ay\037 /19/)

[Therefore Shevchenko is neither a moralizer nor a \"Puritan.\"

He permits a girl to fall in love with a Ukrainian youth, but he is

against the union with a Russian. What is the idea? The idea is

that Ukrainian customs have sttict prohibitions against pre-mari-
tal sex between a

young
woman and a man; punishment is main-

ly directed at the young woman, but not at her lover. A

Ukrainian youth, who is aware of these laws, takes care of the

beloved and would not hurt her. Foreigners, especial1y
the

Russians I\" moskali\" / [a derogatory Ukrainian word for

\"Russians\"] who either do not know or flippantly treat this fami.

Iy traditiont may bring a woman to a disgraceful state when she

is \"morally ostracized\"
by

the entire community].)

The biographer interprets Shevchenko'8 poem as the denunciation of presumably infe-

rior moral and family institutions of another nation. For him, Ukrainian life, traditions,

civic and family law are regarded as the model of civilized order and hannonious

existence. In Domanyts 'kyi 's representation, a Ukrainian man just because he is a

Ukrainian is supposedly incapable of seducing and abandoning a woman, or commit-

ting any wrong -doing. His \"higher\" moral upbringing would preclude such
trespass-

ings. Consequently, the biographer delegates another function to his subject or gives
another name to Shevchenko, \"the defender of the Ukrainian family law and tradition-

al way of life\".

Domanyts'ky labels the poet's work as Hnationological and ethnopolitical material\"

and stresses that the poet's hips to Ukraine in 1843 and 1845-47 contributed to his

fmal transfonnation into a \"prophet\". Thus, the Ukraine and the Ukrainian poetic peri-

od completed the formation of the \"national ideologue\", \"national prophet\" and

national Ukrainian poet. The theme of \"nationology and ethnopolitics\", the 000]0-)))
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gisms created by Domanyts 'kyi, repeatedly reoccur in the discourse. The desired

world view, the \"nationological and ethnopolitical\", is the biographer's vision

imposed
on the famous subject His neologism \"ethnopolitics

n
may bring allusions of

notorious and infamous \"geopolitics\" and trite national mythology.63

The author who sustains the mythical image of the national hero also perpetuates

the myth of the Ukrainian national
superiority.

His subject is placed higher than some

other national heroes and other nations:M)

A WeBlJeHKO llii1CHO 6YB reHi\342\202\254M. An0J1J10H

fpl1rOp'\342\202\254B CTaBItITh :HarD BH\037e OYWJ{iHa ti

M il{HeBiqa.. EMaHyiJI Pai1:c UJO OUiHKY

ni,il,TBepl1)KY\342\202\254
i CTaBHTb WeBqeHKa nopyq 3

reTe i LIleKcnipoM. /65/)

[And Shevchenko was indeed a genius. Apollon Hrygoriev

places him higher than Pushkin and Mickiewicz. Emmanuel

Rice confinns this evaluation and puts Shevchcnko next to

Goethe and Shakespeare].)

Relying on the authoritative
opinion

of the Ukrainian-born German, by name \"Rice,\"

the biographer predicts that some
day

Shevchenko would become the property of

entire humanity. Why was Rice chosen as the authority on literary luminaries? The

name \"Rice\" captures simultaneously two
mythical viewpoints: the stereotypical rev-

erence for anything Western (in this case Gennan) and the ultimate longing for \"our

own\", i.e. Ukrainian. For the biographer, Rice is both the \"I\" of the Ukrainian nation,

and the \"Other\", the more seductive voice of the Gennan nation. Paradoxically, the

onomastically alien signal reinforces the most desirable name \"our national heJ'o\" .

For Domanyts'lcy, \"nationar' overshadows \"human\" and \"sharable\". The biogra-

pher, who is the spokesman of the national minority in the Anglo-Saxon linguistic and

cultural milieu exhibits its collective anxiety. The same national minority who

attempts to reconstruct the past lives in an intensely mythical collectively created and

sustained world, and faces the inevitable reality of cultural development with anxiety.

His discourse is a manifestation of the stubborn resistance of a
minority

to face the

reality of the modem global village. The national poet gives occasion to express the

collective anxiety of the group. Speaking about the past, Domanyts'lcy actually directs

his discourse to the imaginary addressee, the Ukrainian group residing in the West)))
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Describing Shevchenko's life in Sl Petersburg, Domanyts'kyagain returns to the

familiar sign \"hat\", explaining his subject's preference for the old traditional attire: 65

Horo meCT Tpe6a P03YMiTH TaK: XO'l H

npUHHB 3BaHHH aHa,neMilia neTep6YP3hKOi

AHa,aeMii MHCTeQTB, aJIe 11 POCiHHHHOM/

BeJIRHOpOCOM/He \342\202\254. 11
-

YHpaiHeQh,Ha\037a,[{OK
... ....... -.....

YHpalHChHHX HOJaKIB 1 TaX\"\" me rp13HHI1

MeCHHH-6opeQb Ja BOJIIO, \"paBa if
Bipy

YHpa.iHChHoro Hapo.n;y, 1IK 6y JI}f 3anopOIKQi. R

qeCHO enOBHHIO-npo,[{omylO YHpaiHCbKY

BH3BOJJbHY
en paBY, 11 \342\202\254n

pH BHH'OHaHHi L\\HX

Ha\037ioH8J]hHHX 0608' J13Kio. /52/

[His gesture may be understood as:
\"Despite

the fact that I

accepted the rank of an Academician at the Petersburg Arts

Academy, I am not a Russian. I am a Ukrainian, a descendant of

the Ukrainian Cossacks, I am the same angry avenger, fighter

for freedom, rights and faith of the Ukrainian
people

as

Zaporozhians. I honest1y perfonn and continue the Ukrainian

liberation cause. I am
perfonning my national duty].)

While depicting the subject as the benefactor of the Ukrainian national mythical her-

itage, the biographer imposes the twentieth-century rhetoric of the Second- World-War

generation on the nineteenth-century luminary with whom he tries to identify himsel[

The passage may be interpreted as:)

Despite the fact that I live in the Anglo-Saxon milieu, I have not

adopted
their ways, I am still a Ukrainian) a descendant of the

Cossacks.

The
sign

\"hat\" that attracted the biographer's attention and inspired his mythical cre-

ativity may be also taken as a symbol of the Old World, group nostalgia, and a visible

reluctance to adopt the ways and customs of the new country.

Domanyts'ky characterizes Shevchenko as \"ethnopolitic\", \"nationocrat\" and a

\"founder of the special science of nationality\". Even his patriotism is presumably

in1rinsicallynationa1:66)))
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Bci BOBI1 [Bipwi] nepecnHHYTi rapnQJ1M

YHpa\"iHchl{I1M naTpioT113MOM. 167/)

[All
of them (poems) were imbued with passionate Ukrainian

patriotism] .)

The somewhat standard \"passionate Ukrainian patriotism\" is very much reminiscent

of another familiar cliche t Soviet patriotism. The biographer's lexicon suggests some

surprising resemblances to trite Soviet rhetoric. Sometimes he is aware of his own

nationalistic bias, and as a manifestation ,of this awareness, he classifies all nati,onalis-

tic feeling into pathological and healthy.
Then the biographer denounces the national-

ism of the \"Other\" as patboJogical t or unhealthy:67

Qe HaL\\ioHaJIiJM XBopo6JIHBHH, naToJIoriqHHH,

a B IlIeBqeHKa BiB npHpOJtHHH, 3JtOpOBUU,

JlIOAOJJI06HHH-rYMaHHHU. HeMa B lIIeBqeHXa if
.. . . . .

TOTaJIbHOl HeHaBI1CTl JJ;o BCIX MOCHaJIIB,IIH BCIX

nOJJHKiB,
- TaK 3BaHOrO \"IIIOBiHiJMY\". HaanaxH,

siR MaB 6araTO npHHTeJ1iB i cepeJ{ nOJ1HKiB,
\"\"\"

aJ]e 3aB)f{J{H cepe)]; J1IO,l:teH

xy lIbTypHux,rYMaHHHX. /90/)

[This nationalism is pathological, unhealthy, while
Shevchenko's nationalism is natural, healthy, people-loving,

humane. Shevchenko does not have total hatred towards aU

Russians, or all Poles, the so-called \"chauvinism.\" On the con-

trary,
he had many friends among Poles, but as rule among the

cultured and humane people].)

Domanyts 'kyi's hero who is simultaneously a Christian martyr, a
pagan hero, a

national idol, a semi-Communist fighter of the oppressed, and internationalist reaches
the level of parody. He is also a carrier of a certain ideology, an enlightener, a mission-

ary
and a Ukrainian prophet:

68

Y}{palHCbHMM J{o63ap lll\"PI1Th Mim J1IOlI.bMH)))
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TBOpl1, .uYMHI1, i.uconoriK) iHllll1X JIIOLletf-

TBOp\037iB. /91/

[The Ukrainian Kobzar spreads among people his own
thoughts,

works and ideology of other people, creators.])

The biographer highly values unational
ideology\" and skills of mediating it The an of

spreading ideas, \"educating
the masses\" (a familiar motif of any propagandistic dis-

course), is primary for
Domanyts'ky. The subject's poetic talent is over shadowed by

the art of
propaganda.

He distinguishes the two main stages in the making of a nation-
al

poet.
For him the flfSt stage is the acquisition and popularization of a national ideol-

ogy and the second is the act of writing itself.

Even the name \"prophet\" which he chooses for Shevchenko implies the prediction
of future national independence and liberation. Domanyts'kyi's prophet predicts the

future for the Ukrainian nation, speaking
as a national goo:

69)

Bill BicTl1Tb-npopoKY\342\202\254

niCTl1Tb CBoro Hapo.uy, i

npopOL{TB RH DO}KOrO

nepeCTOpOrl1. /91/)

Matf6YTII\342\202\254 30HpeMa

JIJOJJ.11 CJIyxaJOTb TMX

rOJIOcy, RH E Olli 0'\

[he preaches-prophesizes the future, particularly the future of his

people, and people listen to these prophecies as if it were God's

voice, God's warning].)

His prophet must be a
good speaker and in good command of the Word. Unlike

Biblical prophets who speak in the name of God, Domanyts'ky's prophet,

Shevchenko, speaks in the name of the poet-god whose
poetry helps to unite the

nation and promote the national idea.

The
biographer provides his version of the prophet's supernatural deeds that are

performed during special rare moments of ecstasy. The first \"miracle\" occurs on

Christmas Eve 1846 when the subject arrives in Kiev. According to the biographer -

who relies on another author, Kulish
- this was the day of birth of the \"new prophet\".

Symbolically the transformation of \"Kobzar\" into a \"prophet\" took place at

Chrisunas: 70)))
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Ce B}Ke 6YB HC ){o63ap, a Ha\037ioHaJ]bHMW

npopOl{. BOCTOp}KeHOMY ll{aCTRM, HaYHOIO i

noe3i\342\202\254lO, MeHi 311anaJlOCb MOB 611 nepe.a HaMJ1

CTaJlO ClI Te,4oro lJ,03HaB Ha co6i

Berxo3aBiTIII1H nOCOJi rOcnollcHb.... /92/

[This was not Kobzar, but a national prophet. Raptured with

happiness, knowledge and poetry, it seemed to me that we wit-

nessed what God's
messenger

himself had experienced].)

Domanyts'ky leads his subject through the various onomastic
stages:)

Shevchenko)

a peasant)

the descendant of Cossacks

a national poet)

Kobzar

God's
messenger)

The second prophecy was presumably made by the subject in 1860 when the clairvoy-

ant hero predicted the abolition of serfdom. All other dates of
important prophecies

are adjusted to 1847 and May and November of 1860, i.e the dates of publishing the

poems tlCauscasus\", IlMessage\", and trprayer\", when the national
prophet allegedly

predicted the restoration of the free and independent Ukraine. The latter
prophecy is

particularly significant, as it completes the onomastic circle, when the fmaland the

most desirable name of the subject is uttered. The
popular

reader is especially anxious

to hear this name, \"the national Ukrainian prophet\", and ultimately to experience the

mythical
resurrection of the old state.

Much like the Hebrew prophets were used to
support

the idea of a modem artificial

new state in the Middle East, the Domanyts'ky's prophet supports the myth of the

independent Ukraine. The popular biographee is eager to hear the heroic parallels

between the two nations - the ancient Hebrews and the Ukrainians - and to emulate

the collective destiny of their modem descendants:
71)))
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I Bill nHille .nel{iJ1bHa nCaJI M in, Hano.ao6J1IOBaHb

6i6J] iMHI1X npopoKiB. n 1I11X, MaJllOlOlJH LlOJlIO

}KI1IJ,iBCb){OrO II apoJJ.Y, 6a411 Th n c pe.a cBo.iMM

QI.Jl1Ma iCTOpilO YHpa\"iHCh}{Oro. /94/)

[He writes several psalms, imitations of Biblical prophets.

Depicting the fate of the Hebrews, in those psalms he sees the

history of the Ukrainian people in front of him].)

The name of Prophet given to the biographical subject reinforces the mythical desire

of the popular readers, the intended audience that expects only the return of Lhe famil-

iar collectively created myth. The
analogy

between ancient Judea and modem Ukraine

flatters the collective ego of the
group

which may emulate the myth of the \"chosen

people\". The strategy of heroic naming of the subject contributes to the new mythical

name given to the group \"Ukrainians as a chosen people\". The group acquires a new

name through the extreme panegyric to their national poeL Shevchenko, thus, not only
receives new names and the elevated status of a national hero, but he also renames his

own people among
other groups. Glory to the national prophet is simultaneously glory

to the nation that has produced the hero. The substitution of sym hots or the transfer-

ability of icons takes place. A group is replaced by the heroic individual and the hero

stands for
hi\037

national community. Ancient communion with the collectively created

deity occurs again in this modem context.)

5. 5. Name and socialist myth)

The development of post-1917 Ukrainian heroic
biography

concurred with the major

social upheaval and the creation of a new state founded upon a new mythology,

Marxist and Leninist utopia. Despite those
major changes,

the new socialist republic

used the genre of the heroic
biography

as a supporting institution, as did the ancient

polis, the Roman, British or Russian Empires. The atheistic Marxist state adopted

hagiography; Soviet biography replaced Christianity by \"passionate patriotism,\" and

nationalism reached the proportions of a religious dogma. National heroes were rein...

stated in the restored pantheon of national idols
frequently regardless of their social

origin and ideology. The heroic mcxlel for the socialist
proletarian

reader was ironical-

ly a subject representing a \"hostile
n

social class against tsarist military rulers, such as)))
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Kutuzov and Nakhimov. writers of aristocratic origin like Pushkin and Lermontov,

Turgenev
and Tolstoy. The puritanical, Victorian-style portrayal remained.

The old national heroes whose social origin and conflicts with the tsarist regime

suited the mythical image of a
revolutionary

were particularly welcome. Such heroes

as Shevchenko were notably ,elevated in the biographical discourse of the post-1917

period. A poet, a former serf, a national martyr, a fighter for the oppressed did not

have to be renamed in Soviet heroic biography; the entire list of panegyrical names

was copied and reused by the new state and new interpreters of the heroic life.

Very frequently critics of the Soviet liternry style vehemently attacked so-called

uCommunist rhetoric\" and its propagandistic tone, not realizing that they also attack

something else: the heroico-romantic discourse which has been appropriated and

adjusted to the new political, social and cultural conditions. The precursors of the \037

called Communist stereotypical judgements may be traced to the pre-1917 biographi-
cal discourse of nineteenth-century Russia. The well-known dispute in Western liter-

ary criticism has
traditionally

been around the so-called Soviet literary diagnosis of

Shevchenko's style: was he a realist or a romantic? However, the ttite characteriza-

tions of Shevchenko's literary contribution were initiated long before Soviet literary

criticism and the new socialist state had been created. For instance, the same commen-

taries that would be later ascribed to the proponents of so-called \"Socialist realism\"

could be also found already in 1889. Analyzing the subject's work, Ohonovs'ky clas-

sifies Shevchenko as a poet-romantic. The biographer's perception of romanticism is
based on the contrast with classicism. In his footnote to the label \"romantic\",
Ohonovs'ky writes:

72)

POMaHTVl3M B JII1TepaType OCHOBY\342\202\254
Cli Ha

CBeTor\037R\037e qy\037ecHoM, $aHTaCTMqHOM II eCTb

HaCne\037HHKOM BenMKoro 3MaraHHR mHTH

llYllleOHOro, Me}]{-TbIM HOJII1 B KJ1.HCI1QI13Me

Ha6J1JOIla\342\202\254 CH POBHOCTOHHOCTb B p03BOJO Ilyrne
W TeJIa. /530/)

[Romanticism in literatw-e is based on myth, a fantastic world

view and is the outcome of a great spiritual internal struggle,
while in classicism there is a balance between the development
of mind and

body].)))
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Contrary to the established
popular

critical opinion, the label \"realist\" applied to

Shevchenko is not an invention of the post-1917 critics. One may fmd it in the nine-

teenth-century biography which has been traditionally associated with the \"Soviet lit-

erary stereotypes\": 73)

J{ 0 Jl J,1-}l{ no e T n J1lUy 411 C 10 n e p III Y 6 aJ1 11JI LI, Y

.H B};I BC.R C n p a 8 LI. e III H 11 M po M aH T 11Ii 0 M , TO B

LlPyroM 6aJlJlJlile \"YTonJ1cHa
f

'jI, 182-187/

HaMaraB C\037 norOilHTM pOMaHTH3M 3 HanpRMOM

peaJIbHhlM. /532/)

[When writing his flfSt poem the poet appeared as a true roman-

tic, while in his second ballad uThe Drowned\" (1,182-187) he

attempted to reconcile romanticism with the realistic trend].)

A contemporary reader reading this passage may have difficulty identifying the time

of the utterance and the utterer. Is it the Soviet critic giving the standard analysis of the

Ukrainian national poet? When Ohonovs 'kyi speaks about the depiction of the \"state\037

national and socialtife\" in Shevchenko's poetry, contemIXJrary biographees and critics

may be misled in defining the time of writing and have trouble
identifying the author.

The triad \"national, state and social\" is a trivial set of obligatory characteristics that

reappears in post-1917 critical discourse. What
actually

occurred was that a new dis-

course followed\037 and appropriated the old rhetoric having adjusted it to the needs of

the Soviet
reality. Despite the ideologicaJ differences between the critics and biogra-

phers of the pre and post-1917 era, certain discursive features remained. The Soviet

society adopted
its national poets along with the critical legacy they have inspired.

Nationalism and the national poets were adjusted to the needs of the new state. Even if

some fonner aristocrats became the idols of the proletariat, Shevchenko, the peasant

poet,
was even a more suitable figure for the heroic pantheon of the Soviet saints.

The romantic }X)Ct, a fonner serf, persecuted and exiled in tsarist Russia, who had

been proclaimed a national prophet shortly after his death, was whole-heartedly

accepted as a national hero in the Soviet Ukraine. His life and works in the tsarist

empire were the ideal propagandistic plot for the life of a revolutionary in the utopian
Marxist-Leninist state. The peasant poet needed no additional adornments or adjust-

ments to the mythical plot. He was the ideal model of a revolutionary, a
fighter

for the

oppressed and an ideological .ally of the new state. The
popularity

of Romanticism in)))
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the Soviet literature, criticism and discourse was not an unusual phenomenon because

the mythical ideal Communist state was
largely

a product of the romantic conscious-

ness of the past century. The motif of \"struggle
n

t the dream about \"equality and jus-

tice'\" and \"paradise on Earth'\" are mythical components of a fantastic world known

since ancient times and resurrected by the nineteenth-century romantics. The cult of

the upeople\",
\"folklore\" and \"national myth\" are part and parcel of the romantic phi-

losophy which was embraced by the Marxists, socia1ists\037 nationalists and national-

socialists. All modem ideologues seem to adhere to the same semiotic model, con-

ducting the dialogue with the group through the nationalistic myth or appealing to the

collective \"1\". The national sentiments presented as the manifestations of the deepest

layers of the collective unconscious,appear
to be consciously and elaoorately master-

minded and collectively controlled by all national groups. The nationalistic myth may

be viewed as the natural creative impulse of the mind to conSb1Jct simpler models of

reality\" to reduce the world to a manageable universe. The desire to organize and sim-

plify the world around us has manifested itself in the eternal conflict between homo-

geneity and the motley multitude, uncontrollable
variety

and tyrannical hannony, the

collective and the individual HI\" 'so The tyranny of a group, the diabolic power of its

mythologies, have
proven

to be the successful monitors of collective perception. To

win the
group

one must appeal to these basic known colle{:tive aspirations, which

more often than not seem to be the national and the heroic.

The semiotic signals in the texts of various biographers who lived and wrote about
the same

subject
in such different discursive conditions exhibit quite astonishing simi-

larity. Which
ideological

climate and what historical period does the following utter-

ance
signify:)

[It is in the tsarist regime that Shevchenko saw Ukraine's mis-
fortune and s1avery].)

It could have been written by a Soviet biographer, and\" yet, the author of the descrip-

tion is Ohonovs'kyi, a nineteenth-century biographer
of \"the people's poet\":74)

B u;apl13Me BI1.il.eB OTllie ill eSqeH}{O n pvtllMHY
HelJ.OJIe t1: HenOJ1e Y KpaJ1HbJ. /553/)

Another precursor of later Soviet biographical rhetoric is Efremov's biography

written in 1914. 75 Rich in cliches that are usually associated with post-1917 biogmph-)))
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ical discourse. Efremov'5
biography

also speaks of \"hatred for untruth\"(5), \"act of

condemning the system of
oppression\"(6),

\"love for the pcople\"(21). As in nwnerous

hackneyed portraits of the Soviet period, Shevchenko.s
\"poetry

breathes deep

democratism.
H

and \"the poet blames the social system for the
suffering

of the people.
n

Efremov's Shevchenko lives to \"struggle for a better life founded upon sincere and

fair relations, personal and civic, upon brotherhood and
equality among the peo-

ple\"(29). Even on his death-bed, the subject of this pre-Soviet biography
thinks about

social refonns. His poetry uhas become the Self-consciousness of Ukraine,\" and the

\"symbol of Ukrainian fate\"(36). Instead of the traditional Soviet evil \"tsarism,\" one

fmds the \"state centtalizer
H

(36).

The panegyric to the great Kobzar written on the eve of the October Revolution

has an established set of pennanent descriptive features, amazingly similar to the post-

1917 biographical discourse. The romantic rhetoric and poetic devices of the nine-

teenth-century were definitely appropriated by Soviet heroic biography. The key-
words that define the biography-precursor and Soviet biography proper are:)

struggle

hate for injustice

battle

persecution

loneliness of a rebel)

The romantic lexicon of viewing the world and life was retained by the ideologues of

the Bolshevik revolution, contrary to the assumption that the latter were the creators of

a particular propagandistic vocabulary.

Keeping this fact in mind, let us examine the Soviet biography published by

Maksym RyJ'skyi and Alexander Deutch in 1964.76
Their view of the Ukrainian

national poet is another tribute to the familiar romantic cult of a poet which was basi-

cally abandoned
by

the mainstream of Western biographical discourse and artificially

sustained in Soviet
biography.

The two Soviet Ukrainian biographers have preserved

the theme of hero-worshipping and the idea of a genius and artist: 77)

Generous nature bestowed three gifts on S hevchenko: the gift of

a singer, the gift of an artist and the gift of a writer - of both

poetry
and prose(26).)))
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Their subject is sUITOWlded by the triad of gifts which metaphorically stand for a kind

of trinity. The poet is
implicitly

caned another god who suffers for entire humanity.

The subject is given
the name of a unique poet:

78)

There probably
is not another poet in the world in whose works

can be found such an ardent cult of motherhood and such an

apotheosis of woman's love and woman's suffering(30).)

The biographers depict the life of a special being, endowed with the triad of
special

gifts and a poet who is preoccupied with the cult of motherhood. There is a
very pecu-

liar metaphoric transference. Christian symbolism, taboo in the Soviet context, may be

still detected in Soviet heroic biography. For instance, the \"triad of
gifts\" may be read

as a substitute for the Holy Trinity and the
\"pure image of the maiden, the woman, the

mother\" may suggest a version of the Virgin Mary. The possible cryptic code sounds

like this: 79)

The mother...Among all nations that image symbolizes that

which is most precious and vital to a person, his country.

Shevchenko called his homeland, the Ukraine, his mother. He

dedicated his lines to her, he dreamed of her constantly and

wrote of her gloomy exile, he uttered heartfelt words about her,

declaring that his own fate was of indifference to him in com-

parison with that of his country, which was more important to

him than anything in the world(31).)

The image of national poet is juxtaposed against the sacred symbol of mother, imply-

ing \"country\", \"homeland\" and \"Ukraine\". The sacred and the profane, religious and

secular are united in one mythical territory, the deepest hwnan sentiments are
exploit-

ed for the sake of the patriotic myth, which is not solely the
prerogative of Soviet dis-

course. The gifted poet is also a saint who lives only for the country '5 sake. The hagio-

graphical allusions are invoked
by

the suffering single poet who \"was unfortunate in

his own personal life, and [who] all his life carried in his heart the captivating image
of his first swee.theart\"(30). Love for the \"pure maiden\" and mother-country replace
real love. Shevchenko's

personal
life lends itself to the hagiographical plot; his is the

life of a saint and a mythical revolutionary martyr who lives for the \"success of the

proletarian struggle against the oppressors\".)))
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The myth of a refonned society required
its own martyrs and divinity figures.

National poets were used to popularize the new utopia. Christian and Communist

myths share many common features; and the most
striking

is promise of a better

future. Both preach the sinfulness of the present material world and demand sacrifice

in the name of the future. The muse of the national poet, abounding in Christian sym-

bolism, was utilized for the needs of the new mythical world. The new secular society

which allegedly denoW1ced religion ttansferred the Communist mythical structure to

old religious beliefs. Romantic dreamers and rebels, old and new saints were lrans-
fonned into the heroes of the socialist revolution or new divinity figures.. The old sym-
bols were quite suitable for the new socialist iconology:

80)

To preach the truth, that to Shevchenko was his lofty duty. And

he remained true to that precept all his life(63).)

A saint living in accordance with prescribed dogma and a poet who preaches uuth,

both adhere to the same semiotic mythical model.

The tyranny of belief lies in the imposition of a
rigid plot structure and constant

onomastic reinforcement Each individual sharing the belief submits to the myth-

structure. A Christian, truly observing Christian principles in life, not only supports

religious belief, but reconstructs its basic semiotic premise. A subject, a heroic icon,
reincarnates the mythical world and recreates the name-symbol.

81)

Shevchenko served the b1Jth as a man, as a citizen, as an artist,

and as a master of the pen, who profoundly understood the

power of words and selected them as his weapons in the struggle

for the happiness of the humble and the oppressed(63).)

Soviet biographers mimic the voice of their predecessors and
glorify

the romantics of

\"sbUggle.
n

Their poet is named \"a fighter\":)

All those finer traits that are common to Heine, Byron and

Mickiewicz are also found in Shevchenko. He was a truly pe0-

ple's and
truly

national poet, a poet-fighter, a true revolution-

ary(74).)

The romantic notion of a
poet-god, poet-prophet

and an echo of the world is extended)))
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to include suitably a \"poet-fighter\" and a
\"revolutionary\".

The biographers elevate the

name \"a great poet\" in the light of the name, \"a defender of the oppressed\":82)

A great poet is the voice of his
epoch.

The poet may be glorify-

ing the heroic past, but his eyes are always directed forward. In a

c1ass-society which is based on social and class inequality, on

the oppression of man by man, a great poet is always on the side

of the oppressed against oppression(73).)

The heroic context of. romantic poets, such as Heine, Byron, Mickiewicz, Pushkin

and Shevchenko, is replaced by the analogous milieu of revolutionaries engaged in the

class sttuggle. The saint who sacrifices his life for mother-Ukraine passes the stage of

sainthood and is named \"a great poet\" which also implies a \"great revolutionaryu.

Consequently, the name of the hero
undergoes

the following metamorphosis:)

eternal being

immortal poet

prophet

patriot

saint

artist)

great poet

revolutionary

fighter

martyr

citizen

national poet)

The naming strategy provides key concepts for the \"map of reading,\" a multi-layered

discourse which skillfully embraces Christian philosophy, Romantic idealism and

Marxist mythology. The unifying theme of the triad of these beliefs is the dream about

a better world. Their
subject

is primarily a dreamer: 83)

Taras Shevchenko dreamed of a beautiful, radiant life, childishly

pure and artless; but \"evil people\" profaned, fouled and dirtied

it, and his heart was filled with hatred for them(33).)

Hatred is not a noble feeling, but \"hatred of evil\" is presented as a positive, heroic fea-

ture as it mediates the hero's concern about human condition and destiny. It has almost
a cathartic effect upon a suffering genius. His pure dreams compensate for sttong feel-

ings against evil. After all, he dreams about a pure life. Childish purity and concern
about the fate of the world are elements of the mythical heroic structW\"C. The notion of)))

of humanity\", but he is also the \"protector of animals\". His Christian love for anything

alive extends to all living creatures-bird\,") cats, dogs. . . :45)

fYMaHHOCTh
Li

,QeJtlCTBMJ1, B)

3Ta n pOJlBJIJlJIaCh n Ha}K,QOM

KIDJ{.IJ.OM llBI1}KCHHI1. JlacKalOmaR)))
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the poefs childish nature is a popular concept entertained by numerous thinkers prior
to the twentieth

century.
The discourse ends on a romantic note and in an exalted

tone:84)

Shevchenko's works shine bright as a gilding in the sky of mod-
em Ukrainian literature, and they also light up the boundless vis-

tas that lie before Soviet literature as a whole.)

Taras Shevchenko, a prophet of the dawn of mankind -
that

dawn whose light has begun to shine in our great times - has

joined the galaxy of those brilliant creators and fighters whose

words and whose glory belong to all humanity(79).)

Carlyle's image of a poet as \"shining star shedding eternal
light\"

finds its place in

the Soviet biography of the early seventies of this century. Exalted romantic imagery

and tone were sustained, and familiar vivid metaphors were given second life while

the myth of the new world was being perpetuated in a new heroic context. The roman-

tic hero, a poet, prophet, eternal being, has become a hero of our Soviet times. In the

spirit of Carlyle, the two Soviet
biogmphers

refer to Dante and his role in the history

of Italian literature, while
defining

Shevchenko's role in Ukrainian literature: 85)

Taras Shevchenko was truly the founder of the new Ukrainian

literature. As Dante did in Italian poetry and Pushkin in Russian,

Shevchenko fashioned a poetical language that was realistically

accurate and was saturated with the imagery, thoughts and feel-

ings of his own people(75).)

Konstantin Pau stov sky, another Soviet
biographer

of the poet, chooses a different

approach and introduces the subject's past
while retelling his own biography: his

grandfather, a tsarist army soldier, happens to be the guide to Shevchenko's life. 86 His

stories a1x>ut military service contain some reminiscences by Shevchenko's contempo-

raries. Paustovsky's grandfather is a link between the subject's past and the discursive

present, as well as a metaphoric guarantor
of veracity, which is so much expected in a

biography. Paustovsky begins his
lyrical porttait

of the national poet with the descrip-

tion of his grandfather: 87)))
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,Qe,lJ, Moi1-cTapb]M HYf]{OJlaeBCH}.1W COJ1llaT- 11 106\" JI

norOBopVlTb 0 Tapace WeBlleHKO. -OhIJlO 3TO B

.ILaBHl1e BpeMeHa-rOBOpHJ1 llell, J{or.aa CJIYllil1JI

R,XJlOnQJ1H, B OpeH6yprcHoM J{pae. /550/)

[My grandfather,
an old soldier of tsar Nicholas' days, used to

enjoy talking
about Tams Shevchenko. Once upon a time, my

grandfather used to say,-when I, a young boy [Khlopchyk]

served in the Orenburg district])

The discourse conducted in Russian still strikes with its otherness, Khlopchyk is a

Ukrainian word which carefully implies that the biographer's grandfather was a

Ukrainian. This sign leads the readers to something other than a traditional biography.

Paustovsky's grandfather initiates the tale of Shevchenko's life and the readers are

temporarily in the world of the biographer, rather than of his subject.
Autobiographical

materials from Paustovsky's own past replace canonical recollec-

tions by the heroic
subject. Very soon the biographees discover that Paustovsky's

grandfather was not a
contemporary

of the famous poet, but rather a teller of apoc-

ryphal stories about Shevchenko.The biographer combines biographical and fairy tale

narrative inception to create a new poetic device in the notionally non-poetic genre.

Joseph Collins observes that \"stories of individuals' lives have the fascination for

adults that fairy tales have for children\"(20).88 Paustovsky creatively utilizes the
attractive power of both genres to reintroduce the name-symbol. The voice of the

grandfather
is the voice of the reliable narrator who tells a preswnably true story from

his own life. The biographer decides to comment upon the presented autobiographical

reminiscences, rother than on his subject's own recollections. His
grandfather's utter-

ances are followed by Paustovsky's childhood memories\". 89)

3TH .a.aOHVle BpeMeHa Ka3aJ1I1Cb MHe nOXOlli.I1MI1

Ha PHCYH]{11 B
CTaphIx no6ypeBlllJ1X *ypHaJlax.

OHJ1 6bIJ1J.1 TYCKJIhIMI1 ,BhIrOpeBlllJ1MJ.1, OT Hl1X

THHY
JIG ropJ{OH nJleCeHbIO. /550/)

[Those remote times seemed to me like the drawings in old

brownish magazines. They were dim, faded and smelling of bit-
ter mould].)))
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The biographer's voice \"corrects\"the utterance of the previous character, his own

grandfather. The nostaIgic story of an old man is interrupted by the youth's skeptical

remark. The subject is placed between the family members and the biographer him-

self:)

r)

Paustovsky's grandfather

L
Taras Shevchenko)

paUSJvSk

Y

>)

Figure 22.)

Instead of directly proclaiming the hero as the cultural legacy of the two natiQ,na1

groups, Russian and Ukrainian, the biographer chooses the
metaphorical

route of

naming. His grandfather, on the Ukrainian side of Paustovsky's family,
stands for the

Ukrainian national group, while the biographer himself symbolizes the Russian.90

Paustovsky, a romantic writer, the most poetic master of prose in Soviet literature,

rejuvenates the biographical genre with symbolic statements and implied names. The

text is saturated with secondary meanings; every image has to be deciphered in the

light of the \"Other\". The biographer violates the canonical temporal order, and after

the reminiscences of his grandfather he does not return to Shevchenko's chi1dhood or

later years. Instead, Paustovsky leaps from his own childhood into the year 1931,

when the biographer visited the place of Shevchenko's exile:91)

H BCnOMHVlJ1 paCCHaJbI ,IJ.e.aa 11 pa3blCHaJ1 B

n yeT bi H H 0 M n p I1ll1 J.1 6 Jl e H H 0 M n 0 c e Jl }{ e

HeCI{OJ1bHO }KaJ1KMX .aepeBhCB. TYCHJlbIW CBeT

n06J1eCHHBaJI Ha MX
BhlropaJOlijHX

J1I1CTb.flX..

nblJ1h Jle}l{aJla Hall rOpI130HTOM-nhIJIb

CCblJlbHbIX nYCThIHb, MepTBhIX COJlOHqaHOBhIX

npocrpaHCTB.nO ,IJ,nOpaM peBeJlW
06Jle3J1hIe

Bep6J1IOIlbL COJlH u.e Ka3aJlOCb r J1a30M CJ1enoro.

/55 I -2/)))
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[I recalled my grandfather's stories, and found in the deserted

de jcctcd settlement some pitiful trees. Dim light was gleaming
on their burning leaves. Dust was above the horizon-the dust of

the exile's desert, dead salt-marsh areas. Shabby camels were

howling in the yards. The sun
appeared

as a blind man's eye].)

The image of the
\"pitiful

tree\" emerges again and again, reinforced by the image of

dust \"Dust\" alludes to numerous familiar metaphors: \"dust of centuries
u

, \"dust of his-

tory\", \"memory dust\", life transfonned into dust The
story

of Shevchenko's martyr-

dom is told in the symbolic language of familiar metaphors and allusions. Here in a

place where there is only \"dust\" and a \"blind man 's-eye-sun\", the aging suffering poet

of Ukraine had been wandering through the gloomy desert, his pen and pencil taken

away, only his thoughts free to fly.

The biographer penetrates into the thoughts of his subjcct, standing by the Kazakh

grave:
92)

311CCb OH JJ.YMaJ1 0 l{eTRX,lliaJ1elOmJ1X
'-\"

ManeHbHMX nTJ1\037, TOCKOBan 0 CDOe\"

\"npe}{paCHOJ1 6e.IJ.Hoi1 YHpaJ1He BO Bcei1: ee
\037 \037\"

nenOpOIJHOl1 H MeJlaHXOJIl14eCKOYl HpaCOTe.

/5521)

[Here he was thinking about the children who feel sorry for poor

little birds, was grieving for his \"beautiful poor Ukraine,\" in all

its virgin and melancholic beauty].)

The image of the suffering bard is again introduced through the world of the biogra-
pher. The

implied
name \"the poet of the people\" is reconstructed from the memory of

the old soldier, Paustovsky's grandfather, Paustovskyt s own childhood reminiscences,
and travel recollections in his adult years. At this moment, using the temporal universe
around 1931, Paustovsky introduces into the story the poet's seven-year exile in the
Kazakh steppe. After this prolonged temporal digression, the biographer finally

approaches the subject's childhood.

The
purpose

of this temporal subversion seems to be the required semiotic environ-
ment for the implied name, \"the poet of the people\", that is later transfonned into the

name-title \"martyr\". The word \"seven\" becomes the key-word leading to another text;)))
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the biographees/readers are led to Biblical allusions. Paus tov sky, standing on the

ancient Kazakh grave, invites the
biographees to imagine how the exiled poet may

have wandered through the Kazakh steppe. The Ukrainian }X)et is implicitly compared
to Biblical prophets and the heroic reference is hidden within the allusions:)

Land of the ancient Hebrews

Hero desert

Kazakhstan steppe)

7 years

10 years)

Biblical character

national
poet)

The power of intertcxtual linking creates the heroic atmosphere around the
subject,

whose status and image grows gradually. The flight of the biographer's imagination

places his subject into the heroic context in a very subtle and unexpected manner.

First, the
biographical subject is referred to as \"Taras Shevchenko

u
. The biographer

refrains from standard introductions, such as \"the son of the Ukrainian people\",

\"national prophet\", \"national genius\". The combination of the last and first names

without a pattonymic revives the collective memory of the readers who already pos-

sess all the heroic names of the subject By 1938 the biographeeslreaders already had

all the necessary heroic associations around the name \"Taras S hevchenko,\" thanks to

the ongoing biographical
discourse which by that time had reinforced the name-sym-

bot Paustovsky's strategy
of naming may be represented as:)

Taras Shevchenko) Biblical hero

and Ukrainian

Hebrews

national hero

poet
= hero)

Ukrainians

Paustovsky's grandfather

Pausto v
sky)

The biographer is a writer who shares the same interests and occupation as his
subjec\037

a poet, and identifies with him to such a degree that he views the national hero as part

of his own imagined identity. The underlying idea of the discourse is that the poet, like

any other artist., is a hero. A talented writer locked into the dogmatic ideological struc-

ture of the Stalin em finds a way of expressing his \"I\" through this biographical dis-

course using it as a shield. Shevchenko's
biography

is a pretext for revealing his own

self. From the authorial \"I\" to the collective \"In and to the historical figure of the past,

such is Paustovsky's narratological
route. The artistic self prevails over the double

tyranny of the
despotic

ruler and the dictatorial group. He subverts the genre and the)))
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mythical structures of Soviet society. A human being and an artist is the focus of

Paustovsky's attention. The heroic effect of a canonical
panegyric

has been trans-

fonned, and the subject acquires more humane qualities through the artistic perception

of the world.

Unlike other biographers in the
pas\037 Paustovsky glosses over the theme of suffer-

ing, the obstacles that his subject has to overcome. He fmds some en joyab1e moments

in the poet's life that had been
usually presented as a story of endless martyrdom:

93)

fOJJ.bJ YQCHI1.H
B AHa.aCMYfJ1 Xy.aO}J{eCTB 6hIJ1Ji

caMblM JlerKI1M BpeMeHCM B lliJ13HI1 llleBqeHKo.

/566/)

OopTpeThI pa60Thi UJeB4eHKO BCKope CTaJ1M

CJ1aUVlTbC.H B
neTep6ypre.

nOChInaJ1I1Ch

3aKa3bI. I\037IY}KJ{a OHOHQHJlaCh. /567/)

[The years of studies at the Academy of Arts were the easiest

time in Shevchenko 's life].)

[Shevchenko's portraits had acquired fame in St Petersburg.
The orders started to pour in. Indigence ended].)

These commentaries provide a positive contrast to the dark pictures of the subject's

incessant suffering, and thus undennine the myth of martyrdom. Instead, the biogra-

pher points to the peculiar mosaic of human life that contains both misery and joy,

pain and pleasure, recognition and oblivion.

The biographer is ill at ease with the poet's crown of a
martyr

and a saint He

insists on the image of a man rather than a saintly legendary figure. His subject is fre-

quently weak, suffering
from mundane insomnia, bored by people, and aware of his

own
mortality.

This is unusual for thettaditional \"giant\", \"martyrn and the \"uncon-

quered Prometheus\", as Shevchenko would frequently be called. Instead of blaming
the social environment that destroyed the poet, the biographer stresses the biological

features, common to the subject, hero and other human beings. \"Illness, organism\",
\"lack of sleepu, \"insomnia''; and \"exhaustion\" are the signals that create the human-
ized antithetical portrait of the hero. The legendary semi-mythical figure is allowed to
be frail, sometimes Epicurean, occasionally depressed, and is finally allowed to die: 94)))

recog-

nized collective symbols, but also the most desirable names which any group
wishes

to possess. On the scale of heroism, the name-title \"Christ\" possesses the ultimate

meaning and value. It also encloses the circle of utmost heroic names, models for

emulation. Thus the names-icons of the ancient tribe became the first names-heroic

titles to be chosen in numerous post-Biblical panegyrics.
The other groups could later

choose symbols of sacred onomastics for their heroes- to-be.

All writers of heroic biographies are aware of the collective desire of a group and

its onomastic preferences. They introduce those names of the hero that are aheady

desiderative names, that is the most expected allegories. 59
Nevenhcless, biography is

also a precursor of the future desiderative names. For instance, Ohonovs tkyi's refer-

ences to Shevchenko as the \"son of Eastern and Western Ukraine\" were very much)))

the universal tragic

plot, that in Shevchenko's case does not have to be invented for the tragedy is there: 23)))
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A Qepe3 lIeCHOJlbHO qaCOB 011 yme Jl e}l{aJl B

KOMHaTe Ha CTOJlC, nOKphlThIM npocThIHei1,

cnOJ{OMHhII1 11 BCJlltJ11aBhIH. 'T'oHKMe CRellM

Tpell\037aJlJ1 B J13r0J10Bbe 1-1 03apRJll1 M3MYQeHHOe

J111U,O CCbIJlbHOrO COJl,aaTa JI1 BeJ1I1HOrO

HapO\037Horo neBQa. /599/)

[And several hours later he was already lying in a room, on the

table, covered by a sheet, ca1m and majestic. Thin candles crack-

ing by
his head and the gaunt face of the exiled soldier and

great

people's singer was illuminated with candlelight].)

Only at the very end of the discourse does Paustovsky actually name his subject hero-

ically. Throughout the entire biography, the author refrains from direct names and

transparent signals, withholding them from his readers. Instead of the semiotic whole,

he provides the semiotic
parts

that have to be assembled together to produce the famil-

iar or desired name-sym bol.

For instance, the standard Kobzar in reference to Shevchenko is never uttered.
95

The biographees are given the necessary semiotic signals to recall the familiar name.

While describing the Ukrainian landscape, the biographer talks about \"the blind

singers whom anI y sun and sky could hear\", and the biographees may separate
the

desired name from the given semiotic context)

Blind) Sun

Kobzar

Shevchenko

Hero

Sign)

Singer)

The oppressive ideological environment stimulates the authorial ingenuity, and the

name-sacred symbol is used for the purposes other than the trite propaganda of pa1rio-

tism or
hero-worshipping.

The great \"Other\" is a discursive mask of the talented eel\"

that has no other communicative channel, and the biographical discourse becomes a

secret podium of a
thinking being. Paustovsky's own voice is the voice of a modem

martyr who is able to speak only through the \"Other
n

. Paustovsky hides behind the

ac,cepted name symbol, and creates a cryptic text within the safe biographical dis-)))
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Name, death, aUld temporal anxiety)

Either death is a state of nothingness and

utter unconsciousness, Of, as men say, there

is a change and migration of the soul from

this world to another. . . . Now if death be

of such a nature I say that to die is 10 gain;
for eternity is then only a single night.)

Plato. Apology, 40)

6. 1. Name after death)

Death of a subject is the culminating point in a heroic biography which thrives on

praise like any panegyric. The highest names of praise are
given

to the subject after

the death-bed scene, the climax of the heroic onomastic
progression.

Let us return to

one of the earlier biographies and follow the transfonnation of the death-and-name

theme in the ongoing biographical discourse about Shevchenko.

As was shown carlier, Chaly's subject is a person fu11 of contradictions. He is saint

and playboy, a
prophet

and a worldly creature indu1ging in Lucullian delights. The

biographer emphasizes the complexity of the poet's nature, the wide range of his capa-

bilities, the scope of his emotional experiences. In other words, his subject is nol alien

to anything human. Like any other mortal, he commils heroic deeds, and he sins, loves

and hates his fellowman. Describing the subject's death, ChaIy engages his readers

speculations about its prematurity. Unlike some later biographers who would blame

the tsar, the regime or the poet's excessive industriousness for his premature death,

Chalyi takes a different approach:
I)

WeSQCHHO 6bIJ1 J]JJOTHbJH, cpel(HlIro paCTa

q e 110 Be I{ , Ii pen H a r 0 , n a q T 11 }J{ e JI e 3 H a r 0

3\037OpOBh.H,
1-10 nepeHCCCHHhIe 11M CTpaJJ.aHJ1R,HaK

Q:>113I1IJeCI{f1e Tal{ 11 MOpaJ1bHbIe, a paBHO 11)))
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[Shevchenko drank and ate like other mortals, and anybody\037

who entered the room where he stood among many
other young

people, could hardly tell him from the rest of the crowd: he

could devole hours and hours to the simplest tritest talk and
would even seem to be enjoying it].)

Repnina\037s recollections create a temporary illusion of total
affinity

between the hero

and the group. A person who could enjoy trivial conversations is someone who is not

very different from the rest of the
group. The name \"ordinary\" that may be derived

from this recollection is
shortly

corrected by the heroic title \"JX>et\":51

AJ1e Bin 6YB noeT Y Bei\" illHPOqJ.iHi Qboro
CJIOBa:

HipmaMH
CBOiMH BiH nOKopHB ycix, BiH

. u.. .
BHTIiCHaB 13 OqeH CHOIX CJIyxaQIB CJIb03H

. .... .
HI}f{HOCTI I CnIBqYTTH, BIH HaCTpOIOBaB Ayml

u . .. .
Ha BHCDJ{\"\" ):{IHna30H CBOEI

JIlpH,
3ax.onJ1lOlOq\"

Bcix; BiH npHTHraB )];0 ce6e CTapHX i
MOJJO.ItliX,

XOJIOAHHX i ll3.J]KHX. /109/)

[But he was a genuine poet, in the true sense of the word, who

eouId conquer everybody with his poems, making his listeners

cry from tenderness and empathy. He would tune their souls to

his lyre's range, capturing everylxxly; he would attract old and

young, the cold and the passionate].)

The heroic onomastic pathos consumes the utterer of the panegyrical recollection

when she [Repnina] grants the subject the name \"genius\", \"a hero of the group\".52)

BiII 6YB 06.aapOBaHl1l1 6iJlblUe Him TaJlaHTOM,-

\"OMY ,il,aHHW 6YB reHiw,

i QYTJ1MBa ti ll.o6pa Llywa Horo HaCTpOIOBaJIa

\"oro JIipy Ha BI1COHe i CBJlTe. /1101)

[He had been endowed with more than talent; genius had been

bestowed upon him. His sensitive and kind soul would tune his

lyre to the lofty and sacred].)))

compensate for sttong feel-

ings against evil. After all, he dreams about a pure life. Childish purity and concern

about the fate of the world are elements of the mythical heroic structW\"C. The notion of)))

of humanity\", but he is also the \"protector of animals\". His Christian love for anything

alive extends to all living creatures-bird\,") cats, dogs. . . :45)

fYMaHHOCTh
Li

,QeJtlCTBMJ1, B)

3Ta n pOJlBJIJlJIaCh n Ha}K,QOM

KIDJ{.IJ.OM llBI1}KCHHI1. JlacKalOmaR)))
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al omtion. Chalyi, Shevchenko's friend and contemporary, proclaims his subject's

name to be immortal. Because of his
proximity

to lhe hero, Chalyi is, in some

respects, the best biographer of the poet, but being the his close friend could be detri-
mental to the heroic biographical discourse due to the onomastic conflict the name of
a hero and the biographer\037s name in the shadow of the immortal name. 3

Is it a coinci-

dence that the onomastic acme is Chalyi's funeral oration?4)

}{aH HI1 CI1JlhHO rOBOpl1JlI1 fiLl Mbl 0 BeJ11-1ROCTI1

Harnett nOTep1-1, MhJ He CKameM HI1IJerO, 0 IJeM

CTOKpaT CV1JlhHee 11 ]{paCHOpeQI1Bee He

rOBOp1-1J10 fihl HaM 6C3CMepTHoe );1MB
Tapaca

WeBIJeHHa. CJlaBa 3Toro HMeHM He YMpeT B

nOTOMCTBe. OHO 6YlleT lliMTb B napOlle ,ll,OJlfO,

\037OJlro H MC4e3HeT
p\037lBe

TonbKO c nOCnellHI1M
OJ OJ

3BYKOJ\\.1 MaJlOpOCCMlrICKOI1 neCIII1, a HapOJJ.Ha.H

neCHb He YMMpaeT. /193/)

[No matter how much we would speak about the severity of our

loss, we should not say anything; the immortal name of Taras

Shevchenko would speak a hundred times stronger and more

eloquently than we could.)

The glory of this name will never die in
}X> sterity. It will live

among people for a long, long time and will disappear only with

the last sound of the Little Russian song, songs of the people
never die].)

Chaly was fortunate ,enough to have the opportunity to glorify the name of the nation-

al hero, and simultaneously write a heroic page into his own
biography.

The immortal

name of the hero shares some of its heroic meaning with the biographer, a living wit-

ness to the heroic deeds of the subject. His
panegyric

to the poet is partly a praise to

himself. The name-symbol, the property of the group and the achievement of the

\"Other\"cures it from its anxiety.

The greatness of his hero lies in the impact of his name alone. His subject's name is

the abbreviated summary of various cultural signs, such as Hpoet-god\", Hpoet.prophet\",

\"poet-national hero\", \"poet-fairytaJe giant\" and \"poet-social anomaly\".
The subject's)))
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death brings to the surface all these collectively created symbols. Having described the

end of an ordinary life, ChaIy depicts \"another death\", the death of a hero: 5)

n epBbIH n 03T Y K pal1 HhI, nocn eJ],HJ1H eJl

l{o63apb, nOCJ1e,IJ,HI1H TaJ1aHT, BbJlllellllll1W J.13

YHH3J1TeflbHOrO llflJl QeJ10BeQeCTBa

KpenocTHOro COCTORHMR-CHOHQaJ1CR. Ha

cMepTHOM ollpe nOJ1y-nOTYXIllI1M B30p ero

npMBeTCTBOBaJl 30pJO oCBo6o}J{.II.eHHH POCCMM 11

n03T, MhlCJleHHO 06pawa.ACb K oCBo6011MTeJ1JO,

Mor CHa3aTb CJlOBa CI1MeOHa Doronpl1J.1Ml(a:
\"BhlHe oTnymaelllM pa6a TBoero, BJ1aJJ.hlJ{O, RJ<Q

BMJ}eCTe OQJ1 MOM cnaCeHl1e TBoe!\"/186/)

[The fIrSt poet of Ukraine, the last 'Kobzar,' the last talent com-

ing out of the condition of serfdom, most humiliating for

humanity died.. On his death-bed his half-dimmed eyes wel-

comed the dawn of Russian liberation. . The poet, addressing in

his thoughts the liberator, could utter the words of Simeon who

held Christ in his anns: \"Now, Lord, letting your devoted ser-

vant depart. With my own eyes I have seen your salvation!\"])

The obituary presents an abridged summary of a heroic life that gradually reaches its

apogee. The biographer again relives his subject's ascendance from the hwniliating
status of a serf to the heroic standing of a national poet, the \"fust poet of Ukraine\",

saint, uthe Lordts devoted servant\", and immortal hero. The
biographer arranges the

names in such a way that the subject's life is encoded in various names-symbols, each

and every one of them carrying a
special

social function bringing in familiar associa-

tions. The first name in the passage \"the fIrSt poet of Ukraine\" implies a highly heroic

status, and suggests a sacred name that never must be erased from the collective

national memory. It is also a name-consbUct of a highly heroic intensity, \"the fITSt poet

of Ukraine\". Each component of this heroic name has an
independent

semantic force,

which reaching its climax in combination with the other. For the
purposes

of classifi-

cation let us call it a name of triple heroic force.

Then comes the name uKobzar\", a name of a single heroic
strength,

which is fol-

lowed by another strong heroic description: \"the last talent that came out of the condi-)))
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lion of a serf most humiliating for humanity\". \"This name-heroic characteristic is a

complex nominal structure as well. The flfSt
component of this onomastic unit is the

word \"last\", that imparts a categoricaJ statement about the subject. The next compo-
nent unit is the sign \"talent\", a highly heroic designation that does not

require
further

reinforcement. The third component is the name \"fonner serf' which, in c'Om bination

with \"talent\", canies the heroic onomastic plOl further. The onomastic structure actu-

ally contains the story of the rise of the hero:)

last talent (hero))

talent (helper))

serf (non-hero))

Figure 23.)

The order of heroic names exemplifies Cha1yi's attitude to a name. He reveals his

preference for a \"Poet\" with a capital \"p.,\" alluding to Carlyle's theory of the heroic

standing
of a poet.

However, unlike Carlyle, Chaly does not attempt to find a new religion; his \"Poet-

God\" is not placed higher than \"Christian Saviour\". Chalyi's nominal graph exempli-

fies the supremacy of Christian
mythology:)

poet
-God)

Figure 24)

The possible accusations of blasphemy there are corrected by the rearrangement of

signs within the allowable grammar of Christian motifs. It implies that all heroic

actions of the subject, including the subversive writing and
protest against the system)))
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are all equally legitimate actions. The \"talent of Russia\" and \"poet-god\" are both ser-

vants of Christ. Thus, both activities are in strict adherence to the official predominant

belief.

Having named Shevchenko as God's servant,Chaly addresses the collective mem-

ory of the Ukrainian readers and recalls the death of another hero and poet of the pe0-

ple, Pushkin. His name is not stated directly, but it may be easily derived from the fol-

lowing:
6)

B MapToBcKot1 ){HI1}J{J{e Ocn06b1 3a 1861 ro,a

nOMemeHhI Bce HaLlrpo6HhIe CJlOBa 6e3

J.13MeHeHM.H,
B TOM nOpllJJ,Ke, B KaKOM OHI1

np0J13HOCMJII1Cb.. ,Ita HanOMHJlT me OHe

HaJKJ],OMY YHpaJ.1HQY
TOT rpYCTHhIH LleHb, B

J{OTOpbJH Tal{ eJJ,I1Ho.a.YWHO, TaK 6Jlaropo,aHO

BbI
pa3M

11I1Cb J1 J11060Bb VI YBa}KeHI1 e K

HapO.LI.HOMY PYCCKOMY n03TyV186/)

[The March issue of Osnova for 1861 contains all the funeral

orations without any changes, in the same order in which
they

were pronounced. May they remind every Ukrainian of that sad

day when unanimous love and noble reverence for the great poet

of the Russian people were
expressed].)

The biographer of the Ukrainian national poet effectively uses the established cultural

symbols. He flatters the national pride of the Ukrainian nation\037 having compared

Shevchenko to the great poet of the Russian people, Pushkin. The \"sad day\" of his

death is honored in an equally respectable manner. Death of the \"Ukrainian Rebel\",

Shevchenko, invokes the name of another rebel, Pushkin. This
parallelism

assists

Chalyi in manipulating the reaction of the watchful censors and no less attentive zero-

degree biographee, or least infonned reader, the uncritical receiver of trite
stereotypes

who does not possess good reading skills and basically relies on
stereotypical

collec-

tive intetpretation:)

death

Pushkin

Russian hero)

death

Shevchenko

Ukrainian hero)))
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liberator

poet of the
people

national hero)

liberator

poet of the people

national hero)

Pushkin's name, which has become an icon, a symbol of the Russian national identity,

is used to create a similar identification. This sign is borrowed from the neighboring

linguistic and culturnl tradition. Chalyi reaffmns the collective identity of Ukrainians

with the help of the icon of the HOther\", a hero of comparable grandeur. The hero of

the \"Other\" is temporarily introduced into another heroic discourse to create a name,

collective cultural property of another group.

Shevchenko is mourned like any other national hero or like the more familiar \"poet

of the Russian people\", Pushkin. The communal mourning and collective grief
described by the biographer revive memories of another funeral procession. The name

now
belongs

to another hero, but the intensity of feeling is similar to the collective

sentiments after the death of that known and accepted idol, Pushkin:7)

11 TaK, MaJIOpOCCbl, BeJIJ.1KOpOCCbI, nOJ1HKH,

MymllHHbI H }f{eHID.HHbl onJIaHaJIH IlIeBqeHKa.

B Ha,Ltrpo6HbIX peqax c):(eJIaHa cnpaBe,[J)IHBan

OQeHKa
ero AeHTeRbHOCTH. HO BnonHe

o\037eHHTCII n03T-XY):{OJKHHH TOJIbHO TorAa,HorJ{a

Ha CHilTOn PYCH BOJCHHeT \"COJIHQe npaB,[{bI\".

OH 6bIJ1 }l{HB3.H neCHb,>KHBaH CKop6b H nnaqb.

OH 60CblMH HoraMH npollieR no
HOJII01JeMY

TepHY,
BeCh rHeT BeKa naJI ero rOJlOBY. /187/)

[Thus, the Little Russians, Great Russians, Poles, men and

women were mourning Shevchenko. The funeral orations had

given a genuine evaluation of his activity; but the true apprecia-

tion of this poet-artist will come only when the \"sun of Truth\"

will shine on our sacred Russian land. He was its true song, its

real grief and cry. He walked with his bare feet over the thorns;

the entire oppression of our
century

fell upon his shoulders].)))
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There is an echo of another text in this passionate and genuine recollection. Pushkin's

poem fa pamiatnik sebe vozdvig nerukotvornyi (I've Erected a Monument to Myself)

comes to the biographees' mind after Chalyi's description of Shevchenko's funeral. 8

The Russian national poet forcefully and convincingly predicted
his own posthumous

glory and remembrance of his name. Similarly, the biographer initiates the eternal gl<r

rification of the Ukrainian poet, Shevchenko, through the prophetic words of another)

.

genIus.

Yet Shevchenko's humble social origin, provides some contrast to PuShkin'8 aristo-

cratic genealogy, and conttibutes even more heightened heroic standing to the poet's
name.

Chaly urges the readers to remember that 9)

BbIwe,lJ,WH J.13 npocToro HapOaa, OH He

o T BOp a q Yf B a 11 C .H 0 T H 11 ll( e T bI 11

CepMHQl1,HeT,OH,HanpOTMB, 11 Hac 06epHYJ1
J1J.1UOM K HapollY H 3aCTaBI111 n0J1I06J1Th ero 11

COqYBcTBoBaTb ero cHop6\037. /187/)

[Having come from the common people, he did not turn away

from their destitution and coarseness. No, on the contrary, he

even forced us to face the common people and love them, and

empathize
with their sorrow]..)

The death of the \"poet of the common
people\" justifies symbolically social reforms:

and the abolition of serfdom was still the topic of discussion in Russia by 1882 when

Chaly's biography was
published.

The martyrdom of the national poet,. a fanner serf,

justifies the social and moral necessity of the new law.. Here C
haZy

addresses the mid-

dle class and aristocracy who could again face the conditions of the most deprived

members of Russian society through the death of the \"poet of the people\"..

A group usually obtains another
positive

reinforcement of its collective identity on

the occasion of the death of the national hero. This is how thebiographer Maslov

mourned the same subject in 1874, several years prior to Chaly:
10)

Ho ell(e 60JJee rpYCTHoe BI1eqaTJ1eHHe

npOVI30eJ1a 3Ta BeCTb B
MaJIOPOCCI1l1,HOTOPaJI

C

WeBIJeHHOM TepJlJ1a OJI.Horo 113 caMhI X)))
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npelJ,aHHhIX 11 JlI06.H1lJ,J.1X ChIHOB,O.QHOrO 113
c aM hI x xap aK T e p H bl X n pc D. C T aBJ1 T e JI e H

HapO.I1HOCTM
}II O.II.HY 113 caMhlX Ta.flaHT JlVIBhlX 11

Cl1 M naTl14H blX Jll11JHOcTei1- JlM IJI-IOCTb n 03Ta-

x y JI. O}K]I VI J{ a. C K pee T J1 II 11 C b P Y}{ M \" 6 aT h }{a -

Tapaca
H

,3aM0J1HJlJ.1 30YI<J.1 BocneBaBllll1e

CJ1aBHOe 6hJJlOe YKpaYlJIhI J.1
nOYlfaBillJ1e HapoJ:(

Llo6pOMY .I1eJ1y,pa3YMHoH .I1YMe,l1cKpeHHeMY

4YBCTBY. /46/)

[But this piece of news produced an even more sorrowful

impression in Little Russia, that lost with Shevchenko one of

her most devoted and loving sons, one of the most typical repre-
sentati yes of her

people
and one of the most talented and chann-

ing personalities, the personality of a poet and artist. HPather-

Taras'\" hands crossed, ceased singing - the bard who
glorified

the ancient Ukrainian past and taught his people wise thoughts,

genuine feelings
and inspired their noble deeds].)

Maslov mediates the sacredness of the hero's name
alluding

to the name of Christ,

also the \"son and father and holy spirit\".
The only substitution in the semiotic model is

that the holy spirit
is replaced by the national spirit. The death of the national saint is

the occasion to stress his relation to the group, to emphasize the kinship of the national

bard and his nation, as well as to reinforce the established national
stereotypes.

According to the grammar of the familiar stereotype about Ukrainians, the group is

characterized as kind, melancholy, industrious, freedom-loving, patient and highly

artistic. Maslov stays within the boundaries of mythical territory when he writes the

fol1owing after the poet's death: 11)

no CKJ1allY xapaKTepa J.1 YMa,Tapac

rpJ.1rOpMeBHl.J 6hIJ1 I1CTblH MaJlopocc co BCeMI1

XOPOWl1Ml1 Ii JJ:ypHhIMJ.1 ero KaQeCTSaMJ1. J{

06meMY HaUI10naJ1LHOMY xapaKTepy
npMCOe\037\"HflJ1I1Cb J1HQHWR
oco6eHHOCTJ.1,CJ10}J{HBlllJ1.RC.R no.II. BJll1.HHl1eM ero

MHorOTPY.II.HOH }J{113HM. /150/)))
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[By the frame of his charncter and mind, Taras Grigorievich was

a true Little Russian with all his positive and negative features.

Features of the genernl national charncter were compoW1ded by

his personal peculiarities, caused by his hard life].)

The biographer prepares his readers for the most honorary name ti tIe \"a genuine

Christian\". He repeatedly reminds the biographees/readers that his subject is a suffer-

er. The funeral oration is his last opportwrity to recall the ttagic life of the poet and to

name his muse \"Christian\". He defends the seditious bard, claiming that some harsh

sounds of his lyre were provoked by
his incessant suffering in his childhood, youth

and mature age. Nevertheless, the endured
sufferings

did not embitter the hero; on the

contrary, they made him even kinder with the years. His natural tenderness flowished

in his later years: 12)

npl1pOJJ.HaR ,ao6pOTa WeBIJeHKa,no,a BJ111.HHVleM

3HaKOMCTBa C apTJ.1CTJ.1QeCI<HM KpY}f{}{OM 11

n e p e JJ 0 B hI M M J] 10 LI, h M 11 , n e p e III 11a B HeM B

rYMaHHOCTb Ii C01JYBCTBMe H

CTpa,II,aH JtI}()
,HOTopoe BbIHa3hIBaJI OCh n pH BCHKOM

YHo6HOM cnYIJae. /50-1/)

[The artistic circles and progressi ve people among whom

Shevchenko mingled favorably affected his natural kindness
which later was transfonned into hwnaneness and empathy for

suffering expressed at
every opportune moment].)

The biographer reminds the readers at this last moment in the heroic tale that the sub-

ject's \"generosity was endless\", kindness being bestowed not only upon human

beings, but also every living creatme. Consequently, his ideal generosity, empathy and
kindness earn him a posthumous right to be named \"a Christian\":13)

rOTOBHOCTb ill eBLJeHKa nOMoraTb B

BClI KQ M
Y 6 n I1}KII eM Y B03B bI ill aJl ac b

xpI1CTMaHC\302\253OM \037o6pO\037eTefl\". /52/)

6eJJ.e

,aD)

[Shevchenko's readiness to help any fellow man in need was)))
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reaching the level of Christian
virtue].)

The martyr comes to the heights of Christian virtue and is
given

the hig hest honorary

name. The biographer carries the didactic message of
Christianity

in his discourse

aoout the national hero to complete the image of the role model for the entire group.

Being aware of some of his
subject's sins, Maslov, nonetheless, is never criticaJ of

him, blaming his lonely and homeless existence, rather than the individual himself.

Having named him a \"Christian n, the biographer has to justify all possible conttadic-

tio\037s in character. He claims that a lesser man could have become a real sinner and

fallen completely to evil, while his hero only partly submitted to \"fatal circum-

stances\": 14)

BOT Te pOHoBble 06CTORTCJIbCTBa,HOTOphJR,6c3

COM H e H 11.H, Y I{pen 11 11 M BOp r aH M 3 M e rr a pac a

fpl1rOpMeBV14a HeC4aCTHYlO CJla60CTb,11 HYlliHO
ell\037e YIlJ1BJIRTbClI,l{aK Mar J1a YCTO.HTb ero

3HeprJ.14eCKaR l-IaTypa npOTMB COBeprneHHaro

na.II.eHI1R, Hal{ 01-1 11 lie nOTYlUJ.1J1 B ce6e

Boo6pIDKeHM.H M He 3aJlMJI CB.H\037eHHaro orHH

TaJlaHTa. /55/)

[Here are those fatal circwnstances that undoubtedly reinforced

in Taras Grigorievich's organism an unfortunate weakness,. One

may only
wonder how his energetic nature could resist complete

moral degradation, how he managed to maintain his imagination

and the sacred flame of his talen t] .)

While describing the subjecCs sin or his \"unfortunate weakness\", the biographer refers

to him as \"Taras Grigorievich
u

. In contrast, both the first name and patronymic disap-

pear when the hero's virtues are described; then he is addressed by his last name,

\"Shevchenko\". The subject's Christian name and patronymic unite him with all non-

heroes, other members of the group, while his last name imparts to him the heroic

mystery. Consequently, the subject's name
undergoes

a peculiar semiosis:)))
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Subject
hero

poet)

teac her and inspiration

for his nation

typical Little Russian
model Christian <) name)

Taras Grigorievich

weak individual

victim of falal

circumstances

partial sinner

-
metaPlor)

Shevchenko

loving son of Ukraine

artist)

Figure 25.)

The reader's attention is focussed upon the hemic side of the subject and on his last

name \"Shevchenko\" which ultimately carries the onomastic heroic mission. \"Shevchen-

ko\" is associated with the national hero, the great son of Ukraine and model Christian,

while the weaknesses and sins are given to the \"Other\", less known individual, someone

who is named ordinarily \"Taras Grigorievich
u

. The Christian name of his subject and

patronymic are doomed to be
forgotten,

while the surname is destined to enter the col-

lective memory and be etemally remembered, thus becoming a cultural icon.

The biographer condemns everyone who wants to cast some shadows on the heroic

image of the great poet The power of the heroic name overwhelms the author, and he

forcibly defends the honorable name of the national hero: 15)

Oocne Bcero 3Toro TOflbKO CKY\037Hwe

YMOM,COBeprneHHO 6e3TaJIaHHbIe 11
qepCTBbIe

cepJ]J\037eM,co6cTBeHHajf }f{113Hh KOTOphlX JJ.aJleKO

He 6e3ynpe4Ha,MorYT 6POCHTb B naMRTh n03Ta

CJ10BOM ocym.aeHMJI. /55/)

[After all this, only feeble-minded, absolutely mediocre minds

and callous hearts whose own lives are far from irreproachable

can cast aspersions on the poet's memory].)))
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The unknown slanderers are named \"Pharisees

t

', who would have liked to lower the
new \"God\" to their \"low level\". Finally, the discourse ends on the sacred onomastic

note, with the implied name \"Christ\" derived from the derogatory names of the
\"Other\", the invisible enemies of the crucified martyr.

Four years after Maslov, Piskunov who produced another heroic biography of

Shevchenko introduced the biographees to the secret of the onomastic progression. He

enriched the theory of naming paying attention to the death of a hero. Piskunov pre-

sents his death of the subject not only as the last word in the narrative of a life but as
the

inception
of another life the eternal living of his name. According to the biogra-

pher, the onomastic acme may be achieved only posthumously. He maintains
that,

despite the poet's popularity, Shevchenko's name was transformed into a metaphor
only after his death: 16)

...TOJlbHO no cMepTH WeB4eHKa nOHJlJU1 Bce

BblCOKoe ero 3HaqeHI1e TOJtbJ{O no CMepTI1 ero

Y3HaJ1I1,QTO Tapac IleWCTBJ1TeJlbHO 6blJI ,aJlll

YKpaMHl(eB ,,6aTb}{OM\037\037. /198/)

[. . . only after Shevchenko's death had everyone understood his

great significance; only
after his death had all found out that

Taras was truly a \"father

u

for all Ukrainians].)

Piskunovexpounds his views on the role of death in the onomastic metamorphosis.

For him the meaning of a name may be discovered only after one'8 death. It is only

after death that the group may truly
evaluate the significance of a name-sign. To rein-

force the grand role of Shevchenko's name, the biographer relies on the \"OtherH-a

device that has been so
frequently employed by the tellers of heroic life-stories.

In Piskunov's case this \"Other\" is allegedly Sekoler,who recalls a very curious

episode to this effect 17
The Serbian Slavist reminisces about one (XJetry reading when

all the guests were asked to read their favorite poetry in their respective native lan-

guages. One of them read Shevchenko's poem in Ukrainian, instead of in his own

native tongue, since \"he could not find anything more
plea.\037ing

to his heart in his own

language\8") If the \"Other\" so much admires the beauty of Shevchenko's poetry,

Piskunov has the right and duty to sing a
panegyric

to the poet However, only death, in

Piskunov's view, brings genuine glory
and the apogee of the nomina] metamorpho-

sis: 19)))
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WeBqeHHO YMep H KOrlI.a rOpecTHaH BeCTh

.aOCTHrJIa YHpal1HbI M faJIMl.{KOW PYCM,TOTlIac

YBI1.il. eJJ M, lJ TO 3TO 6 hI 110 OOll{ ec TBeHH bI M

HeClJaCTbeM ,HapO,IJ,HOM YTpaTOIO. /210/)

[Shevchenko died, and when the mournful news reached

Ukraine and Galician Rus', it became obvious to everyone that

this was a collective misfortune. a common grief of all people].)

If the subject is named \"father,\" the group acquires the metaphoric description also,

which by the biographees may decipher
with the help of the following semiotic pattern:)

fam i 1 y .... . ..
\037

.. . . . . . :>

father .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
.J>)

hero

.

SIgn
.
Icon)

<: .. nation as a family

c:(... poet- symbolic

father

\037 . .. Shevchenko

\037
... onomastic apogee

<:. ...death)

an y name. . .. . . . . . . .
\037

onomastic apogee. . . >

death. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
\037.)

Figure 26.)

The signals \"loss\", \"ttagedyn, \"misfortune\" and \"grief' invoke the standard associa-

tions connected with death.

While recalling the name \"father\" mentioned eleven earlier
prior,

the biographees

may reconstruct the intended picture of \"loss\" and \"tragedy\", i.e. the national drama.

As a reinforcement of the symbolic name the biographer reports that one young man

in Lvov was in mourning, and that there were funeral services in Kiev, Kharkov,

Lvov, Chemigov and Poltava. The
descriptions

of these funeral services in various

Ukrainian cities create the map of names within the cluster of
place-names that recre-)))
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ate the collective name
\"Ukraine,\" which for censorial reasons might have been

replaced by the
to]X>nymic

mosaic or onomastic sinsigns, using Peirce's tenns. 20

After all, the invisible censor is
always present in a biography, and the name

\"Ukraine\" may have been offensive to the staunch supporters of the Russian Empire.
The toponymic cluster or the

implied
name \"Ukraine\" is \"corrected\" by the onomas-

tic double - Russian Empire. The
biographer quotes a letter from an unknown writer

whose name remains a
mystery:21)

rpYCTHo,HeBbIpa3I1MO rpycTHo,He Mory HM 0

q e M 6011 b ill e J], Y MaT b . 3 TOY }K a ClIO: B

nOCJ1ellHJ1e LlBa MeCJllJ,a AHcaKOB,XOMJlKOB }if

HaKOHeu llleBQeHHo! 3TO HeMCTOBCTBO

CMepTH !/214/)

[It is sad, inconceivably sad\037 I cannot think about anything else.

It is horrible: during the last two months Aksakov, Khomiakov

and finally Shevchenko! This is the raving of death!])

Here Shevchenko, the Ukrainian national hero, \"father\" of the Ukrainian people, is

implicitly named the \"Russian cultural treasure\" among other Russians, such as

Aksakov and Khomiakov. The location of Shevchenko's name imparts a different

semiotic effect to the sign itself. Its place next to the two other names-symbols of

Russian culture affects the semantic associations of the \"Other,\" the name-symbol of

Ukrainian national culture. Piskunov uses this poetic device or displacement as a pro-

tective, anti-censorial measure. The censor would not otherwise agree to the undesir-

able name-symbol even after the death of the nationaJ hero.

The
symbolic power of the heroic biographical discourse is gains strength in time.

Eleven years later, Ohonovs'kyi would repeat the hero's name and reconstruct a simi-

lar onomastic apotheosis of even higher intensity. After the subject's death, the poet

would be referred to as \"sacred\" and \"great\" references borrowed from the Scriptures

and suggesting a new name, such as \"Father, Son and Holy Spirit:\"22

BeJIHKMH H CBHTbIH aaBeT!
EY\037b

me, Tapace,neBeH,I.qO
MbI HorO/3anOBeT/H

BeROJIH Be 3BepHeMO 3 .noporH,\037o Thl HaM

npOJIOiHHB \342\202\254lli. /522/)))
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[Great and holy testament! Be, Taras, assured that we fulfill it

and will never blm from the pathway that you
had paved for us!])

Like Christ who has given men the code of moral principles and a guide to life,

Shevchenko, \"father Taras\", bequeathed to his fellow Ukrainians the pathway of

national development The
description

of his second burial also invokes Biblical allu-

Slons.

Through Kostomarov, the
biographer

introduces the national significance of the

sacred sign:23)

llJ,e pa3 306paJ1I1Cb MhI .ao Te6e,

Tapace,no.aJlKYBaTI1 To6e 3a BCC,mO 3po611B Tbl
.......

,(1)111 HaC,_3a rOpK}1 CJ1b03bl,U\037O 11118 Thl ueJlhll1

Bel{ CBOM 3a CBOl1X .aeTei1. ,QY}l{e MaOYTh 6y.nJ1

BOHI1 naIII0411,60 cxaMeHY11aCb BCJI YKpaI1Ha,RK

J106aQI1J1a J1X. CxaMeHYJlaCh Ta H 3ara.aaJIaCb...

/523/)

[Again
we have gathered at your side, Taras, to thank you for all

you have done for us
- for all the bitter tears that you have been

shedding during your entire life for all your children. They must

have been very biner, since the entire Ukraine came to her sens-

es, seeing them. Came to her senses and plunged into a deep

reverie. . .])

Likened to the ancient martyrs who suffered for truth and fought for their people,

\"Father Taras\" dies for his children, fellow..Ukrainians, leaving them his sacred songs
as powerful as \"God's thunder\". If a goal of Christian missionaries W\037 to unite all

people in love and compassion towards one another, Ohonovs'ky's purpose
seems to

be unification of all Ukrainians, along the sacred Dnieper, and
by

the banks of the

Dniester: 24)

11 CnpaBJI,e npOHl1HY J1l1Ch llCTKl1 TapacoBl1 ,60 i1:

raJIl11(KI1 PYCHHhI, \03703HaBW\"Ch npo CMepTb
Tapaca 3hJlBJlJlJ1H maJ106HY Tyry M0J10\037emh

HOCJ1Jla tIOpH hI I{OKap.a bI Ha lllan}{aX 1-1)))
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\".

MOJIl1JlaCh 3a nOHOH llywe neJlI1HOrO

rpOMa)JJIHHHa. Tor\037e-To nCCHe J{o63apJl
3aJIYHaJIH llil1BOTBOpHOIOJlynoJO Hall

)JIICCTPOM

r a 1111 U Ii 11 P y C 11 H hI n p 0 6 y ,[1)1J1 M C h 11 3

MepTBeL\037l{OrO CBY i1 CTaJlH 36eperaTVI CBRTOH{e

!:@:P0Jl,HYt
OT 3arM6cJ1H. /5241)

[and indeed awakened Taras' children, as even Galician Rusyns
expressed

their sorrow upon his death: young people were wear-

ing black cockades on their hats and were praying for the repose
of the soul of this great citizen. This is when the Kobzar's songs
resounded with a quickening sound above Dniesler. The

Galician Rusyns were awakening from their deathly sleep and

started to
preserve

the nation's sacred legacy from destruction].)

The subjecCs death provoked another onomastic metamorphosis: the poet, Kobzar,

Shevchenko, the national hero was renamed \"Father Taras\", and a \"nation's sacred

legacy\". The inhabitants of the entire lJkraine must remember this new holy name.
The two place-names, Dnieper and Dniester, are used again symbolically to describe

the two main national sub-groups within the same national group. Ohonovs'ky insists

that the name of the hero is common heritage and property of both sub-groups.

HFather Taras\" is buried on the bank of Dnieper; nonetheless, his funeral in the Church

of Christ mentioned several times, carries the message of one united nation of

Ukrainians.

His own version of the subject's name after death is substantiated by Lhe apoc-

ryphal stories about the second life of the heroic name-symbol. People who visit the

poet's grave have various versions of the individual and his names prior to and after

his physical death:
25)

A BH<e-}f{ B nepeHa3ax HapOAY Tapac

3bo6pamae CJI JIHqapeM,pOBHHM Mopo3eHKoBI1,

Heqa\342\202\254BH, naJIbeBH,-oH-TO CTa\342\202\254 3a BOJIIO

\"CepMH>KHOrO JIIO;:(Y\". \037e-xTo Bepy\342\202\254,I.QO
OB iKH\342\202\254

,aOCeJIh,Ta \037o 3aMeCQb Hero nOXOBaHO HorOCb)))
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nHlllorO,\037e-XTO p03Ka3ye, \037o
era TenD B

....

J(op03e nO):{MeHHJIH H BKpaJ]H a,ae XTO

rOBopHTh,\037O 08 6y.n:YIJU \"xapaKTepHJ.fKOM\"

BCTaB HeBH){lfMO 3 rpo6y. /527/)

[It goes without saying that in folk-tales Taras is
depicted

as a

knight, equal to Morozenko, Nechai, Palii Ukrainian legendary

warriors and
JX>pular

heroes. Sometimes he stirs action for the

freedom of the common people. Some believe that he is still

alive, that someone else had been buried instead\037 Some say that

his body was stolen and replaced by another. Some
say

that

being \"a magician\" he invisibly had arisen from the coffin].

The final episode with the familiar resurrection idea renders the name and the bearer

of the name close to Holy Writ. On the other hand, the numerous mythical versions of

the subject's life, that appeared after his frrst and second burial, also resemble the plot

of the Sacred Text. The biographer incoJ\"[X)rates the apocryphal naming choices and

associations that could be derived from those legendary names to bring remembrance

to the name of the national hero. The posthwnous onomastic effects reinforce the

semiotic power of the panegyrical nominal progression that was being assidiously
consttucted during the discursive lifetime of the hero. The onomastic \"after-life\" is a

special poetic device in a heroic biography whose final goal is to construct a name-

symbol.)

6. 2. Name as an occasion for lament)

Cultural
anthropologists, ethnographers and psychologists studying various funeral

rites have observed that one of the most common motifs in all funeral songs is praise
and exaggeration of the deeds of the deceased. Nikolay Asheshov'5 biography, pub-
lished in 1919, is structured like a lament and has preserved many generic features of

the funeral song.
26 The biographer initiates his discourse about the dead poet with

Nekrasov's JXJeffi, entitled On the Occasion of Shevch\302\243nko's Death. The JXJem ilSelf

represents an abbreviated biographical digest and a political pamphlet against the

regime which was responsible for the poet's sufferings and
premature

death. It ends

with the following rather cryptic statement 27)))
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TYT eMY Gar n03aBMD,oBa.n: }J{113Hb060pBaJIaCn
H.A.

lleHpacoB)

[At this moment God was struck

with envy towards him:)

His life suddenly ended.

N.A. Nekrasov].)

Nekrasov's \"envious God\" who takes the
fK)Ct's

life away is used as a symbol of mis-

fortune, irony of destiny. The empathy of the Russian poet towards the Ukrainian bard
and \"the wonderful man of the Russian land\" echoes the folkloric lament traditionally

performed at a funeral. Asheshov introduces his readers to the sad and emotional

ethos of the discourse-lamentation with the help of Nekrasov's pseudo-lament. This

device enables the
biographer

to initiate his heroic discourse. Asheshov names the

deceased \"the immortal singer of Ukraine and the entire Slavic race\"(7). The biogra-

pher extends Nekrasoy's poem-lamentation in a chapter, entitled \"Instead of

Introduction.\" He confesses to the biographees that he intends to tell a \"horrible tale

about the life of a poet, citizen and man:\"28

Ha ero J];OJ11Q BbIIIaJIO CJ1J.flllHOM MHoro

TepHJieB.. II.J.e,!{poM PYHOH CbInaJ1HCb Ha HerO

3J10C1JaCThe
,rope ,CJ1e3 hI ,OJ];HH 0 qeCTBO,C 11pOTCTB

O,J]IO\037CHoe HeBHHMaHl1e, _H I{al{ 06hI1JHbIH y,!{eJI

Bcex phIQapeH cBo6o,!{hI,-TlOphMa, CCbIJIHa,

3Bep eno .ao 6HbIe
maHL(apMhI,6I1QH

H CHOpnl10Hbl

co6CTBeHHoH ero HMnepaTopCHoro BeJIHqeCTBa

KaHl\\eJ1l1pHH. /6-7/)

[roo many thorns fell on his path. $omebody's generous hand

was throwing at him misfortune, grief, tears, loneliness, lack of

human attention, and as the ordinary lot of all knights of free-

dom, prison, exile, beastly policemen, scourges and scorpions of

his highness imperial office].)

Asheshovexamines the causes of the subject's death that eventually turned him into a)))

subject, bestowing upon him the title of

\"chosen hero of his
people\",

wjth whom every member may identify. Moreover, his

voice becomes also a
prophetic

voice anticipating the Jungian concept of a poet, a pre-
cursor of the \"collective unconscious\" (Jung, 1933; 171).31 What Jung would claim
half a century later, Kostomarov stated earlier: that a writer or poet could verbalize the

instinctive and the unspoken, brooding within the group who is silent while an artist

speaks.3\302\260 For him, a national poet says what a group cannot yet speak, anticipating the)))
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martyr, and ends his lament on this heroic note. His poet, a lonely sufferer in life,

acquires a new life after death through his poetry. The traditional lament has been

ttansformed into a
glorification

of the poet's death, which brings him elemallove and

immortality. The genuine lament ends with a pro mise:
29)

OOI{a COJlHue CHReT Ha He6e YKpaJ1Hbl 11 BCerO

4CJlOne4eCTBa,.uO Tex nop III eBtJeHHO ItI ero

nO\342\202\2543YfH 6y D.YT \"naHysaTb\" 8 D.YMax J1IOJIew 11

\037o Tex nop era HI1HOrl{a He 3a6YLlYT JllOjJl1...

181)

[Shevchenko and his poetry will never be forgotten. They will

\"reign\"
while the sun shines in the Ukrainian sky and above the

all mankind].)

The promise to remember the name of the deceased is the constant motif of any

lament and the embodiment of the omnipresent secret desire of all humans to be

remembered after death. Asheshov's pseudo-lament is conducted in the spirit of a

Christian burial. The biographer, much like a priest, petforms the funeral rite and

promises
to the mourners that the name of the departed will be remembered forever.

Instead of the priest's \"Memory Eternal\" As heshOV, the biographer., utters the same

thought
in his panegyric to the dead poet. The sorrowful occasion of death is a

poetic

reason to express his own \"I\" t to enshrine his own name next to the glorious \"Other\".

The biographer mourns the death of another artist and examines the fate of a poet

in general. According to Asheshov, a poet is a
tragic figure whose life is plotted by the

\"envious God\". The sign \"destiny\"
is the keyword in the discourse, bearsing some

resemblance to the genre of a Greek myth or any legend or heroic tale for that mat-
ter.

30
The biography of a poet has some features of an ancient heroic talc. The main

character, the subject, angers some gods on Olympus and is destined to live a tragic

life as punishment for his wrongdoings. Despite the fact that the hero is occasionally

blessed with good fortune, the basic desire of the gods is to punish the hero: 31)

Ho cY\037b6a llleBqeHKa 6HRa BCer\037a

3J10CQaCTHOH./26/)))
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Be){b ETO 6hIJI llleBQeHHO,a cY,lJ;h6a HaJJ; HUM

CMeHJ1aCb. /48/)

Ho Be.ab ETO 6bIJI Tapac IlleB1JeHKO,HoTOPbIM

cy.ah6a HrpaJIa,KaJ{ KOIliKa C MbIllihIO./51/

(But Shevchenko's lot was always ill-starred).

(But it was Shevchenko and Fate ridiculed him).)

(But it was Taras Shevchenko, whose Fate was playing with him

like a cat with a mouse).)

Reporting each twist of tragic events, Asheshov describes them as Lhe natural outcome

of the poet's predestination. The proper name \"Shevchenko\" is employed as a symbol

of a poetic tragic destiny, of eternal
suffering

and a never-ending lament.

His subject accepts the punishment and his destiny with \"Christian humility\". \"The

promised second life\" of the poet and his name is the reward for his sufferings and

wrong-doings on Earth. There is some hidden pleasure
in the tragic wanderings of the

subject. Tears are shed from sorrow, and yet there is some secret enjoyment of the suf-

ferings of the \"Other\". After all, without the name of martyr there would be no

lament.)

6. 3. Poeticity or death)

The apogee of poeticity
in a biography concurs with the moment of death, and the

heroic
biography

of a national poet is particularly dependent on the exalted farewell to

the
subject.

In this respect, the earlier biographies, such as Chaly's, manifest this spe-
cial feature even more eloquently than the later biographical reinterpretations. He

mourns the death of his beloved subject in [he best tradition of the lament combining
the ancient folldoric legacy

and the oldest literary artifact of Kievan Rus - The Song of

Igor's Campaign.

32
Let us compare the two examples of lhe lament:)

.H pOCJ1aBHa paHO

nJ1aqeT B nYTI1BJ1e

Ha 3a'6paJIe a

peHYQI1: \"CBeT:HJlone)

BOT 6paTl1e

x pili CTJ.1 aH e , n pc II.

HaM 11

CBeTMJ10,CneTI1Bwee)))
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Vi TpeCBeTMJ10Be

COJ1H\037e! BceM

TenJ10 H
}{paCHO

ecyd

/C11oBo...1 03 :35/)

OJ

BC Cl1

MaJlOpOCCMI1 ,npeLt

HaMH Tapac

WeBQeH}{O.

/lJaJ1blw,C., 197/)

[Yaroslav's daughter early

weeps in Puti vI on the ram-

part, repeating: \"Bright and

thrice-bright sun! To all

you are wann and comely].

(The Song. . . in Vladimir

Nabokov's translation))

[Here, brothers, Christians,
are facing a lwninary,

that has been shining for all

the entire Little Russia,
Taras Shevchenko is before

us].)

Like the mourning Yaroslavna, Chaly is lamenting the departure of a revered hero,

and his poetically expressed grief is the last word of a panegyric having a catharctic

effect An the collective sentiments of the expectant biographee
and the \037rsona1 emo-

tions of the biographer are here. This is the moment of expressing the highest authori-

al admiration and love for his hero. \"Here the whole sense of the life is epitomized\",

as Joseph Campbell says
in characterizing the making of a hero. 33

Both the departed hero of the ancient tale and the dead poet are likened to a heav-

enly lxxIy. Both mourners address not only the deceased and the grieving crowd, but

surrounding
nature also. The anthropomorphosis of the landscape is a significant part

of the lament, as one may judge by the folkloric evidence. If Yaroslavna addresses the

river, Chaly speaks to the mountains which must hear his
grief.

The similarity of the

tone and structure is striking: 34)

o )].Benpe

CJIOBYTH1JY! TbI

np06HJ1 HeC\"

KaMeHbHbIH rOpbI

CKB03b JeMJIIO

IIoJIoBeQhKYIO TbI

J1eneHJI BeCl1 Ha

ce6e CBHTOCRaBJ1H)

rOpbI

KaHeBCKHe,J1yra H

.n;OJJhl Yl{panHCKHe!

BhIBHAHTe npe,lJ;
co6oIO

npOCBe\037eHHarO,pO,I{

Horo DaM

Myma,J1106HBllIaro)))



HaC3.){hI .aO mOJIHY

Ko611KOBa)
u

Bb3JIeJ1eH,rOCnOAHH

e,MOIQJ1aJJ:Y HO

MHe,a 6hIX HeCJJaJIa

}{ HeMY CJ1h03 Ha

MOpe paHo. /102/.

[0 Dnipr,
famed one! You have

pierced stone hills through the

Kwnan land. You have lolled

upon you Svyatoslav's galleys

as far as Kobyaka's camp. LoU

up to me, lord, my husband and

I may not send my tears

seaward thus early].

(V. Nabokov, 1960, 715:65)])
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YKpawHY \"

JII06J.iMarO eIO

B3aHMHO. /197/)

[Kanev mountains, valleys and

Ukrainian meadows! You

see before of you an

enlightened man, a dear

person who loved Ukraine

and was loved by her in

return] .)

In lx>th cases the place-names playa very significant semiotic role, intensifying
even

more the heroic image of the mourned hero. In the ancient tale the place-name

\"Dnieper\" marks the geographic borders of the invaded state, while in the heroic
biog-

raphy, the place name \"Kanev mountains\" refers to the poet's grave, which
symbol-

izes the heart of Ukraine and the mythical and the real geographical centre in relation

to the heroic myth.

The biographer delays the name of the departed hero in the lament, introducing it

with a rhetorical question, \"Who is being seen off so far and with such great honor?\"

In several of siro ilar questions, Chat y stresses that the hero is neither a warrior nor a

statesman, but \"Taras Shevchcnko\". This last statement summarizes the entire bio-

graphical
discourse and the final note of the panegyrical symphony. \"Taras

Shevchenko\" has become a common name for a new
hero-IJCK:t

whose art is placed on

the same level of significance as military activity, or
ruling

the state. To glorify the

national poet ChaIy traces the heroic
past

of his nation through the JX>etic artifact of

the \"Song\" and emulates the heroic exalted ethos of the tale. The biographer puts

Shevchenko's name and
simultaneously every poet's name on the map of heroic

names which is laboriously preserved
in the collective national memory.

Mourning and recollection of the deeds in life are the pennanent discursive compo-)))
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nents of any burial. The available documentary evidence suggests that many literary

genres have successfully appropriated it Nevertheless, biography was quite plausibly

the fII'St discursive genre to have benefited from the
poeticity

of the funeral. since

death and mourning are the fmal scenes of any biographical plot One
may go even as

far as seeing the funeml as the birthplace of any biography. Since death and burials

were known prior to poetry and any activity,
it is quite logical to assume that primitive

fonns of biography were among the earliest literary genres.

Biographies of prominent individuals and panegyrics to heroes, as their structural

parts, are the most ancient cultural artifacts known to men. The Bible and Sumerian

cfK)s, Iliad and Veda, all contain heroic biographies. Each epic may be considered in

the light of the biographical discourse, with the emphasis either on a
single hero, two

or more heroes or on the entire group. It may be a
partial

or complete biography,

depending upon the length of the plot and the number of the focalized events.

The ending of a heroic life and the accompanying lamentation is the narrative fac-

tor which is common to epic, tale, legend, drama, ode, panegyric
and biography per

se. Nevertheless, it acquires a particular significance in the heroic biography. The
heroic biography reaches its acme at the moment of the subject's death when the

description
of human tragedy serves the purposes of the onomastic metamorphosis.

The
purpose

of mourning in a heroic biography lies in arousing the utmost veneration

of the subject, to make his death a memorable event and to secure the eternal remem-

brance of his name: 35)

n POMJJ.YT BeKa,M OT.II.aJ1eHHOe nOTOMCTBO CbIHOB

MaJIOpOCCI1J1 YBVllll1T 11 Y3HaeT ,KTO 6bIJ1 Tapac
WeBIJeHKO. /198/)

[Centuries will pass and the distant posterity of the sons of Little
Russia will see and leMl1 who Taras Shevchenko was].)

This prophetic utterance reveals the purpose of the entire biographical discursive

enterprise:
to remember the hero, \"the poet of the people\".

Recalling the events of ancient times and bringing in parts of another heroic story,
The Song of Igor's Campaign, Chalyi facilitates his task of elevating the hero-poet to

the level of a
courageous

warrior and legendary historical figw-e. The legendary name

is created with the
help

of another heroic name. The story of Kobzar's death is present-
ed in the old familiar heroic context, with the visible utilization of another text, its poet-)))
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icity and onomopoesis. Chalyi very closely imitates the famous laroslavna's lamenta-

tion, and Kobzar's dea1h is mourned in the style of the Song of Igor's Campaign:
36)

ThI ,,UpCBHJ1 i1 DOpJ.1CTeJl ,}{pacYIO\037Jt1 HCR ceJ].hl MI1

BOJ1HaMI1 CBOMMM ;=tHenp! Thl I{OMY CYlU1JIOCb

Ha}{OlIe\037 Ha Xpe6TaX CBOJ1X BOJ1H npHHeCTI1 J{

HaM npax WeBqeIIHa,_C}{illKM Tbl HaM 0 MY}l{e

ceM, lloporOM \037flR Ham\037oro YKpaJ.1Hua

I{o63ape! /198/)

[You, the ancient Boristen, standing in the splendor of your grey

waves, Dnieper! You destined to bring to us on your waves

Shevchenko's remains, tell us about this man, Kobzar, who is

dear to every Ukrainian!])

The place-name, Dnieper, plays the key rote and has the identical function in both

lamentations (perfonned by Yaroslavna and Chalyi in the epic, in his biography of a

poet). Dnieper, the ancient territorial symbol and the mythical signal, carries the

equally important semantic load:)

DNIEPER

The Song of Igor's Campaign

epIc

Kievan Rus

struggle for freedom

against KWTlans

heroic past)

DNIEPER

Chalyi's biography

heroic biography

Ukraine

struggle for freedom

against the tsar

heroic present)

S hevchenko's grave)

Chalyi's heroic biography at the moment of mourning the hero exemplifies the

stylistic substrate where various epochs and beliefs merge into one multilayered hero-

ic eulogy.

Chalyi, the man, simultaneously assumes the voice of a female mourner,

Yaroslavna lamenting her husband's death and the male voice of a priest, perfonning

the ceremony at the poet's funeral. The male voice is allegedly the voice of the real)))
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clergyman, Archbishop Matskevich, whom the biographer quotes. Nevertheless, the

truth of the claim and the quotation is questionable. Is Chaly reproducing the words of

the priest verbatim, relying on his own memory or on others' who
happened

to be pre-

sent during the symbolic burial of the poet, on May 10, 1861.
Regardless

of the

authenticity of the reproduced speech, the last words about Shevchenko
represent

a

highly emotional experience, which is recreated using a complex poetic and narrato-

logical strategy.

Who is the clergyman Matskevich that employs the rhetorico-poetic devices of the

ancient literary monument? One may suggest that the symbolic complexity of the sec-

ond
mourning during the second pseudo-burial of Ihe poet in Ukraine could be a cre-

ative combination of various genres and texts done by Chaly himself. Although on

page 197 the biographer announces that he is going to reproduce the funeral oration

by Archbishop Matskevich, there are no quotation marks that would delineate the

boundaries between the authorial and character's utterances.

Motifs from The Song of Igor's Campaign imparted strength to the archpriest's

funeral liturgy representing the authorial voice. The ancient
legendary past rediscov-

ered in the nineteenth-centwy biography has various meanings. First, it raises the

social worth of the artist and poet. Second, it creates the illusion of an uninterrupted

historical passage of the Ukraine from Kievan Rus in Igor's times to Little Russia in

Shevchenko's and Chaly's times. Thirdly, it places in the foreground the collective

cultural heritage, folk-art The
depiction

of the two burials, in St. Petersburg and

Kanev, manifests the specifics of the romantic discourse and raises the question of the

heroic meaning of the sign in those days.

The entire description of the burial follows the romantic canons. For
instance,

Chaly introduces the image of a mysterious lady who puts a wreath on the poet's cof-

fin. The marginal character of the funeral scene corresponds to the romantic stereotyp-

ical notions about the proper grammar
of the funeral: 37)

80 BpeMH naH\037X\"aW Melli\037Y HapoaOM

n POTVlCHY JlaCb B r Jl y60I{OM Tpayp e
\037aMa,

nOJ1o}}{ltfJ1a Ha rpo6 n03Ta TCpHOBblH BeHOK 11

Y,QaJ1HJ1aCb HpaCHOpeQI1Bee Ha.arpo6HbIX CJlOB

.....

Bblpa3l1na OHa TO, qTO qYBCTBOBa.Jl KIDK,IlbB1 H3

Hac,npOBO}Kan n03Ta-CTpall.aJ1bQa B
MOrMJlY...

/ I 92/)))
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[Dwing the funeral service a
lady

in deep mourning squeezed

through the crowd, placed a blackthorn wreath on the poet's cof-

fm and disappeared: she expressed more eloquently than numer-
ous funeral ordtions what each of us felt, in seeing lhe poet-suf-
ferer off to his grnve].)

The image of a mysterious lady \"in
deep mourning\", who was perhaps, a person

important in Shevchenko's real life, also symbollically intensifies the collective

mourning of a national hero. Her presence and gesture eloquently express
the commu-

nal veneration of lhe hero.

The picture of the coffin itself preserves the spirit of romantic imagery:38)

}11 rpo6 nOKphIJlI1 qepBOHOIO }{I1TaWl{OJO,KOTopan
CHapa nOTeMHeJla no\037 MO}{PhIM ,IJ,O}l{)JeUhIM

CHerOM, KaK 6bI 3HaMeHyn,QTO He}{paCHa 6hIJ1a

lliYl3HeHHan 60Pb6a HapO.QHaro neBua Harnero 11

Hepa.QOCTHa 6blJla CMepTb Ha Qym6MHe.. /189/)

[And the coffin was covered
by

the red nankeen fall, which soon

darkened under the wet rainy snow, as if symbolizing that the

life-struggle of the poet of the people that was never easy and

also that his death in the stIange foreign land was
joyless.])

The short paragraph duplicates and reiterates the general heroic plot, poeticity and

philosophy of glorifying the poet. The romantic concept of a poet -sufferer is again

emphasized, with the two contrasting colors - red and black -
that serve as sym hots of

joy and suffering. The biographer is aware of these simplistic associations and most

vivid contrasting imagery:)

RED

joyful

enjoyment
white snow

exile)

BLACK

joy less

struggle

dark snow

native land)

The transfonnation of color on the coffin cover from red to black semiotically SW11-)))
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marizes the sad destiny of a
poet-sufferer,

who is buried preserving traditional sym-

bolism, even with this persistent reminder and movement towards tragedy:)

Sun

Red

Earth

Black)

Cover

red

Cover

black)

Chaly manipulates the basic associations and symbols, separating the body of the

hero from the coffin of a dead man. While the physical body is being buried, the

immortal name-metaphor is being repeated at the same moment: 39)

I{aH 11M CMJlbHO rOBOpHJ1J1 6bl MbJ 0 BeJ1I1KOCTI1

Harne:H nOTepl1,MbI He CKaJKeM Hl1llerO,O qeM

CTOKpaT CMnhHee H KpaCHOpeqMBee He

rOBOpl1JlO fiLl HaM 6e3CMepTHoe I1MJI_ Tapaca

WeBIJeHKa. CJ1aBa 3Toro J1MeUM He YMpeT B

nOTOMCTBe. OHO 6y \037eT }l{l1Th B Hapo.ae .aOJ1fO,

11 HClJe3HeT paJ Be TOJlbKO C nOCJ1e,rJ.HI1M

3BYKOM MaJ10pOCCHMCKOW neCH11, a HapO\037HaR

neCHb He YMMpaeT. /193/)

[No matter how much we talk about the greatness of our loss,

we will not say anything beyond what can be eloquently said by

the immortal name, Taras Shevchenko. The glory of this name

will not die in posterity. It will live among people for a long,

long time and will disappear with the last sound of the Linle
Russian song, and the song of the people never dies].)

The onomastic progression and the onomopoesis reach their apogee in the burial

scene. The romantic name-symbol is transformed into the immortal name, national

identity sign. The biographer who leads his readers
through the painful scenes of

mourning, funeral and symbolic Kanev funeral t comforts them with promise of eternal

glory to the hero-poet The name-sign acquires
the meaning of etemallife t and eternal

glory. Much like the songs of the people, their poets never die, Chaly assures us that

Shevchenkots name is indeed immortal. It will live as long as the last folk-song is)))
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alive. For Chaly, the poet and his nation are one while the glorious name is remem-

bered.

Nonetheless, the biographer departs from his own theory of a nation which,

according to him, represents an
organic unity between itself and its revered hero.

Fonnulating his views, he elevates his
hero-poet

above the national group. For him,

there is a distinct gulf between a
genius

and the mediocre multitude. His \"genius\" may
have some flaws; he may be

occasionally
weak and sinful, and, yet, he is above the

crowd and beyond its reproach. Such is Chalyi's dictum. His concept of a hero reflects

the spirit of his time. Quoting Pusbkin, Russia's most revered poet, he finds a serious

and reliable ally who once expressed similar views about hero and crowd:40)

TOJ1na }Ka,IJ,HO lIJ1TaeT 11 cJlywaeT paJCHa3hl 0

CJ1a60CTRx 3aMeqaTeJ1bH hI X J11O,IJ,eM. n pM

OTKphITl111 BC.RKOH Mep30CTI1,OHa pa.ayeTcH

YHl1llieHMIO BbICOKarO,OHa B BOCXI1ll(eHI1I1 \"OH

M aJl , KaK M M bI ! B peT e nOlI n ell,bl ,0 H M aJl 11

Mep30K He TaK,KaK BbI,a HHaQe\"/H3 nl1CbMa

nYlllJ{HHa BR3eMcKoMY
1824 r./204/)

[The crowd is eager to read and listen to stories about the weak-

nesses of the famous people. Discovering everything
loathsome

it delights in humiliating great men: \"He is as low and loath-

some as we are!\" No, you are Jying, scoundrels, He is small and

loathsome, but in a different way not like
you\" (From Pushldn's

letter to Viazemsky dated 1824) (204).])

Chalyi, much like his
predecessors,

relies on the \"Other\" to express his own views.

The Chaly-Pushkin voice is the voice of an intellectual, which contrasts with and con-

tradicts his own other voice. ChaJy, the Ukrainian biographer of the \"fIfSt Ukrainian

Kobzar\" , stresses the greamess of the subject and his kinship' with the nation. Chaly,

the admirer of aristocracy and high culture, supports the notion of a gulf between the

poet and his people. He
angrily

addresses the group repeating Pushkin's words: \"No

hero is different unlike you, rabble.\" This message between the lines may be derived

from the quoted Pushkin's letter to Viazemsky quoted in the text. This indirect address

creates a
secondary

discursive line between the biographer and biographees. Chaly-

PuShkin'5 voice is the voice of a thinker who expresses doubts about belonging to the)))
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group. It is the conflict of the two \"1\" 's, the individual authorial \"I\" and the collective

\"I\" of the group to which the biographer OOlongs.

41

This entire digression is necessary to protect the name of the hero after death. At

the moment of the subject's death Chaly corrects his own
unflattering descriptions of

the poet that could have cast some shadows on the hero and somewhat marred the

name-symbol. At the very end of the biography, by the time of the description of the

funeral service, his hero
appears

as a saint despite the fact that, earlier in the story,
such non-heroic deeds as excessive drinking and some flippant behavior were report-
ed. The distance from the heroic beginning and the ending of the biography imparts
some anxiety to the biographer, who may feel that the heroic image of his

subject

needs additional panegyrical reinforcement. ChaIy recalls some other facts that refute

his own earlier reminiscences about Shevchenko, the man. Apparently, by the end of
the biography, he realizes that his slightly disparaging remarks about the poet's \"wor-

shipping of Bacchus\" contradict the highly heroic description of the subject after his

death. This is why Chalyi says at the end: 42)

B onpOBepmeHHe qaCTO BCTpeqaIOll(MXCR 8

n eq a TM 11 B 06 m eCTBe ronoe JI OBn bI x

06J1MQeHHH n03Ta B
nOpOqHOH

HaHJ10HHOCTI1,npI1Be.IJ.eM .n.aHHbIe 11 CMJlrQalOlI.(l1e

BI1HY 06CTOJlTeJIbCTBa \"3 3aJlBJ1eHMW JIIO.Qei1

SnOJ1He lI.OCTOJ1:HbIX BepbL.. /204/.)

[To refute the unsubstantiated accusations of the poet's sinful

inclination occuring frequently in the press and in society, let us

provide some data and the circumstances extenuating his guilt,

relying on the statements of the people who are quite UUStworthy].)

Those \"trustworthy\" people are Pisarev and Kostomarov. The latter claims that he had

seen Shevchenko in an intoxicated state only once, although he witnessed him con-

swning alcohol many times. Pisarev develops an entire theory of a drunkard. For him,

a genius even drinks differently from other mortals. He
regards drinking as some kind

of a social protest. Again the two voices in the biographical narration are the pane-

gyric-confmning structures which are introduced
by the praise-anxious biographer

concerned with sustaining the expected laudatory note and
upholding

the highly hero-

ic image of the
poet)))
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Unlike Chalyi, who witnessed Shevchenko's burial and had recreated it in his biog-

raphy, the two Soviet
biographers, Ryl'skyi and Alexander Deutch, are for removed

from the subject's death by 1964. Nonetheless, they
also have to report this last act of

the biographical drama. After a century of versions and interpretations of

Shevchenko's life, they again face the same fact of his life, and the same dilemma in

depicting his death. The two modem biographers, the co-authors of the same
biogra-

phy of the national prophet,. have chosen to dwell on the most familiar part of

Shevchenko's death, his monument It is not the funeral procession and the funernl

ceremony itself that they can authentically recreate; the monument is the only real

artifact that is most immediate to the biographers.
In their representation, the death of the poet is void of sadness. It is a heroic event,

desirable for a person whose name outlives his actual BIOS and overshadows the life

of his own works. The writings of a genius survive long after the author's death, and

the biographers admire such heroic activity because it brings immortality to the name

of the poet. The awesome evidence of the POSthWTIOUS life of the hero's name is his

monumen4 which the biographers admire and describe in detail :43)

Not far from the ancient city of Kiev, on a
green

hill beside

Kanev, stands the bronze figure of the poet High above the

Dnieper
River his grave-mound rises on the spot where

Shevchenko had dreamed of building a home for himself. The

majestic monument faces the Dnieper and as the motor-vessel

smoothly glides along the silver crested waves, the passengers'

eyes are glued to the verdant hills and picturesque villages, and

to the gigantic statue of the poet lit up by the rays of the soo(8)

(trans by John Weir).)

The biographers, writers by profession, remind their biographees and themselves

that writing may prolong one's physical presence in the world through the remem-

brance of a name. They are impressed by the size of Hthe majestic monument\", the

chosen place for it, and the eternal aesthetic effect of the gigantic statue on passengers,

pilgrims
and poet's admirers. The authors share wilh their readers their own reverie at

the place where the hero is buried: 44)

Truly,
a poetic place was selected for the poet's eternal resting-

place! (ibid).)))
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Admiration of the poet's resting-place is the ending of the story about the name

that has become immortal. The complex authorial \"I\" identifies itself with the great

\"Other\". The duet of biographers becomes one
singJe

voice of a commentator who

mediates on the destiny of genius, the eternal glory of his name. It is not the hero's

immortal poems but the recalling of the name that now sustains his etemaJ life.

The bronze monument shining in the sun over the gliuering water of Dnieper is the

reminder of another life, the life of a recognized writer whose name has become a

national symboL To be remembered or to have one's name become a sign is the secret

desire of every writer. \"The exegi monumenLzun syndrome is anxiety experienced by

every writer, whose sole advantage over the rest of the group lies in the works which

may assist him/her in overcoming the fear of death and dying. After all, one's words

may indeed prolong one's life. The fact that one's name is remembered is the real

proof of the possibility of a second life attained through the name-sign.

The biographers recall that Shevchenko
planned

his own monument at the age of

thirty, almost seventeen years prior to his death. Does Ryl's'ky, a poet himself, think

about his own
possible

death and posthumous fame, or is it Deutch, a less famous

contemporary writer, comparing his own life and future death with those of

Shevchenko, the national hero? At any rate the commentator's duet is the expression

of anxiety about fame and the fate of the greater \"Other,\" the manifestation of a desire

to
possess

the name-symbol, to acquire immortality (Girard 1961: 53, 83). Partly, their

participation
in remembrance of the heroic name is their own monument to them-

selves, their own names \"Ryl's'ky and Deutch\" enduring in the shadow of the icon-

Shevchenko.On the other hand, their mention of the name of the
\"greater

hero\" stim-

u1ates the collective memory of the group by reminding it of the hero and his name

over and over again.
In any biography there is a distinct mysterious aura around the biographer, whose

authorial voice leaves a certain room for speculation about the unknown (Bakhtin,
1962:50-64; Voloshinov, 1962: 73-97). According to Leon Edel, the biographer writ-

ing about the \"Other\" reveals as much about himself as about his hero. 45
The biogra..

pherJs point of view may affect the attitude of the biographees to the subject. The

biographer knows and anticipates the desires of his biogrnphees who would like to

recognize their own \"I\" in the hero and in the biographer. The biographical discourse
is initiated as a mysterious enterprise and ends as a discovery of the identities, a dis-

course-relationship, which may leave biographeeseither content, enamoured or indif-

ferent. The heroic
biography is a much more predictable discourse-relationship, since

by the virtue of its purpose it has to preserve the aura of praise, admiration and love.)))
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The nature of a heroic
biography predetcnnines its main focus on the sub jeet, while

the
biographer

is never meant to be completely understood. If biographer's voice is

always in the background, the biographical duet of Ryl's'ky and Deutch has
surely

another discursive dimension.

The interpretative powers of the readerslbiographees have to be
applied

with dou-

ble forcefulness. The awareness of some unknown \"Other\"behind the commentator's

voice is a new challenge to the biographee. The reader loses his usual
confidence, and

the biographer's complicated identity deprives him/her of canonical truSt. Which of

the commentaries refer to the famous poet and which to lesser known
biographer and

literary critic? This discursive duality rejuvenates the discourse. Dual
authorship

is the

outcome of the merging point of view, a discursive
contract, undertaken under the

same heroic name and with a promise of the same emotional experience. The shared

temporal anxiety and aesthetic pleasure around the death of the hero result in the

invisible perfonnance of the two speakers whose voices merge into one.
There seems to be such a hannon y between the two biographers that the image of

the subject does nor bear any traces of their dual authorship. The biographees may

never discover the significance of each
respective contribution, each vocal part. The

order of their names may suggest some distribution of functions. Ryl's'ky who is

named first, is presumably the leading authorial voice in the biographical duet.

Nonetheless, it is the poetization of the death of the hero, expressed through the medi-

tation by Shevchenko's monwnent, that fuses the two voices into one.)

6. 4. Name and the \"Other\" time)

Clarence Manning \"recalls\" the name of the Ukrainian hero in 1945, the period when

the alliance with \"mysterious Slavs\" had to be explained to the North American public

en masse and Slavic heroes had to be introduced in the American context. 46 The biog-

rapher interprets the life and heroic
personality

of the \"great Slavonic poet\"

Shevchenko in tenns of the familiar, the American Revolution and American cultural

mythology.47 The nineteenth-century poet is presented as a part of local history. The

rhetoric of the popular American media affects this new
image

of the Ukrainian

national hero who is named next to Peter the Great, Napoleon, Pugachev, Pushkin and

the Decembrists. The author draws some
parallels

between Russian, Ukrainian and

American history:)))
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It comes as something of a shock to realize that the aporozhian

Sich, long reduced to only a shadow of its past greatness, was

not destroyed until 1775, and the last vestiges of the Hetmanate,

which had been practically turned into an aristocratic regime,

were wiped out in 1783 when the territory was divided into gov-

ernments and ruled on the Russian
pattern.

Thus so far as

Ukraine was concerned, the fmal extinction of the old liberties

came precisely at the period of the American Revolution(l).)

Ukrainian and Russian
history

is viewed as the precursor of the new American soci-

ety. Shevchenko's is
presented

as the defender of the \"old liberties\", while America,

the biographer's native land, is the new heroic tenitol)', so that the subject is nearly the

aftennath of the American Revolution. Manning suggests that the historical events

preceding Shevchenko's
appearance wer,e allegedly a result of the American influ-

ence: 49)

On the positive side the successful revolt of the American

colonies and the establishment of the Republic of the United

States left a deeper imprint upon European thought, even in the

East of Europe, that we usually think(I).)

What was the \"deep imprint\" of the American colonies? For Manning, Shevchenko,

the poet of Ukraine, appeared
as the result of the American heroic historyt the

American Revolution. Manning goes even so far as labelling the event as \"the deep

driving force for entire Europe\".In the light of this semiotic conlext the name of the

hero undergoes the following stages:)

TARAS SHEVCHENKO

GREAT SLAVONIC POET

MYS1ERIOUS SOUL

ECHO OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION
THE SThffiOL OF NEW LIBERTIES

NEARLY AN AMERICAN HERO)

Manning rearranges the temporal universe in such a way that its temporal layers
are superimposed one

upon
the other. The occasion of recalling the name of the

great)))
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Slavonic poet is also the occasion of celebrating the American myth, glorifying
American history, and singing a

panegyric
to the \"land of freedom\". The history of the

Ukrnine and Russia is
presented

in the shadow of American history. Manning unites

various tempornl universes, different
linguistic and cultural traditions, simultaneously

exploiting the patriotic feelings of several groups. The Ukrainian poet is placed on the

same heroic level as a hero of the American Revolution. This heroic prelude appeases
the most uninfonned popular reader who has to be prepared to accept the hero of the

\"Other u

. It is for him that Manning invents the temporal link between the two histori-

cal periods.

On the other hand, there is another addressee to whom Manning says the follow-
.
109:)

As an artist and a thinker Shevchenko deserves the sympathetic

knowledge and understanding of the entire civilized and demo-
cratic world. He deserves it as the representative of his people,. a
nation of

forty
millions who have so far failed to receive that

independence for which
they

have struggled(l).)

The \"hero of American revolution\" is now the leader of the new American followers

and deserves the support of the \"civilized,t democratic world. The biographer reveals

the \"continentocentricity'\" of the representative of the New World, which measures the

historical life of other cultures in teons of their own and only their familiar symbol-

ism: independence,. democracy, anti-monarchy and colonies. 51 Despite the fact that

Shevchenko's name is worthy to be remembered by the \"entire world,\" this world is

circumscribed by the geographical and mythical boundaries of the American conti-

nent: 52)

He is one of the great poets of the nineteenth century without

regard to nationality or language and his fearless appeal to right

and truth and justice speaks as eloquently in the New World as it

did in the Old or in the little village where he was born, in the

city to which he was taken, or on the treeless steppes to which

he was exiled(lntr).)

The dichotomy of the two worlds,. old and new, two kinds of liberties and ideas create

the specific heroic ethos of the biography. A writer in the New World writing about)))
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the poet of the Old World is still committed to the glorification of the American past

The American reader may easily recognize the heroic icons of established local dis-

course: \"independence\", \"injustice\", \"revolution\", \"colonies\", \"dream\", \"choice\", and

\"pursuit of happiness.
\"

Ukraine, the distant land is made more familiar through these popular American

signs applied to the new context The American biogrnphee may be more
receptive

to

a nation in process of achieving similar goals, rather than to an
oppressed group of

peasants and former serfs. Manning insists that the representative of such a nation

deserves remembrance indeed\"

For Manning, history is the movement in quest of liberties bringing the utmost

prosperity. The year 1812 symlx>lizes the end of
liberty, being oblivious to the chrono-

logical order; his Napoleonic war precedes the Pugachev uprising and the Cossacks,

and Peter the Great succeeds the Decembrists. The romantic and metaphoric descrip-

tion of the history of the \"Other\" replaces the traditional chronological approach. Out

of this metaphorized view of the Russian and Ukrainian history comes Manning's per-

ception of the Ukrainian national bard who assums the role of the American pioneers

by \"putting a new modem Ukrainian literature on its feet\". A great hero of the \"Other\"

is likened to American pioneers conquering new frontiers. The American biographees

could not fail to recognize this hero in such a poet of Ukraine.

Manning rearranges the subject's biography to the needs of his group, and its time.

The theme of prosperity permeates the poet's life even when the reality of

Shevchenko's tragic life resists it. For instance, despite
the fact that the poet's ances-

tors were serfs,. the American biographer writes:
53)

The old man must have been a superior type of
peasant,.

for he

had seen to it that his son Hrihori Shevchenko had been taught

to read and write. The son was a prosperous serf at a time when

his prosperity could bring him few advantages, and he constant-

ly sought for a new and better life on the estates of his master,

Vasily Vasilyevich Engelhardt(8).)

The semiotic map of the myth-adjusted description suggests the
following:)

superior type of peasant

literate

son of a prosperous serf)))
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constantly seeking better life

almost an American
pioneer)

Consequently, the future national poet is born into a family which is
prosperous also t

judging by the biographer's presentation of their family roots. The ethos of optimism

is reinforced by the decorative descriptions of the poet 's place
of birth, the village of

Kirilivka (Manning's translitemtion):54)

Kirilivka was a typical large Ukrainian village of the Right

Bank. It was a fertile region with an abundance of orchards and

fruit trees and gardens. Picturesquely located t it seemed a real

paradise, but beneath the channing exterior t the institution and

the practice of serfdom made the village for its inhabitants a
\037r-

feet hell, where all kinds of evil and injustice prevailed and
where the hours of labour demanded by the master made life

almost impossible(9).)

Manning is forced to acknowledge the hell of serfdom on the one hand, but on the

other hand the picture of paradise prevails. The myth of success underlies even the

description of the poet's place of birth which is presented as a
picturesque

and fertile

land of plenty.

Despite the tragedies in the subject's life,. the biographer does not regard

Shevchenko's family and life as poor and disadvantaged. Neither does he view the

state of serfdom as a crucial obstacle to the poet's happiness. There is a motif of \"vic-

tory\" and \"success\", and energetic search for a better life. Having labelled the poet's
father as \"a proserous serf't Manning denied his son the status of a

martyr,
the future

national hero. He tries to depict Shevchenko's tragic life in lighter colors; the

American myth of \"pursuit of happiness\" affects his interpreta!i0n of the poet's mis-

ery. He appropriates the popular poetic rhetoric of American society and
applies

it to

the nineteenth-century life in Ukraine. The modern tenns, such as \"institution

u

, and

\"forced labour\", traditionally used in connection with Soviet society, are abundant in

Manning's biographical discourse. The temporaJ shift in the choice of poetic descrip-

tions mitigates the negative effect of the meaning they carry. The image of
prosperity

prevails in the biographer's report about Shevchenko's early years, for the picture of

paradise precedes the description of evil and injustice of serfdom. The biographees

will focus their attention on the positive message, since it comes flfSt. The memory of)))
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paradise is still present when the picture
of the oppressed serfs follows that of the pic-

turesque Ukrainian
cOW1tryside,

for the biographer is aware of the selective feature of

discourse
processing.

55

Afterwards, the teller of the heroic tragic story has to accept the unsuccessful pur-

suit of happiness. Despite his naturdl gifts, the subject fails to achieve genuine suc-

cess. The poet's imagination gives rise to dreams that are never fulfilled; he makes

wrong choices and sets himself unachievable tasks. Manning suggests that his hero, a

poor reader of the social text, cannot map his own road to happiness. The talented poet

appears to be totally unable to W1derstand the people around him, which is disas-

trous:
56)

Her charm and beauty completely fascinated the poet and still

saddened
by

the rebuff of Kharytia, he decided to marry her. He

had her
taught

to read and hied to educate her. The girl respond-

ed
quickly

but it was soon clear to all, even to Shevchenko, that

she was hoping to marry him only to get to Paris and to move in

society. This
completely

broke the poet's heart and he began to

feel that his chances for a happy married life in Ukraine were

doomed never to be realized(33).)

His choice of the object of his love is just another example of the
}X>efs inability to

understand the world around him. He chooses a woman, who becomes another unful-

filled dreamt since he takes her for another type of human being. Manning's subject

lives in the world of imaginary characters, wrong perceptions about reality, and

impossible
dreams. This consequently brings disillusionment and the story ends tragi-

cally.
The hidden motif of Hpoor choice\" is a transition from rich endowments to

JXX>r

adjustments. An individual who is born into a fertile land and the family of a prosper-

ous serf, allegedly fails to achieve happiness owing to his own incorrect choices and

partly because of malicious fate. Nevertheless, the
contemporary theme of \"control-

ling one's destiny\" dominates the fabula of the discourse. The subject's failure is

explained as lack of control and femoning in the struggle for liberty. The \"mysterious

Slavic soul\" of the poet symbolizes the entire myth about Eastern European mystery

and is conttasted with American energy, the American successful pursuit of happiness

and victorious struggle for freedom. The new liberties and the New World victoriously

parade before the unsuccessful life of the nineteenth-century tragic figure. The new)))
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temporal universe is superimposed upon
another time, different history and more

complex biography.

The tone of the discourse is still heroic, although the hero of the uOther n

is forced

into the alien heroic territory of modem industrial progress and success. The heroic

ethos of the two national groups is put to the test by the loyal American biographer

who cannot overcome the required submission to the group and
loyalty

to American

group mythology. The hero of the \"Other\" cannot, after all, be above the group to

whom he/she is
presented.)

6. S. Name as onomastic drill)

To sustain the name-symbol in the collective memory of a nation the name must be

constantly repeated
to the group. The task of the later biographers lies in

\"drilling\"
the

familiar sign lest it disappear from the discursive horizon. Leonid Novychenko's ver-

sion of Shevchenko's life has precisely this kind of a task. After so many identical

descriptions in the past, the mcxlem Soviet biographer merely
records the onomastic

experience of the past. The \"drill\" begins with the familiar gallery of heroic names,

such as Byron, Shelley,Goethe, Pushkin, Lermontov, Mickiewicz and Pctofi, and the

subject's name: 57)

The great Ukrninian poet Taras Shevchenko may be placed in

the rank of these giants. He was a singer of freedom who, in

defiance of his grim time, said bravely and simply
in his

\"Testament\":)

Oh bury mc, then rise ye up

and break your heavy chains (5).

Note: (trans. by Teresa Polowy))

Novychenko, like many of his predecessors, expresses the same point of view, and

reiterates the concept of the
\"great poet\037t,

that is forged by \"great ideas and turbulent

times\" .

What he calls an \"inspiring time\" is represented by the barricades, the Napoleonic

Wars, and the Communist Manifesto,
and his list of heroic names ends with Marx,

Lenin, the Decembrists and Herzen. The
propagandistic poSL-1917 Soviet rhetoric is

superimposed upon this biographical discourse. If Manning'5 Shevchenko was treated)))
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as an American
pioneer, fighting for liberty, Novychenko's national poet is presented

as a revolutionary, fighting
for Communist ideas. It is not incidental that the famous

panegyric to the poet by I van Franko is chosen as an epigraph and the frrst onomastic

statement in the discourse: 58)

He was the son of a poor peasant who became a master in the

realm of spirit. He was a serf who became a giant in the realm of

human culture(4)
Note: (ttans. by Teresa Polowy))

Therefore, the modem onomastic drill begins with the following set of names given to

the hero:)

SON OF PCX)R PEASANT

MAS1ER

GIANT

REVOLImONARY

ROMANTIC

NATIONAL POET)

The heroic prelude ends with the known and expected name \"the founder of

Ukrainian national literature and language\": 59)

The real voice of the Ukrainian people was not heard until the

brilliant works of Shevchenko, who was destined to become the

founder of the new Ukrainian literature and its main philosophi-
cal and aesthetic traditions(13).)

Prior to introducing the subject, Novychenko reminds the biographees that the name

of the hero had been consttucted throughout the century of the
\"propaganda

of the

working masses\", by uninterrupted heroic discourse. He adds to this onomastic pro-

gression a new name which was constructed under the impact of the post-1917 events.
When the actua11ife-story begins, the biographer presents it in the trite manner of

the classical panegyric that had been repeatedly built around the name of the poet The

subject is born in the ancient land of Kievan RUSt amidst the memories of battles

among the \"steppe nomads and inroads of Batu Khants hordes
u

, Cossack annies and

wandering folk-singers, Kobzars. The
story

of the legendary past of the nation
pre-)))
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cedes the life-story of the hero.

The hero is born into a poor family of a serf, but is endowed with talent that will

eventually help him to earn the name of a \"giant\". The dying father's prophecy,. that

had been
reported

in nearly every biograph y
18 and became the constant biographical

motif, supports the hagiographical plot structure of the hackneyed heroic narrative.
The

subject
is seen as a direct heroic continuum even at the tender age of nine:60)

Hiding from his stepmother in weeds, he sewed together a note-

book from scraps of paper. He filled the margins of the notebook

with designs, and as he sang and cried bitter tears, he copied into

it psalms of the 18th
century

Ukrainian philosopher and poet

Hrihoriy Skovorcxia, and his favorite folk songs(16) (trans. by

Teresa Polowy))

Thus already in his childhood, the subject is placed next to the Ukrainian philosopher,

Skovoroda, and later he is compared with Lomonosov and Gorky.

Even his frrst love for a Polish girl is depicted as another stage
in his heroic ascen-

dance. Dziunia Gusikowska is presented as a connecting link between the progressive

Western Ewupean poets, higher Polish culture and the
fK)Or

Ukrainian serf. While in

the Academy of Fine Arts, the Hrecent muzhik\" surpassed many of his classmates who

had enjoyed a \"completely content and satisfied youth\", Novychenko states. His

social and intellectual rise is marked onomastically, i.e.
by

the list of various names

important in the musical world to whom the poet had been exposed while in 5t.

Petersburg:
61)

He mentions the names of Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart, Weber,

Bortniansky, Rossini, Mendelssohn, Liszt, Glinka, Donizetti,

Meyerbeer, Chopin, Paganini, and Schubert(24).)

Those names of leading composers create a saturated semantic effect around the name

of the
subject,

and are followed by a list of literary luminaries: 62)

Mentioned incidentally in connection with other details in the

narrative are books
by historians, art critics, and travellers,

among them The History of Ancient Greece
by

John Gillies,

Travels of Anacharsis the Younger in Greece by Jean-Jacques)))
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Barthelemy, works by Varsari, Gibbon, Michaud, Lelewel,
Dumont d'Urville, classical works such as Homer's Iliad,

Ovid's Metamorphosis, and Plutarch's Lives, the works of

Shakespeare, Defoe, Richardson, Goethe, Scott, Goldsmith,

Dickens, Washington Irving, Byron, Hugo, Mickiewicz,

Zhukovsky, Khemnitser. . . The
young

Shevchenko was as

enthusiastic a reader of Russian writers - Pushkin, Lennon to v,

Gogol, Krilov, Griboyedov, Baratinsky, Karnrnzin and Rileyev-

and followed every step of the rising Ukrainian literature, literal-

ly devouring works and material on Ukrainian history, which at

this time were rare and far from accurate in detail.(24))

The list of these heroic names-signs marks not only the progression in the education

of the fonner serf, but also his own elevation on the literary horizon. The biographees
are bombarded with forceful onomastic signals that are intended to elevate the

Ukrainian hero, placing him in the universal iconic context Following this intense

nominal \"drill\", the name of the subjecl is
finally

included in the heroic Western

European environment The Ukrainian national hero is
ultimately placed among the

accepted and recognized heroes of other nations.

Flirting with the ideas of \"proletarian internationalism\" and simultaneously

exploiting the national sentiments of the group, Novychenko places his hero in

between these two mythical worlds, i.e. the Marxist proletarian world and utopia:
63)

In treating the fantastic plots found in folklore, Shevchenko,
unlike several other influential Russian poets, was able to

remain completely faithful to the folk imagination while keeping

his work devoid of mysticism and poetization of other worldly

forces(29).)

The biographer classifies his hero as a \"genuine national, popular spirit. neither imita-

tive nor superficial\". These qualities are regarded more
by highly

in Shevchenko than

in some \"influential Russian poets,\" and thus suggest an intentional
appeal

to the col-

lective sentiments of the group. The motif of Cossacks and Zaporozhian Sich and the

romanticization of the glorious national past is quite prominent in the Soviet
Ukrainian

biography. The heroic spirit of the Ukrainian people is persistently empha-
sized also in the analysis of Shevchenko's poetty, and this is done rather early in the)))
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narration. The subject's life and work appear as subordinated to nationalism. The

name \"NATIONAL HERon governs the
biographical discourse, adjusted to the

name-symbol:64)

The entire Ukrainian people, their most
oppressed

lower classes

in Shevchenko's works, sttive to live a free and just life worthy

ofman(44).)

Shevchenko passionately defended his right to compose his
works in Ukrainian, and to work towards creating a full-fledged

Ukrainian literature which would be not only for the common

people\" (48).)

A man of his people, Shevchenko
sJX>ke

of the people and on

behalf of the people. He knew everything he wrote about from

his own experience(113).)

The reference to S hevchenko as \"a revolutionary democrat\", a name imposed by the

traditional Soviet ideological discourse, is
placed

next to the name \"national hero\"

even when the subject's identity is revealed in Shevchenko's own diary:65)

Shevchenko emerges from the pages of his diary as a revolution-

ary democrat, intolerant of alllcinds of slavery and oppression,

fully sympathizing with the suffering, and admiring those who

struggle. He is the enlightener, dreaming about the rays of light

which might fmally penetrate \"the enslaved mind which has

been weakened by the priests\" (148).)

To reinforce the name \"the IX>pular national poet\", the biographer provides some evi-

dence of his acceptance in Russian intellectual circles of the time. According to

Novychenko, the poet was well received by Benedictov, Maikov, Leskov, Pisemsky,

Polonsky Turgenev and other famous Russian writers..
66

This set of Russian names is

required for the introduction of another name-reference, S hevchenko \"the friend of the

Russian people\":67)

What is more, he
firmly

believed in the idea of fraternity)))
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between the \"Muscovites
u

and the \"Cossacks,\" the Russians and

Ukrainians (72).)

It is remarkable that it is the Russian revolutionary democrat Chemyshevsky who pro-

claims Shevchenko the symbol of uue Ukrainian literature:)

Two months before Shevchenko's death, he wrote: \"Now that it

has a poet like Shevchenko, Little Russian literature. . . is in

need of no benevolence\" (159).)

The biographees are trained to believe that the subject was the only founder of

Ukrainian litemture, a revolutionary democrat and socialist 68)

The poet of the peasant revolution, a fiery singer of mass
strug-

gle against serfdom and tsarism did not know the historically

right path
to socialism, but his basic ideas of the future reign of

freedom and justice largely suggested socialist ideals(167).)

Unlike other heroes he never dies, since:69)

There is no date of death for a genius. His spiritual legacy lives

through the ages, constantly developing
in new genera-

tions(175).)

Following his onomastic pattern, Novychenko maps the
literary path of the Ukrainian

nation with a row of other heroic names: Marko Vovchok, Ivan Franko, Ivan Nechui-

Levyt'sky, Panas Myrny, Mikhailo Kotsyubyn'sky, Lesya Ukrainka, Pavlo

Hrabov'sky,
Vasil Stefanyk, and Olga Kobylians'ka. According to the biographer, all

these Ukrainian writers b'ace their genealogy from the great Kobzar, much as did the
later heroes of the Soviet Ukrainian ern, the new Ukrainian cultural icons:)

Pavlo Tychina and

Olexandr Komniychuk,

Maxim Rylsky and

Olexandr Dovzhenko,
Mikola Bazhan and)))
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Yuri Yanovsky,

Andriy Holovko and

Ostap Vishnya,
Oles Honchar and

Mikhailo Stelmarkh( 179).)

The onomastic drilling exercise ends with the statement:70)

\"Shevchenko is great because he is the poet of the Ukminian

nation, even more because he is the spokesman of the masses,

but above all else, because he is a
jX)Ct

who is profound! y revolu-

tionary and socialist in
spirit,\"

wrote Anatoliy Lunacharsky(183).)

Ironically, this classical panegyric written for Soviet society at that time, which pri-

marily upholds the principles of the Marxist ideology, skillfully exploits the collective

sentiments of its numerous nationalities. The message, \"the hero is great because he is

ours\" is a familiar tool in the indoctrination of the crowd, indicative of the rising glob-

al nationalistic movements that even the Soviet
Regime

did not intend to suppress.

The 'LJtopian State\" is on the eve of crucial changes, endangered by its own symbols

and tyranny. Much like its ancient
predecessors,

it resorts to the deepest collective

consciousness - the sense of nationhood. Novichenko's
biography

of a national hero is

symptomatic of the new trends in Soviet biographical and general discourse. East

meets West on the primordial xenophobic ground where hate of the \"Other\" powerful-

ly reigns and signs and symbols are put to their traditional use
-

worshipping the \"I\" at

the expense of debunking or belittling the \"Other\".)))
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CONCLUSIONS)

The inescapable romance between heroic subject, the hero-expectant biographee
and a

generously praising biographer time and again W1ites the author and the reader on

ancient biographical territory. Panegyric is the centuries-old method of catharsis and

rejuvenation, to which we resort in the moments of infatuation with the new,

seemingly perfect and ideally heroic. National, political, religious, mythical,

historical, geographical and numerous other barriers stand between us, but panegyric

is this common, sharable and universally understood sign. It is immortal, eternal,
ttanshistoric and transcultura1, the phenomenon that makes the world and humans

simple and
recognizable.

The triteness of the panegyric ironically reduces the hero to

a basic schema, reviving our eternal naive dream about a perfect human being and

perfect
universe.

Panegyric to a well-known individual, particularly a national poet, soothes the

collective psyche, providing comfort and imparting the sense of collective stability.
Constant repetition of the same heroic name sends messages of positive

reinforcement, restoring the optimistic spirit within the group and confinning its
raison d' etre.

In constructing the name-icon, authors throughout the centuries anticipated the

collective desire of the groups and their prevalent mythologies. The biographical

onomopoesis is a manifestation of the collective preference.

Panegyric is the genre-survivor that helped so many a writer to survive, as praise is

so powerful. Being more expected and desired than criticism, praise has been

successfully used by the masters of verbal art to say the unsayable and to dream the

impossible. After all, the topic of discourse is the canonical symbol, the sacred

\"Other\", whom no tyrant or despot may dare to question.
Perhaps,

some names - national symbols and Shevchenko's, being one of them, are

doomed to eternal panegyric and may never leave the heroic pantheon for a debunking

portrait. By the irony of destiny, such sacred names gain their heroic pathos in time,

with each mention of the name, adding new panegyrical force, prolonging its life. Do

we truly understand the tyranical power of the myth, name-sign and the iconic place

of a hero?)

1987-1991

Toronto, Ontario. Canada)))
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v. Kranikhfeld, Taras
Shevchenko-pevels UkTainy (Taras Shevchenko -

Singer

of Ukraine) (St. Petersburg: Zhizn' i znanie, 1914).

Dmytro Doroshenko (1882-1945), eminent historian and historiographer, politi-
cal

figure,
author of numerous books on Ukraine which were ttanslated into

German, Polish, French, Swedish and Czeck. D. Doroshenko, Shevchenko

Taras Grigorovych (Prague: Wyrowyj, 1936).
11. Natalia Livyts'ka Kholodna (1902-?), poet, writer, affiliated with the group

Tank which was popular in the 30ies; published highly heroic Shevchenko's

biography Shliakh veletnia (Giant's Pathway) (New York: Mikhail Boretsky,

1955) .

12. More in: George Luckyj, \"Introduction\" to his translation of Pavl0 Zaitsev,

Taras Shevchenko (Toronto; University of Toronto Press, 1988) vii-xi. Pavlo
Zaitzev (1886-1965) literary critic, political figure, his major contribution to

Shevchenkoniana is his Zhitt'ia Tarasa Shevchenka (Munich:Logos,1955).
13. Maxim Ryl'sky (1895-1964), Soviet Ukrainian poet, translator, ethnographer;

Maxim Ryl'sky, and Alexander Deutch, trans.
by John Weir, Taras Shevchenko

(Moscow: Progress, 1964).

14. Konstantin Paustovsky (1893-1968),Soviet writer, most familiar for his roman-

tic cycles Kara-Bugaz (1932), The Black sea (1936) and Vremia Bol'shykh

Ozhidanii (Time of Great Expectarions), also wrote books for children and
memoirs; \"Taras Shevchenko\" in his Sochineniia, vol. 3, 1982 ed. 550-99.

15. Plato, Republic in Works cd., by H.H. Fowler (London: William Heine-Mann

Ltd., 1963).

16. Plato, Cratylus in his Works.

17. Montaigne, The Essays of M ichLJel Lord of Monlaigne, by
John Florio (Toronto:

J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1915).)))
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18. John Stuart Mill, A
System of Logic, 7th ed., 2 vols. (London: Longmans, Green

Reader and
Dyer, 1868) vol. 1.

19. J. S. Mill, A System of Logic, 3.
20. Thomas Hobbs, Leviathan (London: 1.M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1953).
21. Hobbs, Leviathan, 24.
22. Otto Jespersen, The Philosophy of Grammar (New York: Norton, 1965). John

Carroll, What's in a Name (New York: W.H. Freeman and Co., 1985).
23. Francois

Rigolo\037 Poetique et OnolTlflstique (Geneve: Librarie Droz., 1977).

24. F. Rigolot, Poetique et Onomastique

25. Freud treats names only in connection with the erotic, the \"modem god of psy-

chiatry and psychology,\" dealt mostly with pathology generated by the eternal

conflict between Body and Mind; the basic submission La the erotic was seen as

a cure.

26. Tenn is invented
by

the author to characterize the intentional omisson of names.

27. Freud sees some connection between the previous psychological trawna and the

desire to forget certain events, including proper names. He naturally implies

some previous sexual episodes which a
patient may wish to forget. A General

Introduction to Psychoanalysis (New York: Liveright Publishing Corp., 1920)
90-101.

28. Freud,
A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis.

29. Freud's, work.

30. Roland Barthes, The
Empire of Signs trans. by Richard Howard (New York:

Hill and Wong, 1982).
31. Sofia KovalewskY (1850-91) Russian mathematician, a member of the Swedish

Academy of Sciences, writer, prominent
female cultural figure, her works ranging

from mathematics, physics to astronomy and even fiction. Louis Pasteur (1822-

1895) a famous researcher, a member of the French Academy of Sciences,

founder of modem microbilogy and discoverer of numerous vaccines used in CUT-

rent preventative medicine, particu1arly rabies vaccine. Dmitry Mendeleev (1834-

1907) Russian chemist, tbe Mendeleev table is currently used in chemislIy.)

Chapter Two)

1. Joseph Campbell, The Hero With a Thousand Faces (Princeton, N.J.: PrincelOn

University Press, 1949); J. Campbell, \"Transfonnations of the Hero\" in Richard)))
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Ohman ed., The Making of a
Myth (N.Y.: G.. Putnams, 1962) 99-135

2. Bill Butler, Th\302\243 Myth of the Hero (London: Rider & Co., 1979).

3. Sigmund Freud, Moses and Monotheism, trans by Catherine Jones (London:

Hogarth Press, 1939) 109.

4. \"Cuchulainn,\" legendary
tribal hero in Celtic mythology, Irish mythical figure;

\"Sigurd\" (Icelandic form of Siefried), hero of the Medieval Norse epic and

Icelandic folk hero; \"n' ia Muromets\" - Russian folkloric hero, sym bot of fan-

tastic physical strength.

5. Bill Butler's, The Myth of the Hero.

6.
Jeffrey Anderson, \"The Wish to Be Remembered\" in The Psychoanalytic

Forwn, vo1.,N. 1, Swnmer ]982, ]3-21.

7. J etfrey Anderson's article mentioned above.

8. Waldo Dunn, The English Biography (London: J.H. Dent, 1916).

9. Lau.dntio funebris, a Roman version of panegyric to the dead hero, more in D.A.

Dorey, ed. Latin Biography (London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1967) 45-79.

10. Dennis Twitchett, \"Problems of Chinese
Biography\"

in D. Twitchett & Wright,

Arthur, Confucian Personalities (Stanford, Ca.: Stanford University Press,

]962)
24-43.

11. Patricia Cox, Biography in Late Antiquity (Berkley, Ca.: University of

California Press, 1983).

12. Arnalda Momigliano, The Development of Greek Biography (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971).

13. Boris Uspensky, llHistoria sub specia semiotica\" , in Daniel \037 Lucid, 00., Soviet

Semiotics (Baltimore Md.: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977) 107-17
14. Michael Rewa, Reborn as Meaning (Washington D.C.: University Press of

America, 1983).
15. The modern psychobiography has been largely affected by the Freudian thoo-

Ties, and there is a consensus among scholars as to the extent of this influence;

the tenn adopted after the recognition of psychology and psychoanalysis in this

century, but may be ttaced back to Plutarch and ancient Greeks.

16. John A. Garraty The Nature of Biography (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1957).
17. It penneates the Russian and Soviet literary and extra-literary discourse, the cult

of the individuals
encouraged neo-hagiographies of Lenin t Stalin and even

Pushkin, Tolstoy or Chekhov.

18. Zero-degree biographee,
a term created by A. Makolkina in the process of

defining
the hierarchy of readers, first used in her unpublished doctoral thesis)))
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\"On Poetics of Biography: Transfonnations in some
Biographies

of Byron and

Pushkin\", (University of Toronto, 1987) 62.

19. Janice Radway \"Mass Culture\" in Peter Steiner ed., The Structure of the

Literary Process (Amsterdam:
John Benjamins Publishing Co., 1982) 397-491.

20. Northrop Frye, UTheory of Modes\" in N. Frye, Anatomy of Criticism

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957) 30-74; 33.

21. Nikolay Berdiaev, 0 Rabstve i Svobode Cheloveka (On Slavery and Freedom of

Man) (Paris: YMCA Press,1939).
22. The most pronounced characterization of nationalism as religion is in Hans

Kahn, Nationalism: Its
Meaning

and History (New York: Random House,

1938).

23. Rosalind Mitchison, ed. The Roots of Nationalism
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh

University Press, 1980)

24. Hans Kohn, above. N. 22. H. Kahn, Prophets and Peoples: Studies in

Nineteenth Century Nationalism (New York: Collier Books, 1966). Anthony D.

S. Smith Nationalism in the 20th century (Oxford: Martin Robertson & Co.

Ltd., 1979).
25.

Sigmund Freud, Group Psyclwlogy and the Analysis of the Ego trans, H. James

Strachey (London, Hogarth Press, 1959).

26. Gerard Rene, Deceit, Desire and The Novel, trans.
by

Ivonne Freccero

(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1965).

27. Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes and Hero-Worship, 127.

28. Laurence Lipking, The Life of The Poet (Chicago: The University of Chicago

Press, 1981).

29. The tenn inspired by the Gremasian
theory

of semiotics.

30. The role of national literatures in fanning the national identities is well defmed

in Paul Magocsi's work, The Shaping of a National
Identity (Cambridge, Mass.:

Harvard University Press, 1978) 145.

31. John Morley, Gladstone., 3 voIs. (London: MacMillan & Co., 1903).

32. James Stanfield, An Essay on the Study and Composition of Biography

(Edinburgh: Sunderland, 1813).

33. Bertrand Russell, \"Byron\" in Paul West, ed. Byron (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1968) 1..15.)))
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Chapter Three)

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.

5.

6.)

7.

8.

9.

10.

IL

12.

13.

14.)

15.)

16.

17.)

Disagreement on the subject is reflected in the ongoing discourse about

Shevchenko and his biographies, the latest in George Luckyj'5 and Valeria

Smilianska's work.

Valeria Smilians'ka, Biografichna Shevchenkoniana (1861-1981) (Kyiv:

Naukova Dumka, 1984).

George Luckyj, \"Introduction\" to his translation of \037 Zaitzey's biography, men-

tioned earlier.

V.P. Maslov, Taras Grigorievich Shevchenko (Moscow: n.p. 1874),4.
Maslov\037s Taras Grigorievich Shevchenkn.

\"Little Russian\" is the most common reference to the Ukrainian nation in the

last century. Little Russian or Ukrainian tongue was
regarded

as an inferior

peasant dialect; Bohdan Sttuminskyi, 'The Language Question in the Ukrainian

Lands Before 19th Century\" in R. Ricchio ed. Aspects of the Slavic Language

Question (New Haven, Yale Consilium on International and Area studies, 1984)
9-49. The technique of subtle corrections of the statements is a well-known dis-

cursive device practiced by many a writer in times of strict censorship, the most

explicitly in Leo Strauss, Persecution and The Art of Writing (Westport, Conn.:

Greenword Press Publisher, 1973).

Maslov's T.G. Shevchenko (1867), 15.
Maslov's T.G. Shevchenko, 7.

Maslov's T. G. Shevchenko, 12.

Maslov's text, 24.

Maslov's text, 24

Maslov's biography, 28.

Maslov's T. G. Shevchenko, 28.

Loshadinaiia jamiliia, a humourous story by Anton Chekhov, based on the

numerous associations around the
family

name \"OVSOy\" (ovios
- stands in Rus-

sian for \"oats\.") The main, character is unable to recall this name and, instead,

engages in the hilarious onomastic exercise
finally leading 10 the intended name.

Marcel Proust, A La rechercM du temps perdu (Remembrance of Things Past) 3

vols. English translation by C .K. Scon Moncrief! (London: Chatto and Weridus,

1981).
M. Proust's text, vol. 1,264.

\037

Emile Durand's \"1\302\243 Prete National de la Petite Russie\" (The National Poet of)))
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Little Russia) in Revue de Deux
Monds, 1876, vol. 3,919-944,919.

18. Durand's biography.

19. Durnnd's text.

20. Durand's text, 920.

21. Dwand's text, 921.

22. Durand's text, 922.

23. Durand's tex t, 944.

24. Fortunat M. Piskunov (? -?) lexicographer, ethnographer, linguist, wrote
Shevchenko's

biography:
F.M. Piskunov, Shevchenko lego zhizn' i sochineniia

(Shevchenko, His Life and Works) (Kiev: Tipografiia Frontskevicha, 1878).

25. Piskunov' s tex t, 3.

26. Marko Vov,chok nee Maria Vilyns'ka, (1834-1907) Ukrainian writer, prominent

female, cultural figure of the 19th century; also known as a translator, was high-

ly regarded by Tarns Shevchenko who even called her his \"spiritual daughter\".

Panteeimon Kulish (1819-1897) writer, historian literary critic, ethnographer,
more see G. Luckyj, Panteleimon Kulish (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1983)

Kostomarov Nikolay Ivanovich (1817-85) a famous historian and ethnographer,

made significant contributions to the history of Ukrainian culture

Anna Barvinok (Hanna) nee Oleksandra Bilozers'ka, (1828-1911) writer, wife of

Panteleimon Kulish, published stories about peasant women in various journals.

27. A biographer is the most
dependent upon the utterances of the other, to intensify

the veracity of the
presented

infonnation he/she relies on the real historical fig-

ures who symbolize truth and alledgence to Fact; A.. Makolkin(a), ''The Absent-

Present Biographer in V. Veresaev's Pushkin v zhizni\" in Canadian Slavonic

Papers, Winter 1989 issue, vol. XXI,44-57.
28. Reliable narrator is a tenn used by Wayne Booth, in his The Rhetoric

of

Fiction (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1961); Seymur Chatman,

Story and Discourse (Ithaca:
Cornel1 University Press, 1978) 233; also in

Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Na\"alive Fiction (London: Methuen, 1983) 73-82;
138.

29. Maslov's T.G. Shevchenko (1874).

30. Chaly's (Life and Works of Taras Shevchenko), 1882,4.
31. Sainte Beuve, Charles Augustine (1804-69) was the precursor of me psychobio-

graphical theory, proponent
of the modern biographical literary criticism, very

popular in 19lh century Russia, more in Richard M. Chadbourne, Charles)))
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Augustine Saint-Beuve (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1977).

32. R. Chadbourne, Saint-Beuve.

33. Chaly's text, N30, 115.

34. Debunking biography is the teoo
accepted

in contemporary theory of biogra-

phy in reference to demythologized portraits of the
subjects

which reached their

extreme in modem psychobiography; William E. Woodward is the alledged
author of the tem1: G. Garraty, The Nature of Biography. (New York: Alfred A.

Knopf, 1957) 137.

35. ChaIy's text (Life and Works of Tarns Shevchenko), 1882, 10.

36. Chaly's text, 157.

37. Chaly'5 text, ] 72.

38. Jean Paul Sartre introduces the myth of an artist as a special being who is

socially inadequate in his L'idiot de la famille; a poet and artist is again likened

to god albeit not as omnipotent as the Carlyle'5 poet-god.
39. Freud's

emphasis
on the Body and Bios demythologized the civilized man,

making him akin to the rest of the living species. Freudian poet/artist is an indi-

vidual ttaumatized by civilization, a neurotic who seeks therapy through his art.

S. Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents vol. 54. Encyclopedia Britannica eel.

(Chicago: Britannica Great Books, ]952) 774-5.

40. Freud in his Civilization and Its Discontents
points

out his three main sources of

trauma and neurosis; Family, Community and State.

41.
Chaly's text, 165.

42. Chal y 's biography of Shevchenko, 78.

43. ChaIy's text t 81.

44. Chaly's text, 83.

45. Chaly's text, 57.

46. Chaly's text, 56.

47. Chaly's text.

48. Northrop Frye's \"Hero above the group\" is the embodiment of the eternal

human strive for the paradisical.

49. Saul Kripke, Naming and
Necessity (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University

Press, 1980).

50. Sergii Efremov (1876-?) famous literary critic, historian of Ukrainian literature,

author of numerous biographies, Marko Vovchok's, Kotliarevsky\037s among

them; S. Efremov, Shevchenko (Kyiv: Drukamia Pershoi Kyivs'koi Drukars'koi

Spilky, ]914))))

Shevchenko in an intoxicated state only once, although he witnessed him con-

swning alcohol many times. Pisarev develops an entire theory of a drunkard. For him,
a genius even drinks differently from other mortals. He regards drinking as some kind

of a social protest. Again the two voices in the biographical narration are the pane-

gyric-confmning structures which are introduced by the praise-anxious biographer
concerned with sustaining the expected laudatory note and upholding the highly hero-
ic

image of the poet)))
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51. S. Efremov's Shevchenko, 7.
52. The most popular work on myth is Levi-Strauss' Structural Anthropology,

trans, Claire Jacobson and Brooke G.
Schoepf (New York: Basic Books, 1963)

and the most recent is by Natalia R. Moehle, From Myth to Philosophy (New

York: University Press of America, 1987).
53. Gustav Le Bon, The Crowd 2nd 00. (Dun wood, Ca: Nonnon Berg, 1909), simi-

lar views are expressed by
Elias Cannctti, Crowds and Power, trans. Carol

Stewart (London: Collancez, 1962).
54. Jensen's Taras Shevchenko (1916), 111.

55. Jensen's text, xv.

56. Jensen's T
Shevchenko, IV.

57. According to the repeated story which is in nearly all Shevchenko'B
biogra-

phies, the poet's father predicted his son's future fame on his death bed.
58. Jensen's Taras Shevchenko (1916).

59. V.A. Nikonov,lmia i obshchestvo (Name and Society) (Moscow: Nauka, 1973)

p. 30, 98.)

Chapter FOlU)

1. Omelian Ohonovs'kyi Zhyttia Tarasa Shevchenka in his lstoriia literatury

R us' /wi (History of Rusyn Literature) (L
viv: Drukarnia Tovarystva S hevchenka,

1889) 442-577.

2. According to V. Kubijovic and J. Rudnyckyi, the name \"Ukraine\" was used by
the Iranian tribes in I cent, and in the 13th cent. mentioned in the Ukrainian

sources, by
16-17 cent. it was known even to the Venetian merchants meaning

\"borderland\", \"lands on the edge.\"

3. O. Ohonovs'ky's (Life of Taras Shevchenko) 1889ed.J 442-3.

4. At the time of writing the geograph ic and cultural boundaries of the Ukrainian

nation were not defined, but the idea of the Ukraine as a separated national state

was already popular.

5. Ohonovs'ky's (Life of Taras Shcvchenko) 443.

6.
Rusyns

or Ruthenians -
subjects of Austro-Hungarian Empire living in Galicia,

Bukovyna and
Trnnscarpathian Ukraine, in the Middle ages it was a collective

name applied to all Eastern Slavs.

7. Koliivshchyna
- the anti-Polish revolt of 1768.)))
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8. Carl Briullov (1799-1852) Russian painter, a son of a wood carver, became a

professor of St Petersbw-g Academy of Arts, responsible for the Briullov school

of painting, Briullov portrait style, more in E. K. Atsarkina, Briullov (Moscow:

Iskusstvo, 1963).

9. Ohonovs'ky's (Life of Tarns Shevchenko) 461-2.

10.
Zhukovsky

Vasili Andreevich (1783-1852) Russian poet and translator, intro-

duced Burger, Schiller, Goethe, Scott, Byron
and Southey, as well as Homer to

the Russian literary audience.

11. Ohonovs'ky's(Life
of Taras Shevchenko) 462; Hrebinka. Evgenii (1812-1848),

Ukrainian writer, author of famous fables, poet, editor of literary journals.

12. Ohonovs 'ky 's teXl, 468.

13. Ohonovs'ky's text, 468.

14. Ohonovs'ky>s text, 469.

15. William Morfill's ''1be Peasant Poets of Russia.\"

16. Morfill's text, 63.

17. Theophylactus SimocraUa
- a Bysantire historian, lived in Constantinople, 610-

29. His chief work is a
History of the Reign of the Emperor Maurice.

18. William Morfill's \"The Peasant Poets of Russia\", 63-4.

19. Lomonosov, Mikhail Vasilievich (1711-65) Russian
poet, Grammarian, scien-

tist, the fIrSt Russian linguistic refonner; a son of a poor fishennan who became

later a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

Slepushkin, Feodor (1783-1848) fonner serf, peasant poet, became a merchant

after a successful publication of his first collection, name virtually obscure in

the history of Russian literature

Kol'tsov, Alexey (1807-1842)a \"painter
in poetry\", a well-known, self-educat-

ed }XJet, contemporary of Pushkin, Odoevsky, and
Zhukovsky.

20. W. MorfIlfs \"The Peasant Poets of Russia\", 73.B,loomfeld Robert (1766-1823)
born in Suffolk, a farm laborer, endured extreme poverty; chiefly remembered

as the author of tales The FarmerPs Boy, which were translated into French and

Italian

Stephen Duck (1705-1756) a self-educated poet who emulated Milton and por-

ttayed the unremitting toil of the laborers.

21. W. Morfill's \"The Peasant Poets of Russia\", 71

22. Morfill'8 text, 63.

23. Modill'g text, 87-89.

24. Morfill's text, 91.)))
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25. MorfIlI's text, 91.

26. Cossaks -
a considerable population of the Russian Empire who enjoyed some-

what priviledged status in return for military service, in 1654 there were 6O,{XX)

people registered as Little Russian Cossaks.

27. Iakovenko, Valentin Ivanovich (1859-?) writer, biographer, translator, wrote

biographies of Adam Smith Auguste Compte, Thomas Moore, translated

Carlyle\"s
Heroes and Hero-Worship into Russian; his contribution to heroic

biography includes biographies of Bohdan Khmel 'nyts'ky; Gogol and

Shevchenko; V.I. lakovenko T.G. Shevchenko (S. Petersburg:
ObshchestvennaiiaPol'za, 1894).

28. Dobroliubov Nikolay (1836-1861) Russian literary crit.ic, journalist and revolu-

tionary democrat, very much influenced by Garibaldi movement, outspoken

socialist, was highly valued by Marx who placed him next to Lessing and

Diderot

Kostomarov, Nikolay (1817-85) prominent historian\" writer, philosopher and

significant figwe in the Ukrainian cultural history, studied folklore and ethnog-

raphy
with the aim of reconstructing Slavic mythology.

29. V. Iakovenko, T.G. Shevchenko (1894) 86.

30. Iakovenko's Shevchenko, 87.

31. Carl lung develops his concept of a
poet-carrier

of the collective unconscious in

his Psychology in Literature (1933); and Modern Man in Search of a Soul

(1968).

32. V. Iakovenko's T.G. Shevchenko 87.

33. lakovenko's T.G. Shevchenko, 87.

34. Iakovenko's Shevchenko, 89.

35. Morozenko, the Ukrainian hero of the 16-17th Century, remembered in folk

songs known as historicaJ songs; Palii, Semen (1638-1710) popular war hero,

famous for his military victories against the Turks and Tartars which were glori-

fied in folk songs. Shevchenko highly regarded him as a Ukrainian historical

figure.

36. Iakovenko's TG. Shevchenko, 95.

37. Iakovenko \"s text, 7.

38. V. Kranikhfeld's Taras Shevchenko-pevets Ukrainy (Taras Shevchenko - the

Singer of Ukraine)\" 1914, 12.

39. Krnnikhfeld \"s text, 52.

40. Yakov Polonsky (1819-1898), lyrical poet many of whose poems were set to)))
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music by Tchaikowsky, Rubinstein and Taneev and became known as romances

and songs.

41. V. Kranikhfeld's (Taras Shevchenko - the Singer of
Ukraine)

53.

42. Kranikhfeld's Shevchenko, 93.

43. Kranikhfeld's Shevchenko, 54.

44. KranikhfeJd's Shevchenko, 99.

45. Kranikhfeld's Shevchenko, 104.

46. Lauro Mainardi's (Taras Shevchenko- the Bard of Ukraine), 1933 is a classic

pre-neoromantic text of the period. The term \"neoromantic myth\" may be

applied to the pre-fascist discourse which greatly relied on the Romantic con-

cepts of ustruggle\", \"genius\", \"cult.\" The concept of
\"genius\"

later became a

collective metaphor of the Gennan nation, more in: Stein Ugelvik Larsen et als,

ed., Who Were The Fascists (Bergen: Universitetsforeaget, 1980) S. S. Wolf ed.,

European Fascism
(London:

Lowe and Brydone Ltd., 1970); George Lachmann

Mosse, Masses and Man: Nationalist and Fascist
Perception of Reality (New

York: H. Fertig, 1980).

47. Lauro Mainardi's (Taras Shevchenko -
the Bard of Ukraine) 3.

48. Mainardi's Shevchenko, 3.

49. Mainardi's Shevchenko, 3.
50. Mainardi's Shevchenko, 3.

51. Mainardi's Shevchenko, 4.

52. Mainardi's Shevchenlw, 4.

53. Mainardi's Shevchenko, 4.

54. On the Ukraine in the Second World War in: J.A.
Armstrong,

Ukrainian

Nationalism 1939-1945 (New York: Columbia University Press, ] 985),
\"Collaboration in the Soviet Union\" in his The Second World War, trans.

Douglas Parmee (London: Andre Deutsch, 1975) 284-86.

55. L. Mainardi's (Shevchenko - the Bard of Ukraine) p. 7.
56. Mainardi's Shevchenko, 7.

57. Mainardi's Shevchenko, 8.

58. Mainardi's Shevchenlw, 8.

59. Mainardi's
Shevchenko, 8.)))
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Chapter Five)

1.)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.)

7.

8.

9.)

10.

11.

12.

13.)

14.

15.

16.

17.)

18.

19.

20.
21.)

22.)

Rasonyi's work is mentioned in V.A. Nikonov, lmia i obshchestvo (Name and

Society) (Moscow: Nauka, 1973) 98; L. Rasonyj, \"Les Antroponymes comans

de Hongrie\" in Acta Orientalia, Budapest,
1967.

Dmytro Doroshenko's Shevchenko, 10.

Doroshenko's Shevchenko, 11.

Doroshenko's text, 14.

Doroshenko's text, 14.

This is one of Northrop Frye's archetypes alluding to the relationship between

the hero and hero-worshippers.

Doroshenko's Shevchenko (1936) 48.

Doroshenko's tex\037 50.

Nikolay Berdiaev develops his theory of a nation as a
special tyrannical institu-

tion where an individual submits to the collective will of the group: N.
Berdiaev's (On Slavery and Freedom of Man) 1936.

Doroshenko's Shevchenko, 1936.
,

Emile Durand, above
chapter one, N. 9.

Shlomith Rimmon-Kennan, Narrative Fiction (Wnrlon: Methuen, 1983) 71-84.

Boris Uspensky, A Poetics of Composition (Berkeley, CA: University of

California Press, 1973) 20-43.

Livyts'ka - Kholodna's (The GianCs Pathway), 1955, more in NIl, chapter one.

Livyts'ka - Kholodna's (The Giant's Pathway), 7.

Livyts 'lea's text, 8.

w. Booth's The Rhetoric of Fiction; S. Chatman)s Story and Discourse; S.

Rimmon - Kennan's Narrative Fiction.

N. Livyts'ka' -Kholodna's
(The

Giant's Pathway) 13.

Livyts'ka's text, 18.

Livyts'ka's text, 56.

The
Hpossible

world\" of the fictional text is the reality within the unreal while

the possible world of biography
is the fictionalized real world; on possible

world in fiction in: Lubomir Dolezel, \"Kafka's Fictional World\" in Canadian

Review of Comparative Literature March 1984) 61-82.

On the fairytale motifs one may see: Claude Bremond, 'The Logic of Narrative

Possibilities\" in New Literary llistory, Vol. XI, Spring, 1980, N. 3, 387-413; C.

Bremond, \"Morphology
of the French Folktale\" in Semiotica, N. 2) 1970, 247-)))
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77; Vladimir lakovlevich Propp, Morphologiia Skazki, 2nd. ed.
(Moscow:

Nauka, 1969); V.I. Propp, FairytaJe Transfonnations\" in L. Matejka and K.

Pomorska, eds Readings
in Russian Poetics (Ann Arbor Mich: Michigan Slavic

Publications, 1978) 94-117; V.V. Propp, Russkii Geroicheskii Epos (Leningrad:

Izdatel'stvo Leningradskogo Universiteta, 1955); V.V. Propp, Istoricheskie

korni volshebnoi skazki (Leningrad: Izdate'stvo Leningradskogo Universitelta,

1946); V.V. Propp, Morphology of lhe Folktale, 2nd 00. revised by Louis A.

Magner, trans. Laurence Scott (Austin, Texas:
University

of Texas Press, 1968).

23. Livyts'ka
- Kholodna's (The Giant's Pathway) p.

14.

24. Livyts'ka's text, 15.

25. Livyts'ka's text, 17.

26. Livyts'ka's text, 21.

27. Livyts'ka-Kholodna (1955: 21); gender transfonnations commonly occur in a

fairy tale, here a biographer resorts to similar poetic devices applying them to

the real historical figure.

28. LivytS'ka's
- Kholodna's text, 13.

29. Livyts'ka's text, 15

30. Livyts'ka's text, 18

31. In the same work, 35,41, 19.

32.
Livyts'ka's text, 67.

33. Livyts'ka's tex\037 68.

34. Livyts'ka's
- Kholodna, The Giant's Pathway, 69.

35. Livyts'ka's text, 131.

36. Livyts'ka's text, 139.

37. Livyts'ka's text, 139.

38. A. Makolkina's, \"On Poetics of Biography: Transformations in Some

Biographies of Byron and Pushkin\", unpublished Ph. D. thesis, this tenn invent-
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not know how to \"unscramble the voices\", G. Prince, \"Inuuduction to the Study
of the Narratee\" in Jane \037 Tomkins, ed. Reader-Response Criticism (Baltimore,

Md: Johns Hopkins Press, 1980) 7-25, also above
chapter two, N. 18.

39. Livyts'ka-Kholcxlna's (The Giant's Pathway) 140.

40. PavIa Zaitsev's (The Life of Taras Shevchenko), 1955,8.

41. Zaitsev's Shevchenko, 47.

42. Zaitsev's
Shevchenko, 47.)))
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43. Zaitsev's text, 61.

44. Although Zaitsev's book was about to appear in 1939 in Ukraine, it was pub-
lished only in 1955 in

Germany, more in G. Luckyj's \"Introduction\" to P.

Zaitsev, Taras Shevchenko (1988)p. 8.
45. Zaitsev's (The Life of Taras Shevchenko) 1955,62.

46. Zaitsev's Shevchenko, 49.

47. Zaitsev's
Shevchenko, 49., ibid.

48. Zaitsev's text, 76.

49. Zaitsev's text, 90.

50. Zaitsev's text, 109.

51. Zaitsev's text, 109.

52. Zaitsev's text, 102.
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1961).

55.
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58. Doman
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60. Domanyts'kyi's text., 35.

61. On Christianity and nationalism in: M.P. Drahomanov, Selected Works,
\"Chudats'ki dumky pro Ukrains'ky natsional,nu spravu\" (224-241) (Prague:

legiografiia, 1937) 236-37; Ludwig Feuerbach, Lectures on the Essence of

Religion, trans. Ralph Manheim (New York: Harper & Row
Publishers, 1968)
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date of)))
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74. Ohonovs'ky's text, 553.
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76. M. Ryl's'ky and A. Deutch, Taras Shevchenko, trans by John Weir (Moscow:

Progress, 1964).
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Paustovsky,

a famous Soviet writer of Ukrainian descen\037 his version
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87. K.

Paustovsky's
\"Tarns Shevchenko\" (1936) 550.)))
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(Ann Arbor, Mich.:

University of Michigan Press, 1962), 50-64.
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immortality 14,19, 175. 192, 200,204,

218

implied name 70, 114. 167

Italian (culture, etc.) 1, 5, 11, 20, 21, 93,

101, 102, 105, 108,109, 165)

198,213,214

rnounllng 195. 196, 198, 199

myth(ical) 2, 9, 22, 52, 64, 65, 73, 78,

86,87,88.98,99,105,106,107,

109,110,130,142.145. ]47.148,

153, 157, 158, 160, 162, 163,181,
194,195,208,218

myth-maker 1, 2\037 24, 110

myth-making 22

mythology 73, 78, 87, 88, 110, 152,

176, 177

Name 2.3,6, 7, 10, 11, 12,18,23, 24,

25,27,28,34,35,37,39,44,45,61,

68,73,75,82,88,95,96,101,106,

114,136,167,172,176,193,195

association 135)Kazakh 168

Kievan Rus 17,193, 198,212
Kobzar 51. 81. 86. 100, 156. 161. 171,

176,189,197,201)

auxiliary 38,46,77,78,79,83,84,

114,117,139,140

cluster 60, 73

construction 4)

Lmnent 190, 191, 192, 193, 198

language 10,19,21,28,37,137

literary 2, 158, 205, 213)

delaying technique 29

description 143

free discursive pauses 86

giver 8, 71, 114

guessing 38, 75

icon 3,4,5,75,218

metaphor 2,3.9, 15, 18,47,59,

75,200)

\037artyT 16,51,55,124,127,128,163,

169, 170, 172, 183, 209

martyrdom 69,94,,170

\037anUsrn 2,48,157,164.210,214,217

memory 60,73,87,116,122,168,184,

192, 195

markers 60,63

metamorphosis 127,164, 185

rneWphor 70, 118, 134, 168, 185

monument 5, 19, 202, 204

mortality
170

n10tif 16,53, 100, 123\037 128, 134, 146,)

monwnent 4

reference 215

saturated interv als 86

sign 7, 24, 42, 73, 84, 114, 135, 146,

204,213,214

signal
204

substitute 29, 62

symbol 3,4,9, 19, 24,47, 62,)))



Subject Index 261)

68.70,73,75,86,92,104,120,

140,144,166,169,175,189,

202,204,215

naming (process, technique, etc.) 3,4,

6,24,27,29,39,71,88,90,119,

157,164,185

narratology 6,44, 49, 57, 68, 86, 94,

104,119,121,122, 166, 170, 198

narion 1,3,19,22,34,35,37,58,73,

74,75,88,91,99,101,105,117,

119, 131, 132. 150, 15L 152,155
national 1, 20, 75, 87, 116, 132, 133,

148

conflict 22

consciousness 21, 122
culture 187

fighter 34

genius 25, 26

hero 3,4,5, 12, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23,

29,38,49,58,61,77,88,139,

152,155,169,175,184,215
idea 155

identity 21, 155, 200

independence 155

language 12

liberation 42

myth 4, 152

poet 2, 3,4, 21, 22, 23, 25, 39, 42,

43,49,70,78,90,96,101,102,

129,153,159,161,164,166,172

pride 20,43

prophet 49, 115, 117, 118

representative 58

sign 146

significance
42

status 38)

struggle 154

symbol 3,12,42,140

writer 4, 38

national-socialists 160

nationalism 19,21. 22, 109, 145, 150,

159,160,215

nationalist 160

nature 96, 97, 98, 174

neologism 146

nominal 70, 95, 185

apogee
19

progression 190

stereotype 36

Onomastic 5, 38, 46, 74, 79, 85, 114,

135,145,156,163,176
acme 175, 185

amnesia 10, 86

antecedent 85, 116

antithesis, 2, 3, 136

anxiety
3

apotheosis 185, 187

authority 9, 119

changes 32

choice 4, 70

climax 93

code 10,11

collection 42

conflict 175

design 35

digression
70

double 185, 187

drill 211, 217

effect 189, 191

environment 44

exercise 62)

field 141)))



262 Subject Index)

flirtation 138

label 142

map 35,36,43,70,93

rneuuno\037hos\037 18,82,86,119,185,

189,196

mythology 6, 7, 9,83

neurosis 10

onornopoes\037 4,6,19,71,74,80,

114,196.,200,218

pair 89

parallelism 141

pathos 143

policy 45, 70, 116

power 8, 81

progression 9, 18,42, 62, 63, 70, 86,

106,118,173,185,200

signal
142

sinsign 186

statement 42, 44

sttaregy 47,68,116

technique 71, 144

tradition 116

tyranny 7

variety 44

onomastics 9)

175, 190, 194, 195, 196,202,212 218

paradise 209

pauonyrrric 93, 133, 184

persecution
172

place-name 30, 35, 36, 37, 75, 115, 140,

195, 197

poet 2,3,5, 21,24,25,27, 28, 29, 34,

38,45,46,48,49,57,70,85,86,88,

90,91,92. 96, 97, 98, 101, 104, 115,

143,144,152,163,169, 17\037 175,

180,192,196,198,203

poeticity 88, 122, 130, 134, 161. 167,

193,195,198,203,209

poet-phenomenon
50

Polish 21,24,41,179,213

pronomial pause 29

pronoun 29, 62

priest
192

propaganda 172,210

proper name 9, 10, 18, 29. 47, 60, 62

psyche 97,218

psychoanmys\037 9, 10, 16

psychobiography 16,48

psychology 147, 190)

.\037ther\" 5, 14, 19, 20,21, 29, 39, 42,

43,45,47,49,66,67,85,87,89,

103,105,110,116,119, 139, 140,

143,144,145,152,155,172, 175,

179,184,185,192,193,201,204,

205,206,217)

Race 83,84,87,146,191

racist 109, 111

remembrance 3,7,14,21,41,43,66,

70,101,174,190,196,204
Roman 8., 15

romantic 21,47,52,53,93,96,98,100,

101, 109, 110, 111, 134, 158, 159,

161,163,164,165,167,198,199,
200

Rome 9, 139, 143

Russia 2, 11, 25,27,36,47, 84, 89,90,)

Pagan 41, 155

panegyric 3,5, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19,26,45,

61\03768\03769,70,71,81,83,84, 100,

135,136,143,157,170,172,174,)))



Subject Index 263)

178,187,191,201,215,216

Russian 2,5, II, 12,20,24,28,47, 66,

80,&4,85,86,88,89, 111,120,141,

150,179,185,205

Rusynian 75, 189)

Saint 4, 16.21, 51, 57, 59,105, 119,

127,128.159,163.164,173

semantic field 4, 6, 118, 176, 197

semiosis 188

5errliocic 3,5,11,17,33,43,68,81,

103,107,138,148,171,185.186,

199,208

device 74

field 61

pair 52, 54

past 171

plotting 34

power 6. 12

premise 163

role 194

signal 60, 171

signification 160

strategy 32, 50, 5L 48

va1ence 11

whole 171

serf(dom) 24, 25, 26, 32, 33, 47, 61, 77,

78,93,94,118,124,129,156,176
Shevchenko 1,2,4,6,23,27,28,29,31,

36,39,43,48,50,52,54,61,68,74,

75,87, 88, 89,90,93,94, 120, 140,

147,163,165,172,176,195,204

sign 1, 2, 18, 19,33,52, 56, 58, 77,8&,

90,96,130,135,148,171,188

Slav(ic) 27, 82, 84, 87, 88, 109, 139,

191)

socialist 157

Soviet 2,5, 19, 67, 98, 138. 158. 160,

161,162,165,170,203,209,210

stereotype 2,3.30,58,77,78,86,87,

88, 129, 158, 159, 178, 181, 198

Swedish (biographer) 66, 117

symbol(ic) 4, 12, 19,35,37,60, 70, 73,

76, 80, 82, 89, 92, 94, 102. 115, 130,

132. 136, 148, 157, 163, 167,172,

175.189.191,196.198,199,200,
208,210)

Tartar 103

\037rnporw 167,168,173,192,205,209,

210

toponym(y) 115

uansfonmahon 9. 78, 126, 128, 199)

UkrWne 1,2,6,30,35,36,37,41,64,

65,73,75,89,90,102,104,105,

145, 155, 157, 161,163, 176. 194,

195,209
UkraUUan 1,2,3,4,6,38,55,57,66,

73,79,80,93,96,102,108,109,

119, 120, 125, 130, 132, 136, 137

church 150

henrnge 153,212.215,216

hero 5,6,9,41,57,140

language 27,137,212

nation 155

national poet 1,4, 29,43, 54, 75, 81.

83,84,102,125,133,141,176,

178

people 214

sign 1, 78, 146

unconscious 90, 160)))



264 Subject Index)

universal sign 12\037 15, 17

utopia(n) 2\037 217

utterance 72, 159, 160, 196, 198

utterer 147, 159)

Victorian (biographer, culture, etc.) 20,

21,46,82,83,86,87,158

voice 201, 202, 204, 205)

Worshipping 7, 217)

Xenophobia 217)

Zero-degree biographee 17, 133, 178)))




